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PREFACE 

The meeting consisted of a review of fire, toxic and explosion hazards associated with 
aircraft accidents and fires. A major portion of the meeting dealt with prevention tech¬ 
niques: inerting, isolating, and survivability design. The impact of changes in fuel specifi¬ 
cations on aircraft fire safety were also reviewed, along with evaluation of test techniques 
tor flame propagation and extinguishment, as well as toxic product generation. Actual 
aircraft accidents were reviewed and analyzed and the meeting culminated in a Round 
I able Discussion by experts in the field of Aircraft Fire Safety, who reviewed progress and 
recommended the areas for future emphasis. 

* 

Au cours de cette réunion ont été passés en revue les dangers d'intlammation. de 
toxicité et d’explosion qui accompagnent les accidents et incendies d’avions. La majeure 
partie ues exposés a été consacrée aux techniques préventives: inertage, isolement et con¬ 
ception en vue de la survie. Parmi les sujets traités, citons: l’influence, sur la sécurité 
en matière d'incendie, des changements intervenant dans les spécifications des carburants, 
l’évaluation des techniques d'essais en ee qui concerne la propagation des flammes et leur 
extinction, ainsi que l’émission de produits toxiques. Il a été procédé à l’examen et à 
l'analyse de divers accidents d’avions, et la reunion comprenait une “Table Ronde” à 
laquelle ont pris par 'es experts en matière de protection contre les incendies d’avions, 
qui ont dressé le bilan des progrès réalisés à ce jour et ont recommandé un complément 
de recherche dans certains domaines spécifiques. 

iv 
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT 
of the 

PROPULSION AND ENERGETICS PANEL 
45TH MEETING 

on 
AIRCRAFT FIRE SAFETY 

by 
Professor Irvin Classman 

The Engineering Quadrangle, Princeton,University 
Princeton, New Jersey 

and 
B.P Botteri 

Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, USA 

The success and response to the material presented at the 45th Meeting of the AGARD Propulsion and 
Energetics Panel or. Aircraft Fire Safety made it most apparent that this field requires a greater exchange of 
technological information among the NATO nations. This meeting and the previous one held in 1971 were a few of 
the rare international meetings on this important subject. 

As is the case of most developmental areas an archival literature does not exist and most information is reported 
in “in-house” documents. Because of lack of contact among many working in this field, it has become apparent 
that there has been great duplication of effort. Considering the level of support for research and development in fire 
safety matters, most attending the meeting agreed that AGARD would serve a most important function if the 
Propulsion and Energetics Panel were to establish a Working Group to coordinate efforts, evaluate progress, and re¬ 
comment safety improvements to both militan' and civilian aviation authorities. 

The 45th PEP Meeting gave good evidence of progress made. The following can be considered as some high¬ 
lights of the meeting: 

1. Increased evidence was presented that the low volatility fuels of the kerosene type have superior fire safety 
and combat survivability characteristics compared to the wide-cut, high volatility fuels. Availability and 
cost of converting to high energy ignition systems have been the factors hindering the use of kerosene 
fuels for military applications. 

2. The use of mist suppressing additives has been shown to markedly increase the fire resistance of low 
volatility kerosene type fuels under simulated crash conditions. The use of these agents appears to be the 
most attractive of the modified fuel approaches. Pumping problems have been solved, although related 
shear stability and polymer degradation difficulties still exist. 

3. The feasibility of separating oxygen from air so that the remaining nitrogen may be used for fuel tank 
inerting has been shown with the use of semi-permeable membranes. Additional Technical development 
effort is required to demonstrate suitability for aircraft applications. 

4. Further evidence to the effectiveness of the halons as fire suppressants was presented. 

5. It was shown that improvements in fire safety can be achieved by the use of polymers possessing certain 
basic thermo-chemical parameters such as char. 

6. Proof was given that smoke and chemicals causing physiological mal-lunetioning have played a much 
greater part in airline crashes than most have generally thought. This evidence suggests that strong con¬ 
sideration should be given to the redesign of air breathing systems and procedures, as well as to isolating 
the pilot’s cabin. 

7. Although foam is the primary form of fighting aircraft ground fires, progress has been made in the use jf 
powders. More fundamental work is needed in this area. 

8. Progress has been made in the dynamic computer modelling of the fuel environment ignition hazards, and 
vulnerability of regions adjacent to and within fuel tanks. 

9. The necessity of paying more attention to reaching crash fire areas was dramatized. A novel rocket 
launched fire-fighting package for remote areas was delineated. 

10. More fundamental work was encouraged so that better understanding of ignition, flame spread, and ex¬ 
tinguishment could be obtained and small scale test methods to evaluate non-flammable materials could 
be developed. A detailed report on the current understanding of the flame spread process was given. 

Other valuable information exists in the thirty four papers presented. The Conference Proceedings should be 
examined for details. 

vii 
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SAFETY R'EL RESEARCH IN THE UNITED KINGDOM* 

R E Millrr 
Materials Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment 

Farnboroutfh, liants OUlU 6TD 

SUMMARY 

Development in the UK of aircraft fuels which resist fire 
in a crash has concentrated almost entirely on polymeric 
additives which prevent fuel mist formation. At O.yk con¬ 
centration these prevent kerosine fires under realistic 
crash conditions with both flame and heater duct ignition 
sources. High internal phase ratio emulsions gave no fire 

resistance in these testa. 

Early additives caused considerable pumping difficulties at 
low temperatures. The latest additive, FK9, has largely 
overcome these. After degradation immediately before the 
engine control system, FM9 modified kerosine mined no 
serious problems during on eight hour Spey engine test. 
Degradation, which is necesnr-y before the engine, must not 
be allowed to occur too early in the fuel system however, 
otherwise fire resistance would be lost; much effort is 
currently devoted to this aspect. Methods of introducing 
the additive are also under investigation as is the possible 
extent of water compatibility and filtration problems. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In 1967 work was begun in Materials Department, RAE, aimed at ¡reducing fuels which would withstand fire 
in a severe but survivable aircraft crash. It was assumed that in a typical crash the aircraft would be 
damaged while still moving forward and that fuel could leak from damaged t nks or lines into a high speed 
airstream. This would lead to the formation Df a fire mist which could readily ignite, thereby covering 
large areas of the aircraft in a fireball. While the burning mist might only last for a few tens of 
seconds it would inevitably ignite any major fuel spillage ir the vicinity of the aircraft, thereby pro¬ 
ducing a longer lasting and therefore mr-e destructive, fire. It was therefore argued that three ¡roper- 
ties would be important in affecting the incidence of fire and subsequent evacuation of passengers and 

crewi 

1) Fuel mobility. 

2) Tendency to form mists. 

5) Rate of flame spread over spilled fuel. 

Some work has been done on thickened fuels (mainly high-internnl-phase-mtio eirulsions) since fuels of this 
type should spill less readily from a damaged aircraft. 3y far the greater part of the programme, however, 
has been devoted to fuels containing mist-suppressing additives developed and produced under Ministry 
Co-.itract by ICI Ltd, Faints Division. Although these additives pose problems it was felt that they would 
be more easily overcome than those arising from the use of conventional thickened fuels. Clearly fuels 
can be ignited through the vapour or through the mist and there is no point in suppressing mist formation 
in a volatile fuel where the former mechanism is possible. Mist-su¡pressing additives are therefore only 
of use in fuels which are below their flash points and have only been considered in this programme for use 

in aviation kerosine. 

2 FIRE RESISTANCE 

* 

I 

During the safety fuel development programme, a large number of different candidate fuels has been 
considered. To assess the fire resistance of these materials it ht8 been necessary to use a screening 
test needing only a small quantity of fuel. The minitrnck test1 has been used for this purpose. A 
cylindrical fuel tank (**0 cc) is accelerated to a sp^ed of ^Pms"' and tien rapidly decelerated hy a 
braking system (average deceleration g). Immediately deceleration is ai plied the tank is opened up 
and fuel is spilled onto a series of ignition sources; the amount of flame produced is judged visually 
snd depends on the fire resistance of the fuel. The speed and deceleration were adjusted to 
enable a correlation to be made between this test and full scale tests made using a rocket sled. It was 
found that the best fuel additives produced no flame ir. the minitrack test at. a concentration of 0.1¾ w/w. 
By contrast conventional fuels such as kerosine, pe rol or gas oil produced ton foot flames, the amount 
of flame being very little affected by the vo’.- tility of the fuel since, under these conditions, minting 

readily occurs. 

Screening by the minitrack enabled the many hundreds of candidate fuels to be reduced to less than ter 
serious contenders. The fire resistance of these was investigated using a rocket-powered sled. The 
"standard" two-rocket test has been more fully described elsewhere2. In essence a tank containing 

45 litres of fuel is accelerated on a rocket sled up to a speed of 97 ms and then decelerated (P-1C g) 

• Copyright (?) Controller HKSC London 1971* 

National Technical Information Service is authorized to 

reproduce and sell this report. 
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b» an aircraft arrester wire. On deceleration a slit on the forward facinß edge of the tank is opened up 
and fuel is allowed to fall upon an array of ignition sources consisting of thirty six kerosine diffusion 
flames arrcnged on three gantries across the track. This test was chosen because of its severity and 
because the air shearing forces to which the fuel is subjected are similar to those to be expected in a 
severe but potentially survivable crash occurring at 80 mph. Such crash conditions were postulated using 

data supplied by ÜSAAVUBS2 and the detailed arguments are aet out in a previous AGARD paper-5. Fuel 
containing FK3, the first additive to be produced, did not pass the standard test at 0.3% **/* although it 
passed a less stringent test using only one rocket and having lower speeds and decelerations. Six other 
additives, FK4-FK9, ell showed no trace of fire in the "standard" test at a concentration of 0.3% w/w. 

The fire resistance of three thickened fuels was investigated by this method, using a slit of 760 mm x 25 mm 
The three fuels were Dow gel CX-TOjS, Fetrolite emulsion EFA-104, both being studied at the time by FAA and 
one of the emulsions produced in our programme, Shell emulsion SE9. All three fuels produced large tires 
similar to kerosine. While these fuels have the advantage thut under some conditions they would be retained 
more easily within the tanks, their fire resistance under the highly disruptive conditions to be found in 
a severe aircraft crash appears to be low. For this reason and because of the problems posed by the use of 
such materials in aircraft fuel systems, no further work on thickened fuels was done and the programme has 
been concentrated entirely on anti-misting kerosiue. Typical fires produced by kerosine, an anti-misting 
fuel and a thickened fuel in the "standard" two-rocket test are shown in Figs 1, 2 and 3. Two additives, 
FM4 and 1X9, both in Avtur at 0.3%, have been subjected to somewhat more severe conditions than the 
"standard" rocket sled test. The speed of the sled immediately before the arrester wire was raised to 

78 ms-1, corresponding to a severe crash at about 120 nph, without any trace of fire. This higher speed is 

now considered more applicable to landing and take-off conditions for modern aircraft. 

An incraase in fire resistance is also observed with the modified fuels when the ignition source is a heated 
duct: a horizontally mounted heated stainless steel duct, 610 mm long and 130 mm in diameter, was used for 
this purpose. With kerosine three types of behaviour were observed. At low duct temperature« no ignition 
occurrea. At intermediate temperatures small fires occurred in the immediate vicinity of the duct after 

an ignition delay of some seconds; no mist explosion occurred because during the d*1*f the 
mist had settled. Above a critical temperature, which in our experiments was about 500°C but which will 
depend on the exact experimental conditions, large fireballs were produced. Under these conditions the 
ignition delay is short in comparison with the mist settling tine so that when the fuel reaching the duct 

spontaneously ignites the flame is able to propagate through the mist cloud. 

With Avtur containing 0.3% FM4 this more hazardous high temperature region was prevented. At low duct 
temperatures no ignition occurred, while at higher temperatures (up to 645¾) only small localised fires 
were obtained; no fireballs were produced brcause there was no mist to allow propagation of these local 
fires. This is the behaviour to be anticipated with anti-misting kerosine since the mist-suppressing 
additives were considered unlikely to have ary effect on the spontaneous ignition temperature of the fuel. 
Although such fuels do ignite they are considerably safer than kerosine because the fires produced are 
likely to be very much more localised. Typical fires produced by a hot duct from Avtur at temperatures 
above and below 500°C and from modified fuel at a temperature above 500°C are shown in Fig A. Fire test 

results on the rocket sled at normal ambient temperatures are summarised in Taole 1. 

Recently, as a result of discussions with FAA, we have undertaken rocket sled tests of a number 
of fuels which have been used in the FAA aircraft crash test programme. Several of these fuels 
have been studied at elevated temperatures and the concentrations needed to pass the test at 95 F 
have been established where possible. These tests were undertaken as a result of the recognition 
that the two-rocket sled test renresented one of the most severe of the smaller scale tests which 
have been used to study safety fuels. As such it should sive a correlation with full scale crash 
tests and to enable such a correlation to he more readily established a large scale pronene 
was included with the "standard" ignition arrav on a few runs, as was the case with the fourth 
FAA crash test. Some typical results nre sumraRrised in Table 2« For the limited ran<?e where com¬ 
parison can be made the results are in agreement with the full scale tests. Dow fuel, for example, 
passed the test at a concentration of 0.7* and at normal ambient temperature as was f^und with 
the third FAA crash test. When the concentration was lowered to 0.5* it failed ewen at ambient 
temperature and would certainly have done so at 95"F, the conditions of the fourth crash test. 

As the next part of the fire test programme we plan to run the rocket sled test witl. *< ^PC^ongl** a« the 
ignition source. In a shoit programme various engine running conditions will be investigated and attempt« 
made to ingest both kerosine and FM9 modified kerosine into the engine intake to see whether there ia any 

significant difference i’» behaviour. 

HANDLIWO PROPERTIES 

The work described in the previous section clearly demonstro tes the considerable increase in fU. resistance 
to be obtained from mist-suppressing additives when used infueisst tempern ture sbelow 
In order to achieve this fire resistance the physical and rheological properties of the base fuel have been 

altered and this might be expected to lead to problems elsewhere in the aircraft. 

The first problem to arise was that of low temperature jumping. The first modified fuel to be used, 
containing FX3, caused a drop in the efficiency of a conventional aircraft centrifugal pump of about a 

factor of ten below that obtained with kerosine at -30°C4. IMer fuel modifiers, 
more encouraging results. Using a miniature centrifugal pump ns a screening test it has been 
assess the relative pumpability of a number of modified fuels. This minipump has been used for candidate 
safety fuels in much the same way as the minitrack was used to screen fire resistance. From a 100 litr 
sample it is possible to obtain curves of pump efficiency vs delivery pressure over a range of pimp speeds 
(2000 to 10,000 rpm) and temperatures (-35° to +2000). Furthermore the results appear to correlate well 

with data for pumpebility obtained using full scale aircraft fuel pumps5, where large enough s«npl*» h»v. 
been available for full scale tests to be made. Kiniature pumping test results are shown in Table 3 for 

-. . 
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fi** miBt-Buppr*8Sing additives. It can be seen how pumping efficiency has improved until with fuel 
containing the latest additive, FM9, a centrifugal pump gives efficiencies about 90X ** high as with 
aviation kerosine at -35°C. FM9 fuel is also outstnnding in that its pumpability ia apparently independent 
of time. With other fuel modifiers the results were dependent on the length of time at which the fuel had 
been kept at low temperature. Table 3 also shows that with FM5 fuel pumping efficiencies are very low. For 
this rer.son FM5, an excellent additive in certain respects, was discarded early in the program**. 

Although initial tests on many of the mist-suppressing additives studied in this programei* indicated that 
there might be difficulties in the presence of water, work carried out by Shell Research Ltd has sc f*r 

indicated no insuperable problems with anti-misting fuels6. Thus kerosine conUining any of the addltivee 
FM4, 6, 7, 8 or 9 produced white lacy deposits when shaken with free water and bottle storage teats at Shell 
Research Centre with I>l4 and FM9 showed that both fuel* took up water far in excess of saturation levels 
for Avtur. However, pick up from an underlying water layer could be limited by venting the ullage 
In a simulated flight environmental rig, FM9 fuel was subjected to 100 six-hour flight cycles in which the 
fuel was progressively cooled with a reducing tank pressure and moist air was then admitted during the 
descent phase. At the end of the test there were no emulsified deposits in the tank, suggesting that, under 
practical conditions, water compatibility problems with IT19 fuel may not be as severe as was feare. , This 

work is continuing. 

Filtration tests at ambient temperature led to blockage of discs of less than 142 p m porosity unless the 
fuel had been previously degraded. Using 10 p m Purolator aircraft filter paper, four shearings through a 
diesel injector degraded FM9 fuel sufficiently to give acceptable filtration performance. With FM4 fuel 

thin treatment was not quite sufficient. 

Work on both the Thornton Flask test and a gas-driven coker without the test filter led Shnll to conclude 
that FK9 fuel poses no great threat to the thermal stability of Avtur, although the effect on borderline 
fuels remains to be determined. Heat transfer coefficients of modified fuel are decrease! by about 50» 
below that of base Avtur. This effect diminishes as the fuel is degraded, however, and after four passes 
through a diesel injector FM9 fuel produces a reduction in heat transfer coefficient of S-'l'!». Apart from 
a slightly adverse effect on the wear of bronze on steel contacts, ÏH9 fuel appears to be beneficial to the 
lubricity of Avtur. It also raises the conductivity of base Avtur above that obtained with the recommended 
concentration of antistatic additive. This could pose some problems with fuel capacitance guages. 

While the six additives FM4-n<9 are all very similar with respect to fire resistance, the handling tests 
described in this section have shewn marked differences between them* In particular the punping results in 

Table*3 show that FM9 hao considerable advantages over the other fuels. FM5 fuel was so difficult to pump 
that it was discarded, despite the fact that it and FK3 alone of the additives we have investigated showed 
no problems of water compatibility. Of the other additives, none show any advanUge over FM9 ard, on 
balance, FM9 is regarded as the best available mist-suppressing additive available to date. 

4 ENGINE ncSLSKS 

The fire resistance of FM9 fuel and similarly modified Avtur has been obtained at the price of making forma¬ 
tion of fuel mists more difficult and the combustion chamber is therefore an area in which we must look for 

problems. 

Karly work on an Avon chamber showed that atomisation and combustion of FM3 modified Avtur was satisfactory 
provided that the fuel system was arranged to produce maximum degradation of the fuel upstream of the 

atomiser7. Some deposits were formed at idling conditions but were burned off at the cruise conditions. 
Tests on tVM fuel included both spray and vaporising systems. In the former system an Avon chamber was 
again used, while vaporising chamber tests were done on a Kamba combustion chamber with walking stick type 
vaporisers. FK4 modified Avtur showed satisfactory combustion properties in both types of chamber. Once 
again, with the spray chamber the engine fuel system had to be run in such a way as to impose maximum dégra¬ 
dation on the additive before a suitable spray pattern could be achieved. In the vaporising chamber nc pre¬ 
degradation was necessary. In both chambers black deposits were formed which could be removed at Uke-off 
conditions. It was considered possible that such deposits might cause problems with jet pipe instrumentation 

or in blocking nozzle guide vanes after a prolonged period of idling. 

Kore recent tests on I>!9 fuel at Rolls-Royce (1971) Ltd using an M45H chamber with a row of stators and at 
NOTE using an Avon chamber with a two-dimensional cascade of cooled stators downstream showed no trace of 
deposit on the nozzle guide vanes; in the NOTE tests some liquid deposits formed but these simply ran off. 
The Eolls-Royce tests used undegraded FH9 fuel while NOTE used FM9 fuel which had been degraded in a diesel 

injector. 

In October 1974 the first full scale engine test was made with a Spey-Phantom engine at NOTE. It had been 
found in earlier teste that FW9 modified Avtur produced blockage of the fin* orifices of a »Koog valve used 
in the fuel control syitern and the fuel was therefore degraded by four passes through a diesel injector rig. 
Runs were made at jet pipe temperatures of 550°. 500®, 450® and 400OC and the engine was stopped and restarted 

a number of times on the modified fuel (including one restart after being left 0T^ “ 
eight hours' testing was done and at all conditions the engine's performance was indistinguishable from that 
obtained with Avtur. No problems occurred either with nozzle guide vanes or jet pipe instrumentation. 
Rupture of a fuel filter did occur and this is currently being investigated to see whether it was due to the 
modified fuel. Deposits found in the fuel bowser after the test appeared to be due to water contamination 

and these are also being checked. 

At this stage we regard the engine problems as less exacting than those in other areas. Providing that a 
means^ofdegrading*the fuel before it reaches the fuel control system can be found which can be used on an 
aircraft, the atomisation and combustion of such fuels appears to be perfectly feasible. There may be _ 
oroblems with engine designs giving lower temperatures than the Spey and the aspect of atmospheric polluti 
CÏÏ yet been covered.“ Nevertheless, no m£e work is planned in this are. until several more pressing 

Problems have been overcome. 
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5 KX33ADATICN 

Th« miat-euppreoaing additives developed during the courae of «.hie programme are all high molecular weight 
polymere. A property of auch materiale ia their tendency to degrade under shearing conditions. The process 
ia aaaociated with the breakdown of the larger moleculea to form materials of lower molecular weight and 
n number of the problems diacusaed above are alleviated by such degradation. Indeed, substantial degradation 
appears to be essential if anti-misting fuela are to be filtered or be made acceptable to the engine fuel 
control system. Mechanical devices are available which w il produce the requisite amount of degradation 
and large batches of fuel were prepared by means of a diesel injector for use in the Spey engine test. 
Unfortunately no mechanical device is yet available which would be suitable for aircraft use. 

In addition to making the fuel easier to handle, degradation also destroys the fire resistance conferred by 
the anti-misting nature of the fuel. The signs are that relatively small amounts of degradation will sub¬ 
stantially affect fire resistance. The problem la then two fold! 

(1) the fuel must be handled in the ’ow pressure fuel system in such a way as *o avoid degradation; 

(2) it must then be rapidly and substantially degraded before encountering the engine fuel control 

system. 

The adverse effect of fuel system component!) on the fire resistance of anti-misting kerosine has been knows 
for some time. A few passes through a centrifugal pump is sufficient to remove much of he fire resistance q 
of the fuel . It is planned to subject FM9 modified fuel to an aircraft fuel system in t « very near 
future. More information should then be available on the amount of degradation to be expected under operat¬ 
ing conditions. It is possible that some effort may have to be devoted to the design of components which 
will handle materials of this type without causing degradation. 

Considerable effort is being devoted tc methods of achieving degradation with a view to producing a degrading 
unit for aircraft use. Early work was hampered because of the difficulty of defining and measuring a degree 
of degradation. As the additive is a very high molecular weight polymer, with any sample there is n certain 
spread of molecular weight. It is believed that only the largest molecules are capable of conferring fire 
resistance and it is these molecules which are most readily broken down. For moderate amounts of shear, 
therefore, it is possible to loee all fire resistance while still retaining material of moderately high 
molecular weight. Such a sample would appear to be completely degraded if degradation were assessed by 
means of a fire trst; its flow properties, however, might be very different from that of kerosine and 
certainly its ability to form deposits in a combustion chamber would differ very little from that -f the 
undegraded fuel. Very different estimates of the degree of degradation would, therefore, be obtained from 
different types of measurement. In early work the minitrack was used to measure the degree of fuel degra¬ 
dation and this method is particularly useful for the low degradation area where we are considering loss of 
fire resistance due to various fuel system components. However, it leads to high apparent degrees of degra¬ 
dation when only relatively small changes have occurred in the additive. More recently, the measurement of 
spread of molecular weight in a degraded sample lias been used at RAE as a more fundamental method of measur¬ 
ing degradation. 3el permeation chromatography (QPC) has been utilised and the method has yielded useful 
results. It has confirmed that only small changes in molecular weight are needed before extensive loss of 
fire resistance. Furthermore, it has shown that even four passes through a diesel injector, which to date 
is the most effective mechanical degrader we have found, produces only a moderate fall in molecular weight. 
Fortunately this moderate fall is sufficient to make the fuel acceptable to the engine. The degraded fuel 
is still capable of forming chamber deposits under certain conditions, however, and very much greater 
amounts of degradation would be needed to overcome completely this problem; again it is fortunate that these 
deposits do not appear as serious as was first thought possible. 

A number of methods of producing degradation have been investigated. Of the purely mechanical methods the 
diesel injector is so for the most promising but others are being investigated. Ultrasonic methods have 
also been studied but are thought to be impractical. Large Irradiation times are needed and the results 

q 
show no improvement over those obtained with mechanical degraders . A number of chemical methods of degra¬ 
dation have recently been studied at RAE. These produce very ccnsiderable degradation, molecular weights 

one or two orders of magnitude lower than those obtained by the best mechanical methods being observed1®. 
While the methods so far discovered are unlikely to be applicable to aircraft use, the study of chemical 
degradation is continuing. The simplest type of in-flight degrading unit would undoubtedly be a mechanical 
one. The amount of energy required to degrade the additive is extremely small and the problem is one of 
efficiently imparting this energy to the polymer molecules rrther than to the base kerosine. So far this 
efficiency has not been achieved but to date very little effort has been devoted to the design of a degrader 
and only items of existing equipment have been investigated. It ia planned to devote more effort to this 
key aspect in future. The measurement of degradation by OPC is time consuming. It is used, therefore, as 
a primary standard and a number of flow experiments are currently being developed to study degradation. 
One of these in particular has proved most useful and once the method has been calibrated against the 3FC 

it has yielded useful results. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The use of mist-suppressing additives in low concentrations has been shown to increase markedly the fire 
resistance of kerosine type fuels under simulated crash conditions. The fire resistance of fuels of this 
type appears to be much greater than that of conventional thickened fuels. 

The use of mist-suppressing additives introduces a number of handling problems. Co far ns the engine is 
concerned, while combustion chamber deposits have been observed under idling conditions these have caused 
no serious problems in the turbine or with jet pipe instrumentation. So long as the fuels were subjected 
to moderate degradation before the engine no serious engine problems were observed. In the fuel system, 
while early fuels gave serious pumping difficulties these have largely been overcome with FM9 fuel. 

Filtration and water compatibility problems exist with this material; the former can be overcome howevt. 
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by degrading it while the latter ia now thought lese serious than wne at first feared. The problem of degra¬ 

dation is a key aspect of the whole programme. It is necessary to avoid degradation of the fuel additive 

in the low pressure fuel system otherwise loss of fire resistance would occur. It is also necessary to 

produce moderate degradation upstream of the engine fuel control system and before meeting fine filters. 

Both these aspects of degradation are currently receiving much attention. 
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Tabla 1 

FIRE TEST RESULTS FCR AVTUR AND FOR FM4 MODIFIED AVTUR USINO "STANDARD** 
TWO-ROCKET SLED TEST CONDITIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF A VARIETY 

OF IGNITION SOURCES 

Fuel 

Artur 

Oas oil 

Artur containing O.^ FM1* 

Artur containing 0.3£ FM5 

Artur containing 0.5% FK6 

Artur containing 0.5% FM7 

Artur containing 0.5% FH8 

Artur containing 0.5% FH9 

Petrolite emulsion 
EFA-104 

Dow gel CX7058 

Shell emulsion SE-9 

Artur 

Artur containing 0.5% FM4 

Artur 

Artur contnining 0.5% FM4 

Artur 

Artur containing 0.5% FM4 

Ignition Source 

One kerosine flame 

56 kerosine flames 

56 kerosine flames 

56 kerosine Hmr.os 

56 kerosine flames 

56 kerosine flames 

56 kerosine flames 

56 kerosine flames 

56 kerosine flames 

56 kerosine flames 

5¿ kerosine flames 

Electric arc 

Electric arc 

Heated duct, 610 mm x 150 mm 
stainless steel; duct 
temperature 610°C 

Heated duct, 610 mm x I50 mm 
stainleas steel; duct 
temperature 610°C 

Duct as abore, duct 
temperature 410°C 

Duct as abore, duct 
temperature 410°C 

Remarks 

Intense fireball corering wide 
area 

Intense fireball corering wide 
area 

No ignition 

No ignition 

No ignition 

No igrition 

No ignition 

No ignition 

Large Si,d intenee fireball similar 
to that produced by Artur 

Large and intenee fireball aimilar 
to that produced by Artur 

Large and intense fireball aimilar 
to that produced by Artur 

Intense fireball corering wide 
area 

No ignition 

Intense fireball corering wide 
area 

Small fire confined to immediate 
ricinity of duct. No further 
propagation 

Small fire confined to immediate 
ricinity of duet. No further 
propagation 

Small fire confined to immediate 
ricinity of duct. No further 
propagation 
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TABLE 2 

PIRE RESISTANCE OP SOME SAFETY FU&S OVIK A TEMPERATURE 
RANGE USING RAE "STANDARD" SLED TEST 

Pucl. 
Additive 

EW4 

FM4 

FM4 

Conoco 

Conoco 

Dow 

Dow 

Dow 

Concentration 

0 3* 
0 # 
0.4* 

Unknown 
(-fcs supplied) 

Unknown 
(as supplied) 

0.5* 

0.7* 

0.7* 

Temperature 

70°P 

95°F 

95°F 

62°P 

95°F 

65°P 

66°F 

95°F 

Test Result 

Pass 

Fail 

Pass 

Fail 

Fail 

Fail 

Pass 

Fail 

s 
I 

TABLE 3 

MINIATURE PUMPING TEST DATA FOR ANTI-MISTING FUELS 

Fuel 
Additive 

ÏM4 

ÏM5 

EM? 

EM8 

EM9 

Maximum pump efficiency 
with fuel at 0.3* concen¬ 
tration relative to that 
with Avtor at -35°C and 

8000 rpm 

0.33 

Very low) 
fuel tended to gel 

0.33 

0.44 

0.88 

Time dependence 
of pump efficiency 

Time dependent) 
varies from 
0.25-0.33 

Time dependent) 
varies from 
0.33-0.44 

Independent of 
time. 

:! 
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SM8IARY 

Research being conducted by the U. S. Aray, Air Force, Navy, and the Federal 
Aviation Adainistration (and the U.K. Royal Aircraft Establishaent) has been 
directed toward establishing the physical,coapatibiiity, and fire-safety 
characteristics of fuel blends containing polyaeric antiaist agents. This 
autlaist additive approach has been shown to be both feasible and potentially 
practical for substantially reducing the frequency of in-flight and post-crash 
aircraft fires. This paper describes the experiaental bench (and larger-scale) 
evaluation procedures that are being used in the antiaist fuel studies, and reviews 
the experiaental results obtained by various U. S. organizations, using several 
different polyaeric antiaist additives. Both fire-safety and systeas-coapatibility 
characteristics and probleas are addressed, and projections are made regarding the 
future direction of research on such antiaist aircraft turbine fuels. 

Prior to 1969, both the U. S. Air Force and the Federal Aviation Administration had investigated the 
use of low concentrations of high aolecular weight hydrocarbon-soluble polymers as dispersion-reduction 
agents in JP-4 fuel.(5-15)* However, because of the high volatility of this base fuel, only marginal 
flaaawbillty reduction was observed. Similar additives were also investigated in the United Kingdom 
using low-volatility aviation fuel, and the results of simulated aircraft crash tests conducted by the 
Royal Aircraft Establishment were described at the 37th Meeting of the AGARD Propulsion and Energetics 
Panel held at the Hague, Netherlands, in 1971.(1) These latter results demonstrated the potential of 
such additives for diminishing mist fire hazards with low-volatility fuels. At this same AGARD meeting, 
the U. S. Army (20) and the Federal Aviation Adainistration (1) described on-going research using low- 
consistency, high-internal-phase-ratio aqueous emulsions and nonaqueous gels of low-volatility fuels, 
such as JP-5, Jet A-l, etc. The fire-safety and systems-compatibility characteristics of such modified 
low-volatility fuels appeared promising. During the years since the 37th PEP meeting at The Hague, 
laboratory and bench tests demonstrated that the low-consistency high-internal-phase-ratio emulsions 
under investigation did not have adequate batch-to-batch reproducibility or storage and handling stab¬ 
ility for use as aircraft turbine engine "modified fuels". (20) Subsequent and current efforts by the 
U.S. Army, Air Force, Navy, and the Federal Aviation Administration (and the U. K. Royal Aircraft Estab¬ 
lishment) have been directed toward establishing the physical, compatibility, and fire-safety properties 
of the fuel blends containing polymeric antiaist agents. The antimist additive approach appears both 
feasible and potentially practical for substantially reducing the frequency of in-flight and post-crash 
aircraft fires. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the unique nature of mist flammability 
hazards; review the experimental bench (and larger-scale) evaluation procedures that are being used in 
the antiaist fuel studies; and to describe the experimental results obtained by various U. S. organ¬ 
izations, through 1974, using several different polymeric antiaist additives. The following tabulation 
summarizes the possibly promising antimist agents (and suppliers) being investigated by U. S. organ¬ 
izations. 

Antimist 
Agent _Supplier 

FM-4 
AM-1 
XD-8132 
PEP-4 

ICI, Ltd. 
Continental Oil Company 
Dow Chemical Company 
Shell Development Company 

All of these products are proprietary; hence, little can be said about their chemical constitution 
except that they include hydrocarbons, aliphatic polysulfones, and polyacrylic esters, and have molecular 
weights in excess of one million. 

Much of the U. S. research activities information presented in this paper has been assimilated from 
presentations made at numerous inforution exchange meetings by the various organizations conducting 
antimist fuel research. In addition to such information, the authors have been in personal communication 
with personnel in these organizations (as indicated by appropriate reference citations) to confirm the 
accuracy of the information presented in this document. 

'Numbers in parentheses refer to references at end of the paper. 
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TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The physical and chemical processes involved in flame propagation through fuel mists are amcng the 
least studied and understood combustion phenomena. The following discussion points out the major differ¬ 
ences between flame propagation in heterogeneous mixtures of liquid droplets with air and in homogeneous 
mixtures of fuel vapor with air and offers technical explanations for such differences. 

Unique Flammability Properties of Mists 

The flammability limits of mists are strongly influenced by the droplet size distribution of the 
dispersed liquid phase. In fact, on the basis of hydrocarbon weight per unit air volume, the lower 
flammability limit for mists can be less than that of the same hydrocarbon in a homogeneous vapor-air 
mixture. (2,3) It is partly because of this latter phenomenon that fuel mists represent a significant 
flammability hazard even though their ignition energy is greater than that of gaseous fuels. It should 
be noted that mists also create a substantial hazard because they may be flammable even when the droplet 
temperatures arc substantially lower than the theoretical flash point of the fuel. This anomaly is 
caused partly by the fact that the vapor pressure of a liquid is significantly increased by surface 
tension effects (for extremely small droplets). 

The anomaly in the lower limit of flammability stems partly froi» the fact that, at the surface of 
each drop, the fuel vapor concentration varies from the equilibrium (or dynamic) vapor pressure through a 
decreasing concentration range to zero (or near zero) in the bulk air surrounding the drop. Hence, if 
the equilibrium (or dynamic) vapor pressure (as enhanced by surface tension effects) at the liquid drop¬ 
let surface exceeds the lower limit of flammability, a flammable mixture may occur somewhere between the 
drop surface and the bulk air phase, irrespective of the weight concentration of fuel in the air, and 
flames can propagate unless the mist dispersion is too dilute to support combustion. 

In some cases, the anomalously low "apparent" lean limits of mists have been attributed to fuel 
droplet sedimentation-enrichment of the flame front. In these cases, such sedimentation effects were 
believed to increase the flame-front fuel concentration to nearly the same value as would he required for 
the lean limit in a homogeneous system. (2) However, more recent research has indicated that liquid 
droplet suspensions with drop sizes exceeding 0.010 mm display flame-front lean limits that decrease 
significantly as tee drop size increases. (3) This phenomenon is attributed to different mechanisms of 
flame spread in heterogeneous, relative to homogeneous, systems. Even if the sedimentation mechanism 
were responsible for "apparent" low lean limits, such limits could be applicable to aircraft crash or 
other fuel-mist-producing situations. In such cases, the flame front could propagate perpendicularly or 
obliquely to sedimentation-generated fuel droplet concentration gradients, and a small quantity of fuel 

could go a long way toward generating a flammable mist. 

In another respect, fuel mists in air could be potentially more dangerous than pre-vaporized fuel in 
air. Flame propagation rates through fuel mists may be faster than through vapor-phase fuel air mixtures, 
the extent depending upon the characteristics of the particular mist dispersion. (2) This enhanced flame 
velocity of mists has been attributed to the presence of acetylenes and hydrogen formed by pyrolysis in 
the "thicker" flame. (2) However, this has not been confirmed as the sole mechanism. Such flame-speed 
enhancement could also result from the significantly increased "expansion factor” (increase in the number 
of moles in the vapor phase due to the passage of the flame front) that results when liquid fuel droplets 
are enveloped by the flame front and are consumed by the flame. In such cases, the unburned mist disper¬ 
sion being entered by the flame front would be accelerated more by flame-generated expansion than would 
the unbumed mixture in the absence of mist, and the observed flame space velocity would he increased 

correspondingly. 

In the light of these unique properties of flammable mists, the importance of such phenomena relative 
to aircraft fuel fire safety cannot and should not be understated. In fact, it is at least indirectly 
because of these properties that so much research and development attention is being devoted to preventing 

or inhibiting fuel mist formation during ballistic- or crash-impact events. 

Antimist-Fuel Evaluation Methodology 

The methodology utilized by the various organizations participating in antimist fuel research has 
included flammability characterization, hazard simulation, and determination of trade-offs. Routine 
flammability characterizations of liquid fuels normally comprise laboratory measurements of flash point 
or vapor pressure, boiling range, and minimum autoignition temperatures in accordance with standardized 
test methods (usually ASTM). These flammability indicators are useful, but they do not encompass all 
flammability properties that may participate in fuel conflagration events. Hence, out of necessity, 
other procedures have been developed (or adapted) to simulate potential fire-hazard exposure situations. 
In general, such simulation techniques comprise laboratory-, bench-, and field-scale fuel-dispersion 
procedures. These procedures range from relatively simple drop test:-, impingement tests, and spray-type 
tests through ballistic, catapult, and sled tests to full-scale aircraft crash tests. The status of the 
activities of the various U. S. organizations participating in antimist fuel research is discussed in 
later sections of this paper, and the specific hazard simulation and other test procedures developed (or 

applied) by each organization are described (or referenced). 

ANTIMIST FUEL RESEARCH SUMMARIES FOR VARIOUS U. S. ORGANIZATIONS 

Brief reviews of activities of those U. S. organizations that ire known to be conducting antimist 
fuel research are presented in the following pages. These reviews are not intended to be all-inclusive, 
rather, their purpose is to synopsize those activities and experimental results, through 1974, that are 

familiar to the authors (and confirmed by the organizations involved). 

U. S. Air Force 

The U. S. Air Force conducted a series of gunfire tests on several antimist additives at 0.3”» concrn- 
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tration in JP-8 fuel. (4,8) In these tests, abuut 23 liters of fuel were contained in a simulated fuel 
tank with a fuel depth of about 7.5 cm. The fuel was introduced by gravity flow to preclude any possibil¬ 
ity of shear degradation The M-8. 50 calibre, armor-piercing incendiary was fired at a velocity of 
about 730 m/s through an actuating plate (replaceable) into the bottom (replaceable) of the simulated 
fuel tank at 30° obliquity. The projectile traveled about 10 cm through the liquid into the ullage and 
exited through the top (replaceable) of the vessel. This technique resulted in ignition of about 95% of 
the various fuel blends tested. Detailed results are presented in reference 8. 

The additives found to be effective in this test series included AM-1, XD-8132, and FM-4. These 
significant!/ reduced the overpressure following ignition of the JP-8 fuel blends. Limited testing 
confirmed that antimist additives are not effective in reducing explosion hazards of JP-4 fuel blends. 

Because of the rheological behavior of the antimist fuel blends, it was concluded that system (filter 
ar.J orifice) problems may be encountered. Viscosity measurements indicated that low temperatures could 
create additiona, compatibility problems. The JP-8 base fuel utilized by the Air Force exhibited ice 
crystals at -34°C; hence, the antimist additive blends displayed precipitation and/or non-Newtonian 
behavior at this temperature. 

U. S. Army 

Experimental evaluation of antimist additive blends has been conducted by the Army utilizing many 
different experimental techniques. The Army Fuels and Lubricants Research Laboratory (AFLRL), San Antonio, 
Texas, has conducted most of these experiments which include determination of physical properties, measure¬ 
ments of mist-flaihback and impact-dispersion flammability characteristics, systems compatibility tests, 
and ballistic tests. (21,22) In addition, AFLRL has conducted a relatively low-level-effort study of the 
mechanism by which the polymeric additives inhibit mist formation. The possibility of complications due 
to bacterial growth has been investigated by the U. S. Army Natick (Massachusetts) Laboratories. The 
Army has also sponsored a series of simulated full-scale helicopter crash tests, conducted by Dynamic 
Science, Phoenix, Arizona, and a 50-hour engine test, conducted for the Army by the Naval Air Propulsion 
Test Center, Philadelphia, Pa., using a small helicopter gas turbine engine (T-63). The foregoing exper¬ 
imental studies are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

Physical and Flammability Property Measurements 

The physical properties of base fuels and fuel-additive blends were determined at AFLRL by ASTM and 
other established techniques. The AFLRL mist flashback and ic.pact-dispersion techniques were described 
in references 20 and 21. However, during the investigation of flammability properties of antimist fuels, 
it became necessary to significantly refine the techniques involved in these test procedures in order to 
obtain quantitative results. Hence, the methods of expressing the results of these two evaluation pro¬ 
cedures are different from those shown in reference 20. The procedures presently employed with these 
test techniques will be briefly reviewed in the following paragraphs. 

Mist Flashback Technique: In the mist flashback apparatus, three intersecting air streams impinge 
upon the liquid fuel issuing at a steady flow rate from the tip of the capillary tube, causing the liquid 
stream to break up (into a mist if no antimist agent is present). An ignition source is positioned 
perpendicular to the fuel-air jet 30 cm downstream from the air impingement point. This pilot flame is 
developed by a horizontal pipe having a series of orifices, providing a natural gas-air flame sheet. In 
operation with either volatile or kerosene-type jet fuels, the mist is ignited as it passes through the 
pilot flame sheet, and a relatively large flame brush develupes downstream of the pilot. This flame is 
about the same for JP-4R as for the JP-8R neat fuels. 

Depending upon the nature of the fuel, intermittent flames may propagate upstream from the pilot 
toward the fuel-air source. This "flashback" can be measured by observations along a horizontal line of 
sight perpendicular to the fuel-air jet. A video camera and a video tape recorder are utilized for 
recording the phenomena occurring during each experiment so that data reduction may be accomplished 
during subsequent video playback, using slow motion and stop action as necessary. Details of the current 
evaluation procedure and data reduction techniques are presented in reference 22. In essence, a mist 
flashback rating, expressed as a mean distance of flashback, is assigned to the fuel. This average 
rating is based on triplicate experiments, each conducted at three different misting air rates, ranging 
from relatively low to extremely high shear conditions. 

The relative mist flammability properties determined by this technique for AM-1, FM-4, XD-8132, and 
PEP-4 additive when blended with JP-8R, are illustrated in Figure 1. It should be noted that at the 0.3% 
concentration level and greater, no significant differences are apparent between the AM-1, FM-4, and PEP- 
4 blends. On the other hand, the resistance of XD-8132 to misting is less than that of the previously 
mentioned agents. However, based upon 'mpact-dispersion flammability tests and results obtained for the 
Army by Dynamic Science using a simulated full-scale helicopter test procedure, the mist flashback level' 
displayed by the XD-8132 in Figure 1 appear to represent reasonable mist fire safety. This simulated 
full-scale test procedure and results is described later, and the results are summarized in Table 1. 

Sprayability Test: During the systems compatibility portion of the Army study, it was desired to 
investigate the effects of the unusual rheological properties of the antimist fuels on turbine combustor 
nozzle performance. Therefore, for such experiments, the air-assist capillary tube of the AFLRL mist 
flashback apparatus (preceding paragraphs) is temporarily removed and replaced with one of the 22 nozzles 
used in the T-53 engine of UH-D/H helicopter. The fuel pressure at the inlet to the nozzle is monitored 
with a piezoelectric transducer as the flow rate is varied, and the flammability characteristics of the 
fuel discharging through the pilot flame sheet are documented. As indicated by the dashed line in 
Figures 2 and 3, neat, reference-grade JP-8R forms a flammable spray, as expected, throughout the entire 
flow range -- from less than ground-idle conditions to greater than "take-off" conditions. It displays a 
near-exponential increase in back pressure with increasing flow rate. On the other hand, 0.3% AM-l'or 
FM-4 yield higher back pressures at low flow rates and exhibit more nearly linear relationships between 
flow rate and back pressure, displaying back pressures less than those shown by neat fuel at the higher 
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flow rates. No breakup of the fuel jet is obtained with either of these antimist fuel blends, and, 
hence, no ignition occurs as the jet passes through the pilot flame. As the additive concentration is 
decreased, the low-flow-rate back pressure decreases, and the high-flow-rate back pressure remains less 
than that exhibited by the neat fuel, indicating fluid-friction-reduction activity of the antimist agents. 

Impact Dispersion Test: Impact dispersion experiments are conducted in a well ventilated enclosed 
facility developed for this purpose. These tests involve allowing a glass vessel, containing about two 
liters of fuel, to fall freely 6 meters onto a steel target plate, embedded in concrete and surrounded >n 
two sides by gas pilot flames. The relatively low vertical velocity of 11 meters per seconi developed 
during this free fall corresponds to total occupant survivability during a vertical helicojter crash, 'nit 
it is near the onset of marginal survivability. The glass containers are filled to an ullage of about 2% 
of the total volume for each test. A television camera is located about 6 meters from the impact point, 
and this is used to document the test results on video tape. A background grid provides a dimension'll 
frame of reference, and subsequent examination of the video tape by slow-motion and stop action provides 
reduced data. Tests are conducted at several different temperature levels, from about 20 to 90^0, by 
preheating the fuel sample and the steel target plate to the desired temperatures. Because of the only 
slight effects of antimist fuels on the pilot flames, the following data reduction system was devised for 
placing the impact dispersion results on a somewhat quantitative basis. A rating from "A" through "E" is 
assigned to the results of eich experiment, depending upon the observed flammability characteristics, as 
shown in the footnotes of Tables 2 and 3. These range from "no pilot flame enlargement" for highly 
effective antimist fuels through "pilot dimensions less than doubled", "pilot dimensions more than doubled", 
and "pilot flames totally obscured by transient mist fireball" [neat, low-volatility fuels] to "coalesced 
fireball with simultaneous pool burning" [volatile liquid fuels]. This method of quantifying the results 
of impact dispersion tests h!,s proved useable and correlatable with other experimentally measured flam¬ 
mability properties. Experimental results obtained with the impact-dispersion and mist-flashbacl; techniques 
for various neat and antimist fuel blends are summarized in Table 2. Elevated-temperature impact-dispersion 
test data are presented in Table 3. 

Compatibility Tests 

Tests with components of UH-1D/H Fuel Systems: Experiments have been conducted bv AFLRL with 
various antimist fuels using selected components of the UH-1D/H helicopter fuel system. These components 
include the boost pump and the fuel-transfer ejector pump from the lower (beneath the floor) fuel tanks. 
These system compatibility studies have not included all of the candidate antimist agents. Rather, 
limited studies were conducted with AM-1 additive to establish possible trends. More extensive system 
compatibility experiments would be undertaken in the future if the research results from the various 
organizations involved in such studies confirm indications that the use of such antimist agents is feas¬ 
ible. In the case of the electric boost pump of the UH-1D/H helicopter, the flow rate (against ¿ero 
head) developed by the pump (under 28 volt normal excitation) was found to be 525 kg/hr for 0.2¾ AM-1 in 
JP-T..;. This discharge rate is about 60¾ of the 900 kg/hr flow rate developed by this pumj. with neat .JP-8R 
(against zero head). Internal recirculation within the boost pump for a period of 'our hoirs caused no 
degradation in mist flammability resistance, as measured with the mist flashback apparatus In the case 
of the ejector pump, the presence of virgin AM-1 was much more deletereous to the pump performance than 
in the case of the boost pump. Wi .ii 0.2¾ AM-1 in JP-8R, the ejector lump is virtually inoperative. 
Dilution improves performance somewhat, as evidenced by the fact thet the pump is operative with virgin 

0.05¾ AM-1. 

Water Compatibility Tests: As part of the AFLRL compatibility studies, a series of simple exper¬ 
iments was conducted to investigate the compatibility of antimist fuels with water. In each of these 
experiments, 100 ml of deionized water was mixed with 400 ml of fuel in a one-liter screw-cap jar and 
allowed to stand 24 hours before documentation of results. When JP-8R containing 0.2¾ AM-1 was mixed for 
3C seconds in a high-shear food blender, the AM-1-containing fuel layer appeared hazy after 24 hours, but 
the aqueous layer comprised an oil-in-water emulsion. In the case of 0.3¾ FM-4 in JP-8R, the aqueous 
layer did not exhibit an interface with the fuel as had the AM-1; rather, there appeared to be a pro¬ 
gressive transition from hazy fuel at the top to an oil-in-wattr emulsion at the bottom. When these 
experiments were repeated with 5 seconds of wrist-shaking, rather than food-blender-mixing, somewhat 
different results were obtained. The AM-1-containing fuel layer appeared slightly hazy, but the aqueous 
layer was clear, and the interface was clean. The FM-4-containing fuel layer was opaque 'probably a 
water-in-oil emulsion) and the aqueous layer appeared to be an oil-in-water emulsion (the interface was 
not distinct). PEP-4 (0.2¾) was also subjected to this manual-agitation aqueous exposure, and the results 
were the same as those observed with AM-1 except that there was a "lacy" substance at the fucl/water 

interface. 

AFLRL T-63 Combustor Tests and Antimist Agent Degradation Studies 

A modern facility for conducting combustor tests has been constructed at the Army Fuels and Lubri¬ 
cants Research Laboratory (AFLRL) for the Army. The "air factory" of this facility is capable of pro¬ 
viding unvitiated air at a rate up to 1.2 kg/sec., at temperatures up to 815°C, and at pressures up to 16 
atm. The combustor rig presently in use with this "air factory" is constructed from the hardware of the 
T-63 turbine engine. The burner is a single-can type with a pressure atomizer centered in the dome. A 
water-quench chamber is attached directly to the exit of the instrumentation section that is mounted aft 
of the combustion chamber. Th* entire rig is mounted on linear bearings that provide two degrees of 
freedom of motion to permit rapid dismantling and reassembly of the combustor rig. 

The T-63 engine is known to exhibit marginal start and restart characteristics with low-volatility 
jet fuels such as JP-8, and the engine test conducted for the Army by the Navy (to be discussed sub¬ 
sequently) demonstrated that concentrations of AM-1 in JP-8R as low as 0.05¾ prevent successful start-up 
of the T-63 engine (4-8 g/sec. air rate at start-up). On the other hand, once the engine is started with 
neat JP-8R, its performance (except for exhaust emissions; see Table 5) is insensitive to the presence 
of 0.2¾ AM-1 in the JP-8R fuel. Similar characteristics arc shown by the AFLRL T-63 combustor, and it 
has been established that start-up of the combustor with neat JP-8R fuel cannot be achieved if the inlet 

air temperature is less than about 30aC. 
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This T-63 start-up difficulty and the pumpir.g ano filtering difficulties mentioned previously, 
identify critical problem areas for polymeric antimist agents. A possible solution to this problem cot Id 
involve intentional degradation of the si*.ï of the antimist agent molecules when mist inhibition is no 
longer desired. Toward this end, AFLRL has conducted numerous screening tests of methods for achieving 
such molecular degradation. These techniijues have ranged from the pumping of antimist fuel blends through 
nearly-closed valves with back pressures up to about b atm, through on-line shearing of the fuel in a 
device containing opposed, counter-rotating food blender blades (10,000 tPM each), to on-line shea’ing by 
passing the fuel througl gear teeth spinning at 10,000 RPM on each side of (and in near-contact with) a 
stationary pear. Each of these techniques substantially enhances the mist flammability, relative to 
fire-safety considerations, but none have yet provided an adequate extent of on-line shear degradation to 
achieve start-up of the T-63 gas turbine engine combustor. The spinnir.g-g< ar technique appears to be the 
most promising of those yet investigated, and typical results obtained with the previously described 
"sprayabi 1 ity" test are portrayed in Figure 4 for PF.P-4 antimist agent. The mist flammabilities of the 
fluids subjected to these tests are summarized in lable 4. The results of these studies demonstrated 
that the shear-degraded antimist fuels do not yield successful ignition in the T-63 combustor. However, 
the results are encouraging in that at least one of the degraded antimist agents (PEP-4) demonstrates 
substantial spray ignition at moderate flow rates through the T-63 combustor nozzle used in the spray- 
ability test. 

T-63 Turbine Engine Test 

The Army, as part of its antimist fuel program, supported an engine test with the T-63 engine from 
the OH-58 (or 6A) helicopter using 0.2¾ of AM-1 in reference grade JP-8 base fuel (JP-8R). This test was 
conducted for the Army by the 1). S. Navy (U. S. Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Mr. J. T. Salvino, 
Project Engineer). In brief, this 50-hour preflight rating test confirmed that the engine performance 
was not adversely affected by operation with this fuel blend. However, it proved impossible to start or 
restart the engine on AM-1 concentrations as low as 0.05¾ (the T-63 engine demonstrates marginal start 
and restart capabilities with neat JP-8 fuel, hence, this test of the antimisting fuel blend represents a 
"worst-case" situation). 

Therefore, the 50-hour test was conducted by starting the engine with JP-8R base fuel and then 
switching to the antimist fuel blend to accumulate operating time under the various conditions of the 
engine test. The engine operated satisfactorily at flight idle and above, but operation at ground idle 
was marginal. Final inspection and evaluation of the dismantled engine parts did not reveal any detrimental 
effects the additive. Exhaust emissions were measured during this test, and the results are compared 
in Table 5 with earlier data obtained by NAPTC with the same engine, using JP-4 fuel. 

Incendiary Ballistic Tests 

In order to further evaluate the fire safety effectiveness of AM-1 antimist agent, a series of 
gunfire tests was conducted by AFLRL at Southwest Research Institute and the results arc itemized in 
Table 6. Basically, this test utilized a 20 mm HE1-T projectile fired into the end of a 114-liter drum 
(Spec. No. DOT- 17E-2030-73) containing 76 liters of test "fuel (I)F-M (NATO F-76], flash point of 63°C). 
The gun was located at approximately 20 meters from the target and aimed horizontally. A 6 mm aluminum 
plate, inclined backward at a 45° angle and with its center 30 cm in front of the drum face, served as an 
actuator plate. The projectile followed a horizontal trajectory at a velocity of about 10()0 meters per 
second, striking the actuator plate just below the fuel level (about the center of the drum face). 

The scope of this series of experiments was to substantiate results obtained with the impact-disper¬ 
sion technique for antimist fuels at elevated temperatures. The results of this series of experiments 
indicated that AM-1 does not eliminate burning of fuel that is actually contacted by the incendiary 
fragments. However, 0.2¾ AM-1 does effectively eliminate both the transient mist fireball (of fuel not 
actually in contact, with incendiary fragments) and ground fires when the fuel ir at normal ambient temp¬ 
eratures 125°C) or heated to 14’C helow its flashpoint (49°C). When the fuel is preheated to as much as 
14°C above its flashpoint, the presence of 0.2¾ AM-1 effectively reduces the mist fireball but does not 
prevent sustained ground fires. Although the fuel was not a jet fuel, other test", have indicated that 
the mist flammability effects observed with this fuel are not distinguishable from those observed with a 
normal jet fuel. The results of all these tests arc summarized in Table 6 which also compares these 
results with those obtained earlier with the AFLRL impact-dispersion procedure. It is apparent upon 
examining these data that the impact-dispersion test is not as severe as the abovc-dcstribed ballistic 
exposure (as anticipated). 

Rheological Studies of Antimist Fuel Blends 

Because of the unusual rheological properties of polymeric antimist fuel blends, rheological studies 
have been conducted by AFLRL to better understand the observed phenomena and in order to ultimately 
develop experimental procedures for determining the viscoelastic properties of such blends. These unusual 
properties are exemplified by the fact that at high shear rates, fuels containing low concentrations of 
antimist agents exhibit pronounced viscoelastic properties. For example, relatively thin (less than 
about 4cS low-shear viscosity) blends produce elastic strings when attempts arc made to subdivide the 
bulk liquid (i.e., spinabi1ity). At relatively low shear rates, most of these additives appear to form 
essentially Newtonian solutions in jet fuel. 

The rheological studies have led to the development of a novel technique for characterizing the 
viscoelastic properties of polymeric antimist additive blends. This technique utilizes sintered metal 
porous discs through which the fuel blend is caused to flow by an imposed back pressure. These studies 
have shown that the flow of such viscoelastic fluids through porous media requires much higher pressure 
gradients (10 to 100 times as great) than would be predicted from the low-shear viscosity of the blend 
(this is not a "plugging" of the pores, hut is a viscoelastic effect). These AFLRL mtimist-agent rheology 
and antimist mechanism studies are not yet complete; however, it is anticipated that the .ubstantially 
higher pressure drops shown by antimist fuel blends in porous media can be explained in terms of the 
viscoelastic properties of the fuel blends. The possibility of relating the pressure drop of antimist 
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fuels In porous nedia to their nist flanmability characteristics appears promising and is currently being 
investigated. 

Sienilated Full-Scale Helicopter Crash Tests 

These tests were conducted by Dynamic Science, Phoenix, Arizona, using the same experimental tech¬ 
niques as those employed earlier with emulsified fuels. (20) These experimental techniques and the 
results obtained with antimist fuel blends are described in reference 18. 

Liquid JP-4 and JP-8 fuels produce a tremendous fireball when the fuel tank impacts the abutment 
spraying dispersed fuel past the spark source up and over the earth mound. When the test is conducted 
with smudge-pot ignition sources and with 0.2% AM-1, 0.3% FM-4, or 0.7% xn-8132 antimist agent*, a ry 
small transient nist fireball (<30 cm diameter) occurs at the first smudge pot. However, this fireba 1 
quickly dissipates, and no fire spreads through the fuel sprayball. When the spark source is used, no 
fire is observed at all with antimist fuel blends. However, because of the characteristics of the open- 
flame smudge pots, a ground fire slowly develops after each test in which smudge-pots are used with the 
antimist fuel blends. 

Bacteriological Studies 

As part of the Army modified fuel research program, antimist additive concentrates and JP-8 fuel 
blends have been evaluated for bacterial growth support by the U. S. Army Natick Laboratory (Dr. Arthur 
Kaplan, Chief, Biotechnology Group).(17) These studies indicated that the presence of hydorcarbon additives 
such as AM-1 does not alter the biocidal efficacy of the icing inhibitor (2-nethnx-ethanol) used in 
military jet fuel. In the absence of icing inhibitor, the bacterial-growth effects of AM-1 concentrates 
are not significantly different from the base fuel, JP-8R. 

U. S. Federal Aviation Administration 

Antimist fuels have been evaluated by the FAA using a variety of experimental procedures (9,16). 
These range from nozzle atomization studies through wind-tunnel liquid-fuel break-up studies to full- 
scale aircraft crash tests. The following is a summary of the FAA procedures and pertinent results. 

Airgun Test 

The FAA airgun test has proved to be the most used of the flammability test procedures employed by 
FAA. In this test, fuel is placed in a frangible plastic container and propelled by compressed air 
horizontally at a speed of ISO to 250 km/hr (depending on the air pressure used) against a steel grid (S 
X 10 cm expanded metal). The shearing action of still air, following impact with the grid, causes the 
formation of a fuel/mist cloud that decelerates to zero velocity about 3-1/2 meters beyond the steel 
grid. This impact provides complete atomization of a 4-liter specimen of neat fuel within 0.3 seconds, 
subjecting the fuel to an average longitudinal deceleration of 20g's. Rectangular pans of low-volatility 
kerosene are positioned about 20 cm above the ground beyond the steel grid to serve as pilot flames. 

Results obtained with this technique indicated that, prior to shear degradation, 0.3% FM-4 is some¬ 
what superior in mist fire resistance to 0.2% AM-1 and 0.3% XD-8132. However, after pre-shear by 8 
passes through a vane pump, 0.7% XD-8132 additive appeared more effective foi preventing mist fire than 
the FM-4 or the AM-1. This relative performance was obtained using 192 km/h', (fuel speed) airgun tests. 
This and other FAA experiments on the effect of hand mixing versus centrifugil or vane pump recirculation 
for blending the antimist agent into the neat Jet A-l base fuel indicated that the nist flaaembility 
resistance of AM-1 was more easily degraded by the pump nixing process than ',as that of FM-4. 

Catapult Test 

Another test procedure employed by the FAA is the catapult test. This test comprises the catapulting 
of a 75-liter aluminum cylinder (with flat circular welded heads) into a rolling node at about 130 km/hr 
along a concrete surface containing a steel rake ("ripper") positioned in front of an inclined impact 
plate (45*). An open-flame ignition source near the inclined impact plate causes ignition of the fuel 
mist as the drum impacts the inclined plate. The resulting fireball with neat Jet-A fuel was quite 
similar to that observed in the simulated full-scale helicopter tests conducted by Dynamic Science as 
part of the Army modified fuel program. A series of smudge pots beyond the inclined plate flared up as 
the dispersed fùel "rained" down following the impact. With both FM-4 and AM-1, one of these smudge 
pots generated a transient fireball that "self-extinguished" as it moved up through the mist spray 
cloud, with the AM-1 fireball being somewhat more extensive than the FM-4 fireball. However, with these 
antimist additives, by far the bulk of the fuel survived the catapult impact test without burning. 

Full-Scale Crash Tests 

As part of their antimist fuel studies, the FAA has sponsored four full-scale crash tests using RB- 
66 (or the A-3, Navy version) aircraft at Lakehurst Naval Air Test Facility, New Jersey. In the first 
test (1 June 1972), all fuel had been replaced with dyed water, and the resulting mist droplet "spray- 
ball" produced during the crash event was mnst impressive. In this test, the aircraft was catapulted 
from a sled into an embankment with a 6* slope, the aircraft moved upward, out, and down to a 0.6 meter 
high earth pad which was anticipated to be the point of final rest. The aircraft was impacted at 220 
km/hr, and it landed at the anticipated final resting place. It was noted that dyed water was everywhere 
throughout the wreckage and on the ground, from the point of initial impact to the final resting place of 
the wreckage. 

•The first batch of XD-8132 subjected to this test produced a fireball identical to that of neat JP-8R 
fuel. However, a subsequent sample of the same batch did not (different History). See Table 1. 
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The second cresh test (1 September 1972) was conducted with a 3* impact embankment (rather than 6° 
as in the initial test) followed by a 15* sloped hill for the come-to-rest point. The primary purpose 
this test was to confirm mathematically predicted dynamic crash forces. A secondary objective was to 
establish the spray pattern of modified fuel in the absence of ignition sources. Each wing tank system 
contained about 2800 liters of modified fuel at an antimist additive concentration of 0.2\ AM-1, dyed 
red, in the port wing and 0.3% FM-4, dyed green, in the starboard wing. The aircraft impacted at 214 
km/hr and nosed over the crest of the 15* sloped hill before coming to rest; however, the crash was 
considered to be within passenger survivability limits. The spilled modified fuels were dispersed r.s 
relatively large aggregates rather than as a spray or mist. 

of 

The third crash test (20 October 1972) utiliied 5678 liters of Jet A-l containing 0.7 weight % XD-8132 
at 16*C in the RB-66 fuel tanks (engine inoperative). Railroad-type flare înition sources were provided 
downstream of the crash point. Following impact with four utility poles at 194 km/hr, the fuel was 
released from the wing tanks through the "ripped-out holes" as the aircraft ipacted a 3* embankment. At 
this point, railroad-type flares were suspended above and below and in line with each damaged area, and 
an array of 40 additional flares, located about 30 cm above the ground, provided ignition sources through¬ 
out the path of the crashed aircraft until it came to rest at the crest of a 15* embankment. During this 

test, no ignition occurred, and the fuel was not dispersed as a mist. 

In the fourth crash test (24 January 1973), the concentration of XD-8132 was reduced to 0.5% and the 
fuel was preheated to an average tesq>erature of about 27*C, using heated air in a wi.ig cover. During 
this test, the engines were operating on the modified fuel. The ignition environment was more severe 
than that in the previous crash test, and the shear forces were significantly increased. Four propane 
torch flames (1.5 to 2.5 meters high) were located at the crest of the 3* embankment, in line with the 
anticipated damaged wing areas. Rather than railroad flares, 40 burning fuel-soaked waste filters were 
located in eight rows and spaced at 30 meter intervals along the crash path (0.6 meter-high earth pad 
about 215 meters long) and located about 1-1/2 meters above ground. The test was designed so that impact 
of the wings with the vertical utility poles (at 190 km/hr daring actual test) would drive I-beams into 
the front spar of the wing to increase the area opened in the fuel tanks during the crash. Simultaneously 
upon crash, two access plates on the under surface of the wing would be tom off (by levers) just prior 
to impact with the poles. The entire fuel load (5678 liters) was released in 8 seconds and created a 
fine mist. Initial ignition occurred in the vicinity of the starboard engine before the aircraft arrived 
at the propane torches. Subsequent to this Initial ignition, the torches also ignited the mist cloud, 

and the ignitions develop.d into an all-inclusive conflagration. 

Wing Section Air Shear Test 

Rather than conducting additional crash tests at that time, the FAA commenced a series of exper¬ 
iments at their NAFEC facility using a simulated wing section. This apparatus comprises a steel mock-up 
of an aircraft wing section, in line with the ducked by-pass air of a fan jet engine which provided a 
simulation of high speed wind. The leadir.g edge of this wing section contains a 15 cm circular opening 
from which the fuel Is discharged during each experiment. A 1136 liter reservoir is located 3 meters 
above the wing section, and a balloon is positioned in the exit of the reservoir, blocking the entrance 
to the 20 cm discharge pipe. The reservoir is then filled with about 568 liters of fuel, and the hole in 
the leading edge is temporarily closed with a slip-in cap. During each test, the balloon is punctured, 
dumping the fuel through the 20 cm pipe into the leading edge of the wing section at about 75 liters per 
second (to simulate the rate of discharge obtained during the last aircraft crash test). Pulsating 
propane torches are located 30 cm below and 30 cm in back of the leading edge. A second propane torch is 

located at the trailing edge, 75 cm below it. 

Tests have been conducted with this facility using air velocities (relative to the fuel) ranging 
from 130 to 240 km/hr. At the higher air velocities, all of the additives under investigation failed, 
even though they had passed the FAA airgun test. On the other hand, at a relative air velocity of 200 
km/hr, the additive. XD-8132, at a concentration of 0.7%, appears to resist ignition (fuel temperature 
35*C). When half of this fuel is pumped 8 times with a vane pump and then blended with unpumped fuel 
(0.7% XD 8132), the fuel blend fails this test at 200 km/hr. FM-4 at 0.3% concentration failed at a 

relative air speed of 185 km/hr. No data are available on AM-1. 

Other Activities 

The FAA has sponsored research on the development of turbine engine nozzles that can accomodate the 
antimist fuels without performance degradation. This work was discontinued when the contractor deter¬ 
mined that the effort was mure extensive than originally estimated. The FAA is also sponsoring a continuing 
theoretical and experimental study of mist flammability at Rutgers University. This latter research 
(Reference 14) has led to the development of a plausible analytical model of flame propagations in mists. 

U. S. Navy 

Experimental studies have been conducted by the Naval Air Propulsion Test Center to determine hori¬ 
zontal flame propagation characteristics of liquid fuels containing antimist additives. These studies 
were conducted in channels 10 cm wide by 61 cm long, and the results indicated that, for a specific wick- 
type ignition source, the presence of 0.1 to 0.3% AM-1 in JP-S fuel reduced the time-to-flame-propagation 
across a liquid surface by about one-fourth (12). On the other hand, these studies indicated little or 

no influence of 0.3% XD-8132 on this flammability property. 

The Navy is primarily concerned with thickened fuels (gel-type), rather than antimist-additive 
fuels, to retard fuel spreading in aircraft carrier environments. However, in order to remain abreast of 
antimist-additive fuel potentialities, the Navy has conducted gunfire tests on fuels containing these 
additives (6) at the Naval Weapons Center (China Lake, California). In these tests, 4 liter, rectangular 
steel cans were filled half-full of JP-5 fuel and placed behind a steel striker plate (6). These targets 
were then subjected to 50 caliber API projectiles below the fuel level, and the results were recorded on 
movie film at 128 frames per second. In this series of tests, the temperature was controlled at 0, 4, 
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27, 49, and 71*C with AM-1 concentrations of 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3%. The fireball effects for AM-1 con¬ 
centrations of 0.1 to 0.3, at teeperatures from 0 to 49*C, were not significantly different. At 71*C, 
the JP-S fuel containing AM-1 produced fireball effects about equivalent to the neat fuel. It was con¬ 
cluded that these tests were probably too severe, and a new series of gunfire experiments will be under¬ 
taken to determine the numerical probability of sustained fires versus temperature and antimist additive 
content. 

Other U. S. Organisations 

Lockheed-Georgla Simulated C-5A Fuel System Compatibility Tests 

As part of an in-house program, the Lockheed-Georgia Company conducted a series of compatibility 
tests using part of the C-5A Galaxy fuel system (13). In this series of tests, 0.3% concentrations of 
AM-1 and FM-4 were evaluated for general comparability and stability characteristics. The C-5A fuel 
system simulator is a full-scale replica of a portion of the wing (left and center sections) fuel system. 
In order to evaluate the fire safety properties of the fuel utilized in this test series, tho Lockheed- 
Georgia Company assembled an FAA-type airgun test. 

The 0.3% concentrations of antimist additives chosen for this series of tests were not at levels 
that provide equivalent viscosity or viscoelastic effects. During the C-SA fuel system simulator tests 
with 0.3% AM-1, the tank ejector pumps were inoperative, and it was observed that flow from the sump 
could not be sustained throughout the duration of the prograamed flight envelope of 0 to 12 km altitude. 
This difficulty was not experienced with the less viscous, 0.3% FM-4 fuel blend; however, there was 
evidence that the engine pump filter had been by-passed (in tho latter test) because of the high pressure 
drop across the filter. 

AFLRL conducted mist flammability tests on composite samples of 0.3% FM-4 and of 0.3% of AM-1 exposed 
to recirculation for 2 and 3 hours and/or pumped once-through by the boost and engine pumps. The results 
of these tests indicated that the mist flammability resistance of both additives had deteriorated sub¬ 
stantially. 

NASA Antimist Mechanism Studies 

Until recently, NASA has not been involved in the antimist fuel development program (11). However, 
at the present time, the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, is undertaking a basic 
study of the rheology of polymeric antimist additives. The objectives of these NASA studies are to study 
the mechanisms by which these additives inhibit mist forswtion. 

OVERVIEW AND PROJECTIONS 

Extensive research has been completed on the physical, flammability, and compatibility properties of 
aircraft fuel blends containing polymeric antimist additives. An "ideal antimist aircraft fuel" would 
exhibit excellent mist flammability resistance throughout handling and transport operations, but then 
could be efficiently rendered inocuous bv mechanical or other means before being transported through the 
aircraft fuel system to the engine. 

Research described in this paper has identified significant advantages and disadvantages of polymeric 
antimist agents relative to physical, flammability, and systems compatibility characteristics. These 
identified items are summarized as follows to place antimist fuel characteristics in proper perspective. 

e The described antimist agents effectively prevent the formation of flammable mist of low- 
volatility fuels under many conditions of high-shear exposure. However, different concen¬ 
trations in the fuel, ranging from about 0.1 to 0.7%, are required for the various agents in 
order to attain equivalent antimist effectiveness. 

e The ease and completeness of dissolution in jet aircraft fuel varies among the candidate 
agents. Those antimist agents studied that appear to form true solutions may be pumped through 
filters without causing filter clogging. However, the apparent viscosity (through filters) 
exhibited by such solutions can be orders of magnitude greater than that of Newtonian fluids 
having the same low-'hcar viscosity as the antimist fuel blends. 

e The sensitivity to loss of antimist effectiveness when subjected to shear forces, which varies 
among the candidate agents, represents a potential handling problem. 

e The degree of shear degradation required to restore engine atomizer-nozzle compatibility of 
fuel blends containing the candid«»« agents is substantially greater than that which renders 
the fuel blends flammable in an air-shear misting situation. 

e Potential system compatibility problems that may occur with some or all of the present-generation 
antimist agents include: fluid friction penalties at low Reynolds numbers because of higher 
low-shear viscosities, especially at low temperatures; fluid friction penalties through filters 
because of viscoelastic effects that cause the apparent viscosity (through porous media) to be 
orders of magnitude greater than that of Newtonian fluids having the sane low-shear viscosity; 
filter clogging at very low temperatures because of precipitation observed with some antimist 
agent batches; and ejector pump penalties because of viscoelastic effects. 

The precise physical mechanisms by which the polymeric antimist agents under investigation exert 
their influence upor misting phenomena are subject to some conjecture. Hence, rheological and antinist- 
mechanism studies should be continued, and, as more knowledge is gained regarding such mechanisms, improved 
mechanical and/or other means for intentional degradation of antimist agents could be developed. This 
improved knowledge cf antimist sMchanisms should permit the tailoring of antimist agents having fewer 
disadvantages. For example, studies comprising the systematic variation of antimist agent molecular size 
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and structure could lead to the development of new candidate agents. Such developments could eventually 
yield antiaist fuels having properties nore nearly like those attributed to the aforenentioned "ideal 
antleist aircraft fuel". 

Throughout future antiaist fuel research, a conscious effort should be nade to inter-relate the 
various test procedures with the objective of ultimately defining standardized diagnostic and quality- 
control techniques for evaluating the physical, flaaaability, and compatibility properties of antiaist 
fuels. 
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TABLE t. COMPARISON OP MIST-FLASHBACK MEASUREMENTS WITH 
LABORATORY AND SIMULATED PULL-SCALE IMPACT FLAMMABILITY 

TEST RESULTS 

TABLE 1 ILLUSTRATION OF EFFICACY OF ANTI¬ 

MIST AGENT IN JET FUEL AT ELEVATED TEM- 

FERATURES 

Fud Mend 
MM Flammability 
(MM Flaahbach, 
Mean cm} (2S*CI 

Impact Flammability 
(Impact Dispersion 

Ratinjl* (2S*C) 

Simulated Full^cale Heli¬ 
copter Craih Ten 1 Mi« 

Fireball Ratlnjlt (JS'C) 

JMR/Naal 
JP-dR/O.OT% AJd*l 
IMR/O.MAM-I 
JF4MI/0 FIM 
Jet 4.(/0.7% XMI32I 
Jet A-W0.7-jt SC-ÄI32** 

21.2 
3.8 
0.8 
OJ 

12.1 
2.7 

D 
i 
A 
A 
D 
A 

SMF 
NMF 
NMF 
NMF 
SMF 
NMF 

•A. No [Hot riauM enlaraemtnt. 
B Not name dhuenelone lorn than doubled 
C. Not Kama dhuamiont more than doubled. 
D. Not flamee totally obeev id by ttanelant mitt fit«’ " 

tleete conducted (hi duplktle at motel fot dw Aimy by tty.- -ic Science, Phoenix. 
MF Subetantlal mil' (Irehell. 
NMF‘ No inlil fire 

(Fuel blend praMed to the Army by FAA/NAFEC and tatted by Dynamic Science after «oreje 
at Phoenix for 2 monthi prior lo leu 1 St oreje temperature ranjt S‘C to 4]*C) 
••Seme fuel batch a, above texted by Dynamic Science after ttoraje at Phoenix for only 6 daye 
prior lo test. 

Fuel Description 
Flash 
Point 
•c 

Imped Die 
peixion Fleen ina¬ 
bility Ketinj* 

Fuel 
Temperature, 

°C 

0.2% AM-I in JMR 
JP4R Neat 
02% AM-I in JP4B 
IP-blt Neat 

52 
S2 
52 
$2 

A 
D 
A 
E 

54 
54 
62 
61 

• A. No pilot flime (nlirpment 
B. Not name dtnwniiom Wtt than douNcd 
C. Not name dimamiona mote than doubled 
D. Not name, totally otacumd by Imnalenl mitt netball 
E. Coaleeced Ate ball with tÉnultanaoue paul bu mm« 

TABLE 4. MIST FLASHBACK FLAM¬ 

MABILITIES OF VIRGIN * DEGRADED 
ANTIMIST FUELS 

TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF APLRL DATA ON TYPICAL PHYSI¬ 
CAL PROPERTIES VS TEMPERATURE AND FLAMMABILITY 
CHARACTERISTICS AT S'C FOR NEAT AND ANTIMIST JET 

FUELS 

TABLE S. SUMMARY OP EXHAUST DATA OBTAINED BY NAPTC POR T-SS 

TURBINS ENGINE 
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TABLI & COMPARISON BCTWCIN ORAVITV-IMPACT- 

ONKMION AND INCENDIARY-BALLISTIC TEST 
FLAMMABILITY RESULTS 

PIQURE 1. INFLUENCE OF CONCENTRATION OF VARIOUS AQBNTS ON MIST 
FLAMMABILITY OF JP-SR 

I 

4 

FIGURE 2. FI LOTEO SPRAY TEST OF AM-1 ANTIMIST AGENT 
WITH SINGLE T-S3 ATOMIZING NOZZLE 
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HOW RATI THROUGH NOZZLI, «/Me 

nOURI 1PILOTIO SPRAY TUT OP PUS-4 ANTIMIST AOINT 
WITH SINOLC T-SS ATOMIZING NOZZLE 

PIQURE 4. PILOTED SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS OP VIRGIN ANO SHEAR 
DEGRADED PSP-4 ANTIMIST PUEL 

Note: A Consolidated Discussion was conducted for Papers 1-3. It is documented at the end of Paper 3. 
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1. 

2. 

WIDE-CUT VERSUS KEROSENE FUELS: FIRE SAFETY 
AND OTHER OPERATIONAL ASPECTS 

R.B.Whyte & L.Gardner 

Fuels and Lubricants Laboratory 

Division of Mechanical Engineering 
National Research Council of Canada 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
K1A 0R6. 

Summary 

The paper presents a summary of the present know¬ 
ledge and experience of the relationships between fuel 
properties and safety and aircraft operation. 

From the fuel viewpoint It compares the specifica¬ 
tions for wide-cut and kerosene types with emphasis on 
the properties which can affect operation and safety. 
The difference In volatility and effects on Ignition, 
combustion and explosion are discussed as well as other 
properties (fluidity, cleanliness and vapour release) 
which can affect aircraft operations. 

From the operational viewpoint ground operations 
(handling,maintenance and engine starting), flight 
operations (fire hazard, engine relight, fuel system 
Icing and freezing,range and payload) are còrisldered. 

Finally the fuel supply situation, present and 
future, In Canada Is outlined. 

The authors conclude that, provided all necessary 
precautions are diligently enforced the risks Involved 
In using wide-range fuel are at worst only marginally 
greater than with kerosene. 

Introduction 

Because of continuing Interest In and Increasing knowledge of the Influence of 
fuel type on aircraft safety, this review Is an attempt to collect the relevant 
Information and experience on fuel properties and aircraft operations to delineate 
the hazards Involved. 

In the Interests of simplification only the two widely used fuel types are con¬ 
sidered - the wide-cut type (NATO F-iiO typified by COSB 3-aP-22h and ASTM DI655 
Jet B) and kerosene (NATO F-S*» typified by COSB 3-OP-23h and ASTM DI655 Jet A and 
Jet A-l). Basically the specifications within each fuel type are equivalent and 
the minor differences were fully discussed In a previous paperiM.The properties 
related to operation and safety are presented In groups and where specification 
requirements do not exist, typical data are presented In brackets. The majority of 
this data was extracted from U.S.Bureau of Mines Summarles(*)(1). 

Ignition t Flammability 

The combustion of a liquid hydrocarbon fuel requires that the vapours from the 
liquid must mix with an oxidant such as air In certain proportions and the mixture 
must then receive a sufficient energy Input to initiate an oxidation reaction. 
This reaction releases additional energy such that self-sustilning combustion 
occurs. Turbine fuel mixtures are flammable only at fuel/alr ratios between 0.035 
and 0.28 by weight (1.3X to 8S by volume). 

In normal use combustion Is controlled by throttling the amounts of fuel and air 
supplied and useful energy Is the result. However under uncontrolled conditions 
large quantities of heat energy are liberated In a short time. When Ignition occurs 
under optimum reactlc conditions In a confined space the ensuing combustion causes 
almost instantaneous x-lse in both temperature and pressure resulting In an explos¬ 
ion. 
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2.1 Volatility Characfrlatloa 

The three main volatility factors relating to flammability are flash point, 
vapour pressure and distillation and these are compared In Table 1. 

TABLE 1 - Volatility Characteristics of Aviation Fuels 

Properties Wide-Cut Kerosene Aviation Gasoline 

(1) Distillation 

Initial Bolling Point,°P 

10t recovered, °P 

201 recovered, °P 

40* recovered, °F 

50* recovered, °P 

90* recovered, °P 

Final Bolling Point,°P 

Plash Point, °P 

Reid Vapour Pressure,lb 

(2) 

(3) 
min. 

max. 

(142) 

(216) 

290 max. 

370 max. 

470 max. 

(456) 

(below 0) 

2.0* 
3.0 

(131) 

400 max. 

(382) 

450 max. 

(473) 

550 max. 

105* min. 

(0.1) 

(0.2) 

(108)1 

167 min. 

I67 max. 

221 min. 

275 min.. 

338 max. 

(below -40) 

5.5 

7.0 

Footnotes to Table 1 

( ) typical values 
(1) Aviation gasoline distillation as * evaporated. 

(*) 3-OP-23, Plash Point, 103°P min. 
(1) Minimum RVP, no requirement ln ASTM Jet B, optional In 3-0P-22h. 

These three properties, which are themselves closely Interrelated, are 
measures of the tendency to vaporize. The volatility of a fuel Is of fundamen¬ 
tal Importance In considering flammability since a fuel will not burn In the 
liquid phase. It must first vaporize and the vapours when mixed In the correct 

proportions with air are then combustible. 

Prom Table 1 It Is obvious that aviation gasoline Is «-he most volatile, 
wide-cut fuel Is Intermediate and kerosene the least volatile of the three fuels. 
Wide-cut fuel spans the distillation range of both aviation gasoline and kero¬ 
sene as shown in Figure 1. The significance of these large volatility differences 

between fuel types in relation to safety is considered In detail. 

(a) Plash Point 

The flash point of a fuel Is the minimum temperature at which its vapour 

pressure is sufficient to form a flammable vapour/air mixture at atmospheric 
pressure. The flash point is a laboratory measured property which Is apparatus 
and method dependent and cannot be considered absolute. In addition the flash 
point measured is the "lower flash point" (corresponding to the lower limit of 
flammability) below which vapour/alr mixtures are too weak for combustion. 

Wide-out turbine fuel specifications do not include a Plash Point re¬ 
quirement, because this property cannot be adequately measured for these fuels. 
Values are normally below 0°F. However an "upper flash point" exists above which 
the vapour/alr mixtures are too rich. Aviation gasolines have extremely low flash 
points (normally below -40°P) but the tendency is for the vapour/alr mixtures in 
equilibrium with these products in tanks at normal ambient temperatures to be too 

rich to.be Inflammable. 

In summary therefore although Plash Points of kerosene fuels can be used 
as an indication of maximum temperatures for safe handling, this property Is not 

particularly meaningful for wide-cut fuels or aviation gasoline. 

(b) Vapour Pressure 

Vapour pressure Is a relative measurement of the ease of release of 
vapour from a liquid. For a pure single substance the vapour pressure Is depen¬ 
dent only on temperature. Increasing with an Increase in temperature. For a petro¬ 
leum fuel, which Is a mixture of several hydrocarbons with different boiling 
points, the vapour pressure will also depend on the relative concentrations of 
these hydrocarbons, (with the more volatile components being most significant) 
and on the ratio of the volume of vapour In equilibrium with a unit volume of 
fuel (V/L ratio). The vanour pressure determines the number of fuel molecules 
that are released from che fuel Into the vapour space and hence the strength of 

the fuel/alr mixture present In that space. 
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The Reid Vapour Pressure Is normally measured and Is, like flash point, 
apparatus and method dependent so that the results cannot be translated directly 
Into practical situations. Vapour pressure Is not a specification requirement for 
kerosene fuels but typical values for such fuels are given In Table 1 together 

with the requirements for wide-cut fuels. 

(c) Distillation 

Distillation characteristics are another measurement of volatility with 
the initial boiling point being closely related to both vapour pressure and 
flash point. As stated previously the distillation range of wide-cut fuel spans 
both aviation gasoline and kerosene. Distillation characteristics of aviation 

fuels are compared in Table 1 and Figure 1. 

(d) Flammability Limits 

Flammability limits are not specification requirements but are related to 
the three previously discussed fuel properties. The lower or lean flammability 
limit is a measure of the lowest temperature at which a fuel can form a flammable 
vapour/air mixture while the upper or rich flammability limit Is the maximum tem¬ 
perature at which a fuel can form a flammable vapour/alr mixture. At temperatures 
below or above these limits the mixture Is either too weak or too rich. 

In an aircraft fuel tank the quantity of air available for mixing with 
fuel vapour Is dependent on altitude above sea level (atmospheric pressure).Hence 
for equilibrium conditions, curves of the upper and lower flammability limits for 
fuels of different volatilities can be plotted against altitude. These curves are 
called flammability loops or envelopes; typical curves are presented in Figure 

2 (4). 

(I) Equilibrium Flammability Limits 

Equilibrium limits apply only when the vapour/air mixture is at 
equilibrium with the liquid fuel. Such conditions would occur In a closed vessel 
or a tank In which sufficient time has been allowed for equilibration. Limits can 
be determined experimentally or calculated from such properties as vapour pressure 
and distillation. Equilibrium flammability limits muat be used with caution be¬ 
cause they will vary from one batch of fuel to another due to variations In fuel 
properties and calculated values may not agree with measured values. In addition 
the measured limits are dependent on the method of measurement. Most Important 
however is the fact that the limits only apply to aoullltrlum vapour/alr mixtures. 
While equilibrium conditions do occur In practice e.g. a partially filled fuel 
tank stationary at reasonably constant temperature for a period of timejnon- 
equllibrium conditions can also occur. Within a tank In which the vapour/air mix¬ 
ture is not equilibrated, zones can exist ranging from too lean to too rich, pass¬ 
ing through a flammable region. Data extracted from Figure 2 show the following 
approximate equilibrium flammability limits for wide-cut and kerosene at sea level: 

Wide-cut: -10°F to 75°F 
Kerosene: 95°F to 175°F 

To illustrate the approximate nature of flammability limits, values for three in¬ 
dividual wide-cut fuels have been reported (s). 

-10 to +H7°F 
-20 to +380F 

and -A to +60oF 

(II) Dynamic Flammability Limits 

The actual flammability limits which may exist under dynamic condit¬ 
ions (refuelling, flight, landing and take-off) will be significantly different 
because of numerous Influencing factors. All of these dynamic situations can 
cause an extension of the equilibrium flammability envelope for a given fuel/tank 
situation. Probably the most prevalent situation Is fuel mist or spray formation. 
Fine fuel mists behave almost like vapour except that the energy required for ig¬ 
nition is somewhat higher and Is dependent on droplet size (see later section on 
Ignition requirements). 

Spray or mists can be produced by dynamic fuel movements such as 
flight turbulence, crash landings Involving fuel tank penetration, fuel Jettison¬ 
ing, refuelling (as the first fuel hits baffles) and during climb as bubbles of 
air come out of solution and break the surface. The mists can cause a significant 
expansion of the temperature range at which the tank vapour space Is In a flamm¬ 
able condition (s). This expansion occurs at the lean limit only and Its extent 
Is dependent upon several factors including the rate and degree of shear of the 
fuel droplets. The degree of extension Is therefore considered indeterminate.How¬ 
ever It can extend the lean limit of kerosene into the normal envelope of the 

wide-cut fuel. 
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2.1.1 Fu«l Tank Vent Condition» during Fuelling 

During fuelling a mixture of fuel vapour and air la expelled from the fuel 
system vents. Because of the higher vapour pressure of wide-cut fuel the mixture 
expelled will be richer and the flammable envelope larger with wide-cut fuel. 
Measurements have shown, however, that even the wide-cut fuel/air mixtures are 
only flammable close to the vent (»). This hazard Is therefore not considered 
significant If correct procedures are followed for locating service vehicles and 
other potential Ignition sources away from the vent area. 

Indeed the development of safe handling practices for all aviation fuels has 
resulted In the handling of very large quantities with comparative safety for 
many years. 

2.1.2 Fuel Tank Conditions In Flight 

In addition to the variation In flammability limits for both types of fuel 
with temperature and altitude as depicted In Figure 2, In flight they will also 
depend on many other factors such as quantity of fuel In the tank, weather and 
seasonal variations, speed,tank location and geometry. However an Indication of 
the hazards during a typical long range flight are Illustrated In Figures 3 a 
and b (0. The data presented is based on equilibrium flammability limits and 
one flight pattern so can only be considered as Indicative. They can be summari¬ 
zed as follows: 

(1) Flammable mixtures can occur In an aircraft fuel tank in flight 
with both types of fuel. 

(2) Flammable zones are governed by fuel temperature and altitude and 
initial fuel temperature Is of considerable importance. 

(3) Based on equilibrium flammability limits wide-cut fuel will be 
flammable for longer periods of flight including descent and landing 
but there will be some widening of the kerosene Inflammability zone If 
mist or foam formation occurs. 

2.2 Ignition 

With exception of spontaneous or autogenous Ignition, flammable vapour/air 
mixtures require a discrete energy source such as a flame or spark to cause igni¬ 
tion. In addition the source has to have sufficient energy to promote ignition. 
The two factors (1) ignition energy (11) Ignition source (fuel related, only) 
will be discussed separately. 

(a) Energy Requirements for Ignition 

The minimum energy required for the Ignition of hydrocarbons under ideal 
conditions Is 0.2 millijoules (6 x 10“* calories). The minimum energy require¬ 
ment within an homologous series of hydrocarbons la about the same however 
the minimum occurs at higher stoichiometric ratios with Increasing molecular 
weight e.g. 1.3 for propane to 1.8 for heptane (,,*,,0,,,). 

For gasoline and kerosene, the 0.2 mJ minimum energy requirement occurs 
with a mixture of 100-150 mg of hydrocarbon per litre of air (,J;. This cor¬ 
responds to an air/fuel ratio approximately midway between the lower and upper 
flammability ratios. The minimum energy requirements for ignition of wide-cut 
and kerosene fuels under these ideal vapour conditions are therefore considered 
similar. Pressure, temperature and concentration of vapour all affect the mini¬ 
mum ignition energy and it would be expected that a higher energy requirement 
would be necessary under many practical conditions 

Fuel mists, sprays or foams represent a special case. These suspensions of 
minute droplets In air act like an inflammable vapour except that a stronger 
source of ignition is required. This situation is depicted in Figure ^(>s) 
where it will be seen, for example, that the ignition energy at 50°F required 
to ignite wide-cut fuel is about 1.3 millijoules whereas to ignite kerosene 
requires about 18 millijoules. The extra energy required for kerosene mists 
or sprays is related to the need to provide energy to vaporize its less vola¬ 
tile droplets.If, however, the temperature of each fuel is adjusted to its 
flash point, then they all require about 5 to 6 millijoules. 

(b) Ignition Sources 

(1) Electrostatic Charging. Although many ignition sources are available 
within the environs of an aircraft during fuelling there is only one source 
which is produced by the fuel. This source is the discharges caused by electro¬ 
static charging within the fuel. 
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The eleetrostatio charge ia generated -»Ithin the fuel aa It flowr 
through a fuelling ayatem, with any fllter/aeparator acting aa a major char¬ 
ging aource. Although the currenta are very weak (10_‘ to icr* amperea), with 
high flow ratea and little time for relaxation, the potential or field 
atrength accumulated within a receiving tank can be aufflclently high to ex¬ 
ceed the breakdown voltage of air and produce a apark. The aparka produced 
can exceed the minimum energy requlrementa dlacuaaed In the prevloua para¬ 
graph. There have been many Incidente of exploalona and flrea ±n both avia¬ 
tion and other related flelda which have been cauaed by electrostatic dla- 
chargea. 

The ratea of charge generation and relaxation of a turbine fuel which 
doea not contain a atatlc dlaalpator additive (aee 11) la related to Its 
"natural" conductivity which la produced by electrokinetically active Impuri¬ 
ties. Any difference In these ratea between wide-cut and kerosene fuel types 
due to physical properties auch as Ion mobility is overshadowed by the varia¬ 
tions In "natural" conductivities that can be obtained with each fuel. In 
addition the charge generation la also related to the type and condition of 
the prime charger l.e. the filter separator. This is such an important factor 
that in comparison differences between fuel types become insignificant. It can 
therefore be stated that for practical purposes the ratea of charge genera¬ 
tion and relaxation for non-addltlve wide-cut and kerosene fuels are essential 
the same. For similar reasons to those Just mentioned the same would apply to 
additive treated fuels of the same conductivity. The only difference between 
the two fuel types will therefore depend on whether one or the other contains 
static dissipator additive. 

(ii) Electrical Conductivity. Hydrocarbons ave virtually perfect insula¬ 
tors however the trace quantities of electrokinetically activejnaterial impart 
a small measure of conductivity to fuel (1 - 5pS/m, ipS/m = 10 12 ohms - per 
metre being typical). This level of conductivity is too low to promote suffi¬ 
cient charge relaxation since the Relaxation Time (a standard term defining 
the time to relax charge to 36.6X of its original value) for a IpS/m fuel is 
in the order of 18 seconds. Increasing the fuel conductivity artificially 
can increase the rate of relaxation to a sufficiently high level that charges 
generated relax before che fuel enters the receiving tank, a 100 pS/m fuel 
having a Relaxation Time of 0.18 seconds. Following fires and explosions due 
to electrostatic charge ln RCAF aircraft during refuelling the use of a 
static dissipator additive (ASA-3) in aviation turbine fuel was evaluated. 
Following the successful conclusion of these evaluations CGSB Specifications 
for wide-cut and kerosene aviation turbine fuels were amended In 196¾ to make 
the use of this additive mandatory. Specification conductivity limits are pre¬ 
sented in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 - Electrical Conductivity of Turbine Fuels 

Property Wide-Cut Kerosene 

Electrical Conductivity at time, 
place and temperature of delivery 
to aircraft pS/m. 50-300* 50-3002 

Footnotes to Table 2 

i Mandatory in 3-GP-22h, optional ln ASTM Jet B (if used same limits 
apply). 

J Mandatory in 3-GP-23h, optional in ASTM Jet A, A-l (if used same 
limits apply). 

All fuel of these two types produced in Canada contain the additive 
and the hazards associated with e ectrostatlc charging during refuelling in 
Canada are considered to be minimized. Although the additive is widely used 
in Europe the availability of treated fuel in the US is limited. This con¬ 
stitutes a problem for carriers who have to refuel in the US particularly if 
mixing of fuel types is also involved. Reduction in flowrate during fuelling 
is usually an aid to reducing charge generation since this generally reduces 
current and increases charge relaxation. This measure is however not 100¾ 
effective since in some cases a reduction In flow rate through a filter has 
been observed to increase charge density i1*' and it certainly does not re¬ 
place the desirability of using additive treated fuels. 

(ill) Charging Tendency. Although the charging tendency of fuels is re¬ 
lated to conductivity recent work by several Investigators has shown that 
fuels can contain prostatic agents which increase charge rates beyond what 
would be expected from conductivity measurements. These agents produce so- 
called "hot fuels" for some, at the moment, inexplicable reason. There are no 
known instances where the effectiveness of ASA-3 would be negated by the pre¬ 
sence of prostatic agents although some reduction in fuel response to ASA-3 
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may occur. The PAA have sponsored a study of prostatic agents and, although 
not a specification requirement, the measurement of charging tendency is gain¬ 
ing interest. 

(c) Spontaneous or Autogenous Ignition 

Ignition of a fuel vapour/air mixture can occur spontaneously without the 
presence of an open flame or spark at temperatures high enough (but far below 
c"en flame or spark temperatures) to permit the onset and progress of r.he oxi- 
di tlon reaction. Two conditions are recognized. At low temperatures, the oxlda- 
t on reaction is slow, resulting in only a small rise in temperature and pres¬ 
sure and little or no light. This slow reaction is termed a "cool flame". When 
temperatures are higher the chemical reaction of the fuel-oxidant mixtures be¬ 
comes Increasingly rapid and is characterized by xight emission and large in¬ 
creases in temperature and pressure. 

The laboratory method for measuring spontaneous ignition temperature is 

satisfactory for establishing the relative self-ignition temperatures for 
various fuels but it is incapable of establishing the true self-ignition tem¬ 
peratures that would be experienced in aircraft with fuel vapours and air in 
contact with hot surfaces. This is because the temperature at which the fuel/ 
air mixture will ignite spontaneously is affected by additional factors such 
as pressure, contact surface, geometry of the space involved, liquld/vapour/air 
ratios and dwell times. When tested using ASTM Procedure D2155, the laboratory 
test figures for wide-cut fuel and kerosene spontaneous ignition temperature 
range from about <400 to l(90oF with wide-cut generally being slightly higher 
than kerosene by about 50°F. In general the more volatile (lighter) hydro¬ 
carbons are more difficult to ignite spontaneously than the heavier ones. 

(d) Hot Surface Ignition 

The ignition characteristics of various aircraft fluids under conditions in 
which they impinge upon a hot surface in the presence of air flow similar to 
that possible in an aircraft enclosure, have been investigated ( i j). At all 
test conditions, the ignition temperatures of the fluids were markedly higher 
than their minimum auto-ignition temperatures determined in uniformly heated 
vessels. Table 3 provides typical data from this work. 

TABLE 1 - Comparison of Ignition Temperatures of Air¬ 
craft Fluids in Quiescent Air with Heated 
¿teel Targets and Heated Glass Vessels. 

Aircraft Fluid Heated Steel Target 
Ignition Temperatures 

0 F 

Heated /essel Ignition 
Temperatures b, °F 

Wide-cut 
Kerosene 
MIL-H-56O60 . 
MIL-H-83282“ 
MIL-L-7808 e 

920 
900 
960 
1080 
1010 

468 
44 4)0 

44 37 
670 
728 

Footnotes to Table 3 

a. Ignitions with i4-inch diameter cylindrical targets. 

b. Ignitions evidenced by flame in 1 13 in.’f^lS cc) vessels. 
c. Petroleum base hydraulic fluid. 

d. Synthetic hydrocarbon base hydraulic fluid. 

e. Synthetic engine oil. 

In general, differences between the ignition temperature characteristics of 
wide-cut and kerosene were small. The ignition temperatures increased with in¬ 
creasing air velocity and depended significantly on factors such as air flow, 
temperature, target dimensions and configuration. Hence fuel leaks in flight 
are not generally hazardous but chances of ignition with kerosene would be 

somewhat greater than with wide-cut. 

(e) Spark Ignition 

As discussed previously the energy requirements for ignition vary from a 
minimum of 0.2 millijoules under ideal vapour conditions to 30 or 40 milli- 

Joules for a kerosene spray at 0°F. This small amount of energy is readily 
available as sparks caused by poor electrical connections, J.mproper grounding, 
faulty switches or relays, broken electrical wires or from friction sparks 
under crash landing conditions. 
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(f) Ignition by Projectile 

In the ciae of' a ma lor engine failure In flight In which a hot engine com¬ 

ponent penetrates the tuel tank conditions created by temperature and the 
energy of the projectile causing atomization of the fuel are such that Ignition 

would be relatively Independent of fuel type. 

(g) I: 'Itlon at Fuel System Vent In Plight 

Although fuel system vents are sited so that a direct lightning strike is 
1 ized the possibility exists and whether or not Ignition occurs would be 
.•mined by the ''ompositlon of the alr/vapour mixture at the vent. This 

will depend not only on the air/vapour mixture In the t-anks but also on 
whether th* aircraft is In level flight or climbing or descending since this 
will determine flow within the vent system. As discussed In 2.1.2 the hazard 
of ignition will probably extend over a longer period of a flight with wide- 

cut fuel than with kerosene. 

2.3 Flame Propagation 

(a) Flame Spread Rate 

With a pool of fuel which is at temperature above its flash point 
there is a combustible mixture above the pool surface and if Ignited the flame 
will propagate through the combustible mixture In a similar manner to a flame 
propagating through pre-mlxed gases. If the fuel temperature Is below the flash 
point the advancing flame has to heat the fuel ahead of the flame to the flash 
point. In this case the flame spreading Is controlled by the properties of the 
liquid phase. Flame spread across fuel pools at and above their flash point 
will therefore be much more rapid than when the fuel temperature Is below the 
flash point. The upper limit of flammability will normally not enter into this 
process because of the abundance of air that will be readily available. From 
these considerations therefore the flame spread across a wide-cut fuel will be 
much more rapid than across kerosene. This is Illustrated in Figure 5 (?). 

(b) Fuel Climbing Rate 

S'tuatlons can arise where fuel is dropping from a tank on to an Igni¬ 
tion source and under certain conditions fire can climb up the dropping fuel 
and Ignite the bulk fuel In the tank. Atkinson (n) has studied this phenomena 
and found that In the dripping mode (discrete drops instead of a stream) under 
the conditions used In the test which involved fuel dropping on to an open 
flame, flame climbing was not observed for either wide-cut fuel or kerosene. 
This led to the conclusion that the possibility of fióme climbing a column of 
dripping fuel of either type is extremely remote. In th> unbroken stream mode 
flame climbing was observed with the following results :- 

(a) as wind velocity Increases the minimum temperature for flame climb¬ 
ing Increases significantly even over the limited range covered In the 

Investigation. 

(b) there Is no significant effect of fuel flow rate or wind temperature 
on the fuel temperature necessary for flame climbing. 

and, (c) the minimum temperature for flame climbing Is significantly higher 
for kerosene than for wide-cut fuel under all conditions. 

Two curves (Figures 6 & 7) taken from Atkinson's work show the difference 
in flame climbing rate between wide-cut fuels and kerosene together with the 
effects of wind velocity and position of the ignition source. 

3. FUEL EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT OPERATION 

3.1 Fuel Fluidity 

Prolonged flight at high altitudes will cause the fuel temperature to approach 
the ram air temperature. As the fuel cools and approaches Its freezing point It 
becomes increasingly more viscous and eventually flow to the boost pump and through 
the fuel system to the engine could be reduced causing fuel starvation. This pro¬ 
blem could be of particular Importance for Arctic and certain military operations 
where fuel may be loaded at extremely low ambient ground temperatures. In such 
cases flights need not be of prolonged duration for such problems to occur. Fuel 
filter heaters are used essentially to prevent Ice blockage but they will assist 
In preventing filter blockage due to the freezing of marginal freezing point fuels. 
However fuel of sufficiently low freezing point Is necessary where experience dic¬ 
tates that freezing could be a problem. 

Specification requirements for these properties and some typical values for 

viscosities are presented In Table 4. 

"■■■ -.-...- « ..... 
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TABLE H - Fluidity Characteristics of Aviation Fuels 

Property Wide-cut Kerosene 
Aviation Gaso¬ 

line 

(1) Freezing Point, °F max. 

(2) Viscosity, cSt @ -30°F 

-72* 

(2.2-3.43)’ 

-58* 

15 max. 
(5.3-13.5)' 

-72 

(1.18-1.to)* 

Pootnotes to Table 4 

( ) Typical values 

i Jet B freezing point Is -58°F. -58°P also optional for 3-OP-22h. 

* Jet A-l freezing point. Jet A calls for -40°P. 

» Range of 4 values presented In Reference 3. 

Range of 63 samples presented In Reference 3 with an average of 9.38. 
Range of averages from 1960-1973 aleo presented In Reference Is 8.21-9.45. 

5 Data from Reference 17. 

Comparison of these requirements shows that aviation gasoline and wide-cut fuel 
have better low temperature properties than kerosene. For long range high altitude 
flights and certain Arctic military operations fuel to ASTM Jet A specification 
would not be suitable. Jet A-l could be marginal for certain Arctic military 
operations. 

3.2 Contamination 

Contamination of fuel by undissolved water from sources described in para 3.3.2(b 
can cause fuel filter and fuel transfer valve freezing resulting in fuel star¬ 
vation. Water settling In tanks can lead to microbiological contamination with 
resultant problems of structural corrosion, filter plugging and fuel quantity 
gauge malfunctions. Fuel quantity gauges can also be affected by undlssolved 
water directly. Particulate contamination can cause fuel pump and fuel control 
system wear. Normally such wear may not be catastrophic but markedly affects 
operational costs. Catastrophic failure, particularly In single engine air¬ 
craft, can occur If contamination cruses fuel controls to Jam. In addition 
solids can provide the nutrlen's reqtired for micro-organisms to grow. Exclu¬ 
sion of contaminants from an aircraft fuel tank is therefore an Important 
safety necessity. 

Fuel properties related to contamination can be divided Into two groups:- 

(a) Inherent Fuel Properties Affecting Cleanliness - This covers fuel proper¬ 
ties Inherent in the fuel which can affect the ease by which solid contaminants 
and undlssolved water can be settled or separated from the fuel. 

(b) Contamination Content - This relates to the amount of undlssolved water 
or particulate matter that Is present or should be tolerated in the fuel. 

3.2.1 Inherent Fuel P ujpertles Affecting Cleanliness 

Since both particulate matter and undlssolved water are heavier than fuel 
they will settle out on standing. Under quiescent conditions the settling 
rate is directly proportional to particle size and the difference in density 
between the fuel and particle, and inversely proportional to t: r fluid vis¬ 
cosity. Typical settling times for various fuels in relation to particle size 
are given in Figure 8 and Figure 9 (»*). Ice particles would be expected to 
settle at a similar rate to water and particle sizes of ice crystals formed 
during fuel cooling could range from 5-20 micrometers depending on cooling 
rate. 

Contaminants are not all removed by settling and the principal method of de¬ 
contamination Is by the use of filter water separators. Filter water separa¬ 
tors filter out solid contamination from the fuel and coalesce water hazes so 
that larger water droplets are formed. Some of these droplets will settle 
immediately while the remainder are carried on to a hydrophobic separator 
stage which retains the droplets and then allows them to settle. Although fuel 
properties such as viscosity and density will assist in the settling process 
in the filter housing another property called the water separation characteris¬ 
tics of the fuel is of prime Importance in the coalescing stage. The coalescing 
ability of a filter separator can be Impaired to a point where undesirably high 
quantities of undlssolved water are present in the filter effluent if the fuel 
has been contaminated by trace quantities of surface active materials. A test 
procedure which produces a water separation rating of the fuel known as the 
Water Separation Index, Modified (WSIM) is used to attempt to predict how a 
fuel win coalesce in a filter separator. A rating of 0-100 is obtained by 
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this method with 100 representing very good water separation characteristics. 
Another method used for attempting to predict water separation characteristics 
Is the Water Reaction Test. 

In summary therefore fuel properties which can be included In the category 
of "Inherent Cleanliness" are 

Specific gravity 
Viscosity 
WSIM 
Water Reaction 

Specification requirements for there properties are compared In Table 5. 

TABLE 5 - Inherent Cleanliness Properties of Fuels 

Property Wide-Cut Kerosene Aviation Gasoline 

(1) Specific Oravity 
60/60°F 

(2) Viscosity,cSt 9 -30°F 

(3) WSIM 

(4) Water Reaction 
Interface rating,max. 

0-751-0.802 

(2.2-3.43) 

75 min* 

(80-95) 

1 b 

0.775-0.840 

15 max. 
(5-3 - 13.5) 

75 min' 

(80-95) 

1 b 

(0.705) 

(1.18 - 1.40) 

Not used 

1 b 

Footnotes to Table 5 

( ) typical value. 

1 Specification requirement In j-0P-22h and 23h, ASTM D1655 does not have 
a WSIM requirement for either Jet B or Jet A-l. Values In brackets are 
considered typical for fuels ourchased under any of the specifications. 

3.2.2 Contamination Content 

As mentioned previously the two main contaminants are particulate matter 
(solids) and undlssolved water. 

(a) Particulate Matter (Solids) - Particulate matter can be picked up by 
fuel throughout the complete transportation system from refinery to aircraft. 
Typical contaminants are iron rust (FeaOj) and pipe-scale (FeiO*), mineral 
matter (silica etc.) filter media, paint flakes and many other miscellaneous 
types of solids.The problems associated with solids have been discussed pre¬ 
viously. 

(b) Undlssolved Water - The solubility of water in aviation fuels is limited 
and varies exponentially with temperature. Typical solubillty/temperature 
data Is depicted In Figure IC (NRC lab.data). The solubility at a particular 
temperature varies somewhat dependent not only on fuel type but also on hydro¬ 
carbon composition, water being more soluble In aromatics than In saturates. 
On cooling below the saturation point additional water (approximately 1 ppm 
per °F) will come out of solution and will be present as undlssolved water. 
The water coming out of solution will be present as a haze which will even¬ 
tually coalesce and settle. Fuels will also dehydrate in tanks where the re¬ 
lative humidity of the air above the fuel Is less than the percent satura¬ 
tion of the fuel. Additional water can be gained or lost throughout the whole 
transportation system from refinery to storage and to the aircraft due to 
contact with water present In the system and with the atmosphere. The use of 
filter separatox-s is therefore essential at strategic points in the distribu¬ 
tion system. Even If the fuel entering the aircraft Is free from undlssolved 
water, water can be precipitated as the fuel cools in flight. In addition on 
descent a considerable amount of water can enter the tank as warmer, moist 
air reaches the cold tank internals. 

As stated previously undlssolved water Is an undesirable contaminant 
mainly because of potential fuel system freezing. To overcome filter Icing 
problems in B-52 and KC-135 aircraft the USAF Introduced a fuel system icing 
Inhibitor Into wide-cut fuel In I960. This additive, ethylene glycol mono¬ 
methyl ether, is now widely used in NATO military fuels at a concentration of 
0.10 - 0.151 by volume. This additive has been extremely effective In preven¬ 
ting fuel system icing. In Canada this additive Is being ured In all military 
fuels as well as in many Arctic commercial operations and during the winter 
for DC-9 aircraft during overnight stop-overs at certain stations. 

Properties relating to contaminant content and fuel system icing content 
are presented in Table 6. 
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Property Wide-cut Kerosene 

(1) Total Solids 

(a) Delivery to Aircraft 
/ 

(b) Delivery to bulk 
storage 

(2) Undissolved Water,ppm 

(3) Fuel System Icing In¬ 
hibitor, t vol. 

2 mg/10 max. 
(<1 mg/10) 

10 mg/IQ max. 

(30 max.)2 

0.10 - 0.15s 

2 mg/10 max. 
(<1 mg/IQ) 

10 mg/IQ max. 

(30 max.)2 

-i 

Footnotes to Table 6 

( ) typical values. 

i Specification requirement In 3~QP,"22h and 23h, no requirement in ASTM 
D1655 for either Jet B or Jet A-l but most airlines use limits of 
1-4 mg/gallon. 

* Not a specification requirement, 30 ppm.max. is general accepted level. 

» Optional ln 3-QP-22 and 3-GP-23. A general additive clause In the ASTM 
specification would permit its use. 

3.3 Vapour Lock and Air Release 

Aircraft fuel systems are designed to prevent vapour lock with wide-cut or 
kerosene fuels under all normal operating conditions. Practical difficulties 
have recently occurred which may be linked with air release and volatility of 
wide-cut fuel but insufficient evidence is available at present to define the 
causes of the problem. Limited data on air solubility in kerosene and wide-cut 
fuels is given in References 18-19- 

4. Other Operational Considerations 

4.1 Tank design 

Bulk storage tanks for wide-cut fuel require vapour containment devices to 
minimize breathing and filling losses because of the high vapour pressure of this 
type of fuel. However NFPA Bulletin No.407 - Aircraft Fuel Servicing 1973 - re¬ 
quires all aviation fuel storage tanks to meet requirements for storage of ClassI 
flammable liquids although kerosene with a flash point of 105°F min. is a Class xl 

liquid. 

4.2 Switch Loading 

Switch loading refers to the practice of fuelling a tank with fuel having 
flammable characteristics significantly different from those of the fuel remain¬ 
ing in the tank. When fuels are mixed in this manner the resulting fuel vapour/ 
air mixture above the liquid will have new and possibly broader flammability 
characteristics. The principal hazard occurs when the fuel being loaded does not 
contain static dissipator additive. This is of particular c icern when aircraft 
are fuelling in the United States where little or no static dissipator treated 
fuel is available. The hazards involved are illustrated in Figure 11. 

The subject of switch loading has been covered by recent documents issued by 
the FAA (a«) and the CAA (?>) when it was realized that, during the fuel shortage 
in 1974, US and UK civil operators might have to accept wide-cut fuel. The docu¬ 
ments recommend the use of static dissipator additive and where this cannot be 
made available that other precautions, such as reduced fuelling rates, should be 
observed. 

4.3 Defuelling 

The observations made on fuelling apply also to defuelling but in addition 
there may be a disposal problem iti defuelling either type of fuel at an air¬ 
field where only the other type is regularlv used. 

4.4 Aircraft Maintenance 

For aircraft maintenance purposes, kerosene is favoured over wide-cut fuel be¬ 
cause fuel tank purging to reduce the air/vapour mixture to below the lean in¬ 
flammability limit is more easily accomplished. Also when fuel lines are broken 
during maintenance more care must be taken if the lines contain wide-cut fuel. 

i 
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Carbon build up on engine componente would be expected to be greater with 
kerosene than with wide-cut fuel and with certain sensitive engines this may 
lead to Increased maintenance requirements. 

4.5 Enalne Starting and Relighting in Plight 

Operations at very low ambient ground temperatures are theoretically favoured 
by the use of wide-cut fuel because of its higher vapour pressure and lower vis¬ 

cosity and freezing point. These advantages are however not required except under 
Arctic conditions with engines equipped with low energy starters or ignitors. 

The higher volatility of wide-cut fuel also increases the ability to relight 
in flight compared with kerosene. However most commercial aircraft engines have 
been designed to relight satisfactorily with either fuel. There are limited ex¬ 
ceptions in smaller commercial and certain military equipment. 

4.6 Range and Payload 

A gallon of kerosene contains, on the average, 3-41 more BTU’s than a gallon 
of wide-cut fuel whilst a pound of wide-cut fuel contains, on the average, 0.5Ï 
more BTU's than a pound of kerosene. Therefore when an aircraft is volume limited 
maximum range can be obtained with kerosene and when the aircraft is weight 
limited maximum range can be obtained with wide-cut fuel. 

5. Survivable Accidents 

The sequence of events in an alrcr accident vary widely from one accident 
to another. Many accident reports do not even quote what type of fuel was in the air¬ 
craft tanks and statistics from the relatively few accidents where full data are 
known could be completely misleading. However full scale crash tests have shown that 
on rupture of fuel tanks and lines following severe Impact and deceleration fuel can 
be dispersed as a fine mist or cloud surrounding the aircraft. When the aircraft comes 
to a stop the remaining fuel may be released forming a pool or draining away depend¬ 
ing on the terrain. With a less severe impact or an aircraft clipping an obstruction 
on landlng,mlst formation may not occur and only liquid fuel may escape. 

There will be several ignition sources present such as an external engine fire, 
engine ingestion and flash-back, engine hot surfaces, friction sparks, electrical 
arcs or sparks, etc. In the mist situation there would be little difference between 
the two types of fuel. In the absence of extensive misting the flammable vapour en¬ 
velope formed with wide-cut fuel would be considerably larger than with kerosene in¬ 
creasing the chance of interface with an ignition source. 

As previously discussed once ignition has taken place flame spread across the 
surface of spilt wide-cut fuel will be much faster than with kerosene and there is 
also more chance of fire spreading by climbing up a stream of fuel from a ruptured 
tank with wide-cut. The intensity and duration of fires with both fuels are approxi¬ 
mately equal. 

The probability of explosion of a fuel tank enveloped by fire is possibly 
higher with kerosene than with wide-cut since the increase in temperature will bring 
kerosene into the flammable region whilst with wide-cut it can only become richer 
and will then only burn on contact with the atmosphere. 

The energy released in a fuel tank explosion will depend on the quantity of 
fuel vapour involved. For equal fuel/air ratios the energy release for the two types 
of fuel will be comparable however conditions are likely to be such that the mixture 
in a wide-cut fuel tank will be near the r^h limit (high fuel/air ratio) and in a 
kerosene tank without mist toward the lean x tit. Hence in the absence of mist, 
energy release with wide-cut fuel would normally be expected to be higher than with 
kerosene. 

6. Canadian Supply Situation 

Amongst the Western industrialized countries Canada is unique in its winter 
requirement for large quantities of low pour point heating fuel and diesel fuel com¬ 
peting with the aviation kerosene supply. At present about 371 of Canadian Jet fuel 
sales are kerosene (Jet A-l) and it appears that with the present refining capacity 
this could be expanded to about 541 without disruption of supply to other markets. 
The present market split between the wide-cut and kerosene type fuel has been the 
result of free decisions on the part of the airlines Influenced by availability, 
price and performance factors on the premise that there is no measurable or univer¬ 
sally accepted difference with respect to safety. Kerosene type Jet fuel has gener¬ 
ally been priced about 3 or <4 cents per Imperial gallon higher than wide-cut and 
forecasts of future market demands suggests that this will also be the pattern.for 
the future. If for any reason the kerosene/wide-cut ratio must be substantially in¬ 
creased then refinery construction will be involved and therefore to be an econo¬ 
mical proposition it must be carefully phased into normal refinery expansion over a 
five to ten year period. Even so, if the added processing is charged completely to 
Jet fuel, there would be an added incremental cost of another 3 or 4 cents/I.Q. 
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Obviously ln • military emergency the only fuel which would be available In 
Canada In sufficient quantities from secure sources would be wide-cut and It would 
therefore seem essential to maintain all airport facilities and aircraft capable of 
safely handling this fuel quite apart from any decisions affecting peace-time opera¬ 

tions. 

7. Conclusions 

Although much of the evidence presented here suggests that kerosene Is a safer 
fuel than wide-cut throughout the systems of ground handling and use In the aircraft 
It must be emphasized that this impression is given entirely by laboratory Informa¬ 
tion on volatility, flash points, flammability limits etc. The projection of these 
properties into usage situations is far from rigorous because of the apparatus-depen¬ 
dency of the measured quantities and unknown situations such as mist formation with¬ 
in tanks under different conditions, the time required to establish equilibrium in 
a tank etc. This is even more true of crash conditions where so many variables are 
possible depending on how fuel tanks and lines are ruptured and their relationship 

with Ignition sources. 

In handling all fuels there are obvious hazards and suitable precautions must 
be taken. These are essential even with kerosene but wide-cut fuel gives less toler¬ 
ance for mistakes or untoward happenings. Motor gasoline is daily handled in much 
larger quantities by much less experienced personnel under far less control with a 

minimum of problems. 

It is the authors' opinion that, provided all necessary precautions are dili¬ 
gently adhered to, including obvious steps such as the mandatory use of static dis- 
slpator additive, fitting of flame arrestors or suppressors to all fuel tank vent 
systems, regular inspection and maintenance of refuelling equipment and aircraft 
fuel systems to minimize the possibility of leaks, and suitable educational programs 
for all personnel involved in handling fuel, the risks involved in using wide-range 
fuel are at the worst only marginally greater than with kerosene. 
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Figur«.I. TYPICAL DISIILLATION CURVES OF AVIATION FUELS. 

Flgura.t. AimuAc-twuptraturt flammability limit« far fuai« of varying vapor praaaura. 
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CONDITIONS INSIDE A KEROSENE FUEL TANK 

”1 t S Î S • » 
CLAMED TIME AFTER TAKE-OFF. MUM. 

CONDITIONS INSIDE A JP-4 FUEL TANK 

TYPICAL FUEL TEMPERATURES IN FLIGHT - 
JET TRANSPORT CRUISING AT 529 MPH. 
BASED ON DATA OF BOEING AIRPLANE CO. 
AND OtHAVILLAND AIRCRAFT CO .LTD. 

TYPICAL FUEL TEMPERATURES IN FLIGHT 
JET TRANSPORT CRUISING AT 525 MPH. 
BASED ON DATA OF BOEING AIRPLANE CO> 
AND D* HAVILLANO AIRCRAFT CO, LTD. 

Filara« MINIMUM SNINK IGNITION ENERGIES FOR FUEL-AIR 
SPRAT MIXTURES. 

Flfan s. RATE OF SPREAD OF FLAME ACROSS A LATER OF FUEL 
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FIGURE 11 

RELATIVE HAZARD ASSOCIATED 

WITH 
PRODUCT SWITCHING DURING AIRCRAFT FUELLING 

PRODUCT BEING LOADED 

WIDE-CUT WIDE-CUT PLUS ASA-350 KEROSENE 
KEROSENE 
PLUS ASA-350 

WIDE CUT 

WIDE CUT PLUS ASA-350 

KEROSENE 

KEROSENE PLUS ASA-350 

•COMBINATION WIDE-CUT 
& KEROSENE 

•COMBINATION WIDE-CUT 
& KEROSENE PLUS 

ASA-350_ 

M 

M 

M 

M 

H 

H 

M 

M 

M 

M 

L 

L 

LEGEND 

RELATIVE HAZARD: 

LOW (L) TANK VAPORS NON-FLAMMABLE AND LOW CHARGE LEVELS ON ENTERING FUEL. 

MEDIUM (M) EITHER TANK VAPORS ARE NON-FLAMMABLE OR CHARGE ON ENTERING FUEL 
IS REDUCED TO LOW LEVEL. 

HIGH (H) FLAMMABLE TANK VAPORS AND HIG. CHARGE LEVELS ON ENTERING FUEL. 

•NOTE 

FUEL IN AIRCRAFT TANK SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED OF ONE TYPE UNTIL THREE 
SUCCESSIVE FUELLINGS OF SAME TYPE PRODUCT HAS OCCURRED OR AIRCRAFT TANKS 
HAVE BEEN DRAINED AND ONE FUELLING WITH DESIRED PRODUCT HAS OCCURRED. IF 
ABSOLUTE ASSURANCE IS REQUIRED A SAMPLE OF PRODUCT FROM AIRCRAFT TANK 
MUST BE SENT TO A LABORATORY FOR ANALYSIS. 
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DISCUSSION - PAPERS 1-3 

8fr Rrkor What happens to the combustion process using anti-misting fuels? What are the effects on altitude 
relight and pollution? 

Mr Miller: With certain chambers there is a shift of the ignition loop towards richer mixtures but the width of the 
ignition loop expressed as a percentage does not change significantly. (The question of pollution is discussed under 
a response to Mr.Tugaye which conies later in the discussion.) 

Mr Rekos: With regard to the safety problems of jet fuel, what problems do you expect to see from the use of 
jet fuels refined from tar sands, shale, and oil? 

Mr Whyte: No problems were expected or have been experienced using synthetic crude from the Athabasca Tar 
Sands since hydrocarbon composition is similar to that of the normal crude. Fuels produced from shale or coal 
could be significantly different depending on the actual processes used. 

Mr Glasman: Does the increased viscosity of the anti-misting fuels give more serious ignition characteristics when 
flames are not present? 

Mr Miller: I presume that you are referring to the spontaneous ignition case. The minimum spontaneous ignition 
temperature of the base kerosine is not affected by the addition of small amounts of anti-misting additives. While 
it is por-ibie that the increased viscosity might lead to an increase in residence times in certain circumstances, it 
should be remembered that FM9 modified Avtur is still a low viscosity fluid (about 1.7 - 2 cp at room temperature 
instead of about 1 cp for kerosine as measured on our apparatus). 1 feel therefore that the viscosity effect will be 
a very minor one. 

Mr Weatherfonl: With regard to influences of the antimist additives on ignition and flame spread rates, you are 
correct. However, for these fuels, the room temperature viscosity is only about two to three times that of neat 
fuel and the reduction in ignition times and flame speeds is less than 40% in our laboratory flame trough. In the 
simulated full-scale helicopter crash tests we described, a hot-surface ignition source (at about 620°C) is provided. 
This source has been observed to ignite neat fuels but has not ignited the cand’date antimist fuels. These observations 
appear to reflect a contradiction, but we believe that, in th> case, the neat fuel soaks into the soil adjacent to the 
hot surface more readily than does the antimist fuel. Hence, a thinner film of neat fuel could remain on the hot 
surface man would be the case with antimist fuels, and the thumer film could be more readily ignited. 

Mr Andrews: Could the author please comment on the effectiveness of typical engine high pressure fuel pumps in 
degrading fuels prior to combustion? 

Mr Miler: Those high pressure fuel pumps we have investigated readily degrade the modified fuel to the point where 
fire resistance is lost. More severe degradation, however, is required before FM9 modified fuel is compatible with 
the engine fuel control system and the high pressure pump does not produce this. 

Mr Tugaye: 

(1) Avez-vous observé une augmentation des fumées de combustion avec les additifs anti-vapeur? 

(2) Y-a-t-il augmentation des oxydes d’azote dans les fumées? 

Mr Miller: We have not observed anv increase in nitrogen oxides and this is confirmed by Table 5 of Dr.Weatherford s 
paper. Recent tests on a vaporising chamber have shown that there is no smoke problem under idling conditions. 

Mr Weatherford: No significant differences were observed between neat JP-8 and 0.2% AM-1 in JP-8 fuel over the 
full range of operation in the U.S. Army-sponsored T-63 engine test. 
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Mr Marriette: Is there a simple means of determining if the safety fuel is still “safe”? 

Are there any undesirable side effects from FM9 additives such as aluminium corrosion or degradation of 
synthetic rubber materials? • 

Mr Miller: The most relaible method of determining whether a sample of fuel is still safe is by subjecting it to a 
small scale Tire test. 

*This aspect has been answered under the response to Mr.Jackson. 

Mr Livermore: The antimist fuel appears to modify the performance of L.P. fuel system components substantially - 
the constructor relies on gravity feed for ultimate reliability - if a “degrader” component is required, it should not 
be in the low pressure system, but be on the engine. 

Mr Miller: We see this degrader as being immediately upstream of the engine fuel control system. 

Mr Wilson: The papers on safety fuels are very encouraging. It seems that good progress is now being made in 
finding solutions to the many problems associated with the use of antimist fuels. For a safety fuel to be acceptable 
for civil transport aircraft, a number of points have to be satisfied, including the following: 

(1) Fuel costs form a high proportion of the total operating costs of aircraft: any increase in the cost of 
safety fuel must be small and be justified on a cost-benefit basis. 

(2) If safety fuels are introduced, thes>; fuels may not be avatlable at ill airfields, particularly if in an energency 
aircraft are diverted. It should therefore be possible to use either the current type of fuel in use or the safety fuel, 
without any adverse effect on the normal operating limitations of the aircraft or the engine, including the re-light 
envelope and engine fuel Filtration elements. The effect on accuracy of the fuel tank contents indicator and re¬ 
liability of the fuel system must also be considered. 

(3) The long term effects, if any, of using safety fuels on the engine and aircraft fuel systems must be establish¬ 
ed. The compatibility of the additives that reduce fuel mist formation with any other additives or constituents in the 
fuel needs to be investigated. Adequate flight trials should be made. 

On the question of whether kerosine is a safer fuel than wide cut gasoline, the CAA and formerly ARB, have no 
doubts that kerosine reduces the overall fire hazard in a potentially survivable crash. We have held this view for more 
than 20 years. 

Mr Zimmer: In which time scale can general introduction of safety fuels to operating a/c be expected? 

(1) safety kerosine fuels for turbine engine powered a/c 

(2) safety aviation gasoline for piston engine powered a/c 

Or: When can it be expected that the problems mentioned for general introduction will be solved? 

Mr Miller: Antimisting kerosine still needs considerable research before its introduction into aircraft and the fuel 
is not expected to be in use in the current decade. I know of no serious attempts being made to improve the 
safety of gasoline for piston engine aircraft. Certainly mist suppressing additives will be of no use in this type of 
fuel. 

Mr Weatherford: We have confirmed that none of these antimist additives effectively change the flammability of a 
volatile fuel such as JP-4 or gasoline. A chemical inhibition mechanism would be required to achieve such changes. 
Antimist additives would also cause problems relative to completeness of vaporization and uniformity of fuel 
distribution to cylinders. , 

Mr Rekos: With the three fold increase in the cost of fuel, the incremental cost for safety additives is now a small 
percentage and we should be able to go first-class as far as safety additives. 
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Mr Weatherford: On the other hand, just as momentum was building up lor changing over from JP-4 to JP-8 fuels, 
the energy crisis became serious and halted such considerations (at least temporarily). Hence, the priority for 
antimist additive research appears to be reduced. 

Mr Jackson: 

(a) What is the effect on tank sealants and rubber bag tanks from the antimisting additive'. 

(b) If a blender is required to introduce the antimisting additive, is there likely to be a problem logistically 
in asking small aircraft opérât» rs to have a blender at their airfields? 

(c) Will the anti-misting additive give corrosion problems on the blender as happened when blenders were 
first used for the F.S.J.J. additive? 

Mr Miller: While we have no reason to suspect problems of metal corrosion or with rubbers, we have some com¬ 
patibility testing going ahead at the moment The results are not yet available. We see no alternative method o» 
introducing the modified fuel other than by blending in the antimisting additive at the aircraft fuelling point. 

I 
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SUMMARY 

With the advant of crash-fire-resistant anti-misting aircraft fuels of the visco-elastic class, 
research has been done into the performance of components in current aircraft fuel systema when using 
such fuels, and the effect that the systems would have on the fuels. It has been found that the use of 
safety fuels in a current aircraft system could result in a continual degradation of their crash-fire- 
resistant properties. Attempts are, therefore, being made to measure the degradation in the major com¬ 
ponents of a system, and use the results to programe a computer study in order to predict the state of 

the fuel remaining in aircraft on landing following a full range flight. 

additive concentration in undegraded fuel 

effective additive concentration in collector tank at any instant 

effective additive concentration in main tank at any instant 

effective additive concentration in additional tank at any instant 

effective additive concentration at booster pump delivery 

correction coefficient 

consistency index 

ratio of effective additive concentration, following a 

before the pass (i.e. aj/Sj) 

ratio of effective additive concentration, following a 

tion before the pass 

ratio of affective additive concentration, following a 

concentration before the pass 

flow behaviour index 

collector tank capacity 

main tank capacity 

additional tank capacity 

booster punp output flowrate at any condition 

maximum booster piasp output flowrate 

time taken for fuel to flow from booster pump through jet pump to main tank 

nominal shear race 

shear stress at pipe wall 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the UK development of various anti-misting kerosene (AMK) safety fuels, eliort has been devoted 
to studying their behaviour in typical aircraft fuel systems. Two particular problems have been identified: 
(i) to prevent undesirable loss of anti-misting properties of the fuel taking place, through degradation jf 
the additive in the tanks and supply lines to the engines and (ii) to achieve desirable and complete 
aegradation of the fuel at the engines, to enable it to be used in the engines' systems without loss of 

performance. 

It has been found that the direct use of undegraded fuel, by an engine, will cause malfunctioning of 
the engine and its fuel system downstream of the backing pump; to prevent such an occurrence the fuel needs 
to be thoroughly degraded. Although an effective degrader, suitable for installation on an engine, has yet 
to be developed, methods are available for degrading the fuel to such an extent that its flow character¬ 
istics are almost identical to those of Avtur; safety fuel so degraded has been used by an aircraft engine 
in a test lasting several hours over a range of thrust levels without either incident or loss of perform¬ 
ance. The purpose of this paper, however, is to consider the first of the problems referred to above. 

Measurements of the flow characteristics of AMK have shown that both temporary and permanent changes 
in the fluid's properties can occur. The temporary change is a thickening of the fuel to various levels 
depending upon shear rate and time of application. The permanent change occurs when a limiting value of 
shear/time is exceeded, the resulting effect being a thinning of the fuel and a loss of anti-misting 
properties. The significance of this is the possibility that, in an aircraft low pressure fuel system 
involving fuel recirculation, the fuel in the tanks could be degraded during flight to a level where it 
uy no longer be effective as a safety fuel, a fact of particular importance at the time of landing. 

single booster pump pass, to concentration 

single jet pung) primary pass, to concentra- 

single jet pump secondary pass, to 

SYMBOLS 

*0 

•l " 

a2 

*3 

*d 
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Am attMpt hu been aade Co quantify the degradation reaulting froa the flow of fuel through the 
critical covponente ia a low preaeure fuel aye tea, and the data uaad to prograoae a coaputer ' tudy, in 
which aoawi aircraft fuel ayateae have bean repreaented by natheaatical aodela, in order to predict the 
etata of fuel at any inataat of fliÿit tiaa. 

The perforaancea of aoae coaponenta in current aircraft fuel ayateae, when uaing either Avtur or 
MK, have been coapared and the iqplicationa of euch a fuel change, ineofar aa retrofit action with 
preaent day aircraft or future ayetea deaign changea may be concerned, are conaidered. 

2. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE EFFECTS 

The iteM in the aircraft fuel ayetea of particular interact concerning flow performance character- 
ietica with MK fuela are: (i) pipe«, (ii) puapa (booetar and jet tranafer), (iii) filtera, Hv) flo-metera, 
(v) fuel gaugee and (vi) heat exchanger«. Each of these ie considered in soae detail below. 

(i) Pipes 

Pipe flow characteristics of AMK safety fuels have been inveetigated by saaauring the total head 
presaure losa over a range of flowrates. In a series of tests made with a particular type (FM4) of fuel, 
in the temperature range +I5°C to -40°C using straight pipes (12.7 saa dia), it was shown that in the low 
shear rate range the equation of flew could be represented by:- 

The flow index n wee found to vary from 0.9, for temperatures above -20°C, to a value of 1.4 at -40°C. 
In the 1 sainar flow regime the head loss with FM4 fuel was found to be about twice the value for Avtur, 
whilst under turbulent flow conditions (>0.8 m/s) the head loss of Avtur was 2.5 to 3 times the value 
found with FM4. Further flow tests using smaller pipes of 2.4-4.45 ■« dia showed that, for shear ratus 
greater than 1000 «“>, the simple power law was inadequate. It is expected, however, that a shear rate 
range of up to 1000 s'1 will be sufficient to cater for tost aircraft fuel system design estimates. 

Flow measurements made with other versions of AMC safety fuel, over a range of shear rates of from 
500 a-1 to 10 000 «“*, have ahown these to exhibit a shear/tine dependency by way of either a thickening 
and/or an eventual thinning of the fuel. 

A comparison of the flow resistances of Avtur, FM4 and FM9 fuels in 2.7ms pipes is given in Fig.l. 
These results contrast with those found using the 12.7 as dia pipes and serve to show the inconsistencies, 
particularly with FM4, that can be found with such fluids. Further larger scale pipeflow testing is 
envisaged, together with some basic rheological investigations at a university. 

(ii) Pimps 

(a) Booster 

The type tested was two-staged, comprising an axial flow three-bladed incucer stage followed by a 
five-bladed radial main stage discharging into a spiral volute. Testing was done over a temperature 
range from +15°C down to -40°C with the pump using a standard dabris guard at inlet (10 mesh per inch). 
Performance data were obtained over the normal range of flowrates and are presented in Figs.2, 3 and 4. 

Pump performance is clearly impaired by the use of AMK. The overall efficiency, compared with Avtur, 
is reduced by 30Z at room temperature, but, in the case of FM9, for a temperature of -25°C, a temperature 
to which fuel in civil airline use may be expected to attain by the end of a flight, the reduction waa 20Z. 
The uae of the debris guard was found to have no effect on pimp performance. 

It it the practice in many puaq> designs for their motors to be cooled by use of the fuel being 
pushed. Since the cooling effect of a tafety fuel is lower than that of Avtur (see (vi) below) the 
operating temperature of currently designed motors will be raised by a change to AMK fuel. This effect 
will be aggravated further by a reduction in the designed cooling flowrates this is controlled by orifices, 
the discharge coefficient of which can be reduced to only a proportion (e.g. 70Z) of that for Avtur (Fig.5). 

A further poirt of interest is that AMK fuels can be expected to hold contasdnation in suspension 
more easily than can Avtur; if so, there will be a need to compare and consider bearing wear, possible 
sources of ingress of dirt and ways of avoiding this. 

(b) Jet transfer 

In the evaluation of jet pump performance, interest was centred on a Carter type PN60I03 as used in 
the Lockheed CSA aircraft for inter-tank fuel transfer. Performance figures were obtained with a normal 
primary supply pressure of 207 kPa for various delivery heads (0.37 a to 1.89 m of fuel); these are 
presented in Figs.6 and 7. 

The performance here, as for the booster pump, is clearly impaired by the use of AMK, the maximum 
efficiency being reduced from I8Z to 8Z. The ratio of secondary to primary flowrates necessary to achieve 
this was reduced by about a half, so that the original design flowrates for the intended installation 
could not be met. The reason for this loss in performance with AMK is due to suppression of turbulence 
in the throat, severely limiting the extent of mixing of primary and secondary flows. 

(iii) Filters 

A ¡ature of undegraded AMK is its inability to flow through an aircraft's fuel system filter of 
standard orosity (10 p nominal) without an excessive pressure differential across it. Short term tests 
with und. raded FM9 at ambient temperature, using both paper and wire gauss filter awdia, showed that 
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blockag* took placo with porotitiat laas than 140 u. «gradation of tha fual, howavor, by way of four 
paaaaa through a high praaaura dieaal injactor, waa i^und to ba aufficiant to achieva an accaptabla 
filtration parfonMnca through • 10u aircraft filter (Pig.*). The degree of degradation neceaaary to 
reach thia condition waa found to be 98Z (approx) aa waaaurad by tha orifice flow technique (aaa below). 
It waa apparent, following the I0u filter teat with degraded fuel, that the paper had acquired a faint 
black atain; taata later confinad that thia particulate waa wear debria, picked up by the fuel in the 
injection proceaa, and could have accounted for the a nail difference in filter performance between degraded 

ÏM9 fual and Avtur. It ia not clear why tha FM4 did not behave in tha aaoe way. 

(iv) Flownetera 

Conventional type volunetric flownetera calibrated for Avtur have baen found to be inaccurate when 
ueed with non-degraded AMK; in geneval the indicated ratea were about lit in error. No information ia 
available yet on the performance of a direct reading auwa flowmeter which ia dependent upon momentum 
change affecta. An alternative cud acceptable acheme, for uae with either degraded or undegraded fuel, 
would be the uae of a poaitive dieplacement-type volumetric flowanter. 

(V) Fuel gaugea 

Inforaution on the uae of tank gauging ayatean with AMK ia linitad. There ia aoan evidence, however, 
to indicate that capacitance type gauging functiona aatiafactorily, the recorded valuea maintained 
accuraciea within the requireiaenta ieannded by Mi 1-C—7940A (i.e. if full-acale and 4X of indicated 

quantity). 

(vi) Heat exchangera 

It ia the practice in civil aircraft to A' *ign and fit a haat exchanger in the fuel ayatem, one 
purpoae being to counter any icing reaulting ft .n water contamination; reliance upon an icing inhibitor 
ia not accepted by the airlinea owing to ita une» ••ain availability in different parte of the world. For 
thia reaeon comparative evaluation tea ta have been made between Avtur and AMK (FM4 and FM9). Heat 
tranafar meaaurementa with the undegraded fuel encountered difficultiea due to unateady temperature 
recordinga of both tube and fuel; the taking of an average value of reaulta leada one to aaaume that the 
heat tranafar coefficient achievable will be only about 60Z of that poeaibla with Avtur, under conditiona 
of equal maaa flowrate. With degraded fuel, after four paaaaa through a dieael injactor, it waa found 
that the coefficiente were 90-95Z of thoae obtainable with Avtur and, over tha teat period of 20 houra, 
there waa no detectable change in either heat tranafar coefficient or flow head loaa. 

It ia deairable that an aircraft ayatem ahould not be affected by a change in type of fuel (i.e. uae 
of either Avtur or AMK). Since it ia coanon practice for equipment auch aa filtera, flowmefera and heat 
exchangers to be poaitioned on the engine be tween the backing pump and the high preaeure pump, it ia 
perhepa fortunate that they will be downatream of the intended poeition for the deairable degradar to 
be aituatad. For thia reaaon, the problema found with theae itema of aquipmant, when uaing undegraded 

aafety fuel, would be alleviated if not eliminated. 

3. SOURCES OF UNDESIRABLE DEGRADATION 

It ia a charactering»• of an AMK f .al that kwth temporary and permanent changea in ita propertiea 
can occur during flow through tht pipea and componente of a fuel ayatem. The temporary change ia a 
thickening of the fuel to a more viacoua etate, the extent dapending upon the Mount of ahear (i.a. ahear 
rate/time) to which it haa been wbjected. Above a limiting value of ahear/time,permanent changea occur 
in the fuel with aone loaa of anti-miating propertiea; tha effect of repeeted expoaure to ahear/time 
beyond thia limit can be cumulative inaofar aa the loaa ia concerned. The aignificance of thia ia the 
poaaibility that, in the low preaeure fuel ayatem of an aircraft, the fual may be degraded in flight to a 

level where it may no longer be effective aa a aafety fuel. 

Two major aourcea of high ahear exiat in an aircraft fuel ayatem; booater pumpa and tranafar (jet) 

pumpa - each of which ia exsmined below. 

(i) Booater pumpa 

Theae are generally of the centrifugal variety operating over a flowrate range ratio of about 4:1 
between take-off and cruiae requirementa, the conditiona for optimum overall efficiency King achieved at 
only one flowrate and thia not neceaaarily matching either of the above running conditiona. Many pump 
motora are deaigned to be cooled by way of fual flooding, a portion (about IZ) of the fuel delivered by 
the pimp being by-paaeed for thia purpoae; auch fuel ia aubjected to ahear in ita flew through the motor 
by way of annular paaaagea and flow controlling orificea. Pumpa fitted with inducera, for air aeparation 
purpoaea, can be expected to receive fuel which haa had aome initial work done on it by the inducer. 
Furthermore, the flowrate dealt with by the inducer ia greater than that catered for by the main impeller 
and aoma of the induced flow ia recirculated back to the collector box which will, therefore, contain 
partially degraded fuel. Thia affect haa been demonstrated experimentally, but aa yet it haa not been 
quantified. Further ahearing of the fuel will alao take place within the pump itaelf by way of normal 

flow, alip at the impeller tip and leakage through the clearancea. 

Clearly,the fuel in ita pasaage through a booater pump and motor will encounter a great deal of 
shear, and in conaequence aome permanent degradation. The majority of thia fuel wilt be transmitted 
directly to the engine whilat the remainder may be returned to main tanks and/or collector boxes. 

The extent of degradation of AMK fuel tn its passage through a pimp has been determined experimentally 
and found to be dependent upon flowrate or residence time within the pump (see Fig.9); thia shows a 
decreasing value of the correction factor C. , with reduced flowrate, the product of which with the 

degradation factor M (see Fig.II) for fullWflow conditiona gives a measure of the effective 



concentration par paaa at pwp delivery. Thu», the lower the value of Cq , or punp flowrate, the wore 

damaging ia the degradation. 

(ii) Trane far pungía 

The current trend is to uae jet pumps for fuel transfer within a system, the desirable feature being 
sUvlicity as a 'fit and forget' item of equipment; primary flow for their operation is taken from the 
booster pmp delivery, already partially degraded, and this is used to induce a transfer secondary flow 
by way of momentum exchange. Experimental evidence has betn obtained to show that both primary and 
secondary flows are degraded in their flow through such pumps, the extent being comparable to that for the 

booster pimps. 

(iii) Other possible sources 

These, which have not been quantified yet, are vibration and slosh in tanks, pipe flow and overspill 
from collector boxes. It follows, therefore, that as the system operation proceeds in the course of a 
flight, recirculation of degraded fuel must result in a general degradation of the fuel remaining; the 
true extent may well be more than that being allowed for on the baais ot pump degradation alone. 

4. MEASUREMENT OF DEGRADATION LEVEL 

The method used at RAE to assets the quality of a safety fuel, with respect to degradation, is to 
pass the fuel through a sharp-edged orifice under a fixed discharge pressure head, the time taken for a 
given amount to flow being a measure of the state of the fuel. The datim for this assessment has been 
derived by mixing undegraded AMK and completely degraded AMR (four diesel injector passes) in varying 
ratios to obtain samples with a constant quantity of additive but with the additive at various levels of 
degradation. By passing these sauries through the fixed orifice, a calibration curve was obtained (Fig. 10) 
showing the effect of percentage degradation on discharge time. Using this technique the extent of 
degradation for a single pass through a pump when supplied with fuel at different degradation levels, was 
assessed (Fig.II); these results were obtained at full flow conditions and, as mentioned earlier, need to 
be used in conjunction with the correction factor Cq in order to derive a degradation level at pump 

outlet for various flowrates. 

5. SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

In view of the foreseeable degradation of the additive, the question arises as to the eventual 
consequences to AMK fuel in an aircraft in the course of a flight, and whether it will remain in an 
acceptable anti-misting state. In an attempt to answer this question some typical aircraft fuel systems 
have been considered for which mathematical models have been conqiiled, these representing the various 
stages of flight, and into which fuel degradation constants have been introduced (Appendices I and 2), 
the whole being progranmed into a computer. For each analysis the mixing of fuels within tanks, where 
transfer takes place, was asstmed to be instantaneous", also the amount of fuel remaining in the aircraft 
at the end of flight was taken to be I0Z of total tankage capacity, a standard value although some air¬ 

craft have boen known to extend their flight* beyond this limit. 

Two aircraft have been considered for analysis; (i) executive jet, and (ii) medium range civil 
airliner. In each case the normal flight fuel management sequence was followed as well as a variation 
by way of a small modification, this was introduced in anticipation of achieving an improved fuel condition 
with respect to its effective concentration. A further extension of the analysis was to examine the effect 
of successive flights when refuelling with partially degraded fuel remaining in the tanks. 

6. DISCUSSION 

It should be evident from the above that the acceptance of the fuel as being in a safe state will 
depend upon whether it exceeds a pre-detarminad degradation limit at which the fuel is considered to have 
lost its anti-misting and fire resistance characteristics. The setting of a reliable limit at this stage 
of development is somewhat premature and obscure; it is stated by the fire hasard specialists that fuels 
with an additive concentration of 0.3Z will satisfy fire resistance safety requirements but that fuels of 
only 0.2Z concentration will not. If the assumption is made that a mean value may be taken as the limit 
of acceptability, then an undegraded concentration of 0.2SZ may be taken as corresponding to a fuel of 
original concentration 0.3Z degraded to an effective concentration of 83Z of its 'as new' condition. There 
is some evidence to support this assianption but further confirmation is needed. 

The results of model analyses arc given in Figs.12, 13 and 14 which indicate, in some instances, 
that at the end of flight some tanks could contain fuel with a degradation level beyond the stipulated 
limit and may, therefore, be in a fire risk state. Some situations, however, are considered to have 
retained their effectiveness whilst minor system modifications hav^ in some instances,retrieved the situa¬ 
tion for those that would otherwise be unacceptable. The extent of the changes in effective concentration, 
following a single piuq> pass, will be dependant upon individual pump design and characteristics so that , 
other pumps may well effect concentration changes that are different from those given with the type used 
in the experimental assessment. The results presented could be optimistic since other sources of degrada¬ 
tion, that have not been included, could prevail. Such sources are fuel slosh in tanks, flow through pipes 
and valves, collector box overflow in seme designs and the extent of booster pump inducer usage which ' 

recirculates fuel within the collector box. 

Increasing the additive concentration above 0.3Z has been considered as a possible means of 
maintaining the effective concentration above the critical limit at all times. It has been concluded that 
the rheological problen» associated with fuel transfer would be worse and the cost increase would not be 
justified. It is difficult to assess the cost increase accurately at this stage but it is expected that 
a fuel with an additive con jntration of 0.3Z would cost about 2Z more than Avtur at the present time. 
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Expariaantal work on AMC foal haa indicated the main aourcaa whare degradation will ariac and thia> 
together with tha aya tema aaaeaaaant, directa attention to auch ragiona where reaaarch ia needed in order 
to reduce or eliminate ita occurrence. The opportunitiea for ci reinventing, or at leaat eaaing, the 
problea would exiat in deaigning a new ayateai but for current aircraft, which are likely to be in aervice 
for a decade or two, thia could call for aoae retrofit action. In particular, pimp perfonaancea can be 
expected to be impaired and they could fail to meet the original deaign requirementa. Furthermore, any 
uprating of currently inatalled equipment to meet any auch ahortcoainga could neceaaitate an increaae in 
the inatalled electrical power availability. In any nuw ayatam deaign the foremoat deaire would be to 
eliminate or curtail recirculation and to aelact transfer pumpa, if required, with a minimum degrading 
capability, probably powered by a prima mover. They could then be operated at thair optimum efficiency 
where degradation would moat probably be leaat. The uae of booater pumpa with their changing operating 
conditiona, i.e. take-off and cruiae, preaenta a difficulty aince maximum hydraulic efficiency condiciona 
cannot be met for each condition at a conatant operating apead and thia aituation, together with recircula¬ 
tion through jet tranafar pumpa, enhat.eea the problem. A poaaible aolution uaing currently deaigned pumpa 
would be to inatall two pumpa in parallel each of different flow ratinga, one matched for take-off flow- 
rate and the other for cruiae. The appropriate pump would be selected to operate at ita maximum efficiency 
keeping electrical loading to a adnimum. 

Aa regarda a degrader for uae on the engine, no eatiafactory deaign haa yet been achieved. An engine 
uaing mechanically degraded fuel has been run successfully over the full power range, so that there are 
not expected to be any engine fuel system problems of any major significance when a degrader becomes 
available. 

A point that may yet give rise to an operational difficulty concerns the practice of draining the 
fuel tanks of water that has accumulated aa a rasult of venting; amist air enters and condenaea within 
the tanks, the water settling to the bottom where it ia drained away through fitted drain cocks. 
Laboratory interaction teats between free water and safety fuel showed that a stable gelatinous emulsion 
can be formed; thia could clog tha drains and/or filtera. Thera ia evidence to suggea^ however, that 
safety fuel retaina more diaaolved water than does Avtur and the e«tant to which this will be effective 
in practice ia being investigated by means of a flight simulation environmantal rig, but results have 
not yet reached a conclusiva stage. The problem of restricting the entry of moisture to the tanks by 
way of the venta would be formidable and one that might only be alleviated by uaing a gas purging system. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The investigations have indicated that soam modifications to current fuel systems may be required 
before they can be operated on anti-misting safaty fual. It will also be necessary to enaure that the 
fuel ia not progresaively degraded by being passed around the system during flight to the point at which 
it haa lost ita fira rasiatant characteristics. It is poaaible that the application of AMK safety fuels 
will await a new generation of aircraft which have been designed for their uae. 
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Appendix I 

Low pressure system layout 

Mathematical model 

General equations of fuel transfer 
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Appendix 2 

Low pressure system layout 

Mathematical modeE 

General equations of fuel transfer 

Collector tank >- 

dt 

Main tank :- 

[o*-^(-ea-^)dtj^i = M| Ma (o,- 

Medium ran<;c civil airliner 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER 4 

Mr Jaduon: If treated fuel is degraded when circulated through jet pumps, then would the author agree that a 
similar set of circumstances cernid exist on aircraft where the fuel proportioning from each tank is controlled by 
allowing the booster pump to spill back some fuel into the tank and recirculate it. 

If this is the case, then an external proportioner would have to be fitted in the fuel delivery pipes, with the 
penalty of weight, cost, and reliability. 

Mr WaHi, Mr Timby and Mr Robinson: We are familiar with the fuel proportioning sequence valve method of con¬ 
trolling fuel flow as mentioned by Mr.Jackson which involves spill off fuel flow through pressure controlled valves. 
Such a system would be returning fuel to the tank after it had been sheared in both the booster pump and the con¬ 
trolling valve and for this reason would be little different from the situation to be faced with jet transfer pumps, 
the fuel returned to the tank being partially degraded. It is true that in order to overcome this problem of fuel 
degradation in the tank then an external proportioner, as suggested by Mr.Jackson, would need to be fitted. 

Mr StJohn: The adverse effects of the FM9 additive on the fuel system components are much less than those im¬ 
posed by FM4. A whole series has been investigated, with increasing success, over quite a short period. What are 
the prospects of even greater success, in a fairly short time, so that the effects become almost negligible? Would it 
be better to wait before initiating research and development with the necessary modifications to the aircraft fuel 
systems, which could be nugatory if even further improved additives are developed. 

Mr Walsh, Mr Timby and Mr Robinson: This would be the ideal solution to such a situation. In point of fact, 
reality compels one to evaluate the fuel modifications at each stage of development since it is only from such 
evaluations that further changes can be made, in the light of any shortcomings found, which will enable one to ad¬ 
vance further. I know of no further fuel modifications that are intended beyond that of the current FM9 so it is 
reasonable, in accordance with your statement, to evaluate this particular type thoroughly at this time as is being 
done. 

Mr Andrews: The effect of antimist additives on in tank boost pump efficiency and head characteristics has been 
discussed; can the authors comment on any effect of the additives on ability of these pumps to operate under con¬ 
ditions of air and fuel vapour release at the pump inlet? 

Mr Walsh, Mr Timby and Mr Robinson: The possibility of effects arising from the use of anti-mist fuel in such 
circumstances has been considered but to date there has been no effort directed to such an investigation. 

Mr Vincent: The early part of the presentation showed that for safety fuels there were problems with: 

(i) orifice discharge coefficients 

fii) pipe pressure losses 

fiii) pump efficiency decreasing with increased temperature and the plot showed 20°C maximum. 

For a military application with higher in flight temperatures, e.g. 80°C, are the system changes not going to be of 
such a magnitude that safety fuels are not a viable proposition1’ 

Mr Walsh, Mr Timby and Mr Robinson: Pump performance with safety fuel at temperatures higher than +20°C is 
still an unknown; effort in UK has been devoted to civil aircraft aspects where temperatures would not be expected 
to reach those encountered with military aircraft. It is true that, on the evidence given, pump performance with 
FM9 is decreasing with increase in temperature, all the fuel types tending to merge towards a common value. 
Further effort will be needed to establish the performance beyond the temperature range given whilst a programme 
of fundamental research into pump design may be needed to try to retdeve some of the lost performance. 

Mr Livermore: 

fl) The fuel temperature range for civil aircraft should be up to at least +50°C. Solar heating on the ground 
can give tank tamperatures of +70°C. 

(2) We rely in the ultimate condition on gravity feed - will safety fuel lead to features such as cavitation of 
the engine pumps? 
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Mr Walsh, Mr Timby and Mr Robinson: As regards the first statement, the same comments will apply as those 
given to Mr.Vincent although the temperatures are higher than we had envisaged. On the question of loss of 
booster pump action and the reversion to gravity feed this is a further aspect of system operational characteristics 

which, although not overlooked, needs to be investigated. 
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INERTAQE DES RESERVOIRS DE CARBURANT 

Georges FRECHOU 
DIRECTION DES ETUDES AVIONS DE TOULOUSE 

S.N.I.A.S. - BP 3153 - 31053 TOULOUSE CEDEX FRANCE 

RESUME 

L'intention de cet exposé est de passer en revue l'essentiel des causes d'incendie en relation avec l'inflam- 
mabilité du carburant, d'énumtrer les principales précautions prises en considération de nos jours pour 
réduire le risque et de situer la position du constructeur d'avion devant l'attrait de l'inertage.des réser¬ 
voirs, en face de la coapétltlvlté de plus en plus sévère dans le cadre du transport aérien. 

lia PARTIE 
SECURITE DES AVIONS VIS-A-VIS DES RISQUES D'INCENDIE 

LIES AUX CARBURANTS UTILISES ACTUELLEMENT POUR LA 
TURBO-PROPULSION ET LA TURBO-REACTION (JP1-JP4-JP5) 

1 - INFLAMMABILITE DES MEUNGES GAZEUX A L'INTERIEUR DES RESERVES. 

Dans les réservoirs, l'espace libre au-dessus du carburant est occupé par un mélange d'air et de vapeur 

de carburant. 
Au cours des différentes phases d'un vol, ce mélange gazeux présente des risques d'inf:ammabilite s il 
est rencontré des sources d'ignition et si certaines conditions de pression et de température sont en 
oêae temps réunies. Ce risque est également lié au niveau d'énergie de la source d'ignition. 
Le ■M-fp«-— ci-dessous a été établi par la BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ET U SOCIETE NATIONALE 
INDUSTRIELLE AEROSPATIALE dans le cadre des études de sécurité de l'avion CONCORDE. 

_____ Aviaa a réactiaa sabtaaiqaa 
__ Avian •epersaaiqaa 
Maallafa typa à 21° C 

Baaéa 
é'iaflaauaabilité 

év JM 
d'iaflaaMaaMité 

la JP1 ktfa JM 

imergiu mimiimuni 
amccscairu ■ l'igaitiaa 
1.17 è 1.2 milli imulc* 
•.2 è 1.3 « u 
a.) à a.i « * 

5¾¾¾ •.Sil « « 
5¾¾ liS M 0 

S i 11 0 0 

1» i 25 « m 
> 25 * 0 

Il H 71 U M 
Teaipératura carburant ( °C) 

Ce diagramme montre l'évolution des conditions d'inflammabilité au cours du vol type d'un avion à 
réaction subsonique et d'un avion supersonique Mach 2. 
Le risque est faible sur les avions subsoniques utilisant du JP1 ¡ le risque est légèrement plus grand 
sur les avions subsoniques utilisant du LP4 et sur les avions supersoniques utilisant du JP1 bien que 
ces derniers passent moins de temps dans la zone dangereuse. 
Ces causes d'ignition sont essentiellement liées au point éclair du carburant considéré, il existe une 
autre cause d'inflammation liée à la température d'auto-inflammation qui se situe au-dessus de 230°C. 
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2 - CAUSE D'INFLAMMATION DES MEIMGSS SAZEUX 

Sans 1« cadre dea risques d'ioflaanation liés au point éclair, il faut distinguer les sources d'ignition 
de cause interne et de cause externe aux réservoirs. 

Sources d’ignition de cause interne 

L'électricité statique : 
Pendant le remplissage des réservoirs, en raison de sa faible conductibilité électrique et des vitesses 
d'écoulement élevées (en particulier dans les filtres à eau des installations d'aéroport) le carburant 
se charge d'électricité statique. 

k* 9QW?eg ãíWimà * ... V. ,, ... ... 
Tous les organes en mouvement peuvent être générateurs d'étincelle ou d'échauffement soit en mettant en 
contact des éléments de potentiel électrique différent soit par friction sur des surfaces adjacentes. 

Les sources électriques s 
Courts-circuits entre les cibles électriques et les structures adjacentes à l'intérieur des réservoirs. 

Sources d'ignition de cause externe 

Les feux moteur : 
Communication de l'incendie à l'intérieur des réservoirs à la suite iun feu non contenu. 

yiaklipat to? ttkaLálmjakm8 J u 
Perforation des parois des réservoirs et inflammation du carburant en raison de la température elevee 
des éclats en provenance des rotors des moteurs. 

Les feux extérieurs : 
Communication de l'incendie à l'intérieur des réservoirs par introduction de flammes à travers les voies 
de mise k l'air libre. 

Jdi^oi4¿£e i 
Les statiques montrent que la majorité des coups de foudre surviennent entre 500C et 12000 pieds et qu'ils 
sont très peu fréquents au-dessus de 20000 pieds. 
Les décharges électriques dues à la foudre peuvent provoquer une ignition dans la mesure où ces décharges 
se situent dans les zones occupées par des mélanges gazeux explosifs. 

Le crash : 
La génération importante d'étincelles, associée à des distorsions de la structure des réservoirs entraî¬ 
nant des écoulements de carburant, constitue un risque important de déclenchements d'incendie. 

} - PRECAUTIONS POUR REDUIRE OU EUMISER LES RlSqUES D'INFLAMMATION 

Remplissage des réservoirs 

- Dimensionnement des circuits de manière à obtenir de faibles vitesses d'écoulement pour réduire le 
niveau de charge d'électricité statique. 

- Circuits entièrement métalliques et parfaitement mis à la masse. 

- A l'intérieur des réservoirs, élimination des pointes de manière à éviter les amorçages d'arcs électrhfiœ. 

- Calibration du circuit assuran"' un remplissage udforme de tous les réservoirs. 

- Intercommunication appropriées pour que le remplissage soit uniforme à l'intérieur d’un réservoir 
constitué de plusieurs compartiments. 

- Points d'écoulement du carburant dans les réservoirs situés aux points bas et réalisés de manière à 
éliminer les projections et les formations de mousse ou de brouillard. 

Circuits électriques rattachés aux réservoirs 

Les circuits électriques de forte puissance (alimentation des pompes) doivent cheminer à l'extérieur des 
réservoirs ou s'ils cheminent à l'intérieur être installés à l'intérieur de gaines métalliques anti¬ 
déflagrantes et parfaitement mises à la masse. 
Les circuits électriques de faible puissance (moins de 200 milliampères) doivent comporter des protections 
de telle manière que dans les cas de panne les plus sévères ils ne puissent constituer une source 
d'ignition dont l'énergie dépasserait 0,15 millljoules. 

Accessoires - flq^peBqqts 

Tous les organes électriques tels que moteur, solénoldes, doivent être à l'intérieur d'une enceinte 
anti-déflagrante et dans la majeure partie des cas, comporter des dispositifs de cou; ure automatique de 
l'alimentation électrique (fusibles). 
Les éléments mobiles à l'intérieur des réservoirs doivent être parfaitement mis à la masse, en particulier 
les points servant de butée (possibilité d'étincelles par différence de potentiel élect-ique). 

Réalisation des réservoirs 

Les zones de réservoirs pouvant être exposées aux coupa de foudre doivent être d'une épaisseur suffisante 
pour éviter la pénétration de l'arc électrique. 
La continuité électrique des panneaux fixes et mobiles doit être capable d'assurer l'écoulement des 
charges électriques dues à la foudre. 
Les points de communication des réservoirs avec l'extérieur (mises à l'air libre) doivent être situés 
dans des zones non exposées è la foudre ou à des feux extérieurs (feux moteur, incendies au niveau du sol). 



Disposition dea mchlnea townantea (moteurs-APU - compresseurs, etc...) 

Les dispositions doivent être telles que les projectiles, en provenance des rotors qui pourraient 
éclater, ne rencontrent pas le réservoir ou de circuit de carburant. 
Dans les cas où de telles dispositions ne pourraient pas être réalisées, des blindages sont nécessaires 
pour contenir les éclats. 

MOYENS COMPUJŒNTAIBES DS PROTECTION 

Dans les cas où les précautions décrites au paragraphe précédent ne seraient pas ou ne pourraient pas 
être réalisées ou encore pour des objectifs de sécurité spéciaux (par exemple : combats aériens), les 
protections suivantes peuvent être envisagées. 

Maittli aati-statjques 

D'un faible dosage : 0,75 part par million, ces produits ne présentent pas d'inconvénients significatifs 
vis-à-vis des caractéristiques générales des carburants et fournissent une amélioration notable dans la 
réduction du niveau de charge d'électricité statique. 
Ils représentent un accroissement de dépense insignifiant : à titre d'exemple, un jumbo "JET" a besoin 
de moins d'un dixième de litre d'additif pour chacun de ses ravitaillements. 
Dans la mesure où son emploi n'est pas généralisé, son utilisation nécessite la disponibilité d'un doseur 
ou de citernes spécialement affectées à cet usage, ce qui ne va pas sans poser des problèmes d'ordre 
pratique sur un grand nombre d'aéroports. 

trr*t°MF HMiTir 
Cartouche perméable dans les deux sens, aussi bien à l'air qu'au carburant, mais s'opposant à la rentrée 
de flammes dans le réservoir. 
Ces cartouches sont installées, sans grande difficulté, dans les orifices de mise à l’air libre. 
Efficacité vis-à-vis des sources d'ignition de causes externes et en particulier la foudre. 
Leur efficacité est permanente pendant toute la durée du vol et au sol. 
En raison du risque de colmatage par givrage ou par détérioration mécanique, il est nécessaire d'ins¬ 
taller un dispositif de "BY-PASS". 
Pénalité de masse : faible. 
Pénalité de coût : faible. 

Suppresseur de flamme 

Dispositif assurant la détection ut l'extinction d'un front de flamme dans les orifices de mise à l'air 
libre des réservoirs. 
Efficacité vis-à-vis des sources d'ignition de causes externes et en particulier la foudre. 
La durée d'efficacité est limitée en raison de la dilution rapide de l'agent extincteur. 
Sauf si on a monté plusieurs cartouches d'agent extincteur, le dispositif ne sert qu'une fois au cours 
d'un vol et exige une opération de maintenance au sol (remplacement des cartouches usagées). 
L'ensemble peut faire l'objet de fonctionnement intempestif et est difficile à tester avant chaque vol. 
Pénalité de masse : faible. 
Pénalité de coût : modérée. 

Mousses antl-déflabrantes 

Mousses réticulaires remplissant la totalité du volume de tous les réservoirs ou seulement du réservoir 
de mise à l'air libre ; ces mousses retardent considérablement ou empêchent la propagation d'une explosion. 
Des éléments semi-cubiques sont introduits suivant un ordre chronologique, dans le réservoir à traiter. 
Efficacité permanente vis-à-vis des sources d'ignition de causes externes et de causes internes. 
Généralement, à base de polyuréthane, des mousses peuvent présenter un certain degré d'altération dans 
le temps (absorption d'eau). 
Poids s 30 leg au mètre cube. 
Volume réel : 3 # du volume brut. 
Rétention ; environ 1,5 # du volume brut. 
Pénalité de masse : faible. 
Pénalité de coût : modérée. 

Inertage des réservoirs 

Installation destinée à rendre inerte, dans les réservoirs, l'espace libre au-dessus du carburant. 
Efficacité vis-à-vis des sources d'ignition de causes externes et de causes internes pendant toutes 
les phases normales d’un vol et au sol, pour une durée déterminée. 
Ce système est traité dans la deuxième partie. 
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INERTAGE DES RESERVOIRS DE CARBURANT 

OKKta 
Dans las rAservoira, réduction du taux d'oxygène das mélanges gaseux occupant l'espace libre au-dessus 
du carburant pour que les critères de pression - températures, rencontrés au cours des vols, se situent 
en dehors des limites d'inflammabilité. 
Il est considéré que si le taux d'oxygène est inférieur à 9 ou 10 $, les ^langes gaseux ne sont pas 

explosifs. 

ORIGINE DE L'OXYGENATION DES MELANGES GAZEUX RENCONTRES QiNS IBS RESERVOIRS 

Les réservoirs classiques ne sont pas remplis complètement. 
Ils sont munis de circuits de mise b l'air libre permettant à l'air de rentrer ou de sortir de manière 
à maintenir à l'intérieur des réservoirs une pression sensiblement égale à la pression extérieure. 
Il y a donc de l'air qui rentre en fonction de l'épuisement du réservoir et de l'augmentation de la 
pression extérieure au cours de la descente ; cet air en provenance de l'extérieur n'est pas la seule 
source d'oxygénation des mélanges gazeux. 
Au niveau du sol, tous les carburants, en contact avec l'atmosphère, peuvent contenir de l'air en dis¬ 
solution. Cette quantité d'air varie en fonction de types de carburant et de la température. Si le car¬ 
burant est saturé, il peut contenir 15 à 20 % de son volume d'air è la pression atmosphérique. 

Au cours de la montée, et plus ou moins progressivement en fonction du degré d'agitation, l'air dissous 
se dégage au fur et à mesure que la prer.-jion diminue, en outre, cet air est relativement riche en oxygène 
(24 /i) en raison de la bonne solubilité ï" ''oxygène dans les carburants. 
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3 - wtTgMEHT am Man am maasa aaam m mjauum mps mMmmM 
Four é’ iter un apport d'oxygène en provenance de l'extérieur, les réservoirs ne doivent pas être en 
conum. ï .cation a/ec l'extérieur dans toutes les phases de vol ou de l'air extérieur serait amené à 
rentrer. 
Dans ces conditions, pour assurer à l'intérieur des réservoirs un niveau de pression acceptable et 
légère ment supérieur à la pression extérieure de manière à empêcher l'air extérieur de rentrer, il 
faut que : 

- lorsque la pression augmente, un système de soupapes de décompression ramène la pression à un 
niveau normal, 

- lorsque la pression diminue, un dispositif assure la pressurisation des réservoirs avec un gaz 
neutre. 

Dans ce domaine, les travaux les plus connus ont été effectués par les firmes suivantes s 
- GARRETT et HAMILTON-STAHDARD pour un inertage avec de l'air appauvri en oxygène, obtenu par 

réaction catalytique avec du fuel (remplacement d'une partie de l'oxygène par du dioxyde de 
carbone), 

- INTERTECHNIQUE pour un inertage avec de l'air appauvri en oxygène, obtenu par séparation, 
- PARKER HANNIFIN pour un inertage avec de l'azote stocké à l'état liquide. 

Les divers systèmes se différencient par le type de gaz utilisé et le mode de production de ce dernier. 

GARRETT, HAMILTON et INTERTECHNIQUE proiiuisent le gaz à la demande. 

Dans le système PARKER HANNIFIN, la quantité d'azote nécessaire est stockée è bord k l'état liquide 
pour être ensuite délivrée k la demande. 

Dans le cas du gaz neutre produit k la demande, les caractéristiques du système sont définies par des 
critères avion connus : 

- consommation moteur, 
- vitesse de montée, 
- vitesse de descente. 

On peut noter, pour situer l'ordre de grandeur des choses, que la quantité de gaz neutre nécessaire est 
environ 4 fois plus grande pour la descente que pour la phase de vol du décollage k la fin de la croisière. 

Dans le cas du gaz neutre stocké k bord, il y a un critère avion connu supplémentaire qui est le volume 
des réservoirs et un paramètre aléatoire qui est le profil réel du vol. 
En effet, s’il est possible de déterminer la quantité de gaz neutre nécessaire pour un profil de vol 
parfait (une montée, une croisière, une descente et un atterrissage) il n'en est pas de même pour tenir 
compte des changements de niveau de vol (descentes successives, déroutement, attente, atterrisages 
successifs). Si la quantité de gaz neutre embarquée est déterminée pour un profil de vol parfait, il 
s'ensuit une pénalité vis-k-vis de la liberté opérationnelle de l'avion. Si, au contralle, cette quantité 
est déterminée pour tenir compte d'un vol comprenant plus d'une montée et d'une descente, on pénalise 
l'avion dans tous les cas d'un profil de vol parfait. 

Pour éviter un apport d'oxygène en provenance du carburant, ce dernier doit être traité avant le vol 
pour que l'air en dissolution ait une basse teneur en oxygène (moins de 10 $). C'est la désoxygénation 
du carburant. 
Il est possible d'envisager que le carburant soit désoxygéné au moment du stockage dans les citernes 
des aéroports. 
Il est également possible de procéder k la désoxygénation du carburant au moment du ravitaillement des 
avions en utilisant un matériel de servitude au sol s'interposant entre le matériel de ravitaillement 
classique et l'avion ravitaillé. 
Enfin, le carburant pourrait être désoxygéné k bord au moment oit il entre dans les réservoirs au moyen 
d'une installation embarquée appropriée. 
Il faut également noter qu'il ne serait pas nécessaire de désoxygéner le carburant k condition que pendant 
la montée, le système de fourniture du gaz neutre soit en mesure d'assurer un balayage Important de 
l'espace libre des réservoirs de manière k obtenir un mélange dilué avec moins de 10 $ d'oxygène. 

4 - DEFINITION ET CONSTRUCTION DES AVIONS EN RELATION AVEC L'INERTAGE 

Dans la plupart des avions conventionnels, les réservoirs sont mis en communication directement avec 
l'extérieur par le circuit de mise k l'air libre qui sert également de circuit de trop plein. 
Cette disposition d'une simplicité élémentaire offre une grande fiabilité du fait même qu'elle ne fait 
intervenir aucun équipement. 
¡/introduction de soupapes de décompression exige soit que ces soupapes soient dimensionnées pour évacuer 
le débit de trop plein, ce qui en augmente considérablement les dimensions et le poids, soit l'adjonction 
de vannes de trop plein équipées d'un asservissement k la configuration de remplissage. 
L'introduction d'un système de pressurisation doit s'accompagner de l'adjonction de clapets de dépression 
pour faire face k la défaillance de l'arrivée du gaz neutre, conditions dans lesquelles la forction 
d'inertage est perdue. 

Si l'avion doit être équipé d'un système k air appauvri par corbustion catalytique, il est probable que 
le générateur devra être installé dans une zone déclarée "zone de feu" comportant en particulier un 
système de détection et d'extinction d'incendie. Le générateur doit en outre être facilement accessible 
en raison de l'altération rapide de ses performances. 
L'ensemble des mesures de sécurité, dans le cadre de la règle de l'art et de la règlementation, n'ap¬ 
paraissent pas clairement encore k ce jour. 
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Si l'avion doit lire équipé d'un aystème à air appauvri par aéparation, il sanble qu'il ne se pose pas 
de probléoe de sécurité majeur, le volume des unités de production de gas représente une difficulté 

d'installation importante. 

Si l'avion doit être équipé d'un système à l'asote liquide, les problèmes rencontrés sont essentiellement 
liée au stockage et à la distribution d'un liquide (ou vapeur) à très basse température ; il faut citer : 

- le givrage important de toutes les surfaces, de circuits et d'accessoires, en contact avec l'air 

ambiant ; 
- la liquéfaction de l'oxygène de l'air ambiant avec risque 
milieux gras (voisinage avec circuits hydrauliques). 

d'explosion après évaporation dans les 

La réduction de la longueur des circuits par rapport à la structure »/ion : contraction des circuits de 
plus de 3 millimètres par mètre pour un avion subsonique et de plus de 4 millimètres par mètre pour un 

avion supersonique. ^ ^ 
Sur les avions qui ne demandent qu'un petit débit d’azote, c'est-è-dire lorsque les tuyauteries de dis¬ 
tribution sont d'un petit diamètre, il est facile de réaliser des "lyres de dilatation" ; si par contre, 
les tuyauteries sont d'un plus grand diamètre (^ ^ 20 millimètres), il est très difficile de réaliser 

de bons Joints coulissants ou des soufflets de haute fiabilité. 

Des précautions doivent être prises pour que des circuits tels que les circuits hydrauliques ne puissent 
pas être bloqués par gel d«ne le cas de projections dues à un éclatement d’un circuit de distribution 

d'azote. 

Dans le cas d'un avion subsonique long courrier, en fin de vol, la température du carburant est souvent 
au voisinage du point de congélation et l'apport des frlgories fournies par l'azote n'améliore pas la 

situation. 

Il est nécessaire de prévoir en outre une prise de parc pour le remplissage du réservoir d'azote liquid<i. 

Si l'avion doit être équipé d'un système permettant de désoxygéner le carburant è bord pendant le rem¬ 
plissage, les précautions du paragraphe 3 ne doivent pas pour autant être négligées pour conserver la 
disponibilité de l'avion dans le cas d'une défaillance dans la désoxygénation du carburant. 

Le système d'inertage ne doit demander aucune intervention de l'éq'iipage si ce n'est la mise en route 
au début et 1'arrêt è la fin du vol. Toutefois, des dispositifs de surveillances doivent permettre de 

détecter un malfonctionnement et être raccordés au "MASTER-WARNING". 

Alors que la pénalité de masse pour réaliser les précautions du paragraphe 3 s'élève de 10 à 30 kg, 
l'installation d'un système d'inertage introduit une pénalité de 150 è 300 kg suivant qu'il s'agit d'un 
avion court ou long courrier, encore que cette valeur doit être augmentée respectivement de 40 ou 80 kg 

si l'on envisage la désoxygénation du carburant è bord. 
Cette pénalité de masse est d'autant plus sévère que l'avion a une faible charge marchande comme c'est 

le cas des avions de transport supersonique actuels. 
Cette masse représente près de la moitié du circuit de carburant lui-même (tuyauteries, pompes, robinets, 

etc...). 

Le coût du système d'inertage installé à bord représente un montant sensiblement égal au coût du circuit 
de carburant lui-même (tuyauterie, pompes, robinets, etc...) alors que les précautions du paragraphe 3 

n'en représentent qu*environ 1 

5 - EXPLOITATION DES AVIONS EN RELATION AVEC L'INERTAGE 

Avec le niveau dé fiabilité élevé des équipements actuels et en particulier depuis l'introduction sur 
les avions d'une génération électrique alternative è fréquence régulée, les opéra-ions de maintenance 

sur les circuits da carburant sont extrêmement réduites sinon nuiles. 

Suivant le principe d'inertage considéré, et en ce qui concerne l'avion, les opérations de maintenance 
doivent principalement porter sur la régénération des réacteurs catalytique (toutes les 500 h environ) 
ou sur l'entretien des groupes de production d'air appauvri par séparation dont la durée de vie est encore 
mal connue ou encore sur xe ravitaillement en azote dans le cas de stockage è bord. 

En ce qui concerne les installations aéroportuaires, la désoxygénation du carburant au sol ne devrait 
pas poser de problème pratique majeur mais représente un investissement non négligeable. 

Vis-è-vis du D.O.C., la pénalité de masse d'un tel système peut représenter Jusqu'à 2 ou 3 de la 

masse des passagers. 
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IX qua pour un gain potantlel an aëcuriti, 1'lnartaga Introduit quotldlannaaant un anaanbla 
da riaquaa additionnais i 

- aurpraasurlsation daa rdsanrolra (conadquencaa atructuralas), 
- rafroldlaaaaant azcaaslf du carburant pour loa aystèasa utlllaant l'aaota liquida, 
- riaqua da formation da rdaldua aaotda, 
- axploalon du rdsarvoir da atockaga da l'aaota liquida ou da tuyautarlaa da distribution avec daa 

conadquanc* gravea sur laa systèaaa at la structura (rafroldiasaaanta bruaquea, projactlon da 
ddbrla, ato...), 

•* an raiaon da la praaaurlaation daa rdaarvoira, augaontation aanalblo du débit da fuitaa dans la 
cas de perforations en particuliar dans un crash, 

- effets possibles à longue échéance sur l'anduranca das réactaura, la tenue an fatigua des élénents 
de structures sounis h de brusques écarts de température (système h asota liquida, etc...) et 
cacl an raiaon de l'absence d'ezpérienco pratique au niveau da l'aviation civile. 

U» rapport d'étude d'oc;obre 1969, réalisé par l'A.I.A., montre que sur les 6 accidents typas examinés, 
l'inertage n'aurait eu qu'un degré d'efficacité modeste et non exclusif, les précautions et les autres 
moyens de protection cités plus haut présentant un degré d'efficacité équivalent sinon oupérleur. 

Sans le cadre de l'aviation civile, on est donc amené h conclure, et ceci à regret, que dans l'état 
actual des choses le coût d'un système d'inertage est hors de proportion avec le potentiel net du gain 
en sécurité apporté. Néanmoins, il est raisonable de penser que le niveau actuel de développement de 
l'inertage n'est pas limitatif et que les aménagements et les compromis, qui nécessairemsnt se crista- 
liseront dans un proche avenir, seront en mesure de modeler un concept industriellement applicable. 
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DiETTACE DIS RESERVOIRS DE CARBURANT AVEC DE L'AIR APPAUVRI EN OXYGENE PAR PERMEATION 

Jean TUGATE 
Directeur Giniral Adjoint 
Société INTERTECHNIQUE 
Botta Postale n* 1 
78370 PLAISIR. 

Pour diminuer le danger d'incendie ou d'exploeù.n de» rdeerooire de carburant d’aoione, on a expérimenté 
l’utilieation d'anote »«porté tout forme liquide pour en réaliser la pressurisation et l'inertage. 

Interteehtique a développé avec HhOne-Poulena un syet&ne capable de réaliser cet inertage avec de l’air ap¬ 
pauvri en oxygène i bord de l’avion par filtration cur une paroi senti perméable ; les essais de laboratoire 
ont démontré la faisabilité du système et permis d'en calculer les performances qui sont très compétitives. 

La réalisation de systèmes avionnables opérationnels exigera la mise au point d'équipements annexes corres¬ 
pondant spécifiquement aux conditions d’emploi de chaque avion : échangeurs de chaleur, compresseurs auxi¬ 
liaires , dégazeurs de carburant j elle exigera aussi une profonde modification des systèmes de ventilation 
et de pressurisation des réservoirs. 

Les études en cours aboutissent ainsi au développement de systèmes très différenciés allant des plus simples 
pour les avions civils légers et les hélicoptères aux plus sophistiqués pour les avions supersoniques ci¬ 
vils ou militaires ¡ tous ces systènes sont autonomes ¡ leur masse est généralement compétitive par rapport 
d la masse des réservoirs d’azote liquide qu'ils remplacent ¿ ils apportent en outre des avantages annexes 
intéressants par le dégazage du carburant, la meilleure pressurisation des réservoirs, la suppression des 
mises i l’air libre individuelles de ces réservoirs. 

La danaar d'incendie ou d'eaploaion 

Chaque nouvelle année dea aéthodee de plue en plue complexes et de plus en plus efficaces sont employées 
pour la protection des avions contre le feu ; cependant en dépit des progrès considérables réalisés, l'in¬ 
cendia et l'explosion des réservoirs continuent è figurer parmi les causes les plus fréquentes d'accidents 
ou parai les principaux actifs d'aggravation d'accidents ayant des causes primaires différentes. 

Pourquoi 7 Parce que, si l'effort des constructeurs améliore les aoyens de prévention, de détection et de 
lutte contre ces accidents, les progrès de l'aéronautique conduisent ces m3aes constructeurs è construire 
das irions emportant des quantités de plus en plus grandes de carburant et, peur 1er avions supersoniques, 
dans des conditions de tMpérature de plus en plus critiques s dans la construction des avions modernes, 
on a réussi 1 éliainer la plupart des matériaux inflammables tels que le bois, la toile, les plastiques 
combustibles, les alliages A base de magnésium, mais personne n's encore proposé de se passer de carburant. 

La pressurisation des réservoirs en gai inerte 

Le danger principal ne vient pas du carburant liquida mais des vapeurs de carburant mêlées è l'air de pres¬ 
surisation des réservoirs. 

Depuis plus de 20 ans, des recherches persévérsntes ont été réalisées, not went en Grande-Bretagne au 
Royal Aircraft Establisteent de Parnborough et aux Etats-Unis, che* divers constructeurs sous l'égide de la 
PAA, pour utiliser des gas inertes i la pressurisation des réservoirs ; ces gas inerte* sont généralaMnt 
constitués par des mélanges d'air et d'asote ou d'air et de gas carbonique ; des essais extrSiument poussés 
ont été conduits notassent en Grande-Bretagne au Collège Aéronautique de Cranfield et aux Etats-Unis è 
l'Université de Berkeley. Ces essais ont permis d'établir que des mélanges d'oxygène et d’asote è 9 Z d'oxy¬ 
gène ou des mélsnges d'air et de gas carbonique è 38 Z de gas c'^bonique et 62 Z d'air étaient complètement 
inertes avec les vapeurs de tous les carburants aéronautiques usuels. 

Les ingénieurs britanniques ont proposé de réaliser de tels mélanges en utilisant les gas de combustion des 
réacteurs et ont prouvé que c'était possible ; malheureusement, ce procédé oblige è réaliser le refroidis¬ 
sement des gas de combustion, puis la séparation de la vapeur d'eau qu'ils contiennent, et ces deux opéra¬ 
tions exigent des équipements lourds et encombrants ; de plus, le gas carbonique se dissout en quantité 
important* dans le carburant et constitue pour ce carburant une pollution chimique difficilement acceptable. 

L'eaq>ort d'asote liquide a donc été finalement conaidéré, ces dernières années, comse le procédé le plus 
coMôdc pour disposer des gas inertes nécessaires è la pressurisation des réservoirs de carburant ; ce pro¬ 
cédé a été développé, en particulier aux Etats-Unis par la aociété Parker Hanifin, qui a pu, avec l'aide du 
PAA, réaliser une important* campagne d'essais en vol sur DC9 et C 130. Peut-être un procédé analogue a-t- 
il été utilisé pour la pressurisation des réservoirs de carburant de l'appareil de reconnaisaance SR 71 en 
aervice depuis plusieurs années avec le succès que l'on sait. 

En dépit de performances remarquables obtenues, l'cmport d'asote liquide ne constitue pas une solution plei- 
nement satisfaisante au problème de l'inertage des réservoirs, d'abord parce que le ravitaillement des 
réservoirs en asota liquide pose des problèmes logistiques contraignants, ensuite parce que sur les avions 
dastinés è effectuer de nombreuses au>ntées et descentes entre deux ravitaillements (c'est le cas des avions 
civils destinés aux étapes courtes ; c'est aussi le cas des appareils militaires de combat), il est néces¬ 
saire d'emporter une quantité d'asote liquide d'autant plus grande que le nombre dea montées et descentes 
possibles est plus élevé, et ceci conduit rapidement â des installations d'une masse tout è fait prohibi¬ 
tive. 
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L* production dt t«« in«rt« par p«r»é«tion 

Intcrtachniqu« a antrcpris depuis 1« début de 1968, d'sbord en coopéretion avec L’Air Liquide, puis avec 
RK5ne-Poulenc, le développement d'un procédé d'inertage dea réservoirs de carburant avec de l'air appauvri 
an oxygéna 1 bord de l'avion par filtration é travers une paroi asai perméable. 

La paroi ssaii perméable qui a été mise au point est une membrane synthétique produite par RhSne-Poulenc 
sous la dénoarination Iris 4101 ; son épaisseur est de 0,2 micron s aile «et fixée sur une feuille poreuse 
de même composition chimique de 0,2 mm d'épaisseur qui lui sert de support s cette mambrane est, suivant la 
température, de 2 é 3 fois plus perméable é l'oxygène qu'è l'asote ; è la te^érature de 20* C, cette per¬ 
méance est, pour l'oxygène, de 500 litres par heure, par m2 et par bar d'écart de pression, ce qui est 
considérable par rapport aux autres membranes semi perméables connues s a* perméance è la vapeur d’eau 3 
fois plus forte ; le principe de fonctionnement du générateur d'air appauvri est donc très simple t de l'air 
è haute pression circule lentement d'un cêté de la meofcrana et la majeure partie de l’oxygène qu'il contient 
traverse cette membrane par perméation et est rejeté è l'extérieur. 

En raison de sa minceur, cette membrane est fragile ; elle est soiaiise è des écarts de pression de plusieurs 
bars ; il faut donc qu'elle soit appuyée sur un support poreux capable de résister aux pressions extrêmes 
de fonctionnement du système ; pour obtenir le maximum de rendement du générateur d'air appauvri, il est 
nécessaire de pouvoir utiliser des pressions atteignant 10 è 15 bars. 

Toutes les solutions technologiques habituelles pour la constru'.- 
tion des filtres utilisés sur avion se sont révélés très mal 
adaptées è l'utilisation de cette membrane en raison du poids 
excessif des supports ; Rhône-Poulenc a finalement utilisé une 
technologie déjè expérimentée dans la filtration de liquides è 
forte pression, et qui consiste è disposer les membranes de per¬ 
méation par paires, dos è dos, de part et d'autre d'un matelas 
poreux capable d'assurer l'évacuation des gas è faible pression 
qui ont traversé les membranes ; membranes et matelas sont ainsi 
en équilibre de pression et les efforts sur les supports sont 
réduits au minimiss ; cette technologie est maintenant bien au 
point et les disques de perméation ainsi construits supportent 
sans mal des écsrts de pression atteignant 20 bars ; la photo¬ 
graphie ci-contre montre un de ces disques élémentaires de per¬ 
méation constitué de 2 membranes de part et d'autre d'un matelas 
poreux ; le disque est percé d'un trou permettant le passage de 
l'air è haute pression d'une face è l'autre ; les gas è basse 
pression qui ont traversé la membrane sont évacués par la péri¬ 
phérie du sítelas poreux intercalaire. 

Des cellules de perméation contenant chacune de 2,4 è 4 m2 de 
surface active sont ainsi réalisées par empilage d'une centaine 
de disques séparés par des joints d'étanchéité $ leur volume est 
de 6 à9 litres, leur masse de 2,5 â 4 kg ; il en est donné une 
coupe schématique sur la figure 2 ci-contre ; on voit que les 
trous de circulation de l'air è haute pression sont disposés en 
chicane pour obliger cet air haute pression è circuler sur toute 
la surface de membrane active ; les gas basse pression qui ont 
traversé la mambrane (mélange d'oxygène et d'asóte très enrichi 
en oxygène) sont évacués par l'extérieur des matelas poreux in¬ 
tercalaires ; par groupement d'un nombre plus ou moins grand de 
ces cellules, il est possible de réaliser de manière modulaire 
le générateur d'air appauvri adapté è chaque avion. 

Les performances des générateurs d'air appauvri 

Les performances des générateurs d'air appauvri dépendent beaucoup de l'aérodynamique interne des cellules 
de perméation et du soin apporté è la réalisation des étsnchéités ; elles sont toujours un peu inférieures 
aux performances théoriques calculées è partir des essais de laboratoire mais s'en rapprochent au fur et A 
mesure des progrès réalisés dans la technologie de leur construction. 
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Lea perfornancca obtenues 1 ce jour en laboretoire avec une sur¬ 
face de 1 a2 de nenibrane de peraéation et > la toapiratura de 
35* C sont donnies sur la figure 3 ci-contre. On a porté : 

- En abclsee, le débit réduit d'air appauvri F 
P - p 

(on appalle débit réduit d’’.xr appauvri le rapport entre ce 
débit F expriaé en graaaies par ainute et l'écart (P - p) entre 
haute et basse pressions expriaé en bars). 

- En ordonnée, le pourcentage d*oxygène dans l'air appauvri 
(rapport entre la pression partielle d'oxygène et la pression 
totale). 

HT KNT F/M F*3 

On voit que le pourcentage d'oxygène dans l'air appauvri dépend essentiellement du débit demndé ; des ap¬ 
pauvris sen en t s excellents peuvent Itre obtenus è faible débit ¡ réciproquement on pourra obtenir un débit 
d'air appauvri très is|>ortent si l'on peut utiliser des mélanges è 10 ou 12 Z d'oxygène ¡ c'est ainsi que 
dans les phases de descente où un débit important est demandé, on se contentera d'un appauvrissement è 10 
ou 12 Z d'oxygène, ce qui suffit en pratique è éliminer tout risque d'explosion ; en croisière avec des 
débits 3 è 4 fois plus faibles on pourra obtenir moins de 5 Z d'oxygène. 

On voit aussi que pour un même écart de pression, l'efficacité du générateur d'air appauvri dépend du rap¬ 
port entre haute et basse pressions ; cette efficacité est meilleure quand ce rapport est grand è cause de 
la meilleure évacuation des gas enrichis en oxygène qui ont traversé la membrane. 

Cosaie la quantité d'oxygène extrait par perméation est è peu pris proportionnelle è la différence des pres¬ 
sions partielles d'oxygène entre les deux faces de la membrane, l'efficacité de l'appmivrissement dépend de 
la nature des écoulements amont et aval, de la rapidité d'évtcuation des gas extraits è basse pression s on 
peut même améliorer sensiblement en laboratoire l'efficacité du systèsie en assurant une ventilation énergique 
avec de l'air de la face basae preasion des ammbranes, ce qui a pour effet, pour une même pression totale, 
d'abaisser la pression partielle de l'oxygène aval, et par conséquent d'en méliorer l'extraction. 

Mais la caractéristique pratique probablement la plus importante du système proposé est que le fonctionnement 
du générateur peut être régulé très simplement en contrôlant la pression amont (par exemple è l'aide d'un 
détendeur) et le débit d'air appauvri utilisé (è l'aide de gicleurs calibrés ou d'un robinet asservi) : en 
jouant sur ces deux parmnètres, on peut obtenir â la fois le débit et le taux d*appauvrisseamnt désiré. 

11 suffit donc, en pratique, de calculer les dimensions du générateur d'air appauvri en fonction du cas de 
fonctionnement le plus critique : c'est toujours le cas de la descente la plus raplda è laquelle on exige 
d'assurer l'inertage des réservoirs ; si le générateur d'air appauvri est capable de fournir un débit suf¬ 
fisant dans ce cas critique, son fonctionnement peut être régulé dans tous les autres cas de vol simpleawnt 
en régulant la pression amont et le débit de sortie de l'air appauvri. 

Les systèmes avionnables d'inertage des réservoirs 

Les systèmes avionnables d'inertage des réservoirs devront être beaucoup plus complexes que les systèmes de 
laboratoire décrits ci-dessus en raison des contraintes psrticulières du vol et des problèmes annexes que 
constituent le dégazage du carburant et la pressurisation des réservoirs s è cet effet, ils devront compren¬ 
dre des échangeurs de chaleur, un compresseur auxiliaire, des dispositifs d'inertage et de dégazage du car¬ 
burant . 

Pour alimenter le générateur d'air appauvri, l'air haute pression sera prélevé sur la prise de pression P2 
des compresseurs des réacteurs ; comme la température de cet air au prélèvement est beaucoup trop élevée 
pour la membrane, un échangeur de chaleur doit être interposé entre le prélèvement et l'entrée du généra¬ 
teur pour assurer sa protection thermique ; cet échangeur de cheleur pourra être en vol subsonique refroidi 
è l'air ambiant ; en vol supersonique élevé, il devra être refroidi par de l'air de température inférieure 
è 50* C, par exemple, l'air de sortie de cabine. 

La pression P2 donnée par les réacteurs est suffisaoment élevée en montée ou en croisière pour l'alimenta¬ 
tion du générateur s mais pendant la descente, il est nécessaire d'augmenter beaucoup le débit d'air appau¬ 
vri au moment précis où la presjion P2 du réacteur est la plus basse ; sur les avions è hautes performances, 
un roapresseur suxiliaire sera donc nécessaire ; il sera entraîné par une turbine de détente utilisant cette 
même pression P2 du réacteur. Hans les différents avants-projets étudiés tant pour les avions de transport 
civils que pour les appareils militaires, il est apparu qu'en général un seul étage de compresseur d'un rap¬ 
port de pression voisin de 2 était suffisant ; dans des cas exceptionnels, deux étages donnant un rapport de 
pression total de l'ordre de 4 .iont nécessairea. 
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L'aaploi d'un coaprcatcur auxiliair* conatitua pour la ayattea propoai un incontaatabla inconvinient : 
caa aachinaa tournantaa aont fragllaa ; lour antratnaaant axlgara la prélivaaant aur laa riaetaura da de¬ 
bita P2 non ntgllgaablaa. Pour obviar I caa daux iiiconvénianta, on a prévu do n'utiliaar la coapraaaaur 
auxiliaira qua pondant la daacanta, c'aat-l-dira 1 un atoaant où loa parformancaa daa réactaura na aont gé- 
néralaawnt paa critiquaa, at pondant un tanpa tria court I chaque vol (aoina d'un dixitaa du taapa total 
da vol) ca qui limita l'uaure daa machinan tournantaa. 

Sur laa aviona civila aubaoniquoa at aur laa hélicoptiraa, il na aera an général paa nécaaaaira da prévoir 
da compreaaaur auxiliaira, la bilan d'enaamble de 1'inatallation étant beaucoup plus favorable an raiaon, 
notamment, daa moindre! parformancaa demandée!. 

Un problème annexe important eat d'aaauror le dégaaai» du carburant pendant la montée ; an effet, la carbu¬ 
rant contient normalement au aol une aaeea grande quantité d'air diaaoua (juaqu'l IS Z de aon volume) ; 
.et air eat de l'air enrichi en oxyglna an raiaon da la plua grande aolubilité de l'oxygène dana le carbu¬ 
rant I an montée, il dégaia, toit prograaaivouent, aoit brutalement, et il aa forma daña laa réaervoira dea 
pochaa de dégazage hautement inflammablea I 25 Z d'oxygène ; le dégazage permanent du carburant et l'évacua¬ 
tion dea gaa produita hora du réaervoir aont donc abaolumant nécaaaairea ; ceci eat effectué tria aiaément 
par injection d'air appauvri dana la maaae mime du carburant I l'aida d'émetteura de dégazage conztituéa 
par daa coiffea poreuaea d'où l'air appauvri a'échappe en nombreuaee bullea. 

Ce ayatlme qui aaaure an permanence le dégaaage du carburant pendant la montée évite donc auaai lez phéno- 
mênee de dégazage brutal qui ont été conatatéa quelquea foie I haute altitude I la miae en marche dea pom¬ 
pea de carburant. 

tez parformancaa d'inertage eapéréoa 

Le procédé de production d'air appauvri RhSne-Voulenc-Intertechnique n'a été l'objet I ce jour que d'eaaaia 
le laboratoire et toutea lea performance! indiquée! ci-deaaoua aont dea parformancaa calculée! I l'occaaion 
dea étudea d'avant-projet faitea pour l'application du procédé i différenta aviona. 

I MKMNKI CMU 

• a 
11'hm l'ur terminan 

Caa étudea aboutiaaent I la conception de pluaiaura ayatèmes tria 
différenta auivant le type d'avion I protéger ; ila vont, d'en- 
aemblea tria aophiatiqvéa pour lea aviona auperzoniquea civila ou 
militaire! I daa ayattmea tria aimplea, aana même de compreaaeur 
auxiliaira, pour lea aviona legara et lue hélicoptère». 

Dana toutea cea application! le générateur d'air appauvri eat 
utiliaé I faible débit et avec daa taux d'oxygène tria baa, 
inférieure I 5 Z, pendant lea phaaea de axintée et de croiailre ; 
en daacente, on demande par contre un tria fort débit d'air 
faiblement appauvri (de 12 Z I U Z d'oxygène), en aorte que le 
pourcentage d'oxygène dana laa gaa de preaeuriaation dee réaer¬ 
voira croit au coura de la daacente s tout l'art de l'ingénieur 
eat d'optimiaer le régime de fonctionnement du générateur pour 
que, en fin de daacente, le pourcentage d'oxygène dana laa gaz 
de praaauriaation de tou a lea réaervoira reate inférieur au 
pourcentage d'environ 9 Z généralement conaidéré comne le zeuil 
de aécurité. 

On trouvera figure 4 ci-contre l'évolution du pourcentage d'oxy¬ 
gène en daacente rapide dana laa réaervoira de 900 litrea de 
volume total d'un hélicoptlra équipé d'un ayatime tria aimple 
comprenant aimplement un générateur, un échangeur de chaleur et 
un régulateur d'une masse totale de 13 kg. 

Figure 5 on a reproduit les performances d'inertage calculées en 
daacente rapide dana le caa d'un avion supersonique d'une capa¬ 
cité totale de MC 000 litres de carburant ; la masse totale de 
l'installation d'inertage eat de 220 kg s on voit que les perfor¬ 
mances obtenues aont aenaiblasMnt équivalentes avec une pénali¬ 
sation da poids beaucoup plua faible relativeawnt au voluaw daa 
réservoirs I protéger ; ce gain tria important n'a pu être obte¬ 
nu qu'en acceptant un ayatime beaucoup plua aophistiqué avec un 
compreaaeur auxiliaire I deux étagee pour le gavage du générateur 
en descente. 
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L«« prfomuc«! co«p«ré>t d'un *utr« •y«tl— d'inTfi« par p»mé«tion 

Au aoia da juillat darniar, la aocidti aadricaina Carrait a publié laa réaultata d'une éluda origínala réa- 
liaéa 1 la daaanda da la FAA, aur un ayatèsa d'inertaga daa réaervoira d'avion par air appauvri tout é (ait 
analogue i celui étudié par Intartachniqua ; il eat tria intéraaaant de conatater que Carrait a abouti, aur 
la concaption d'enaeable du ayattae d'inertaga, aux afaea réaultata qu'Intartachniqua : nécaaaité d'un cob- 
prcaaaur auxiliaire pour la deacenta, nécaaaité de aodifiar l'inatallation de ventilation de l'avion pour 
tirar le aMilleur parti du ayatlaa d'inertaga, sime diapoaition daa échangaura de chaleur, etc ... 

L'étude aanée par Garrett différa eaeantiallaaent de celle conduite par Intartachniqua an ca qui concerne 
le choix de la aaabrant paradante et la aode d'utiliaation de caa aeabranea I l'intérieur daa cellulea de 
peraéation s diapoaanr j'un aatériau de baaa dont lea caractériatiquaa proprea de paraéation étaient aoina 
bonnea que callea dea aeabranea Iria 4101, la ao:iété Carrett a réaliaé daa aeabranea tubulairea de tout 
petit diaatòtre, technologie délicate aaia qui a peraia d'atteindre pour la générateur laa afaea perfor- 
aancca que callea obtenuea par Intartachniqua aalgré la handicap d'un produit de baaa aoina perforaant. 

En dépit da cette différence dana la conception interne du générateur d'air appauvri, il aat extrêmement 
encourageant que des étudea menéee demanüre complètement indépendante aient abouti ainai 1 la même 
conception d'anaemble du ayatèae avion et à daa eatimationa de perforaancea globalea tria voiainea. 

Laa parfora^ncea coaiparéaa daa ayatèaea d'inartaia I l'aaota liquida 

Oana laa ayatèaea d'inertaga utiliaant de l'aaote liquide, le devia de maite de l'inatallation dépend beau¬ 
coup du nombra de deacentea pour lequel le ayatèma d'inertaga doit être calculé ; pour laa aviona long- 
courrier» effectuant une deacenta en fin de croiaièra plue, éventuellament, una deacanta aprèa déroutement, 
laa deux aolutiona concurrantea : empört d'asota liquida ou production d'air appauvri aboutiaaent I daa 
ayatëmea de aaaae et d'encombrement aenaiblement égaux ; pour lea aviona qui doivent effectuer plusieura 
deacentea entra deux ravitaillementa laa ayatèmea de production d'air appauvri par perméation aont beau¬ 
coup moina encombranta et moina lourda. 

Comae pour toute technique nouvelle, le groa handicap des ayatèmea d'inertage par perméation eat leur prix : 
les estimations d'Intertechnique conduisent à des prix presque deux fois plus élavëa que ceux des systèmes 
â l'azote liquide ; ceci ne représente encore cependant qu'environ 2/1000 du prix total de l'avion ; ces 
estimations sont parfaitement cohérentes avec celles de Garrett, si l'on tient compte de la technologie 
plus onéreuse choisie par Garrett pour le générateur d’air appauvri. 

Sans chercher è minimiser cet inconvénient, il eat nécessaire de rappeler l'ianense avantage logistique 
qu'apporte A l'utilisateur un système complètement autonome et qui ne nécessite aucun traitement préalable 
du carburant ; alors que 1'empört d'azote liquide entraîne un ravitaillement particulier i chaque escale 
(ou toutes les 3 ou 4 escales si l'on accepte un système plus lourd) et exige l'utilisation de carburant 
préalablement inerté au sol ; dana les systèmes è azote liquide l'inertage du carburant en vol exigerait 
en effet de doubler, è peu près, la quantité d'azote emportée. 

Le système proposé par Intertechnique et Rhône-Poulenc, comme le système Garrett, sont complètement auto¬ 
nomes sur le plan logistique ; ils ont les avantages annexes d’éviter les accidents de dégazage brutal I 
haute altitude constatés quelquefois avec du carburant saturé d'air, notamment è la miae en marche des 
pompes ; ils entraînent la suppression des mises è l'air libre individuelles dea réaervoira, dont chacun 
connaît les inconvénients ; et les essais en cours laissent espérer que cea ayatèmea auront une endurance 
aussi satisfaisante que celle des équipements de clusatisation les plus récents. 

DISCUSSION - PAPER 6 

Mr Marriette: The necessity to eliminate dissolved O] in the fuel has been ignored. How is this accomplished without 
airport ground scrubbing facilities? If scrubbed in flight, whit additional weight has to be included with those 
quoted? 

Mr Tugaye: Dans la solution proposée, nous prévoyons pendant toute la montée d’injecter de l'air appauvri dans 
la masse du carburant et nous avons mis au point à cet effet des ¡njecteur composés d'une tuyère avec une coiffe 
poreuse qui permet de dégazer suffisamment Ir carburant pendant la montée. En fait, en partant d’un carburant 
saturé au sol, la quantitée maxima d’O] dans l’air au dessus du carburant atteint 8,5% à 30.000 pieds et ensuite 
redécroh jusqu’à 5%. C’est un des avantages de la solution proposée: elle permet sans autre pénalisation d’utiliser 
du carburant ordinaire. 
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Summary 

An investigation has been made to determine if ignition at 
the fuel system vent box of a large commercial aircraft during 
refuelling could result in flame propagation through the vent 
system and cause an explosion Inside one of the fuel tanks. 
The program was initiated as the result of an explosion during 
a commercial refuelling and was confined to investigating the 
type and series of aircraft involved utilizing a simulation of 
part of the vent system leading to the tank where the explos¬ 
ion originated. The ability of the flame to propagate was 
demonstrated using wide-cut fuel and a 50/50 mixture of wide- 
cut fuel and kerosene. No propagation occurred with kerosene 
nor with wide-cut fuel that had lost 5* of its light ends. 
Flame propagation and explosion intensity were found to depend 
on mixture temperature, fuel/air ratio,mixture flow velocity 
and oxygen content of the air. 

1. Introduction 

During pressure refuelling of a Douglas DC-8, Series 53 aircraft an explosion 
occurred that blew off a section of top plating from the right wing and started a 
fire. At the time of the explosion the aircraft was being fuelled with wide-cut type 
aviation turbine fuel, although the aircraft tanks contained kerosene type aviation 
turbine fuel remaining from a previous refuelling. 

One possible cause of the explosion considered during the subsequent investiga¬ 
tion was that ignition occurred at the exit of the aircraft fuel system vent, which 
is located towards the wing tip, and after ignition the flame propagated back 
through the vent system to the #3 alternate tank (see Figure 1) where the explosion 
was believed to have originated. Brenneman (Reference 1), from measurements made 
during actual refuellings, detected flammable mixtures right it the vent exits of 
certain aircraft when wide-cut fuel was being loaded at ambient temperatures similar 
to that when the DC-8 explosion took place i.e. 76°F. based on his evidence it was 
considered possible that a flammable mixture could have been present at '.he vent 
exit of the DC-8 at the time of the refuelling. 

Examination of the design of the vent system, shown in simplified form in Figure 2, 
shows that if flame propagation occurred its preferred path might be straight down 
the it" diameter main vent pipe into the 3" diameter branch vent pipe leading to #3 
main tank, rather than into #3 alternate tank where the explosion occurred. 

One of several experimental programs initiated during the course of the accident 
investigation was therefore aimed at determining the following: 

(a) If ignition occurred at the vent exit could the flame propagate back through 
the vent system against the fuel vapour/air mixture being expelled out of 
the vent system as the fuel was entering the tanks. 

(b) If propagation can occur what are the most favourable conditions. 

(c) Would it be possible to produce an explosion in #3 alternate tank by flame 
propagation through the vent system. 

The results of this investigation are presented in this paper. 

2. Simulation of Fuelling Operation 

Due to the urgent nature of the investigation and since it was impossible to use 
an actual aircraft vent system or reproduce the full scale refuelling (which in¬ 
volved a fuel flow rate of approximately 350 I0PM) a simulated system had to be as¬ 
sembled as rapidly as possible. A simulated system was therefore designed and assem- 
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bled to 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

(E) 

(F) 

(G) 

(H) 

(1) 

Include the following requirements :- 

A reproduction of the aircraft fuel vent system from the vent exit to the #3 
alternate and #3 main tanks, using full scale dimensions for length and pipe 
diameter. 

Small scale fuel reservoirs to represent the #3 alternate and main tanks. 

A system to represent the refuelling.without actual addition of fuel, such 
that fuel vapour/air mixtures could be expelled through the vent system at 
velocities equivalent to those obtained in practice during a refuelling. 

Note: At the time of the incident a fuel flow rate into the right wing was 
approximately 350 I0PM. The linear velocity of the mixture in the vent 
system is related to the fuel flow rate and in the 4" diameter vent 
system pipe the following relationship between fuel flow rate and 
linear velocity exists:- 

Fuel Flow Rate Mixture Velocity 
ïôfm- —rrpsT - 
200 6.1 
300 9.2 

400 12.3 
500 15.3 
600 18.4 

700 21.5 

An ignition source at the vent exit of sufficient energy to ensure that ig¬ 
nition would occur if a flammable mixture was pt-esent. 

The simulated system that was assembled is shown in Figure 2 and consists of: 

A five gallon container at the vent exit to simulate the vent box in the 
aircraft wing. 

An electric spark generation unit capable of providing 60 sparks per 
second, each spark having an energy of 3.3 Joules. 

Sixty-five feet of 4" diameter main vent pipe. The initial twenty feet 
of pipe was made from aluminum the rest being plastic (polyvinyl 
chloride). 

Two branch lines approximately twenty-five feet long and 3" in diameter. 
These two branch lines are spaced ten feet apart and lead into the simu¬ 
lation of #3 main and 03 alternate tanks. 

Two five gallon tanks, one connected to each of the 3" diameter branch 
pipes, to simulate the 03 main and 03 alternate tanks. The size of the 
tanks were limited to five gallons to minimize the effect of any explo¬ 
sions that might occur. 

Two air blowers, one for each branch of the vent system, whose outputs 
were regulated separately by Variac controllers. The air from the blow¬ 
ers was blown over the fuel surface before entering the vent system. 

Two aerators, one for each fuel tank using compressed air from a stan¬ 
dard cylinder. The air was passed through the aerators which were set 
below the fuel surface. This air generated th<* required amount of fuel 
vapour which then mixed with the main air stream flowing through each 
tank from the air blowers. 

A hot water bath for heating the compressed air entering the aerator 
system. Initially attempts were made to vaporize the fuel without pre¬ 
heating the air. However, it was found that since the latent heat of 
vaporization needed to generate the required rate of fuel evaporation 
could only come from the small amount of fuel in the tanks, its tempera¬ 
ture dropped significantly. The hot water bath was therefore necessary 
to replace this heat in order to maintain the fuel temperature at 
ambient. 

Note : Since the ratio of blower air to aerator air was about 10 to 1 
and the heat input was approximately equal to the heat of vapori¬ 
zation of the fuel, the air/fuel vapour mixture temperature can 
be considered equal to the blower air temperature l.e. ambient. 

An anemotherm air meter was used to measure the mixture velocity in the 
4" diameter vent pipe near the vent box. A commercially available hot 
wire catalytic exploslmeter was used to measure the vapour concentra¬ 
tion expelled at the vent exit. 
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3. Experimental Program 

3.1 Fuels Used In the Program 

The Initial fuel used in the program was wide-cut aviation turbine fuel taken 

from the hydrant cart being used to refuel the left wing of the DC-8 at the time of 
the incident. This is the same fuel that was being added to the right wing. Distilla¬ 
tion characteristics and the Reid Vapor Pressure of the fuel are shown in Table 1. 
These and other properties meet the requirements for ASTM Dl655t Jet B and US Mili¬ 
tary Specification ¡U.1-T-5624, Grade JP-^. Later runs were made with another source 
of wide-cut fuel which also met the requirements of the above specifications. 

Table 1: Volatility Charajterlstlcs of Wide-Cut Fuel 
Before and After a Test ftun 

Property 

New Test After 
Fuel Test 

Specification 
Requirement 

(a) Distillation Characteristics 

Initial Boiling Point, °F 
5* recovered, °F 
10Ï recovered, °F 
20% recovered, °F 
50< recovered, °F 
90* recovered, °F 
Final Boiling Point, °F 

(b) Reid Vapor Pressure 

lb. 

146 180 Report 

183 208 
196 220 Report 
2xC 239 290 max 
274 301 370 max 
422 430 47O max 
494 505 Report 

2.97 1.43 2.O-3.O 

Fresh fuel was used for each run be'ause it was found that the light ends of 
the fuel were consumed in a test changing its distillation characteristics and reduc¬ 
ing the vapor pressure. This loss of light ends occurred whether or not flame propaga¬ 
tion took place and it was impossible to obtain a flammable mixture at the vent exit, 
under the test conditions, with the "used" fuel. Typically losses of 5% light ends 
were observed and this is shown in Table 1. Other fuels used were a 5O/5O mixture of 
wide-cut fuel and aviation kerosene conforming to ASTM D1655, Jet A-l. The distilla¬ 
tion characteristics and flash point of the kerosene are shown in Table 2. Although 
not part of the program a limited number of tests were also made using the kerosene 

on its own. 

Table 2: Volatility Characteristics of Kerosene Fuel 

Property 

(a) Distillation Characteristics 

Initial Boiling Point, °F 
10$ recovered, °F 
50$ recovered, °F 
Final Boiling Point, °F 

Test 
Fuel 

346 
378 

407 
478 

Specification 
Requirements 

440 max. 
450 max. 
550 max. 

(b) Flash Point, °F 137 105 min. 

3.2 Experimental Procedure 

Before each experiment the velocity of the main air flow from each of the two 

blowers was set and balanced. One gallon of fuel was then added to each of the two 
fuel tanks. The secondary air was then turned on through the aerators. The total mix¬ 
ture flow rate and the vapor concentration was then measured at the 4" main vent exit. 
When, and if a combustible mixture was detected, the ignition source was turned on. 

The results of the ignition were then observed visually and by photography. 

When ignition occurred at the vent oox without propagation the flame was cut 
off by stopping the flow of secondary air and increasing the blower air to produce a 

lean mixture below the lower flammability limit. 

Flame propagation tests were conducted at the conditions listed in Tables 3 
and 4. The variable parameters were mixture velocity in the 4" main vent pipe and the 
mixture temperature, which as already stated can be considered as ambient temperature. 
Due to the weather conditions at the time of the program, ambient temperatures vere 

limited to approximately 45°F and 70°F. 

3-3 Oxygen Enrichment 

Since the solubilities of oxygen and nitrogen in fuel are different the com¬ 
position of air dissolved in fuel is different to normal atmospheric air. Values of 
oxygen contents of 30-33$ have been reported for a series of typical aviation fuels 
fRe Terence 2). On ascent, fuel in an »ircraft tank can become supersaturated with air 
and fuel agitation, such as produced by the operation of a boost pump, can promote air 
release. The problems associated with air release at altitude have been studied pre- 
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vlously (Referenc« 3). Air released from fuel will be oxygen enriched and the effect of 
this on the Ignition characteristics of the vapour/alr mixture In the vent was con¬ 
sidered. Although not supersaturated with air, the fuel entering an aircraft tank dur¬ 
ing refuelling may possibly release oxygen enriched air Into the tank due to agitation. 
Although not a part of the main program a limited number of tests were made using oxy¬ 
gen enriched air. This enrichment was achieved by passing a mixture of air and oxygen 
through the aerators instead of pure air. Flame propagation tests were conducted at 
the conditions listed In Table 5. 

4. Results 

4.1 Flame Propagation Using Wide-Cut Fuel 

The results obtained using wide-cut fuel on Its own are presented In Table j. 
In summary the following observations were made :- 

(1) Flame propagation upstream against a combustible mixture flow velocity of 12 fps 
to 18 fps In the 4" diameter main vent pipe was possible when the mixture tempera¬ 
ture was 70-75°F. Propagation did not occur at 21 fps. 

(2) At the higher flow ranges flame propagation In the Initial 40 feet of main vent 
pipe was slow and tended to oscillate. Thî.s was confirmed by the nigh temperature 
of the pipes immediately after the test and the heat damage suffered in this area. 

(3) Flame propagation upstream was accompanied by a muffled rumbling noise prior to 
the final explosion. 

(4) When flame propagation occurred the flame tended to pick up speed as It moved up 
the vent pipe and an explosioi :curred In the vent pipe between the two branch 
pipes and In the fuel tanks. The low temperature of this portion of the vent sys¬ 
tem Immediately after a test and the absence of heat damage to the 3" vent pipes 
confirmed that the flame moved very fast in those sections. However, on several 
occasions the branch vents pipes along with the fuel tanks were blown up by the 
explosion. 

(5) Mixture temperature played an important role In flame propagation against flow In 
the vent system. At 4B°F, even though a combustible mixture was detected In the 
vent system, the flame failed to propagate upstream against a relatively low mix¬ 
ture flow velocity (6 fps). Instead, a blowtorch phenomena resulted at the vent 
box. 

4.2 Flame Propagation 'Jslng -30/5 3 Mixture of Wile-Cut Fuel and Kerosene 

The results obtained using a 50/50 mixture of wide-cut fuel and kerosene are 
presented In Table 4. The results were essentially the same as with wide-cut fuel on 
Its own. In summary there fore :- 

(1) Mixing kerosene with wide-cut fuel did not have any noticeable effect on the 
production of a combustible mixture compared with using wide-cut on Its own. 

(Z) Flame propagation upstream against a combustible mixture flow velocity jf 12 to 1“ 
fps 1.. the 4" main vent p!-Pe was possible when the mixture temperature was 72°F. 

(3) At 46°F, the flame did not propagate upstream when the mixture «'low velocity 
In the vent was as low as 4 fps. 

4.3 Flame Propagation Using Ker>sene 

Flame propagation was not possible ncr were flammable mixtures present at the 
vent exit when kerosene was used at ambient temperatures of approximately 70°F. This 
was not unexpected since the flash point of the kerosene (see Table 2) was 137°K, 
which Is above typically encountered values. 

4.4 FI ame Fropagatlcn wltn k'lie-Jut Fuel an i Jxyg-n. Enrichment 

The results obtained with oxygen enrichment using wide-cut fuel are presented 
In Tabla 5. In summary the following observations can be made:- 

(1) Flame propagation upstream against a combustible mixture flow velocity of 
18 fps was possible when the mixture temperature was 40°F and the air con¬ 
tained jt addei oxygen. 

(2) Flame propagation was much more rapid In the presence of oxygen enriched air 
with Ignition and explosions being virtual’.y simultaneous. 

(3) The explosions produced were much more violent In the presence of oxygen en¬ 
riched air. The 3" vent pipes disintegrating rather than blowing apart as 
occurred with normal atmospheric air. 
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5. Conclusions 

From the experimental results obtained, using the simulated refuelling system des¬ 
cribed previously, it may be concluded that: 

(1) Flame propagation upstream In the simulated fuel tank vent system was possible 
with wide-cut fuel and a 50/50 mixture of wide-cut fuel and kerosene and was 
dependent upon mixture flow velocity and mixture temperature. 

(a) At a mixture temperature of approximately 70°F propagation was possible 
when the mixture velocity in the 4" vent pipe was at or below 18 fps (Equi¬ 
valent to a fuelling rate of 600 ICPM). 

(b) At a mixture temperature of 48°F flame propagation was not possible even 
at a mixture velocity in the 4" vent pipe as low as 6 fps (Equivalent to a 
fuelling rate of 200 IGl’M). 

(2) Flame propagation in the initial section of the vent system was slow, but 
picked up speed as it moved up the system. The time taken for propagation 
from the vent box to either, or both, fuel tanks varied between two and fif¬ 
teen seconds. 

(3) Flame propagation caused explosions in both the simulated #3 main and alter¬ 
nate tanks and/or in the branch pipes close to the tanks. 

(4) Both flame propagation and explosion intensity depend on the mixture tempera¬ 
ture, fuel vapour concentration and fuel to air ratio, the combustible mix¬ 
ture being formed mostly from the light ends of the fuel. 

(5) Flame propagation was not possible using kerosene under the conditions used. 

(6) Enrichment of the air in the fuel vapour/air mixture with 3-6* oxygen enabled 
flame propagation to occur at temperatures as low as 40°F, with mixture velo¬ 
cities up to 18 fps. 

(7) With oxygen enric iment the rate of flame propagation and the intensity of 
resultant explosions were greatly increased. The ignition and explosion 
occurred virtually instantaneously. 
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Table 3: Flame Propagation Through Wide-Cut Fuel Vapour 
and Air Mixture Inside a Simulated Alr;raft 

Vent System 

Run No. 12345 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Mixture Tem- 70 
perature (°F) 

75 70 75 

Mixture Velocity 12 
In 4" pipe (ft/»ec) 

12 15 15 

Flame Propagated ïea 
back to tanks 

Yes Yes Yes 

Explosion In tanks Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Remarks 3" branch vents 
blown apart at 
slip Jolntsjre- 
latively mild ex¬ 
plosions ;no stru¬ 
ctural damage. 
Flame moved back 
comparatively 
fast. 

Paped 3"branch 
vents blown to 
pieces.Very 
Tast flash 
jackjless than 
two seconds. 

Untaped 3"branch 
vents blown apart 
at slip Joints; 
stronger explosiont 
no structural dam¬ 
age. 

Taped 3" branch 
vents blown to 
pieces¡violent ex¬ 
plosion. Very fast 
flash back (appro¬ 
ximately 2 seconds) 

Run No. 13 14 15 16 17 11 3 19 20 21 22 23 

Mixture Tem- 70 
perature (°F) 

75 70 

Mixture Velocity 18 
in 4" pipe (ft/sec) 

18 21 

Flame Propagated Yes 
back to tanks 

Yes No 

Explosion In tanks Yes Yes No 

Remarks Flame propagated slowly 
in the first 40' of 
main vent pipe.Oscilla¬ 
tion phenomena observed 
from the continuous 
change in shape of the 
P>V.C>PiP*s.Damage due 
to heating of this pipe 
section always resulted 
Flame propagated very 
fast in the rest of the 
system resulting in vio. 
lent explosions.Howevert 
temperature of this 
section of the system 
remained close to the 
ambient temperature 

Taped pipes 
blown to pieces; 
violent explo¬ 
sion. Fairly fas' 
flash back;app¬ 
roximately 3-4 
seconds. 

Blow torch phenomenon at 
the exit of the vent box. 

; 

Run No. 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 

Mixture Tem¬ 
perature (°F) 48 48 

Mixture Velocity 12 
In 4" pipe (ft/sec) 

6 

Flame Propagated No 
back to tanks 

No 

Explosion In tanks No No 

Remarks Blow torch phenomenon at the exit of 
the vent box. 

Blow torch phenomenon at the exit 
of the vent box. 
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Table 4: Flame Propagation Through, Vapour From, A 50/5 
Mixture of Wide-Cut Fuel and Kerosene and A1 

Run No. 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 

Mixture Tem- 
perature(0F) 72 72 72 

Mixture Velo- 12 
city In 4" 
pipe(ft/sec) 

15 18 

Flame propa- *ea 
gated back to 
tanks . 

Yes Yes 

Explosion in ïes 
tanks 

Yes Yes 

Remarks 3" branch vents blown apart 
at slip joints;mild explo¬ 
sion; no structural damage 
to system. 

3" branch vents blown 
apart at slip Joints; 
stronger explosions;no 
structural damage to 
system. 

The twenty feet 4" pipe 
next to the vent box wai 
damaged by heating. 

Run No_40 R0 SI 52 53 54 55 56...57 58 . 59 60 61 62 63 

Mixture Tern- 72 
perature(6F) 

45 46 

Mixture Velo- 22 
city in 4" 
pipe(ft/sec) 

10 6 

Flame propa- No 
gated back to 
tanks 

No No 

Explosion In No 
tanks 

No No 

Remarks .Blow torch phenomenon at vent box. 

Table 5: Flame Propagation Through Wide-Out Fuel Vapour 
and Oxygen Bnrlched Air Mixture in Simulated 

Vent System 

Run No. 

Mixture Temp. (°F) 
Mixture Velocity (fps) 
Oxygen Added (%) 

42 
18 
5 

40 
18 

46 
15 
6 

50 
12 
3 

Flame Propagated 
back to tanks 
Explosion In tanks 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Remarks 

In all cases flame propagation was extremol rapid and In Runs B, C and D 
Ignition and explosion were virtually Instantaneoui. Explosions produced were very 
violent frequently disintegrating the 3" branch plpvs. In Run D external fire pro¬ 
duced from fuel scattered by the explosion. 
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FIGURE 2. ExPTlwntal Apporqtu». 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER 7 

Mr Jackson: 

(a) When the tank exploded in the DCS during refuelling at 300 GPM, was the source of ignition known? 

(b) From the presentation of the paper it was noted that to prevent the flame at the vent outlet from pro¬ 
pagating back into the tank, tl.e velocity of the mixture from the tank had to exceed 18 ft/sec. From an aircraft 
designer’s point of view he has to design a vent system which will accept a specific flow of fuel which will not 
create a bad; pressure which will overpressurise his tanks (this assumes failure of the tank shut off device). To keep 
the velocity of the tank mixture above 18 ft/sec, he may have to design a smaller vent pipe which could increase the 
permissable pressure in the tank in the event of an overflow from the tank. 

Mr Gardner and Mr Wong: 

(a) The investigation did not reveal the source of ignition. 

(b) Certainly a smaller vent pipe, hence higher velocity, would prevent flash back in the vent system. However, 
it would probably be better to include a flame arrestor or suppressor in the vent system rather than using smaller 
pipe sizes which could lead to the risk of outpressuring the fuel tanks. 

Mr Sirignano: Your flame propagation speeds are greater than the pre-mixed laminar flame speeds. Presumably, 
turbulent flames are occurring. Therefore, I suggest that you should measure parameters, such as intensity and scale, 
which characterize the turbulence in your vent. Without these measurements, it would be difficult to correlate 
your data. 

Mr Gardner and Mr Wong: The experiments performed were for the specific purpose of duplicating conditions in 
the particular vent system concerned and time did not allow a more fundamental study. 
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DYNAMIC MODELING OP AIRCRAFT FUEL TANK ENVIRONMENTS AND VULNERABILITY 

by 
Levelle Mahood 

Senior Research Engineer 
Falcon Research and Development Company 

1225 South Huron Street 
Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 80223 

SUMMARY 

This paper summarizes development work currently underway to more precisely define 
and assess the environments, hazards, and vulnerability of regions adjacent to and with 
in aircraft fuel tanks. It presents the importance and difficulties of developing fuel 
tank environment models which are accurate enough for confident assessment of aircraft 
combat vulnerability and operating safety. Three approaches to modeling the flammabil¬ 
ity of the ullage of an aircraft fuel tank are discussed, including the one currently 
being developed. Examples illustrate various ways that dynamic effects radically alter 
equilibrium vapor conditions in the ullage. Finally, the method of applying the fuel 
tank ullage environment model to computerized aircraft vulnerability programs is pre¬ 

sented . 

BACKGROUND 

This paper summarizes development work that is now being performed at Falcon Re¬ 
search and Development Company, in Denver, Colorado, for the Fire Protection Branch of 
the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. This 
program is sponsored by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Aircraft Survivabil¬ 
ity, an organization with members from all three military services of the United States 
Department of Defense. We are in the tenth month of the two year program. Completion 

is scheduled for June, 1976. 

The basic purpose of this program is to more precisely define and assess the en¬ 
vironments, hazards, and combat vulnerability of regions adjacent to and within aircraft 

fuel tanks. 

This need for more precision is based on three facts. First, damage to the fuel 
tanks often results in quick destruction of the aircraft. Second, the proportionately 
high volume and surface area of the airplane's fuel tanks make them relatively large 
targets for the enemy threats. Third, the interactions of the threat, aircraft tanks, 
and combustion phenomena are extremely complex and often not well defined. Hence, im¬ 
proving analysis related to fuel tank fire and explosion can significantly increase the 

accuracy of the total aircraft's survivability values. 

This is particularly important during design. Here, the large volume and area of 
the fuel tanks often lead to very significant weight, cost, and performance penalties 
for adding passive defense measures. Thus, adding protection must be well justified, 

preferably by quantitative methods. 

'tore precise measures of fuel tank hazards may be valuable for non-combat aircraft 
safety as well. Although fuel tanks and systems are isolated as much as possible from 
ignition sources, improbable natural events or human or mechanical failures can cause 
loss of hundreds of lives at a stroke. Hence, aircraft fire safety is an attempt at per¬ 
fection, regardless of the statistics. It is subject to difficult tradeoffs with air¬ 
craft efficiency that are strikingly similar to those for combat survivability, and may 

require similar precision. 

PROGRAM SCOPE 

The analysis technique being developed is broad and general. It provides values of 
vulnerability of the total aircraft and its individual fuel tanks for any point on a 
given mission profile. With input of the results (i.e., "hit distribution”) of dynamic 
engagement models between the aircraft and its combat threats, the probability of sur¬ 
vival of the aircraft may also be determined for a given point in the mission. The 
analysis applies dynamic physical models to detailed data on the properties of the air¬ 
craft, its environments and missions, impacting threats, and contained fuel. Particular 
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emphasis is placad on defining the regions of flaasnability in the ullage of fuel tanks 
prior to a hit, and the dynamics of the penetrators as generators of fuel spray »nd as 
ignition sources. 

The analysis follows the chain of physical events until they culminate in either 
sustainable damage or system failure. Failure is assigned various levels of severity, 
expressed in "Kill Categories". The analysis techniques are as compatible with existing 
aircraft vulnerability methods and models as practical. 

This study is concerned with the full spectrum of United States military aircraft, 
from the smallest to the largest. Emphasis is on military turbine fuels, with riash 
points from below zero to above one-hundred degrees Fahrenheit. 

The hazards are primarily non-nuclear combat threats, particularly incendiary and 
high-explosive projectiles, and fragmente from nearby warhead detonations. Single, in¬ 
dependent encounters between a given projectile or fragment and the aircraft are ana¬ 
lyzed. For contact-fuzed explosive projectiles, we are most concerned with the smaller 
ones which cannot destroy the aircraft's structure solely with their own blast and frag¬ 
mentation effects. 

The analysis is also to be adaptable to hazards such as lightning strikes upon fuel 
tanks, and electrical shorts and hot surfaces within tanks or encountered by leaked fuel 
or vapors. 

APPROACH 

Our fundamental approach is to couple existing vulnerability analysis computer pro¬ 
grams with dynamic computer models of fuel tank ullage flammability, threat-induced fuel 
spray and ignition, and the system responses to the combustion phenomena. Great care is 
being taken to avoid excessive growth in the size, complexity, and run time of the final 
computer program. 

The role of the computer in our ana.'ysis technique is strictly as a tool of the sys¬ 
tems analyst. Human experience and judgment are essential for correct selection of the 
input data, and proper application of the optional dynamic models. 

The program is applicable to both large, complex models of fully designed aircraft, 
and to very simple problems limited in input detail, time, or funds. The program is 
modular, so that more refined or simpler models developed in the future may be easily 
substituted in the general program. 

We are often limited in the development of the dynamic physical models by inadequate 
analytical tools and insufficient data. In such cases, we include the apparent physical 
variables in the models. In this way, future refinements in the analytical tools or data 
base may more likely be accommodated by revising the inputs rather than discarding the 
entire model. 

The focal point of our analytical technique is the "shotline". This is computer¬ 
generated data detailing individual impacts along straight paths through the aircraft of 
parallel penetrntors originating from a given attack direction. Alternately, the shot¬ 
lines represent fragment paths from a point of detonation of a projectile exploding near 
or within the aircraft. The computer generates thousands of these paths covering all the 
threat attack directions specified. All of the relevant dynamic models are applied to 
each and every shotline involving fuel tank impacts. The program sums the contribution 
of each shotline for a given view presented to the threat, and obtains both fuel tank 
and total aircraft vulnerable area. 

Many existing models and computer programs are applicable to the shotline analysis 
of fuel tank and adjacent void space vulnerability. Computerized aircraft configuration 
models are highly refined, and dozens of them have been prepared. They define in detail 
hundreds or even thousands of components in complex modern aircraft. They output the 
encounters as shotline information, directly applicable to our fuel tank analysis pro¬ 
gram. 

Extensive models also exist on the penetration and other interaction of projectiles 
and fragments with the aircraft components. These are also directly applicable. Some 
improvement is needed and is being made in the accuracy of incendiary projectile acti¬ 
vation and fragme.it impact flash/ignition models. 

Vulnerability analysis programs accept the shotlines and other input data, then 
compute and print out vulnerable areas for each attack direction. Models have been 
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developed in the past for predicting fuel tank ullage flammability, but none have been 

integrated with vulnerability analvsis programs. This is a major area of innovation for 

this program. 

FUEL TANK ULLAGE FLAMMABILITY MODELS 

In the past, a prevalent approach to fuel tank ullage flammability has been to as¬ 

sume equilibrium conditions and homogeneous vapor/air mixtures. The Well-Stired Fuel 

Tank Ullage Flammability Program is an example of the latter assumption. It was devel¬ 

oped by Kosvic, Zung, and Gerstein under the technical direction of the Air Force Aero 

Propulsion Laboratory (Reference 1) with partial funding by the Federal Aviation Admin¬ 

istration. It combined experimental and analytical research, and war concerned partic¬ 

ularly with dynamic effects and elevated temperatures in supersonic aircraft fuel tanks. 

The Well-Stirred Model is particularly applicable to the ascent and level flight 

modes for shallow (e.g., wing) fuel tanks. The model analyzes mass and energy transport 

rates due to fuel evaporation, vent system flow into or out of the tank, heat transfer, 

and outgassing of dissolved air from the liquid fuel. Provisions were made in the model 

for fuel droplet formation in the ullage due to condensation and liquid slosh and vibra¬ 

tion. 

The Well-Stirred Model includes the dynamic effects of cnanges in altitude, bulk 

fuel temperature, skin and structure temperature, ullage volume, and liquid fuel/ullage 

interface area. The program computes the vent velocity, ullage gas temperature, and 

fuel vapor/air concentration for a given point in the simulated mission. 

The assumption of well-stirred ullage was found to be significantly in error for 

cruise conditions at constant altitude, particularly for "deep" tanks where the ullage 

volume is high in relation to the liquid fuel/ullage interface area. Hence, a Distrib¬ 

uted Fuel/Air Model was developed for conditions where significant fuel vapor concentra¬ 

tion gradients are encountered. The model was applied to a one-dimensional case which 

was directly compared with experimental data. 

This program uses a derivation of the continuity equation. It numerically inte¬ 

grates pressure and temperature time histories and a prescribed velocity flow field in 

the ullage in order to obtain fuel vapor concentration values for each node point in the 

vapor space. The computer program uses a resistance-capacitance electrical analog finite 

difference method, similar to that used for a general heat transfer program (Heference 

2). This Distributed F/A Model cannot be directly applied to our Fuel Tank Vulnerability 

Program because it requires input of a precise vent and ullage gas flow field which is 

generally unknown. In addition, the program is complex and costly to run for the more 

complicated cases, and the many iterations needed for “shotline-by-shotline" analysis. 

Hence, as an integral part of our ’-esearch program, Breen, Bartz, Helgeson, and 

others at K.V.B. Incorporated, Tustin, California, are refining and modifying the Well- 

Stirred Model to provide fuel vapor concentration gradient data. This Fuel/Air Gradient 

Model superimposes non-homogenous conditions as perturbations upon the Well-Stirred 

Model. The extent of pertubation depends primarily upon the dynamic conditions in¬ 

volved, such as climb or dive rate, and/or fuel transfer rate. The "relaxation times" 

for these perturbations depend on the relative strength of the factors that tend to 

drive the ullage mixture to equilibrium, including fuel temperature and vapor pressure, 

ullage gas mixing, liquid fuel/ullage interface area, and ullage height. The primary 

output is a one-dimensional fuel/air gradient from the liquid surface to the top of the 

tank. This model is semi-empirical, and test data in this same form will be applied for 

the appropriate dynamic conditions. 

Figure 1 illustrates the three ullage flammability models applied to the same tank. 

A one-dimensional fuel/air gradient may not be adequate for some cases. In Figure 

2, a shallow wing fuel tank is shown with hypothetical flammable regions for dive and 

cruise conditions. The tank is symmetrical, with identical vents at each end. Here, a 

lateral variation is induced as well as the vertical gradient. The subdivided ullage in 

the lower drawing illustrates how vertical and lateral gradient information may bo ap¬ 

proximated for simplified input into the Fuel Tank Vulnerability Program. Of course, 

the accuracy of the model may be increased by increasing the number of subdivisions of 

the ullage. 

FUEL TANK VULNERABILITY PROGRAM 

A schematic to illustrate the Fuel Tank Vulnerability Program's combination of shot¬ 

line information, pre-impact ullage flammability models, penetration models, activation/ 
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FIGURE 1. PtMl Tank Ullaq* ri«MMbllity Model*

FIGURE 2. Application of F/A Gradients to Shallow Tank Ullage Components



flash Ignition source models, spray models, and combustion responses Is shown in Figure 3. 
This is a partially-filled fuel tank with a void space between it and the structure on 
the left, and slipstream-wetted integral structure on the right. The tank is i^ented, 
and the vapor space contains regions which vary in flammability.

f

In this example, fresh air has entered the vent due to aircraft descent and fuel 
transfer from the tank. Th',- incoming air has driven the fuel vapor concentration in the 
upper region below that neccasary for combustion. The middle region is flammable. The 
lower region is overrich because of its proximity to the low flash point fuel. The three 
vectors represent trajectories of individual i>enetrators, our “shot 1 ines*.

Shotline Number 1 shows t;he direct encounter of a iH'netrator with flammable vajx?r 
in the ullage. The small clouds along the shotlinc are typical ignition sources. For 
incendiary projectiles, these flashes represent burning incendiary mixture det>osited b>’ 
the bullet as it strikes various solid components. These may also be locations of 
flashes caused by the high-speed impact of a projectile or fragment ujxin metal sisr'aces. 
For high-explosive (HE) and high-explosive-incendiary (!'E1) projectiles, the location of 
each detonation and flasli is determined by the fuze cmjjloyed and imjiact conditions. For 
this particular shotline, the 1 lanr.able region is i<mitcd and an explosion occurs.

For Shotlinc Number 2, tne flashin.i exteti-.al to the tank is similar to Shotline 
Number 1. Of course, no fuel vapor ex[>losion can tn-ciir in the liquid. However, the 
impact and penetration of the liquid fuel by a bullet or fragment at high velocity can 
grossly compound wall damage and fuel leakace.

In this case, the fuel has beet; released and i<jnited by the penctrator. An inde

pendent hazard is ■■'lown l>y the lower fire, where leaking fuel and vajxjr have found an 
on-board ignition souic.-. These "jjrin.ary" and "secondary" fires by Shotline 2 arc con

sidered the mt)St i're'.Mle:.i r<-ans by which the smaller incendiary projectiles cause fuel- 
system-related aircraft i|.-nce, these void spaces around fuel tanks are critical
areas for analysis and i i -t : .

Shotlinc Number 3 is an irpa-t ij < : , v.,. ; tank wili 'tii* jinteaial with priitiary
airframe structure. i:von though fuel i:, ;i.:.in' on • )■• i:;.iid.-, flic slijjstream that is

assumed present on the outside •< rl.ines w;-; tig I, ;„;d em-gjatig from the hole to prevent

k
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a suatainad fira on tha tank wall. The aacond flaah along Shotllna 3 locataa the dalayad 
datonatlon of an axploaiva round or tha dalayad activation of an incandiary round. Tha 
third flaah ia cauaad by projactile or fragmant impact with tha tank top at axit. 

Figure 3 dapicta fuel spray cauaad by tha panatrator axiting tha liquid aurfaca. 
In-houaa gunfire testa conducted for this casa by tha Air Force Aaro Propulsion Labora¬ 
tory confirm that; (1) a substantial spray is ganaratad, (2) fuel spray follows the 
shotline« and (3) tha spray can reach an incendiary flash at tha axit before "burnout". 

This is an extremely important phenomenon. In this case, overpressures can occur 

in tha vapor space of fuel tanks containing high flash point fuels, whose vary lean 
ullage might otherwise be considerad "safe" (i.e., no appreciable concentration of fuel 
vapor is present prior to impact). A high-explosive projactile detonating in similarly 
■aafa" ullage is also capable of generating combustible spray, in addition to providing 
an extremely energetic ignition source. 

In the case of a low flash point fuel, this spray could also serve to connect an 
exit flash with a large region of flammable vapor (e.g., the region penetrated by Shot¬ 
line 1). Shotline 3 may be reversed to Consider another possibility, travel through the 

ullage and into the liquid fuel. 

To illustrate the final step in the shotline analysis, consider the case where flam¬ 
mable vapor in the ullage has been ignited by Shotline 1. The pressure rise in the ul¬ 
lage is computed based on the volume of ullage burned, total ullage volume, the absolute 
pressure, and the pressure rise ratio c.'.ven combustion (e.g., 8 to 1). This quasi- 
atatic pressure is reduced by a venting factor and then compared with the pressure 
capability of the tank. A "Kill Category" (severity) is assigned to each shotline's 
vulnerable area contribution, depending upon whether the explosion was capable of struc¬ 
tural failure and inmediata loss of the aircraft ("K Kill"), all the way down to a 
"Mission Available" Kill. In this latter case, the consequence is only to require 
inspection and possible repair or cleaning of the tank after landing. There are more 
sophisticated Internal Blast Models which may be applied to this problem, if further 
improvements prove necessary for this particular response model. 

This shotline analysis technique is very rigorous. It effectively isolates the 
elements of a complex problem. It is a means by which many variations in aircraft con¬ 
figurations, threat effects, and component and fluids responses can be studied in de¬ 
tail. It can suggeat relationships between physical and chemical phenomena for semi ■ 
empirical modeling. It is an effective method of applying simple replica target gunfire 
test da'a to appropriate complex impact events. This very detailed deployment of the 
kill mechanisms can inspire methods for defeating the hazard. It provides a means for 
analyzing how much the passive defense measures improve combat survivability. 

SAFETY APPLICATION 

The detailed model necessary for fuel tank combat survivability determinations has 
a potential application to safety analysis of the same aircraft. This is mainly possible 
because a means has been found to define regions of flammability, ignition sources, 
liquid fuel, and other zones with distinct characteristics within the fuel tanks which 
are totally independent of the original computerised aircraft description. That is, we 
do not now have to define these regions as hard, fixed components in the original target 
description (as if they were fuel pumps, structure, or other actual components). 

Thus, the safety analyst is free to define regions of ignition sources spatially 
within an aircraft's fuel tank. For example, hot spots due to lightning strikes may be 
identified on areas of integral tank skin which are thin enough for them to be a hazard. 
Each ignition region could be identified by the source of the hazard, and a probability 
of ignition assigned as a value from zero to one. 

As envisioned, shotlines may represent turbine blades which have separated from a 
jet engine and are penetrating a fuel tank. Even if there are no penetrators, the shot- 
linos would be used to "interrogate" the model and determine where ignition sources and 

flammable regions intersect. # 

All the various hazards could be incorporated in each run, provided that the igni¬ 

tion regions did not overlap. 

The flight profiles, pre-impact ullage flammability models, and overpressure and 
secondary fire hazard response models used for the combat analyses should be applicable 
to the safety analysis as well. Safety-related uynamic models could as effectively be 
incorporated in the tank analysis program as the threat-related ones. 
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Enough views would be selected to insure interaction of rll ignition sources with 

cosibustible regions. The various views would be summed and/or averaged for an overall 

measure of the probabilities of the various failures for a given point in a simulated 

flight. 

The values would generally be separated by the hasard which provided the ignition 

source. Severity of the response could be measured in time to failure, or some other 

criterion besides "Kill Category”. 

As this development program progresses, the potential application and value of this 

analysis technique to fire safety will be further studied. 

CONCLUSION 

The Dynamic Fuel Tank Vulnerability Program greatly increases the physical realism 

and accuracy of combat survivability/vulnerability analyses. The more detailed and 

realistic threat effects and fuel tank response models included effectively complement 

the existing fidelity of computerized aircraft configurations, penetration models, and 

dynamic aircraft/weapons engagement analyses. 

The demand for test data by this program exceeds the supply. The shotline analysis 

technique is a powerful tool for defining what we do not know. It should be applied in 

the design and data formats of gunfire tests and other dynamic fuel tank environment and 

combustion experiments. 

The highest levels of aircraft fuel tank and system survivability can best be 

achieved by closely coupling advanced analytical methods, such us the Dynamic Fuel Tank 
Vulnerability Program, with révélant and closely controlled experiments. 
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DISCUSSION - PATER 8 

Mr sfegnano: The duration uaociated with the ignition source has not been mentioned as a pertinent parameter in 
your studies. Do you believe that it is imporUnt? If so, how might it be included? 

Mr MMiood: 

(I) It is true that the duration of the ignition source is one of the meet important physical parameters in¬ 
volved in the ignition of fuel spray by incendiary threats However, for fires in void spaces around fuel tanks (a 
most prevalent kill mechanism), the duration and/or ignition energy of activated incendiary projectiles can be from 
several times to orders of m«nitude greater than the minimum necessary for igniting fuel spray. Distance* between 
these flashes and the fuel tank walls can be on the order of inches or a few feet, whereas the initial fuel spray 
velocities are generally in the hundreds of feet per second. In such cases; the duration of the threat-related ignition 
source is not a highly sensitive variable in the computation of probability of sustamed fire. 

The critical factors in obtaining a destructive “sustained” fire ut whether the incendiary threat can deposit its 
ignition energy in the right place for it to be encountered by the »uel spray liberated by tank wall/liquid fuel 
penetration, and the success of this transient ‘ flash'' :«re in igniting the stream of leaking fuel as it develops. The 
application of a complex, time-dependent model tracing every physical step from threat impact to sustained fire or 
burnout would not be justified in the above circumstances, even if such a model existed. Such an application would 
be wasteful, considering that for a 26-view vulnerability analysis of a moderately sized and complex aircraft with 
wing and fuselage tankage, this ignition/fire model may have to be applied individually to 20,030 to 30,000 shotlincs 
for each distinct type of threat being analyzed. The emphasis up^n evaluation of a large number of shotlines is 
justified considering the often radical difference in the ignition potential of the same incendiary threat following 
separate paths from the outer skin of the aircraft to the fuel tanks. Thus, semi-empirical models are used in the Fuel 
Tank Vulnerability Program which include only those independent variables to which the final sustained fire pro¬ 
babilities have proven sensitive. 

That is not to say that ignition source duration is not to be included in any ignition models incorporated in the 
vulnerability program. For example, the “effective" ignition source duration of an incandescent fragment traveling 
through flammable fuel tank ullage may be a critical parameter for that ignition case. This particular sub-model has 
not yet been selected. Selection is hampered by a lack of applicable test data. 

The development of detailed, complex physical models of all the events related to ignition of fires by combat 
threats within aircraft would be very beneficial to the Fuel Tank Vulnerability Program, even though they could not 
all be integrated in the computer program. The complex models could be used to ( 1 ) develop simplified approxi¬ 
mate” relationships suitable for the vulnerability program. (2) produce a body of appropriate input data, and (3) 
provide a standard for comparison with the simpler models to calculate their accuracy. 

(2) The ignition source duration parameter may be included in the fuel tank vulnerability program by sub¬ 
stituting a model with this parameter for an existing “spatial" model. The modular nature of the computer program 
facilitates this replacement. 

As envisioned, the incendiary source 'ocations would still be defined along the shotline, based upon impact 
conditions. Their size and ignition potential would vary with time. The fuel spray travel as a function ol time would 
also be simulated. The probability of flash-fire ignition would be directly related to the degreee of co-mingling of 
the fuel spray and the Uniting region of the Hash. This simulation would be incomplete without the further evaluation 
of the probability of ignition of a sustained fire by this Hash fire. 

The development of such a model is hampered by a lack of full understanding of the phenomena involved, and 

dearth of test data. 

Mr Woof: 

11 » Could you advise how you integrate in your programme the fire raising characteristics ot the numerous 
combat threats, i.e. API and H » .I rounds, secondary fire sources etc ’ 

(2) Have you considered modifying your programme to cover the eflects of hydiaulic fire* etc. 

Mr Mahood 

tl) Three distinct method* are employed. The first applies to all "kinetic energy penetrators, including API 
projectiles and fragments from warhead detonations somewhat removed Irom the aircratl. In this case, the ignition 
sources are located along each shotline for each type of penetralor and impacting conditions on the outer skin of 
the aircraft. The ignition source locations are based on the sequential analysis of the penetrator s impact with each 
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item along the «hotline. (NOTH: This determination is made only for shotlines which include intersection with a 
fuel-containing component.) 

Semi-empirical penetration and incendiary protectile activation or impact flash models are applied in each case, 
as appropriate. This penetration analysis proceeds to the location of flammable spray, liquid fuel, or vapor. The 
relative locations of the ignition sources and flammables, characteristics of the projectile functions or impact flashes, 
and number and spacing of intervening surfaces are determined and applied to another semi-empirical relationship to 
determine probability of sustained fire. 

Certain types of incendiary functions vary significantly and unpredictably in their location under identical impact 
conditions. In such cases, the program randomly selects locations from within the extreme range of location values 
determined experimentally. The relatively large number of shotlines evaluated permits this technique. 

The dynamics of the penetrator impact on the tank surface define the response of any self-sealing material, if 
present, and the rate of sustained leakage. For void space fires and “primary” ignitions, the rate and duration of 
sustained leakage determines the severity (e.g. “kill level") of the fue. The paper describes the ignition of flammable 
vapors in tank ullage. 

For High-Fxplosive Incendiary (HHI) Projectiles, the Point Burst Ray Generator Program is being adapted. The 
detonation point is determined by present means, employing a Turing model and consideration of the target materials 
impacted. From the detonation point, a blast zone is defined which gives specific blast damage/failure effects which 
vary with tank wall construction. The next zone outward approximates the near-simultaneous interaction of fragments 
relatively close together. As with the blast zone, the damage to the tank wall is based on the weights of selected 
classes of fragments typical for the given projectile, the number per unit tank area, their velocities, and the properties 
of the tank wall. The last zone is beyond the interacting fragments, where spacing between fragments has increased 
to the point that they may be considered as acting alone. Again, the program is defined so that test data may be in¬ 
corporated in terms of projectile detonation, blast and fragmentation effects, and observed responses of the wall 
materials. The responses to massive leakage and fires that result are modeled similar to that for the kinetic energy 
projectiles. 

The modeling of the secondary ignition hazard, given fuel tank leakage, is severely hampered by lack of data. 
Liquid and vaporized fuel paths are difficult to define, and subtle air-flows and pressure relationships between semi- 
closed compartments before and particularly after penetration by threat effects are poorly defined. Hence, the 
secondary fire hazard is characterized by the general ignition hazard of the compartments to which leakage is assumed 
to apply. The compartment ignition hazard is modified if components which constitute more severe ignition sources 
when damaged, such as electrical wiring bundles, are damaged by the same shotline which released fuel and provided 
a primary ignition source. The probability of secondary ignition is applied as an input for each compartment, along 
with interconnecting factors between compartments. Shotlines traversing that compartment and inducing fuel leakage 
are assigned a “secondary” fire kill value, vased on amount and rate of fuel leakage and the probability of secondary 
ignition, [he primary and secondary fire kill probabilities and/or vulnerable areas may be output distinctly or by 
some specified rule of combination. 

(2) The present program was limited in scope to fuel tank system vulnerability simply to maintain the effort 
at a practical size. There is no reason why the same principles and similar models could not be applied to hydraulic 
fire analysis as well. Care must be taken, however, to keep the overall program size, complexity, and run time with¬ 
in reasonable bounds. 
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F rance 

Le transport aérien commercial est entré dans sa phase de réel développement au cours des années qui 

succédèrent au second conflit mondial. Les premiers avions de transport pour passagers étaient, pour la 

plupart, issus d'avions de transport militaires, développés principalement aux Etats-Unis. Leur propul¬ 

sion était assurée par moteur à piston entraînant une hélice. Puis vinrent les avions à turbopropulseurs et 

enfin les premiers avions à réaction : CCMET, CARAVELLE et BOEING 707. 

La technologie des matériaux non métalliques prit son essor dans le même temps. Les matériaux plas¬ 

tiques offraient de toutes nouvelles possibilités et certaines de leurs qualités, telles que leur légèreté, 

étaient du plus grand intérêt. Un des premiers matériaux qui furent employés était le tissu enduit. La va¬ 

riété d'aspect qui pouvait en Ctre obtenue permettait de l'utiliser pour décorer les parois de cabine et de le 

substituer au cuir pour le garnissage des fauteuils. La chimie offrit égalementdes résines plastiques d'im¬ 

prégnation dont une large gamme d'emploi donna naissance à de nouveaus produits. Avec ceux-ci furent 

conçus des panneaux composites d'une grande légèreté. L'imprégnation de papier collé et expansé permit 

de disposer de pains alvéolaires très légers appelés "nids d'abeilles” qui sont encore largement utilisés 

de nos jours. Ces matériaux servent à constituer l'äme de panneaux sandwiches que l'on revêtait alors, 

par collage, do contreplaqué de faible épaisseur. La décoration de ces panneaux sandwiches s'obtenait en 

appliquant des matériaux lamifiés ou des tissus enduits. Une autre formule de panneaux de parois consis¬ 

tait à réaliser des éléments emboutis, en feuilles d'alliage léger calandre avec un film plastique de déco¬ 

ration. Dans le domaine de l'éclairage, l'utilisation de matériau plastique transparent en lieu et place du 

verre permettait de réaliser un gain de masse notable. Les possibilités de transformation étaient relative¬ 

ment aisées. Rappelons que le marché potentiel de matériaux que présente l'Industrie Aéronautique est ex¬ 

trêmement faible, comparé 1 d'autres industries telles que l'automobile ou le batiment, les éléments fa¬ 

briqués en nombre relativ ment modeste ne donnent guère l'occasion de développer un matériau d'usage 

spécifiquement Aéronautique. C'est ainsi que, grace à l'industrie des plastiques, il devient possible de 

mener à bien des aménagements d'intérieurs d'avions, d'aspect assez luxueux, sans qu'il soit trop sacri¬ 

fié à la perte de masse. Le souci de rentabilité d'un aéronef civil est tn effet directement lié à l'importan¬ 

ce de la charge marchande, autrement dit '.a masse disponible en cabine et en soute pour les passagers, 

leurs bagages et le irêt. 

Au temps des premières conceptions, les Reglements d'inflammabilité que devait respecter le cons¬ 

tructeur étaient directement issus des n.éthodes d'essai en usage dans l'industrie des textiles ou de la P.é- 

glementation couvrant les locaux recevant du public. Le problème permanent auquel le const ructeur d'avkm 

est conlronté est la surveillance de l'accroissement de masse. 11 fallut donc considérer avec circonspec¬ 

tion ce qui était appliqué aux autres industries, car la reconduction, in extenso, de leurs exigences, aurait 

à tout jamais barré la route aux possibilités d'utilisation sur avion. Soulignons que. en compensation, la 

haute fiabilité des systèmes d'un avion est garantie par des exigences draconiennes. La probabilité de dé- 

faiilance est minime. Certes, la qualité dei matériaux plastiques, au début, n’était pas comparable à celle 

atteinte aujourd'hui. Il fallut faire appel à des traitements par agents d'ignifugation, bain ou pulvérisation, 

afin d'obtenir une qualité de tenue au feu satisfaisante. Malheureusement ces procédés n'étaient pas systé¬ 

matiquement applicables à tous les produits, l.e genre d'idditus dont on disposait jusqu'alors n'étaient pas 

d'une grande stabilité et, migrant dans le temps, n'assuraient pis une permanente de 1':gnitugation. La 

tendance nouvelle est orientée sur la recherche d'ignifugeants tpéiiliques de grande stabilité qui font partie 

intégrante de la composition du matériau. 

Ce n'est que récemment qu'il dewnt possible, pi r exemple, de disposer de matériaux transpi rents 

d'une qualité acceptable Chaque fois qu'on le pouvait, on sélectionnait le produit le meilleur. On aboutis¬ 

sait ainsi à un compromis qui permettait d'atteindre le meilleur niveau possible de sécurité. 

Toutefois, un compromis, dicte par les circonstances, ne s’avère jamais pleinement satisfaisant. Des 

recherches furent donc entamées pour trouver par quelles voies, de notables amélioration* pourraient être 

obtenues. Des rencontres eurent lieu au niveau Infernal.unal. Une confrontation de l'expérience acquise se 

lit entre les gra nds Con st rue teu rs d'avions, en collaboration avec les Autorités de Certification de divers 

Pays d Europe et des Etats-Unis Une comparaison fut laite entre les diverses méthodes d'essai au feu des 

matériaux. Cet méthodes étaient assez dissemblables quoique les résultats obtenus en fussent similaires, 

sinon comparables. Du fait de la nécessité de certiiier des avion* que l'on exportait, et compte tenu de 

l'origine diverse des matériaux, il apparut nécessaire d établir une méthode d'essai unique afin que des 

résultats obtenu» en des lieux différents soient répétitifs. Au tur et à mesure de l'avancement des conver¬ 

sations ayant pour but d'aboutir à l’établis•ement de ers méthode* internationsles. la technologie de maté¬ 

riaux progressait 11 devenait ainsi possible de relever en même temps le niveau des exigences 
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C'e»t alor* que quelquea accidenta spectaculairea, et en particulier celui d'un avion de ligne améri¬ 
cain, à Sait City, le 11 Novembre 1965, apportèrent des éléments nouveaux à la situation. L'étude des 
conséquences de cet accident révéla que de nombreux passagers avaient p ri du fait de la présence de 
lumées opaques et de gaz toxiques dégagés par les matériaux non métalliques qui constituai«.,,! le garnis¬ 
sage de cabine. Cet évévement stimula les recherches, et l'on chercha à évaluer quelle était l'influence 
de la fumée sur les conditions d'évacuation rapide d'un avion, et dans quelle mesure la toxicité des gaz 
des matériaux soumis à la claleur ou à la flamme pouvait être dangereuse. Des essais se multiplièrent, 
tant à l'échelon de laboratoire qu'en vraie grandeur. Des incendies furent provoqués dans des cellules 
d'avions désaffectées, et leurs effets furent observés et analysés. Le National Aviation Facilities Expe¬ 
rimental Center à Atlantic C,ty, dans le New-Jersey, ainsi que plusieurs autres Centres Américains, 
effectuèrent de nombreuses expérimentations. En Europe, les années passées furent principalement con¬ 
sacrées à de.i tests de laboratoire, notamment au Laboratoire Central de la Société Aérospatiale, en colla¬ 
boration très t'soite uvec le Bureau d'Etudes des Aménagements Commerciaux d'avions. Maintenant des 
essais en semi-grandeur sont conduits au Centre d'Essais Aéronautiques de Toulouse. Notre propos n'est 
point de nous étendre sur ce type de recherche que M. AUVINET dirige au C. E.A.T. et qu'il vous expo¬ 
sera avec davantage de compétence. 

Différents résultats de laboratoire révélèrent des phénomènes liés aux caractéristiques des produits 
testés. Pa exemple, dans beaucoup de cas, un matériau de bonne tenue au feu émet davantage de fumée 
qu'un matériau brûlant facilement. Une des raisons peut en être la présence des produits d'ignifugation. 

Comme il fut fait pour les essais d’in'lammabilité, les recherches relatives à l'émission de fumées 
sont conduites dans un esprit de large coopération, et une standardisation déjà avancée des matériels de 
mesure permet de penser à l'élaboration, également en ce domaine, d'une méthode d'essais commune. 

Nous disposons donc actuellement d'une Réglementation concernant les essais d'inflammabilité. Celle- 
ci, adoptée par l'O. A.C.I. , a été incorporée dans son Manuel de Navigabilité. Quoique ne faisant pas en¬ 
core l'objet d'une Réglementation Officielle, une méthode commune de mesure est suivie pour évaluer le 
taux d'émission de fumée. Le troisième stade des recherches porte sur la toxicité des gaz dégagés par 
pyrolise ou combustion, l.à encore de nombreux essais et l'étude des conséquences directes découlant du 
feu à bord conduisent à estimer que l'un des principaux danger d'intoxication est le dégagement d'oxyde de 
carbone. Le plus grand nombre de matériaux d'essence organique se prite en effet à l'émission de ce gaz 
qui s'assimile rapidement à l'hémoglobine du sang et tue un être humain en quelques minutes. La produc¬ 
tion de l'oxyde de carbone est favorisée à la fois par l'ignifugation qui, par définition, entrave la combus¬ 
tion complète du matériau, et par l'appauvrissement en oxygène dû au feu dans l'enceinte confinée de la 
cabine. A l'oxyde de carbone s'ajoutent d'autres gaz très toxiques , tels que le gaz cyanhydrique et les 
halogénés. 

On voit que la prise en considération de tous ces paramètres ne rend pas la tâche facile, et que la so¬ 
lution idéale est encore loin d'etre trouvée. Comme nous le disions plus haut, les recherches se poursui¬ 
vent avec opiniâtreté, mais il faut malgré tout, pendant ce temps, mener à bien les constructions encours. 
La méthode actuellement en vigueur consiste à vérifier en priorité la tenue au feu de chaque matériau et 
à prohiber l'emploi de ceux qui ne remplissent pas les conditions de la norme. En second lieu, une compa¬ 
raison est faite entre divers matériaux pouvant remplir les conditions d'emploi d’un cas déterminé : on 
effectue des mesures d'émission de fumée sur chacun des matériaux en compétition afin de sélectionner le 
meilleur. Notons enfin que les matériaux connus comme étant les plus toxiques sont écartés de l'utilisation. 
Disons franchement que des exigences rigoureuses ne peuvent pas toujours âtre suivies à la lettre par man¬ 
que de disponibilité de produits meilleurs ou d'un coût par trop élevé. Ajoutons que, lorsqu'un matériau 
nouveau apparaft, il n'est pas possible de le substituer immédiatement, en cours de production, aux maté¬ 
riaux usuels. Cela conduirait à la perte de stocks importants de pièces primaires et de rechanges, à rem¬ 
placer des outillages souvent très coûttux. L'amélioration ne peut principalement se faire qu'au travers de 
la conception d'éléments nouveaux. Lorsque les Autorités Aéronautiques des Etats-Unis rendirent plus sé¬ 
vères les conditions de réception des matériaux d'intérieur cabine, leur première intention était d'imposer 
une rétro-activité d'application sur les aviors déjà construits ou en cours de production. Compte tenu de 
l'énorme dépense que cela aurait provoqué, ce projet fut abandonné. Cela est navrant, mais les Construc¬ 
teurs et les Compagnie^ Aériennes n'auraient pas pu supporter des dépenses d'une telle ampleur. 

L'apparition de matériaux nouveaux, au cours de ces dernières années, a aidé à la progression des 
études. Des recherches laborieuses ont été entreprises pour déterminer des procédés optima de mise en 
oeuvre et trouver l'application possible de ces matériaux, compte tenu des facilités inhérentes aux besoins. 
A quelques exceptions prés, la quantité de pièces communes utilisées dans l'aménagement d'un avion ne 
permet que rarement de passer par des solutions faisant appel au moulage ou à l'extrusion. Le coût d'o.til- 
lages de ces types de transformation est difficile à amortir. L’extrusion, quant à elle, impose l'utilisation 
de longueurs de profilés suffisantes pour que le prix de revient au mètre courant soit profitable. C’est donc 
plus vers le thermoformage de plaques, disponibles en stock, que s'oriente souvent le Bureau d'Etudes. 
Lorsqu'un matériau en plaque est choisi, il faut en étudier les possibilités d'assemblage : collage ouautres 
procédés, tels que soudure par haute fréquence. L'accrochage des peintures de décoration pose souvent 
des problèmes difficiles à résoudre. Lorsque le matériau est utilisé en raison de sa transparence, ondoit 
aussi s'assurer de sa stabilité aux rayons ultra-violets et au vieillissement. 

L'apparition des fibres nouvelles a permis de remplacer le papier constituant les nids d'abeilles et de 
les substituer graduellement aux classiques tissus de verre imprégnés de résine, avec lesquels on réalise 

o«...XJ:, - .. .... 
J.H .. 
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les revêtements des sandwiches. Les résines ont fait l'objet de nombreuses recherches comparatives. 
Traditionnellement époxydiques ou polyester, elles assuraient rarement à la fois la bonne tenue de l'as¬ 
semblage aux critères d'inflammabilité, et une émission de fumée de niveau suffisamment bas. L'ingé¬ 
nieur s'est alors tourné vers de nouvelles résines plus élaborées. Le souci de maîtriser en cours de fa¬ 
brication, avec une relative précision, la masse des pièces construites, l'a amené à utiliser des tissus 
préalablement imprégnés à la machine possédant un taux de résine relativement constant Mais, comme 
pour obtenir des avantages il faut souvent sacrifier à des inconvénients, ces résines nouvelles exigentdes 
précautions de stockage à basse température, des procédés de mise en oeuvre différents des résines 
usuelles. Une température de polymérisation plus élevée a provoqué une évolution du type d'outillage. Iî 
est par ailleurs nécessaire d'obtenir un fini de surface très soigné sur le cOté décoré des sandwiches. En 
effet, la légèreté recherchée pour les éléments d'habillage ne permet l'emploi que de revêtements déco¬ 
ratifs très légers se présentant sous forme de film imprégné et grafné. Celui-ci, appliqué par collage, 
ne possède pas une épaisseur suffisante pour masquer les irrégularités de surface. Outre une souplesse 
de fabrication permettant de varier le décor en fonction du choix des Compagnies clientes, le film doit, 
aprè? pose, être insensible aux salissures et au dépôt de la nicotine. Sa face apparente doit être capable 
de recevoir un nouveau film en surépaisseur afin de satisfaire aux opérations de maintenance. Sur la face 
arrière, en contact avec le panneau support, le film doit être enduit d'un adhésif réactivable à chaud. Une 
faible adhérence à froid doit permettre l'accrochage en cours de mise en place, mais laisser la possibili¬ 
té de dépose et de répéter l'opération si la mise en place a été mal exécutée. Ajoutons qu'une certaine 
formabilité est exigée pour ce film. Le collage du décor s'applique, dans certains cas, à des panneaux 
comportant des zones galbées, comme par exemple les panneaux entourant les hublots de cabine. Le film 
doit se prêter à la mise en forme sur des surfaces quelquefois non développables, sans que son aspect 
final en souffre. Le grafnage ne doit pas être affecté dans ces zones, causant un préjudice au bon aspect 
de la pièce terminée. 

Afin d'illustrer cette fastidieuse description, permettez nous de vous soumettre quelques vues diapo¬ 
sitives. Ces images vous mr.,treront quelques exemples de pièces types fabriquées pour des aménage - 
mints d'avions. 

CONCLUSION 

Notre but a été de vous faire voir la complexité de la tflche que nous devons assumer. L'antagonisme 
des exigences : auto-extinguibilité, faible émission de fumée, facilité de transformation, conduit à adop¬ 
ter une formule de compromis. Les nombreuses recherches conduites tant aux Etats-Unis qu'en Europe, 
ont montré que : 

- les matériaux de bonne extinguibilité émettent généralement plus de fumée, 

- les produits ignifugeants émettent souvent des produits toxiques, 

- l'appauvrissement en oxygène et la qualité d'auto-extinguibilité des matériaux 
favorisent la production d'oxyde de carbone, principal danger d'intoxication. 

La tâche n'est pas aisée, et la solution idéale ne nous paraît pas pouvoir être atteinte à court terme. Nous 
pensons que tous les efforts doivent principalement tendre à permettre de maîtriser rapidement un début 
accidentel d'incendie. Une possibilité de détection rapide, alliée à une résistance des matériaux à la flam¬ 
me, doiver.t, avec l'aide de moyens d'intervention et de protection rapide et efficaces, permettre de ga¬ 
gner du terrain sur les r.sques encourus. Pour notre part nous poursuivons, avec foi et opiniâtreté, la 
recherche de matériaux nouveaux et plus sûrs. Son succès nous permettra d'élever le niveau de la Régle¬ 
mentation, en d'autres termes d'améliorer encore et plus loin la sécurité. 
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SUMMARY 

A general approach for selecting polymers to Increase fire safety 1n aircraft Is described. It will 
be shown that polymer flammability and thermal protection capability are related to the molecular structure 
of the polymer and Its thermochemical properties. These criteria are used to develop advanced fire- 
resistant materials which can achieve Increased survivability In both post-crash and In-flight fires. The 
degree of fire hardening of materials depends greatly on the available heat load and fire threat present. 
It will be shown that Improvements In fire safety can be achieved by the use of oolymers possessing cer¬ 
tain basic thermochemical parameters such as high char yield. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Enhancement of human survivability and reduction of aircraft vulnerability to accidental or ballistl- 
cally Initiated aircraft fires are the objectives of aerospace fire research, and related studies for the 
development of fire-resistant materials, components, and structures. Losses of life and aircraft have 
resulted from recent disasters representative of the principal kinds of fires encountered 1n aircraft 
operations: the In-flight fire, the ramp fire, and the post-crash fire. Analysis of these events has 
called attention to the potential threat to survivability produced by the combined effects of heat of com¬ 
bustion, smoke, and toxic gases that can be generated by most of the polymeric materials so commonly used 
In all modern aircraft construction. However, to Improve aircraft fire safety replacement materials should 
be cost effective, comparably functional, and timely. For these reasons aircraft fire safety must be 
considered a complex systems problem that requires trade-offs between kinds of materials, design para¬ 
meters, reduction of Ignition sources, early fire detection, extinguishment, and fire Isolation. Only a 
partial solution can be obtained from use of fire hardened materials and structures; this paper emphasizes 
this particular aspect of aircraft fire safety. 

Although there are many laboratory test methods for evaluating the flammability of materials, they 
cannot, at present, be used to qualify materials for fire safety in a real fire environment, (ref. 1). 
The same assessment must also be made about the excellent basic studies on smoke and toxic gas production 
(ref. 2). There are no reliable analyses that relate material properties to survivability in aircraft 
fires. Only full-scale component testing gives meaningful answers to survivability assessments of specific 
systems. What Is needed for long-term improvement Is the definition of survivability criteria to guide the 
evolution of aircraft fire safety. 

The objective of this paper Is to present a methodology for assessing the effects of fire threats to 
aerospace vehicles by first considering an appropriate fire dynamics looic and to point out, with specific 
examples In the case of both military and domestic aircraft, reasonable opportunities to break the fire 
dynamics chain to Increase the probability of survival by the application of new materials and structures. 
Criteria for developing new materials and test methods for materials selection will also be presented. 

2. FIRE THREAT VERSUS FIRE HARDENING 

A general approach for specifying fire survivability is shown in Fig. 1 in which the fire threat level 
Is plotted as a function of the degree of fire hardening for aircraft structures. The size of the imposed 
Ignition source and flashover time have been plotted as a fire threat criteria and for a given system such 
as a contemporary Interior aircraft wall paneling. This fire threat is compared to the degree of fire 
hardening required In a full scale component test. 

Figures 2 and 3 Indicate the effect of ignition source size on flashover. The effect of a 1 kg and 
2 kg hydrocarbon ignition source on a prototype, wide-body jet aircraft lavatory fitted with state-of- 
the-art lavatory wall paneling Is shown. It can be seen that the larger ignition source produces cata¬ 
strophic flashover In 2.3 minutes, whereas the smaller ignition source produces a fully contained fire 
which was observed to burn Itself out in 10 minutes. It was observed that even the small ignition source 
caused the wall panel to produce considerable smoke and gas. In this study smoke and gas production was 
not considered in the fire hardening criteria. 

The limit of the degree of fire hardening for the structure Indicated in Figs. 2 and 3 can be desig¬ 
nated In Fig. 1 as an allowable fire threat level produced by an Ignition source between 1 kg and 2 kg. It 
Is also Indicated In Fig. 1 that by the application of the advanced materials technology that will be 
available by 1978 a four- to tenfold improvement can be achieved in the degree of fire hardening for this 
particular system. From this simplistic example It Is evident that the specification of survivability In 
terms of the Interaction of the thermal environment with the materials system, requires specific Information 
about the Interaction of anticipated fire threat levels with aircraft subsystems such as unattended modules, 
(lavatories, cargo bays, and galleys). Interiors of passenger compartments, fuselage structure, engine bays, 
and fueis. In order to establish an allowable threat level as shown 1n F1g. 1 It remains to obtain an 
agreement among aircraft manufacturers, airline operators, and regulatory agencies, through appropriate 
risk assessment studies. 

3. AIRCRAFT FIRE DYNAMICS LOGIC TREE 

A general fire dynamics logic tree 1s shown in Fig. 4 which may be used to identify opportunities to 
Improve aircraft fire safety. It Is shown that fire safety depends on two principal functions: namely, 
prevention of Ignition and management of the fire impact. Overall fire safety and survivability for both 
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military and civilian aircraft can be substantially Improved by prevention of Ignition. This Is the major 
factor In considering the survivability and vulnerability of close support combat military aircraft. Sur¬ 
vivability has been achieved In some Instances by Ignition suppression of the ballistic Incendiary threat 
and by protection of the fuel system with low cVnsIty foams and composites. 

In the case of military aircraft, management of the fire Impact after Ignition has occurred has 
received less attention. Analysis of most fire scenarios In all aircraft fire disasters Indicates that 
more than 95 percent of the fires could have been prevented by taking positive action to prevent Ignition. 
The remaining fraction of aircraft fire disasters might have been controlled by adequate management of the 
fire Impact. Since It Is practically Impossible to predict an accidental fire threat level accurately, 
both Ignition and fire management must be considered together In fire hardening of aircraft components In 
order to address both threat mechanisms. For example, ballistic foams prevent Ignition by controlling the 
energy heat source, and also control thermal energy transfer by virtue of their excellent insulation quali¬ 
ties. Cerfln foams can act through ablation mechanisms, by managing the fire, controlling the fire, and 
defending In place to manage the areas exposed. Low density foams, composites, unsupported films and coat¬ 
ings can be modified by Including components which produce volatile species under the fire-impact to sup¬ 
press fire and control combustion processes. 

Energy sources can be Isolated and energy trarsfer prevented by Inorganic Insulation, reradiation and 
dissipation by conduction. The total thermochemlral energy of potential energy sources can be managed by 
the judicious selection of materials that are essentially noncombustible in the fire environment: for 
example, silica, silicates, magnesium oxides, and high char yield organic polymers, such as the aromatic 
heterocycllcs, polylmldes, polyqulnoxallnes. Design modifications of components and special structural 
configurations to control ventilation, to limit convection, and reduce radiant energy transfer are also 
important considerations in managing the fire Impact. Although it Is technically possible to fire-harden 
the structural and functional materials which are an Integral part of the aircraft, at present there is 
little hope of eliminating the fuel contribution from sources in cargo bays and passenger carryon materials. 
The latter alone can amount to between 2500-5000 kg In a w1de-body jet with a fuel load contribution of 
4000-7000 Btu/kg. Unlike the aircraft fuel Itself, which with the exception of the engine fire (In-flight) 
and post-crash fire 1s well managed, the passenger carryon materials and frequently the aircraft cargo, are 
not controlled. For these reasons the probable fire threats must be anticipated accurately, and the system 
must be designed and tested with a clear understanding of the fire impact 1f the fire Is to be managed at all. 

In examining the logic tree, it Is clear that the first Une of defense agalnsv any fire threat Is fire 
suppression. This action generally Involves the concerted functions of detection and extinguishment. In 
the occupied areas of the aircraft It Is believed that the passengers and crew are the best detectors, and 
fire fighting procedures are adequate. But when the fire starts in Inaccessible areas, for example, 1n the 
plenum volume or unattended modules such as lavatories, cargo bays, and galleys, this human response to fire 
control is of little value (as was the case In the Varig Boeing 707 disaster). The same concern applies to 
the external fuel fed fire associated with the post-crash case where survival depends on external fire 
fighting and assistance In egress. For these reasons, it appears that the largest short-term payoff for 
enhancing aircraft fire survivability Is In the area of fire hardening of unattended, Inaccessible aircraft 
modules to cope with the In-flight and ramp fire, and fuselage fire hardening to provide protection against 
the Impact of the external fuel fire. The use of fire hardened, nonsmoking, nontoxic materials and struc¬ 
tures offers an effective fire management tool. 

Aerospace research and development have yielded a large number of high-strength low-density composites, 
fire-suppression and fire-resistant coatings, ablative foam Insulation, and char-forming transparent poly¬ 
mers, In the form of unsupported free films and glazings for both space vehicles and military applications. 
Most of these new polymers, materials and derivative components are now limited in commercial volume, and 
for this reason are relatively high In cost. They all provide extremely high efficiency as ablative thermal 
protection materials; that 1s, they resist burn-through and minimize back-face temperature rise under both 
aerodynamic heating and fire Impact. Unlike most nonmetal 11c contemporary aircraft materials, these newly 
developed polymer systems and component derivatives provide resistance to Ignition, limited flame spread to 
prevent flashover, maximum thermal protection to Isolate fires, prevent burn-through, and produce little or 
no toxic gas or smoke when exposed to a sustained Ignition source. These new polymers and their component 
derivatives may be Ideal candidates from a fire safety point of 'lew In the development of fire barriers to 
replace conventional aircraft materials and In providing new kinds of construction materials to prevent 
ignition and manage fire Impact. 

4. FIRE-RESISTANT MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY BASE FOR AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS 

The technology base provided by NASA-Ames to design, fabricate, test, and select new polymeric materials 
for enhancing aircraft safety has evolved from two basic requirements for manned space vehicles: (1) char¬ 
forming polymers for materials for entry technology, and (2) Ignition suppressing materials for protection 
of crew members from fires. Both of these technologies are unique In a thermochemical sense. The high-char 
yield polymers such as phenollcs, Imides and Imidazoles, have provided a basis for applying the concepts of 
thermal protection for reentering spacecraft to aircraft fire containment and isolation (ref. 3). Thermally 
stable fluoro polymers, such as teflon and vlnylidene fluoride derivatives, have provided materials especially 
suited to the prevention of Ignition In aircraft fire accidents (ref. 4). Both of these definite polymer 
classes of aerospace materials require considerable modification and assessment to be applied In a cost 
effective manner to Improve aircraft survivability. Both classes of materials are presently relatively expen¬ 
sive. A one-to-one replacement of contemporary materials with these advanced aerospace materials could 
result in a three- to tenfold Increase In cost. 

The char forming materials are generally cross-linked polycyllc aromatic polymers (ref. 5); this molecu¬ 
lar structural constraint places limitations on processing and limits application to relatively stiff, high 
modular structures. The fluoro substituted polymers are limited to Ignition suppression and may pose a 
serious toxic threat due to the toxicity of the pyrolytic gases produced from a sustained ignition source. 
This result Is generalized In Fig. 5. The flammability. Including Ignition resistance and flame spread are 
compared to the estimated toxic threat. It can be seen that the conventional use of effective fire suppres¬ 
sant additives and the fluoro substitution of polymers to achieve reduction In flammability may Increase 
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both too toxic «nd smoko threat; whereas the char-farming polymer can reduce f 1 amubl 11 ty and at the same 
time reduce toxicity and smoke production. There are opportunities to apply both of these new classes of 
advanced state-of-the-art materials to aerospace vehicles with appropriate systems constraints and safe¬ 
guards . 

5. HEAT REJECTION MECHANISMS OF CHAR-FORMING POLYMERS 

Figure 6 represents the principal heat rejection mechanisms characteristic of char-forming ablative 
polymers. These Involve the response of a low density foam or composite to an externally applied heating 
environment. The figure shows the extent of char formation produced by one dimensional heat transfer to 
the surface at a heating rate q, applied for a fixed length of time. When the heat Is applied convectlvely. 
It Is blocked In part by aerodynamic blowing In the boundary layer by diffusive coupling of the pyrolytic 
gases formed from the decomposition of the constituent polymers (which also produces residual char). The 
amount of char formed under steady state conditions Is bounded by a surface temperature, Ts, and a decom¬ 
position temperature of the char-forming polymer. Heat Is rejected at the surface by radiation, which for 
a black char wlcn ar. emmlsslvlty approaching unity. Is at a rate proportional to the fourth power of the 
temperature. 

In the fire environment where there Is a large radiative component of the heat load, the thermal 
reradiation from the hot char surface Is one of two principal modes of heat rejection. The other principal 
mode depends on low thermal conductivity of the virgin substrate to provide heat blockage In the mass and 
energy balance relationship of this process. Additional heat Is absorbed by the pyrolytic gases as the.' 
are heated from the decomposition temperature to the wall temperature as the gases pass through the cha1 
layer. It Is the objective of this ablative application of char forming material to maintain as low a lack- 
face temperature as possible for the largest pe «od of time under an Impacting heat load with a mlnlimim 
weight of ablative material per square foot of protective surface. For heat loads that are mainly radia¬ 
tive—those encountered In most fuel fire environments—It was found empirically that low-density organic 
foam Insulation with a density of 40-60 kg/m5, provided optimum fire thermal protection from fuel fires 
when the constituent polymer exhibited 30-50 percent char yield In ,in anaerobic environment as measured 
by thermogravimetry. 

6. THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ONE DIMENSIONAL CHAR-FORMING PYROLYSIS 

This correlation with thermal performance was further examined analytically as shown In Fig. 7. The 
net heat rate applied to the surface results, at steady state. In an equilibrium surface temperature Ts, 
and a constant vapor production rate qva* This vapor production rate results from the pyrolysis of the 
amount of polymer bounded by Ts and Tp, the pyrolytic temperature required to form a stable char from 
the virgin polymer. The amount of char formed, Yc, that Is, the polymer converted to stable char. Is pro¬ 
portional to the linear rate of char production Yc acting through time t, as given by: 

Yc :: o;t *c dt :: o^ kppl dt 0) 

«h1ch is also proportional to the applied heating rate acting for the same time, t, as given by: 

lt :, (2) 
^va 

In this linear mass and energy transfer process the linear rate of char productlçn Is evenly proportional 
to the rate of vapor production. It follows that the rate of vapor production qva Is evenly proportional 
to the amount of char produced In the Interval, t, as given by: 

(3) 

It has been found that the char yield, Yc, obtained from the anaerobic pyrolysis In a simple thermogravl- 
metrlc analysis of a char-forming polymer Is Identical with the carbonaceous debris layer obtained by the 
one dimensional pyrolysis In both the fire and other radiation environment. It has been shown (ref. 5), 
that In the absence of significant char removal from the surface by oxidation, spalling, or carbon sublimation 
processes do not occur In the fuel fire environment. This correlation Is true for all char-forming polymers 
and Is Independent of the heating rate over a range of three orders of magnitude In e radiation-only environ¬ 
ment. 

The char yield obtained anaerobically Is a definite reproducible thermochemical property which can be 
obtained simply by thermogravlmetrlc analysis carried out at modest heating rates to 800°C In pure nitrogen. 
A typical thermogram for an Isocyanurate foam plastic is shown In Fig. 8. It can be easily estimated at 
800°C and for the polymer amounts to about 45 percent. It can be seen tha* this polymer begins to decompose 
at approximately 200°C, and has essentially comp.eted Its decomposition oy the time a temperature of 700°C 
has been reached. 

In order to evaluate this char yield of char-forming ablative polymers as a correlation parameter for 
both flammability properties and their efficiency as thermal protection systems for fire containment, a 
number of different polymers were obtained In foam form with densities In the range of SO-GO xg/m3 and char 
yields In the range of 20-80 percent. These were evaluated by standard tests methods, by measuring Ignition, 
smoke obscuration and flame spread. The relative toxicity of the pyrolytic gases was assessed by usina an 
In situ enzyme preparation (ref. 6). The thermal efficiencies were determined In a T-3 burner (ref. 7). 
Costs were estimated as of 1973 and are based on published monomer costs processes. The results are plotted 
In Fig. 9. 

It can be seen that all the flammability properties decrease monotomcally, and almost linearly with 
Increasing char yield or with decreasing vapor production rate at the wall (Eq. 3). The thermal protection 
efficiency appears to go through a maximum 40-45 percent char yield. This may be explained by the contribu¬ 
tion of the enthalplc contribution of the transpiring gases which would be expected to decrease with a 
decreasing rate of vapor production at higher values of the char yield. Due to the difficulty In processing 
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and unavailability of monomers for systems *rtth high char yield values (>65 percent), the costs presently 
become very unfavorable. 

It can be seen from the results indicated In Fig. 9, that the best combination of properties and costs 
for selecting che.-fonalng polymers for the development of aircraft material systems lias In a range between 
40 and 60 percent. It should be noted that the use of the char yield Index as a selection criterion for 
materials also sets the limits on the values of the flawnablllty tests to be expected. These values have 
yet to be correlated with full-scale component test data, a final requirement for completing general 
materials selection criteria. It also should be pointed out that unlike the high temperature fluoro sub¬ 
stituted polymers, which have limited applications as thin coatings on fire sensitive substrates, the char¬ 
forming polymers exhibit both Ignition suppression and ha-denlno with regard to fire penetration and are 
Intended to be applied as primary structures rather than hin overlays for flammable substructures. 

7. PREDICTION OF THE CHAR YIELDS OF POLYMERS FROM MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 

Each macromolecule has a unique pyrolysis mechanism. For high-temperature stable, char-forming poly¬ 
mers, however. It Is possible to predict these characteristic thermochemical parameters stolchlometrically, 
from the polymers' known molecular structure, with sufficient exactness to be extremely useful In selecting 
polymers for development as fire-resistant materials. The thermochemical processes characteristic uf the 
anaerobic pyrolysis of a number of char-for,m.?n polyners Is shown In Fig. 10. It Is sufficient to point 
out that for the most part It Is the aromatic ri.:gs—which are either Inherently multiply bonded or become 
so during the early stages of the thermoanalysis process—which ultimately donate their carbon atoms to 
the final stable char. The dominant mechanistic features of these processes are the existence of very 
stable aromatic - carbon levels which are sufficiently stable to persist during the elimination of substit¬ 
uent hydrogen atoms, followed by ring coalescence, to yield, polycondensed ring systems with graphite-like 
structures. This general reaction mechanism makes It possible to correlate the primary thermochemical char 
yield with the molecular structures of polycyclic aromatic polymers as shown In Fig. 11. The experimentally 
determined anaerobic char yield Is plotted as a function of the calculated number of multiple bonded aro¬ 
matic ring equivalents Initially present In the polymer. It can be seen that this relationship 1s surpris¬ 
ingly linear over a wide range of useful polymer types. Consequently, In accordance to Figs. 9 and 10, It 
Is possible having a knowledge of molecular structure of polymers to predict the flammability and thermal 
protection properties of polymers. In general the epoxy resin systems and polyurethanes do not meet the 
flawMblllty selection criteria established above. The Isocyanurates at 40 percent or more char-yield give 
the best combination of fire Isolation properties and flainmablllty characteristics. Polymers like the 
phenolic, polybenzimidazoles and polyphenylene are extremely hard to the Impact of fuel fire ignition 
although they are less efficient as thermal ablators. 

8. APPLICATION OF POLYCYLIC AROMATIC POLYMERS AS BASIC MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT FIRE PROTECTION 

Applying the aforementioned selection criteria, a semirigid closed-cell polylsocyanurate foam at a 
density of 30-60 kg/m3 was selected for evaluation for fuselage protection In a large scale test using the 
airframe of a C-47 (ref. 3). This foam was applied Internally against the skin of the aircraft. The air¬ 
craft fuselage was divided Into two sections. One section was protected with the foam and the other section 
was of standard aircraft construction. The entire fuselage was subjected to a f1»e environment produced 
from 18,500 lit. of JP-4 fuel. Figure 12 depicts the result at the end of the test after approximately 13 
minutes showing the fuselage section protected by the Isocyanurate foam, charred but still Intact, while 
the unprotected section has melted and flowed out on the ground. Also Included In Fig. 12, is a plot of 
the cabin Interior temperatures for both the unprotected arid protected section. It can be seen that the 
Interior temperature for the unprotected section Is In the order of 250°C In less than 2 minutes and has 
gone off scale In 3 minutes The Interior cabin air temperature of the protected section shows little or 
no change for up to 6 minutes, with little smoke or gas evolved In the Interior. This protection may per¬ 
mit time to put the fire out. It can be seen that as the fire burns Itself out. the cabin Interior tempera- 
turt Is still at a survlvable level. Complete details and results of this test are given In reference 3. 

It can be concluded from these results that It Is possible to make a reasonable prediction of the per¬ 
formance of aircraft fire performance from laboratory test methods and extrapolate these to full-scale test 
conditions In the case of providing fuselage thermal protection from the action of a fuel tire In a simu¬ 
lated post-crash scenario. 

It Is evident from this test result that the materials selection criteria based on correlation of 
laboratory thermal protection efficiency data with predictable basic thermochemical parameters can be reason¬ 
ably extrapolated to full-scale tests. It remains to be demonstrated that similar agreement can be achieved 
In the case of flammability tests related to aircraft fire safety. 

9. APPLICATION OF HIGH CHAR-YIELD POLYMERS FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AIRCRAFT MODULES 

To determine the relationship between laboratory flammability tests—and the capacity of char-yield 
materials selection criteria for predicting the performance of aircraft Interior materials Including Igni¬ 
tion, flame spread, smoke, and toxic threats to full-scale components testing—the opportunity of Increas¬ 
ing the level of fire hardening of unattended aircraft modules such as lavatories, cargo bays, and galleys 
has been considered. In these cases two dominant failure modes, flashover and degree of fire containment 
or fire endurance, have been considered and wall panels have been selected for fire hardening. The con¬ 
struction details of these load-bearing, lightweight wall panel construction comprising state-of-the-art 
and advanced materials Is shown In Fig. 13. The state-of-the-art panels were evaluated against two fire 
threat levels as shown In Figs. 2 and 3. In these tests, It was established that flashover occurred with 
this wall paneling In 2.3 minutes and apparent burn through In about 5 minutes from a 2 kg hydrocarbon fuel 
source placed against the base of the wall panel. 

Each of the polymeric materials comprising the state-of-the-art coirooslte were evaluated by both con¬ 
ventional flame spread, limiting oxygen Index and smoke generation. With the exception of the phenolic 
Impregnated polymlde paper honeycomb, none of these polymeric components met the flammability criteria 
established for char-forming polymers with thermochemical char yields of more than 40 percent. The 



thenRochamlcal char yield of all of the polymer components, with the exception of the high char yield 
honeycomb, were found to be less than 25 percent. 

A group of advanced polymeric materials was selected to Increase the degree of fire hardening of thgjj- 
total composite panel on the basis of thermochemical parameters and the fire test criteria established 
above. All of the candidate replacements gave thermogravermetlc char yields In excess of 40 percent. The 
transparent polyvinyl fluoride film, which gave a char yield of 10 percent and a corresponding limiting 
oxygen Index of 20, was replaced by a phenophtaleln polycarbonate transparent free film (ref. 8) with a 
char yield of 40 percent and limiting oxygen Index of 38. The highly flamnable acrylate adhesive was 
replaced with a fire retardant chlorendlc anhydride epoxy adhesive. The low char yield laminated epoxy 
resin was replaced with a high char yield blsmalelmlde resin with a char yield of 50 percent and a limiting 
oxygen Index of 50. The honeycomb structure which met the flamnablllty criteria was further hardened to 
heat penetration by filling the honeycomb cells with a high char yield, low density (20 kg/m3) polyqulnoxa- 
llne foam formed from the In situ polymerization of p-nitroanlllne bisulfate (ref. 10). 

Table I indicates the properties of this new prototype aircraft Interior structural panel fabricated 
from advanced materials selected for evaluation by the the "mochemlcal criteria set forth In this naper. 
Panel properties are compared with the properties of contemporary panels found on most domestic transport 
aircraft. It Is shown that at equivalent density the fire containment or fire endurance capability of this 
panel has been Improved by a factor of five. This Improvement Is believed to be due to the thermal protec¬ 
tion efficiency of v!.: high char yield foam filling the honeycomb structure. It may also be seen 1n Table I 
that these panel modifications have resulted In a great reduction In the specific optical smoke density. 
Examination of the smoke density values for the constituent components of these composites clearly shows 
that the principal contributor to sa»>ke Is the epoxy resin laminating resin In the contemporary panel. This 
is predictable from the materials selection criteria set forth above. Replacing the epoxy with the high 
char yield blsmalelmlde resin effectively reduces the total smoke evolved to the low value of 16. It Is 
Interesting to note that with the two composites the specific optical density Is also an additive property 
of the Individual component values. 

Figure 14 compares the fire endurance or containment capability of the advanced aircraft interior panel 
6 uhlch Is compared with the state-of-the-art panel A under the conditions of the T-3 test (ref. 7). In 
this figure, the backface temperature rise Is plotted as a function of the time In minutes under the Impact 
of front face heat flux of 11 x 101' W/m2 which Is a reasonable simulation of a full-scale fuel fire. It can 
be seen that the backface temperature of the conventional composite reaches an arbitrarily chosen survival 
temperature of 200°C In 2 minutes whereas It takes as long as 9 minutes to reach a comparable backface 
temperature with the advanced material B. By extrapolating the results obtained from the T-3 test facility 
to a full-scale fuselage burn-through test It Is to be expected that similar fire containment capability 
can be expected In full-scale component testing of Interior panels fabricated from these high char yield 
polymer systems. 

The assessment of the full-scale component flaimablllty. Including time to flashover, toxic threat 
assessment, and ignition characteristics from high energy Ignition source, must wait full-scale component 
testing of these new panels In aircraft structura' configuration. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that It Is possible to predict the values of laboratory flamnablllty tests and the 
thermal protection capability of char-forming polymeric materials from basic thermochamlcal parameters. 
Two examples—fuselage hardening and fire hardening of Interior aircraft modules—have been presented In 
which materials selection and design employed these materials selection criteria. In the case of fire Iso¬ 
lation and containment these examples demonstrate the effectiveness of this methodology In Improving fire 
safety In aircraft fires. Further full-scale component testing Is required to apply this methodology to 
flashover and toxic threat predictions based on laboratory test methods now available. 
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Ttble I. Comparison of Thermophyslral properties 
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Fig. 4 Fire dynamics logic tree. Fig. 5 Contrasting methods of reducing 
flammability of nonmetal11c materials. 
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Fig. 10 Thermal degradation of high temperature 
polymers. 
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COMPOSITE TYPES 

A PVF. EPOXY GLASS, POLYAMIDE HONEYCOMB, EPOXY GLASS. 96 k#/m3 

B BISMALEIMIDE GLASS, POLYAMIDE HONEYCOMB FILLED WITH 

POLYOUINOXALINE FOAM. BISMALEIMIDE GLASS. 96 k«Mi3 

Fig. 14 Comparison of fire containment capability 
of aircraft Interior panels. 

Note: A Consolidated Discussion was held for Papers 9, 11. It is documented at the end of Paper II. 



CRITICAL EVALUATION OF TODAYS FIREPROOF TESTING OF 
AEROSPACE MATERIALS 

by 

L.M.Godfried 
Jr Engineer Materials and Processes Group 

Fokker-VFW B.V. 
Schiphol-East 

The Netherlands 

SUMMARY 

In the past years an international standardization effort became active to find an 
agreement on rules giving the answer to the question: “To which requirements the aero¬ 
space industry shall comply with respect to Fire Safety inside an aerospace vehicle?” 
Many aerospace industrial countries contributed with proposals and test results from their 
industries and governments to answer this question in an absolute way. The laws, 
specifications and rules issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) of the USA 
were taken as a basis for further discussions, and finally after various modifications the 
present FAR 25-853, 25-855 and 25-1191 with Appendix F were internationally accepted. 
After 4 years of practical experience with the application of these chapters of the FAR, 
a critical evaluation will be presented. The usefulness of the requirements and methods 
of tests for the judgement of materials or materials combinations in applications, will be 
specifically discussed here. ?t will be shown that the application, test requirements, and 
test methods criteria for mate'ials, sometimes provide questionnable fire safety. 

PREFACE 

This contribution of the conference is not intended to upset anyone or to set a fire under the existing well 
intentioned safety rules. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Based on test results evaluated in various industrial and governmental laboratories, many aerospace countries 
proposed test methods to determine flammability properties of materials. Many of these tests had to serve for 
demonstrating fire safety of materials. The outcome should be decisive upon use in an aircraft compartment. 
Proposed new laws, specifications and rules based on these new methods of tests were issued by the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) of the USA for discussion and study. Finally after various modification the present FAR 
25-853, 25-855 and 25-1191 with Appendix F were internationally accepted. AH methods of tests and their criteria 
will be presented and briefly explained in the following. Combining these test methods with the FAR requirements 
for the judgement of application of materials or material combination in an aircraft cabin, will be specifically 
discussed. 

2. METHODS OF TESTS 

There are four different test methods covered by the FAR. These methods will be shown schematically, to 
indicate their significance and particulars. 

2.1 Fire Proof Test 

This test has to be carried out, if structural integrity with no flame penetration has to be demonstrated. The 
surface dimensions of the test specimen must be 250 x 250 mm regardless of the thickness, if a sheet type construc¬ 
tion is to be considered. The flame temperature should be I095°C nominal, having a contact area of 125 x 125 mm 
to the surface of the test specimen, and applied during 15 minutes. The total number of test specimens is just 1. 
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M.K mm 

fOfWrmx no. 2SO mm 

nj^T TtMT 1095 * 2S C 

m MinWCTS TK FL«»^ 1». 12*- mm 
TML « MM 

NO Penetration on the 
BACKS«* OF TME SPECIMEN 
DURMO APPICATION Of 
TME TEST FLAME 

2.2 Fire Resistance Test 

Figure 1 

This is the well known “45 inclined test”, which has to be applied, if there is no penetration, maximum after 
burning time and glowing time have to be demonstrated. This method if only applicable to sheet type specimens 
having a surface area of 200 x 200 mm re«ardless of the thickness. The flame temperature should be 843°C 
minimum and applied during 30 seconds to the geometrical center of the specimen. The total number of test 
specimens is 3. 

fOWTY-FIVE DEGREE TEST 
FAR » MS .apptn«.< F 

SPKXH CaWQUBATION 200 . 200 mm 

Î5AM; J 
■UWWi BUNSEN BURNER MiTH AM 

BAAM «NR . .JJ C 

>fWm gfFUUf 39.1 mm 
«OTON THE 30 SEC. 

: NO PENETRATION 

FLAME TIME: MA* » SEC AFTER IGNITION 

Ol OWING : MAX 10 SEC AFTER FLAME TIM E 

Figure 2 

2.3 Vertical Test 

A test specimen suspended vertically over a test flame shall not continue burning or char over either a distance 
of 200 mm after having been ignited during 12 seconds, or a distance of 150 mm after having been ignited during 
60 seconds. When which is required depends on the place of usage in the cabin of the aircraft. This method is 
intended to be carried out on sheet type specimens with a surface area of 115 x 315 mm, regardless of the thickness. 
In some cases a maximum thickness is specified such as for foam materials. The flame temperature should be again 
843°C minimum. 

The total number of test specimens is set for 3 in both cas^s of ignition time. The code for reference to this 
method is VI2 or V60. 

SPECIMEN CONFIGURATION 115.315 mm 

BUNSEN BURNER A'Tm AIR 

funtrEMP «‘3 ‘c 
REICHT OF FLAME 311 mm 

ICMTION TIME M SEC or 12 SEC 

PEQmBEMENTS 
AVERAGE CHARLENGTH « IS2/mm!V60l 

«»VmmlV’2! 
FUME TIME 15 SEC (1.0101)(1 

FLAME TIME OF DRIPPINGS 3 SEC IVSOI 
5 SEC IV'31 

Figve 3 
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2.4 Horizontri Test

A test spedmen su^ i Jed horizontslly with one of its Aortest rides ozer a test flame shall not burn faster 
than 63 mm pei minute or 100 mm per minute after having been ignited during IS seconds. Again, when which 
requirement siiall be fulfilled depends on the place of usage in the cabin of the aircraft. The dimensions, (lame 
temperature, number of test specimens, etc. are exactly equal to those required for the earlier Aown Vertical test. 
The reference code for the Horizontal test is HI attd H2.

sjaan- kmsen soaca wim 
aatw TiMP : ttrc 
Mff ornjtf* M. m 
asToitsw: n sec

aauwpwTs Mtxta "I’t 
"»«prp»s 

ly « S3 imPCRMN

Figure 4

3. CRITiam

What do the existing rules imply strictly? Do they have fire prevention in view, or do they prevent the use of 
materials which will not deteriorate nor contribute to an existing fire, or when there is by any reason a fire do they 
prevent a safe passage, o; any reasonable survival for the occupants. As an alternative the rules may indude all these 
suggested implications, which is hardly believable. On the contrary it is believed that these rules are specified 
ignoring, however, the essence of the theme. Just one example wfll Qlustrate the seriousness of the utterance:

Panels, whether they are applied as doors, partitions, ridewalls, hat rack furnishings, etc. all around edged 
with a metal section, shall meet the vertical flame test requirement. Does this represent what could happen 
in pradice; it is believed not to be so. A “45 inclination test" and/or a mcxlification of Fire Proof Test 
should be more appropriate.

Now leaving this possibly headache causing subjed and turning to the methods of test themselves.

I



fMar to Twtoig
fjiinltot from Appendix F **..........until moMure equIMum if reedieJ or for 24 hour*. Only one fpedmen

el e time may be removed from the conditionln» environment immediately before wbjectint to the name”, unquote. 
There arc at leaal two impoeeiblittee requirad to be fulfilled:

Materialf who never will reach moleturc equflibrium in an acceptable time-cpan can not be teeted m fiven 
in the daute. but when only conditioned for 24 hours as an alternative, differences in test results are to 
be faced between various batches of these materials.

When routine testinq has to be carried out, on various materials and materiab batches following the 24 
hours conditioning clause, quite often it wilt happen that the last set of test specimens to be tested will 
differ in conditionint time from the first set of test specimens by more than 6 hours.

The requirements gfven in Appendix F of FAR 25 concerning conditioning, are in various cases impossible to 
folow or hardly to be executed, without making mistakes. It is strongly recommended to changs the existing 
requiremcnis into those which are indeed feasRrIe.

Fig.6 Conditioning tune for various materials to 
reach moisture equilibrium.

IMcknam

The conditions given in Appendix F of FAR 25 to carry out tests to show any compliance specifies the following 
“The specimen thickness must be no thicker than the minimum thickness to be qualified for use in the airplane”, 
uisquote. Two examples will show relativity and danger of this requirement.

A sandwich panel of 3,25 mm thickness made from non-metaOic (so-called Nomex) core faced with ^aas 
fabric phenolic resin impregnated, the com filed with a light weight filler, peases all required tests. Since 
in practice no thinner honeycomb core than 3 mm is used, this configuration d)ouM be considered to be 
the minimum thickness which wifl be applied in the airpiane: given by the nilcs any other thickness more 
than 3 mm has been qualified as wel. lut the same material configuration tested with a total height of 
10 mm. the previous quoted rules are pul in the wrong.
A 0.5 mm thick solid sheet material consisting of 85 percent by weight of cross pNed unidirectional glass 
fibre/epoxy resin fulHs the 12 second and (iO second vertical test as well as both horizontal requirements. 
But the same material tested in a thickness of 1.5 mm does not fulfli any of these tests; again the rule is 
put in the wrong.

w

Fig.7 and 8 Panel on the left side is 3,25 mm, the other panel is 10 mm thick in cromeection. Both tested



?K.
Fi^9 and 10. Epoxy resin unidirectional glass fibre reinforced upto 85 p.b.w. of fibre. Left specimen 

0,5 mm and right specimen is 1,5 mm thicii in crosMection. Both tested against the vertical test 
requirement V60. The right side panel did not fulfill the requirements.

3.3 Race of ipiitkm

A ^ss fibre reinforced plastic ^eet of 3 mm thickness completely edged vkith an aluminium strip, to be used 
as an overhead surfacing panel, must be tested in its actual cross section. It bums unacceptably in any case, i.e. 
vertically, horizontally as well cs under 45 inclined method. After having been treated with a special coating on 
one side only to save wei^t, the panel fulfils with its protected side completely the 45 inclined test and the Fire 
Proof Test during 15 minutes. The product, however, may not be used since it bums on the backside, when 
vertically tested; which is absolutely impossible to occur in practice.

Fig.l 1 and 12 Vertical VI2 test performed on both specimens. The left specimen without a Fire Proof 
Coating. The right specimen with the front side only coated with a Fire Proof Coating.

15 sec after ignition time. 14 minutes and 45 seconds

Fig.l3 aivi 14 The same one-side-Fire-Proof-Coated test specimen as presented in Figures 11 and 12 did pass 
the 45“ and Fire Proof requirements but may not be used although in practice the product is completel>

edged with an aluminium strip.



3.4 FkoK Tenqnntnre and Tfane of IgnMon
The teat methodi as flven in the Appendix F of FAR 25 specify various i*nition temperatures ranging from 

843*C up to and including 1095"C. Also a wide variety of ignition times are specified in the various concerning 
paragraphs of the FAR. These ignition times are 12 and 60 seconds (vertical tests), 15 seconds (horizontal tesU), 
30 seconds (45 and 60 degree teste) and finally 15 minutes (Fire Proof Test).

Various teste carried out on different ignition sources diow no relation with the specified test temperature to 
be appUed. Moreover, the ptateav temperature of approximately 850°C is reached after 60 seconds, u^ the 
standard required ignition source, as sp^fied in the FAR Appendix F. Taking into account the spedfira ignition 
rimes of 12 and 15 seconds just 87% is reached of the average spedfied ignition temperature on the end of the 
trmtinf time and 95% of the temperature is reached at the end of 30 seconds ignition time period.

It is believed that more redistic evidence on material behaviour against fire will be obtained, if either the 
ignition times wHI be significantly extended at the specified testing temperature(s), or the heat-up time of the 
ignition source should be significantly increased.

Fig. 15 Averaged flame temperature reaching its
plateau, for various types of ignition sources

3.5 Fire Effect in Combinatiun of Materials
A combination of materials, which could not be foreseen and of which each fulfils the requirements of the 

particular FAR paragraphs, could tead to serious consequences.

An AciyUc dieet material of a thickness of 3 mm satisfies the requirement of having an avertje burning rate 
not p^tci than 2.5 inch per minute. This Acrylic sheet material is only intended to be used for givuij information 
and/or instructions in the form of signs.

Polycarbonate sheet of 2 mm thidcness to be used for makii.'g thermoformed parte satisfies the Vertical test 
requirement (VI2), including an after flame time of 15 seconds and being non-dripping.

Selecting the previously discussed polycarbonate sheet for producing a relatively large cover by the thermo- 
forming methods, and attached a warning sign made of ttie earlier discussed acrylic riieet on the stride wrface 
near one of the rims vMile for crew and passengers. The vertical test with an ignition time of 12 **«*“* "^ 
arith both materials together, in whidi the large sheet in the test set up is polycarbonate, and the very small «np 
is acrylic. Ignited for 12 seconds the combination continues burning until dripping starts. These drops remain 
burning. This accidental material combination and its intended application could contribute significantly to the 
propagation of a fire.



V

F«.I6 and 17 A vertical Teat VI2 performd on a uowtlUtoB of oMlarWa. F.C. 2 m« aad PMIIA 3 mm 
croaoacctional ihickiMaa. The coiMMtloa doaa not pua tke teat.

4. CONCLUSION

The malor faihiiea of al requirementa and leili if that they teat one act of conditiona in a particular aample 
Nae at one temperature in only one orientation with no other ohiecta nearby. But all facton are important. To be 
able to predict real fbe aafety ia a very coi -plea probleffl rcquirlnp an expenaive teaearch effort.
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DISCUSSION - PATERS 9, 10 A 11 

Mr Bonáni: Mr Parker has shown the trend for new polymeric materials in the manufacture of aircraft cabin 
interiors. Regard inf the use of flexible polyurethane foam in seat cushions, have you any comments? 

Mr Parker: This is a key point; I showed you today that the cross-linked aromatic ringed systems provide inherent 
fire stability, limited ignition characteristics, limited smoke and toxicity. They offer a means of controlling the 
fire properties by planning to have a certain array of aromatic rings, but when you do this you lose flexibility. In 
the area of flexible materials in general, you have two options. One is inorganic materials, second is the completely 
chlorinated materials which are much too expensive to use as seat materials, and the inorganic materials are just 
becoming available. In the US we are applying the idea of halogen substitution to reduce flammability, and the 
neoprenes are coming into their own. In my opinion they do not do much for you in the way of smoke and toxi¬ 
cology and total fliel load; they are, however, very good in the early stages of ignition such as one half pound of 
paper on a seat. But for larger quantities of fuel, say 3 lbs of paper, you deplete the hydrogen chloride and have 
massive onset of Ignition and then combustion. 

Beyond 'hese materials we have the ha;dened neoprenes, polyester cyanurates, and perfluororoethers, beyond 
that comes the question of construction, using the fibrous materials which are nontoxic and nonflammable such as 
the polycarbonates, FBI, etc. 

Mr Sartos: During your presentation you stated that if all the Tediar used in a wide-bodied jet was consumed by 
fin:, the concentration of HF would exceed the lethal level by a factor of 10,000. Since the LDW (5 min ex¬ 
posure) of HF is approximately 10,000 ppm, this would indicate that the HF concentration is 10s ppm or 100 
times the original vo'ume of cabin air. Would you please explain this apparent gross impossibility? 

Mr Parker: The figure was greatly simplified; Tediar decomposes to give 18% by weight of hydrogen fluoride, but 
one also gets alhiofluoride, vinyl fluoride, tolyofluoride of much higher toxicity. Also I based that number on the 
8 hour TLV (threshold level) data. 

Mr Taylor: All speakers have teferenced one or two relevant accidents but there have trcr. something like SO to 100 
relevant accidents over the last ten to fifteen years. What attempt has been made to correrte the evidence from all 
these others? 

Mr Parker: This also must be on a cost-effective basis. Analyzing the economic impact of accidents and safety 
systems. In other words, is the money better spent in materials, or improved landing systems, or operating systems. 

Mr Rochester . 

(1) Apart from cost of materials, cost of introduction into production due to involved manufacturing pro¬ 
cedures has to be considered. What comment has the author on the ease of manufacture of these items? 

(2) Apart from flammability studies, what work has been carried out to determine their suitability for re¬ 
quired use. In particular, life of materials in use and environmental resis -nee. 

(3) Request the author's comment on fuselage inspection problems when using sprayed on foams for flame 
penetration protection. 

Mr Parker: 

(1) lam offering three new non-avaikble polymers for production. NASA has used a technique of licensing for 
production, royalty free, with input of capital risk dollars by the US government, and with market development on- 
the part of the company. For instance AVCO’s development of both coatinp and lightweight foams for fuel tank 
ballistic incendiary protection. This process took about S years and an input of about I million dollars from NASA 
from hard fu'.lscale simulation to field use. There is some information on this and cost factors in my paper. 

(2) Regarding environmental stability, weather, UV, etc. we go through sUndard tests and government speci¬ 
fications. However, it is criticei with these sophisticated combinations of materials that you be very precise in 
manufacturing specifications; mall changes in production techniques, process specifications and composition can 
have serioi s effects on the chara ^eristics. 
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(3) We haw had thia problem in the military, in the A-4 we have used a technique of long term exposure and 
then peeling the foam off. More important, in the A-IO we are using a technique of installing fully packed sections 
which can easily be removed, and therefore provide reasonable access. That is a production item now. A new 
technique now used is a spray molding technique which can be used for the most complex shapes. 

Mr Fulls: What are your views on providing oxygen to the passengers during fires since you have toxic gases. 

Mv Parker: I would be very hesitant to drop the oxygen for several reasons. First, these are demand systems you 
would get the toxic gases with the oxypen. The oxygen, of course, could contribute to the fire problem. Another 
important consideration is that the oxygen is provided by potassium chlorate candles in the back scats of the aircraft. 
Thermophysical failures of cans for these candles could be very serious. Gas masks would be a better solution if a 
cheap and effective one such as that under development by the Army could be used. 

Mr Sarkoa: One would certainly have to distinguish between in-flight fires and post-crash fires with regard to the 
design requirements of a ps mask system. It may be acceptable tJ utilize stored oxypn in the in-flight situation, 
but in a post-crash situation something portable, to allow freedom for safe evacuation, is what is needed. Use of 
any such aids must take into consideration the variable capability of a wide spectrum of passengers to cope with the 
emergency. Results have shown that most of the survivors in any aircraft accident are the young and alert male 
adults. A disproportionate number of fatalities occur among the children and older passengers. These people are 
incapable of positive action under the frightening situation of a crash or in-cabin fire, which has some impact on the 
complete usefulness of mask techniques. 

Mr Hughes: From a cost-effectiveness point of view, is it better to install an onboard fire suppression system, such 
as one using high pressure hakms or to install fire resistant materials or perhaps a combination of both. If we use 
both, what is the effect of halón combined with the toxic products of combustion that are normally found in the 

cabin environment. 

Mr taker: My personal view is, if you pt a fire onboard, get it out; the first line of defense is detection, and that 
is dependent on the people where action can be taken. The real concern is in the unoccupied areas, lavatories, cargo 
holds etc., where a detection system should be combined with a suppression system. Fire hardening in these areas 
is an additive property. There is a program underway to assess the best intermix of expenditures from an economic 
viewpoint. Concerning halons, they are an intoxicant; in small concentrations it can make you drunk, in higher 
concentrations; it induces ventricular fibrillation; if it comes into contact with an ignition source, it will decompose 
to provide hydrogen bromide, hydrogen fluoride, carbonyl fluoride, etc., and provide a very toxic situation. So the 
idea is to use as little halón as possible and to use it as efficiently as possible, and to pt a very good intellipnce 
system to couple the dispensing system with the detector. 

Mr Saikos: The FAA has an RFP out which is a feasibility and tradeoff analysis on active extinguishing systems 
versus fire retardant materials, which should shed some light on Mr.Hughes' question. Regarding the toxidty of 
Halón 1301, a National Academy of Sciences symposium several years a,» came to the conclusion that Halón 1301 
can be toxic under the worst conceivable conditions; however there are 5 to 6,000 Halón 1301 installations in the 
US and there have been over thirty instances where a system was successfully used to extinguish a fire in areas 
occupied by personnel with no resulting known harmful effects on these people. There are also many people who 
work at Dupont with hundreds of hours o. cumulative exposure without any known adverse effects on their health. 

Mr taker: The halons are considered effective in putting out fires, but from an effic;enc; point of view many 
solids such as potassium bicarbonate, and potassium sodium cryolite may be much more el ective by up to two 
orders of magnitude; the problem, of course, is in the dispensing system, which is being wc ked on, and there is no 

toxicity problem with these apnts. 

Mr Madgwkk: A study of in-flight incidents of fir*, and smoke in passenger cabins has revealed there has been an 
overwhelming number of incidents of smoke as distinct from fire. Not surprisingly, these were mostly caused by 
failure or overheat of electrical components, particularly wire-wound components, such as transformers. Bearing in 
mind the involvement of electrical insulating materials and potting compounds, is there any program of research 

being directed particularly at this aspect of aircraft and passenger safety? 

Mr take*: While the FAA and NASA play a large role in fire safety technology, we also have extremely competent 
aircraft companies who are doing much on their own. They are doing everything they can to reduce ignition sources; 
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every company has programs for reducing such hazards by controlling overloads, fuzing etc. We are also working 
in the area of high temperatures to 200°C which is a tough goal 1 admit. If we can do so, we will eláninate any 
smoke and toxic hazards from electrical equipment failures, using bismalyamide polymers. Hardening cf electrical 
systems is being left to the manufacturers. 

Mr Macdonald: In your laboratory tests, you quoted a requirement of two pounds of fuel to give a fire. Would 
this hold true for a larger compartment such as the fuselage as a whole. 

Mr rather: The scaling question is a very difficult one. I believe this type of testir« must be empirical. Our 
programs are bated on fulfscale work. We have a fulhscsic DC-10 Cargo Bay at Sacramento for some of our testing; 
currently there is no confidence in scaling. It is a very difficult modelling problem in general. We had to give up 
using trash bags which all burned differently and go to calibrated burners. 

Mr Bonini: I agree with your conclusion; present F.A.R test methods cannot completely predict fire behaviour of 
materials in an aircraft cabin. Do you think a calorimetric test for heat development and limiting OX in lex for ease 
of ignition should be also taken into account for passing materials? 

Mr Godfried: The answer to the question whether a material or a material combination burns 01 rot, cannot be 
found by simply increasing the number and type of tests, but by establishing significances of burning. 

To obtain information on the behaviour of burning of materials and material combinations, the following three 
subjects should be recognised; 

(1) Ignition temperature for just getting the material ignited. 

(2) Flaming properties. 

(3) Flame propagation with and without external ignition sources 

So far the F.A.R. only dealt partly with item 3. The limiting oxygen index could serve for obtaining flaming 
properties (2) and many tests are developed and in existence for determining the ignition temperature (I). 
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MESURE DES Fl MEES ET ANALYSE DES GAZ TOXIQUES PROVOQUES PAR 
LA C.OMRUSTION DES MATERIAUX D'AMENAGEMENT DE CABINE D'AVION 

par 
J. AimNET 

tngfnieur Principal des Eludes et Techniques d'Armement 
Chef du Service Matériaux au C.E.A. TOI’LOUSE 

Melle FA Ë A ND 
Attachée aux Services Techniques de l’Armée 

Chef du iMboraloire de Chimie et d’inflammabilité au C.E.A. TOULOUSE 
2.1. Avenue Henri Guillaume! 
:u<m TOULOUSE CEDEX 

RESUME : 

1.4*» ini idriit' ilramatKjtir> provoqué» par le» inrrndi«*» dr rabinr dan» I«*» avion» ont amené les Industriel» et le» Se- 
vire» Officiels à s'intéresser au problème d'inflammabilité «tans le» avions et de façon plu» précise à la propagation de la 
llanv e, à l'émission d«* fumée et à ta toxicité des gaz dégagés par le» matériaux d’aménagement de «-abine. 

Depuis environ ft an» le Centre d'lissais Aéronautique de Toulouse, en relation étroite av«*r le» Service» Officiel» a en¬ 
trepris un vaste programme d’étuile de ta tenue au feu de ce» matériaux. Le» e»sai» et étude» réalisé» portent sur le» trois 
points, inflammabilité proprement dite, émission de fumée et émission de gaz toxiques. 

Après un rappel rapide »ur les moyen» d'essai» utilisésau C.ILA.T. pour la mesure de» caractéristique» d'opacité, et I a- 
nalvse des gaz. il sera fait mention de certain» résultat» obtenus à ce jour sur une série de matériaux élémentaires représenta¬ 
tifs de* grande» famille» utilisés dan» le» aménagement» de cabine. Opendant ce» résultat» portent sur de* échantillons de di¬ 
mensions restreintes, aussi pour avoir une idée plus précise du phénomène, le (1E.A.T. a entrepris en relation avec les Ser¬ 
vices Officiel» un programme d'essai en caisson représentatif d’un tronçon réduit de fuselage permettant ainsi de suivre en 
semi-grandeur et d’une manière analytique le* diverse» manifestations îles matériaux vis 4 vis du feu. en respectant les propor¬ 
tions d'utilisation de ces matériaux a bord de» avions. Dans ta première phase ces matériaux sont essayés isolément dans des 
position» et de* condition* d'environnement rencontrées dan* ta réalité. Les moyen» mis en oeuvre pour mener à bien ce pro¬ 
gramme seront exposés dan* ta deuxième partie de notre exposé. 

I - PREMIERE PARTIE : RESULTATS D’ESSAIS DE FUMEE ET ANALYSE DE GAZ TOXIQUES SUR MA¬ 
TERIAUX ELEMENTAIRES : 

1.1 - Introduction : 

Quand les matériaux organiques brûlent. ils tendent 4 donner un dégagement de COj4 partir du carbone contenu dans 
les molécules, de H*0 (4 partir de l'hydrogène) de Nj. NO, N02(4 partir de l'azote) HX (4 partir des halogènes) et S0](4 partir 
du »outre). Pour que ces réactions s»* produisent, il faut que l’oxygène ou l’air soient en excès et ta température suffisamment 
élevée. Si l'un de ces deux facteurs est déficient, il se produit une réaction incomplète de pyrolyse partielle et l’on assiste 4 ta 
formation de produits intermédiaires dus 4 ta rupture des chaînes polymères, produits qui sont très toxiques. Ainsi s'il n’y a 
pa» assez d'oxygène dan» l’environnement immédiat du feu pour oxyder complètement le carbone, il se forme alors de ta fu¬ 
mée et de l'oxyde de carbone. 

Le« deux problèmes fumées et toxicité sont très liés, il n’y a pas de fumée sans dégagement toxique. 

Dans c? bref exposé nous n’aborderons pas les problèmes liés aux essais d'inflammabilité proprement dit car le sujet 
est trop vaste pour être traité en temps restreint, il ne sera question quede» résultat» d’essais «le fumée et d'analyse des gaz ob¬ 
tenus sur vingt cinq matériaux parmi les plus représentatifs de l'aménagement d’une cabine d'avion. 

1.2 - Equipements mis en oeuvre : 

Les mesures de densité de fumée relatée» dans cette première partie ont été effectuées 4 l'aide d'une chambre 4 fumée 
N BS, AMINGO, très répandue aux USA et dont une dizaine d'exemplaires existe en Europe 

- Principe de ta chambre 4 fumée NBS : (photo N° I) 

L’équipement susceptible d’étre adopté par le« Services Officiels est basé sur le principe de mesure de transmission 
d'un rayon lumineux traversant directement ta couche de fumée émise par l’échantillon qui brûle en position verticale, de¬ 
vant une source de chaleur rayonnante de 2,5 W/cm1. Les échantillons sont soumis 4 «leux types d'exposition au four électri¬ 
que (S.F) et l'exposition au four électrique en présence de flamme fournie par une source mulliftamme 4 6 orifices (AF.). 

Les valeurs enregistrées sont exprimées en % de transmission lumineuaeT qui eal liée 4 ta densité optique D par ta rela¬ 
tion : 

D = log ifiO 
T 
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MATERIAUX 
CO 
pp"» 

HCl 
ppm 

HCN 
MH" 490». 0 4cm. 

dm SOI ¡3E1 
mamiBjpw 

POtYMCTH*aprUTÏ 
da METHYLE é,3ni< 

SF 

AF 

400 

300 

THERA 

0 

O 

^CWFCDf 

U 

2 

MABLE 

O 

200 

STRAP 

O 

0 

ISPARE 

*5 

IM 

NTS 

204 

138 

21 

59 

215g. 

PO.VCAMONATE 
SF 

AF 

too 

800 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

2.5 

0 

17 

0 

121 

/ 

244 / 

13,5 g. 

COMPOSITE 
AK ♦ PVC 

SF 

AF 

ôOO 

3*00 

THERM 

> too 

150 

O FOR! 

30 

75 

MABLE. 

10 

25 

S OPA 

N 

242 

QUES 

234 

621 

581 

887 

353 

2631 

19«. 

KXmCLYNENi 

OXYOC 
SF 

AF tooo troca» 2 >12 

0 

63 

2 

383 

/ 

484 

/ 

1.3.2 • Thermoformablrs opaques : (tableau N° 2) : Tableau Vo 2 

Les avions traditionnels utilisent en grande quantité les composites ABS-PVOqui sont faciles à mettre eiu euvre-l ont 
de bonnes qualité, d'auloextinguibilitf. la* dfga^emenl de fumée, moins intense dans l’essai sans flamme, est rapide et abon¬ 
dant dans l'essai avec flamme qui est plus agressif et entraîne la formation de produits toxiques en quantité importante. 

la formation d'acide cvanhvdrique HCN. due à la présence d'azote dans la struct un- moléculaire, n est pas 
négligeable : 75 ppm chiffre élevé si on songe que le M.A.t.. ( maximum admissible concentration polir Ufc journée de 

8 heures ) est de 10 ppm. 

L'effort doit porter sur le remplacement de ces matériaux trop toxiques. On pense aux polycarbonates ofMqur*et au po- 
Ivphénvléne oxvde polystyrène moins dangereux, sans fumée lorsqu'il n"y a pas de flamme. 

MAiERIa.UX 
CO 
ppm 

HCl 
ppM 

HCN 
ppm J^02 ? 

à A roo 
Din SOI 

STPATIflE 

PHENOLIQUE 

SP 

AP 

no 

200 

O 

O 

O 

O 

STRATI 

O 

o 

«S 

0 

o 

0 

0 

O 

O 

0 

0 

75*. 

STRATH* 

EPOXY 

SP 

AP 

too 

TOO 

1.7 

8 

7 

20 

1.5 

40 

32 

425 

16) 

y 

233 

426 

113 

22335 
9.5*. 

STRATI HE 

POLYIMIDE 

SP 

AP 

WO 

500 

0 

0 

1 

30 

4 

50 

O 

7.5 

i 

233 

14.5 

46 

OOI 

097 
105*. 

STRATVK 

a.a&^MpL 

SP 

AP 

>300 

250 

o 

o 

2 

O 

O 

4 

0 

165 

20 

353 

✓ 

405 / / 
POLYESTER 

PVC 

Ch òmicvoM 

SP 

AP 

K> 

50 

9 

9 

O 

O 

FN 

y 

y 

M 

1 

12.5 

2 

16.5 

K) 

22 / / 

1.3.3 ■ la— stratifiés (tableau V* 3> : Tableau .Vo .3 

Ils ont les qualités et les défauts des matières plastiques qui les composent. la fibre île verre n'introduit aucun facteur 

île toxicité et de fumée. 

la-s stratifiés phénoliques sont très intéressants de même que le- polyimides, un fieu plus toxiques mais remarquablcs 

par leur tenue 1 la chaleur (thermostables) 

Quant aux stratifiés époxydes, leur combustion donne lieu à un intense dégagement de fumée accompagné de dégage 
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HCl 
ppm 

HCN 
ppm dWs. 

o% 
b 4mn. 

Dm SOI 
[ran 

LAINE 100% 
SP 

AF 

120 

500 

0.5 

4 

24 

40 

T 

8 

33 

2
 
3
3

 

39.5 

109.5 

34.3 

113.5 

26.7 

102 

7A9. 

TISSU COTON 
SP 
AF 

40 
50 

tracas 
3 

trocí 
trocí 

tracas 
5 

34.5 
5.3 

52.3 
8 

82.6 
K) 

30 
0,0 

0.9g. 

TISSU NYLON 
POLYAMIDE 

SP 
AF 

K> 
120 

2 
1 

o 
1 

O 
K) 

O 
0.3 

O 

11.8 

0,3 
24,3 

0.0 
0,22 

0,379. 

TISSU 
POLYAMIDE 
IMIDE 

SP 
AF 

JOO 
1000 

15 

25 
2 
4 

K) 
>15 

1 
4.3 

3 
H.3 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 1.65 g. 

TOILE NYLON 
FNDUTTEdaPVC 

SP 
AF 

700 

IOOO 

>50 

•2 
15 
30 

6 

18 
MP 
428 

313 

✓ 
395 
533 

628 
5682 

4,5 g. 

SIMILI CUIR 
GRIS BLEU 

SP 
AF 

250 
500 

>20 
25 

1 
2 

0.5 
2 

122 
309 

271 
✓ 

307 
406 

386 
4029 

318 g. 

Tableau /Vo 4 
1.3.4 ■ Les (issus (voir tableau Nc 4) : 

Les tissus naturels et synthétiques sont également utilisés dans un avion. 

la laine donne d excellents résultats en fumée mais, du fait de sa structure organique azotée, elle donne naissance à 
de l'acide cyanhydrique et des vapc-irs nitreuses non négligeables. 

I.C colon est de loin le moins toxique et le moins fumigène, cependant sa tenue au feu n'esi pas extraordinaire tout 
comme le nylon encore plus sensible à la chaleur. 

I-*'' meilleurs résultats sont obtenus avec les polyamides-imides et les polyamides aromatiques non représentés sur le 
tableau qui allient à leur qualité de résistance i la chaleur, une faible émission de fumée et un dégagement de gaz relativement 
moins toxique qu’un tissu enduit de PCV ou les SOI dépassent 5 OCX). 

MATERIAUX 
CO 
ppm 

HCl 
ppm 

HCN 
ppm .¾.. 

Dj 
Ô4im. Dm SOI HE, 

MOQUETTE 

de LARME 

SP 

AP 

1500 

1500 

S 

20 

REV 
80 

75 

FTEME 
8 

150 S
 

i_
U

t
 

OL 
186 

373 

503 

661 

492 

767 

11g. 

TAPIS MOUSSE 
GRIS VERT 

SP 
AP 

1500 
1700 

>100 
153 

IO 
IO 

2 
20 

107 
6S3 

404 
y 

810 
676 

1682 
14600 

lOAg- 

CHLOROPRENE SP 

AP 

600 

IOOO 

>100 2 

2 

ELASTC 
1 

5 

JMERE, 
IO 

684 

V»
 

\
 
\

 

673 

897 

/ 

>«000 

17g. 

CWOWMERB 
ETWYIB'* 

SP 
AP 

1800 
1700 

>100 4 
3 

O 
7 

7 
258 

235 
522 

677 
528 >5000 16¿g. 

NITRILE 
SP 
AP 

50 
1500 

>30 >30 
>75 

1 

>20 
272 
670 

* 
632 

480 
632 >10000 14,6g. 

SILICONE 
SP 
AF 

500 

IOOO 
O 

0.5 
1 
1 

0.5 
6 

6 
12.6 

73 
71 

203 
192 

WÏ7 
22,17 

24g. 

FLUORÉ SP 
AP 

IOO 
500 

O 
0 

1 
30 

4 
50 

O 
9.3 

62 
214 

145 
281 

17.3 
127 21g. 

Tableau /Vo 5 

1.3.5 - Revêtement de sol (tableau N" 5) : 

l^s moquettes de laine sont nettement moins génératrices de fumée que les tapis plastiques PVC bien que les vapeurs 
nocives dégagées par les deux matériaux soient également toxiques. 
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1.3.6 - Klaslomères (tableau N" S). 

Us élastomères siliconés sont intéressants au point île vue fumée et toxicité, si l'on ne lient pas compte île I oxyile île 
carbone. I.es élastomères fluorés sont peu fumigènes mais dans l'essai avec flamme on assiste à un tlépagrinciil de IK.Nel NO 
+ NO2 qui n'est pas ncplipeahlc; d'autre |iarl il est fort possible qu'il y ail formation d'acide fluorliydrique prlHlunl la combus¬ 

tion. ce paz KH n'a pas été recherché dans le cas présent. 

Us chloroprènes, les nitriles, les élhylènes-propylènes. donnent lieu à un déj&ipenifiil rapide et intense de fumée. 
Dans l'essai avec flamme, les SOI dépassent 15 000 pour les chloroprènes. 

MATERIAUX 

MOUSSE SOUH.E 

KN.YE1HN 

POLYURETHANNE 

PHENOLIQUE 

MOUS A PVC 

«J«. 

SP 

AP 

SP 

AP 

CO 

250 

400 

800 

1000 

400 

200 

HCl 

20 

75 

O 

O 

>50 

85 

HCN 

nr!”. 
DS 

APO». ô 4 mn. Dm 

MOUSSES SOUPLES.RIGIDES 

5 

6 

1 

0.5 

15 

20 

4 

18 

0.5 

1 

4 

8 

84 

270 

3¿ 

115 

599 

143 

✓ 

11 

324 

✓ 

193 

296 

23 

17 

443 

715 

SOI 
TPSaSTl 

281 

5335 

008 

003 

747 

13352 

6,5g 

4.5g. 

4.1g. 

Tableau N" 6 

1.3.7 • Mousse» (tableau N° 6) 

- Mousses souples : 

Un seul tvpe de mousse est utilisé pour les rembourrages des sièges, ce sont les mousses polyéther polyuréthanne, le 
problème de tenue au feu des mousses est bien mailrisé, mais celui de fumée et toxicité est critique quand on songe au volume 
important qu'elles occupent dans l'avion. 

- Mousses rigides : 

Sans hésitation possible, les mousses phénoliques sont les plus intéressantes. A leurs qualités de résistance au feu. 
elles joignent la propriété de dégager très peu de fumée. 

Conclusions sur la première partie : 

Les essais à la chambre à fumée bien que ne représentant pas parfaitement la réalité, offrent l'avantage d’une méthode 
d'essai relativement simple donnant des résultats reproductibles et permettant de comparer les matériaux entre eux d une ma¬ 
nière asset satisfaisante. Ils ne sont certainement pas suffisants pour définir des critères d'acceptation ou de rebut des maté¬ 

riaux. 

Les différents tableaux viennent d’ètrr présentés n’ont pas la prétention de couvrir l'ensemble des matériaux d'a¬ 
ménagement. ils permettent néanmoins de constater que dans chaque famille il existe des différences importantes de compor¬ 
tement au feu qui se traduisent par des émissions de fumées et de gax toxiques souvent très différents prouvant qu'un choix ju¬ 
dicieux est possible et nécessaire au niveau de la conception des aménagements intérieur!, de cabine d'avion. 

2 - DEUXIEME PARTIE > MOYENS D'ESSAI POUR L'ETUDE DES PROBLEMES D'INFLAMMABILITE 
DES MATERIAUX D'AMENAGEMENT DE CABINE D'AVION A L'ECHELLE SEMI-GRANslEUR. 

2.1 - Introduction : 

Le» projets de réglementation, en matière d'inflammabilité, envisagés par les Service» Officiels ont nécessité la mise en 
oeuvre de moyens d’essais permettant d'aborder l’étude des matériaux sur de» échantillons restreint», caractérisés individuel¬ 
lement, indépendamment les uns des autres. Cet objectif poursuivi depuis plusieurs années a donné lieu àde nombreux essais 
dont la première partie de notre exposé s permi de donner une idée. 
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Une foi« cette première étape franchie, il était normal que l’on «e préoccupe de la manière dont pouvaient se comporter 
le« matériaux lea un» en présence des autres dans un incendie réel afin de recueillir des informations et préparer la réglementa¬ 
tion future en matière de fumée et de toxicité. 

Il paraissait donc nécessaire de rechercher dans quelle mesure on pouvait établir une corrélation entre les essais en 
chambre NBS et les essais sur tronçon de fuselage réel avec son aménagement. 

De l'avis même des spécialistes l’essai vraie grandeur avec aménagement complet spécifique d’un type d’avion donné 
est coûteux pour les résultats que l’on peut en retirer si l’on n’a pas fait au préalable une approche serrée du problème. 

Ainsi a-t-il été décidé après accord avec les services officiels d’envisager les essais dans un caisson ayant un diamètre 
voisin de celui d’un avion commercial actuel (voir croquis N°7) avec possibilité d’extension longitudinale (croquis N°8). 

Dans ce caisson il est possible d’effectuer'brl if ents cas d’essais en présence «le la totalité ou d’iilic partielles matériaux 
d'aménagement de cabine d'avion. 

OO 
J 

r~ 

Modul« •l»ni«ntairs 
_A_ 

CroQuit /Vo 8 
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La cabine eat dotée d'un éclairée et de consignes de secours conformes aux exigences mentionnées par la réglementa¬ 
tion F.A J. Parta 25 et 121. 

2.6 *- Moyens de mesures et d'observation 

2.6.1 -Mesure des densités de fumées émises 

L’enregistrement en continu de la densité des fumées émises est réalisé en continu à l'aide d’opacimétres mis au point 
au CELA T. 

Des caméras placées devant les hublots filment en continu l’intérieur de la cabine pour suivre l'obscurcissement de la 
cabine ainsi que la proportion du feu ; des mires ou consignes, placées dans le champs de prises de vues permettent d’appré 
cier I 'opacité de l’atmoêphèrc. Une caméra de télévision disposée prés d’un hublot permet de suivre en temps réel, depuis 1^ 
salle de commande le déroulement de l’incendie à l’intérieur du caisson. 

2.6.2 - Analyse des gas : 

Les teneurs en oxygène et en oxyde de carbone sont enregistrées en continu à l'aide d’un détecteur paramagnétique 
pour O et i absorption de rayonnement infra-rouge pour CO. 

Une installation de dosage en continu des vapeurs nitreuses, dos hydrocarbures, de l'anhydride carbonique est en 
cours d'installation. Dans un proche avenir, il est envisagé de s’équiper en analyseur en continu d'acide cyanhydrique et d'a¬ 
cide chlorhydrique. 

De plus on procède A quelques prélèvements échelonnés dans le temps A l'aide d'un système de pompage et d'un grmqir 
de bouteilles préalablement mises sous vide. 

Le contenu de ces bouteilles est ensuite analysé par le laboratoire de Chimie. On détermine ainsi la variation en fonc¬ 
tion du temps des concentrations en HCl, HCN vapeurs nitreuses, phosgène, ammoniac... 

2.6.3 - Mesure des températures : 

Durant l'essai on enregistre en continu les températures de l’air et de différentes parties du caisson, f es mesures néces¬ 
sitent une quarantaine de thermo-couples disposés sur des supports facilement escamotables. 

Un programme en trois phases a été établi. L'expérience acquise au cours du iléveloppcmen! des essais |h-uI 
ner les modifications susceptibles d'en améliorer la représentativité. 

Indépendamment des essais de mise au point de l'installation d'essai et des moyens de mesure et d'observation, celle 
première étape concerne également l'initiation du feu. L'étude des facteurs positions et lenqis de maintien de source cl ventila¬ 
tion a été explorée sur deux matériaux de hase (mousses et stratifiés) A partir îles modes d'initiation ci-après : 

Coupelle d’alcool 

Bougie électrique (résistance surchargée) 

2.7.2 — Phase II — Matériaux élémentaires essayés isolément 

Il s'agit d'étudier en une vingtaine d'essais le comportement îles principaux matériaux d'améuageineiil de calauc pn- 
isolémenl et de comparer le résultat avec ceux obtenus dans la i hambre A fumée du NHS. 

Tous les matériaux retenus pour celle élude doivent satisfaire aux exigences île la !'\N - V f-’ relative aux essais d'in 
llammabililé. 

Elément de décoration etc... 
Mousses avec et sans tissus de rei-ouvremenl 
Stratifiés : 

époxydique 
phénoliques et panneaux sandwii-he 
polyester 

Isolation llicrmiquf et phonique 
Carpelles 
laiminaires 
Entourage .le hublots 
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fhato 12 ; Esempk d’essai m eauKM.

Rfsultatsd’essais wie dossier desUfreprfsealf i lap^ctoN^ 10. Lestrois photos eomspoHdeniaux lempsE=D: miseifeu par am- 
peUe d'aUool, t = 20 secotuks et I = 40 secondes. L'fmission itaporlaiUedefumie rendiaexploittAlelesphotosprisenl apris 40 se- 
coades.

2.T2 - Phase III - Esaai avec aro^naKeroenl simpiiTii de cabine :

L'essai de phisirurs types d'am^fipfements simphnis de cabine compose cede phase.

Par amtasfgeinrnl simptiTff de cabine on enlend des habilUpea comprenani plusieurs riwnenls par esemplr : 

H^menl de planchrr 

Paroi lat^ale 

Element de plafond 

Fauleuil 

laiminaire

la d^nition et la realisation dr crs amenaprmenls sont conduits en firrite relation aver le» ronslructeurs.

3 - COW:U’SKH)i:

les recherrhes cnnrrmant I'elaboration des materiaux resistant au feu et presentant le maximum de securitr au point 
de vuefumeert Inxicite se poursuivenl dans Its differrnts laboraluires runiernes. I'tipinion publiqur artesensiliiliser par les 
accidents souvrnl dramatiqurs sursrnus au rours dr dernieres annees soil dans Irs elablissrmrnts publics soil dans Irsavions. 
II parail neressairr d'arriver rapidrment i depopirt des critrrrs d'occrplalion pour tous ces materiaux afin d'arrrtrr drs rrplr- 
mrnis parantissanl un niveau de securite toujours phis elrve. Mais. nous vrnons de le voir le i-hoix dr res cf ilerrs n'csl pas sim
ple. it doit trnir complr dr n ombre uses considerations exi|(rr un nombrr d'essai important el unr aiMlyse critique dr tous Irs 
resultals rn relation etroite aver Irs Services Ofricirls,ies producirurs. les avkmnrurs, Ir corps medical rl Irs prands lahora- 
loirrs. tTrsI dans rebut qur .los Iravaux diml rorienlalionpfneralr vimi devouseirr presentee sepoursuivrni jcluclirmrnl.

En attendant une retdemrntalion en matierr de fumerrtdcluxiriieonronsrilirra.memr sirelaparait evident,rhaqur 
fois qur le rhoix est possible de relrnir pour un amendment donne le materiau qiii fume le moins et depapr Ir moinsdr icsi- 
dus loxiqucs dan.s la mrsure oil il satisfait la nnrmr rn vipurur sur I'innammabiliieproprrmenl dilr,ronsrimi qiir dr rrttr fa- 
Von on ira propressivmirnl v<-rs un niveau dr securite loujours plus elrve.
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DISCUSSION - PATER 12 

Mr Einhorn: I agree on the second part of the paper, that this is a useful approach. However, if we are to use the 
criteria mentioned here with the MBS chamber and are talking about safe or toxic and non-toxic then we will still 
be discussing results four years from now, with no progress toward hardening the aircraft. One must use various 
fluxes; consider the rate at which a material produces toxic gases; and you must use animals to predict this. An 
example is Douglas Fir exposed in the MBS chamber at a 2.5 watt flux; you win find the animals an incapacitated 
at a carboxyl-haemoglobin level of 7%. The nature of the products is aldehydes, ketones, acids, etc. At 5 watts per 
square centimeter flux, the animals are incapacitated and they have 70% carbon monoxide saturation. All the nutfor 
products at the low flux level have been destroyed. If you take a material like urethane or some experimental 
materials such as benzyl midacol, which we have looked at, at 2.5 watts there are no smoke or toxic products after 
90 minutes, but at 7.5 watts, though it meets all the criteria of the propoeed new FAA standard, that is, it does 
not smoke or burn, all the animals die. They die from a high release of HCN and cyanogen. We cannot make 
guesses on three or four materials; we must teat in a real fire scenario which your tank test approaches. Computer 
techniques are useful as well as the mass optical density principles; we can predict within 2 or 3% the amount of 
smoke as well as the nature of the products with these techniques. This is the proper use of an MBS chamber. 

Mr Auvinet: Je pense que la mato ri te des gens dans cette salle connaissent les travaux extrêmement intéressants qu’a 
poursuivi le Dr.Eiidiorn à l’Université de l’Utah sur ces questions. 

Je voudrais dire que des études sur la toxicité en présence d’animaux ont été évidemment envisagés et si nous 
n’avons pas commencé dés le départ de cette manière, c’est parce que nous avons pensé qu’il était nécessaire, tout 
d’abord de dégrossir le problème qui était extrêmement complexe. Je suis tout à fait d’accord qu’actuelle ment on a 
coutume de juger un nombre de gaz comme étant très toxiques, alors qu’on laisse de côté des tas de produite qui 
le sont tout autant, sinon phis, et que seule une étude en présence d’animaux pourra nous permettre de juger de 
l’importance de la nocivité. Nous avons bien l’intention de continuer nos études sur ces essais en relation étroite 
avec le corps médical en présence d’animaux. 
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SOHE ASPECTS OF SHORE AMD FUME EVOLUTION FHOH OVERHEATED HOH-HETALLIC MATERIALS* 

A J Christoph« 
HatorIsla Do partaont, Royal Aircraft Eatabllahaont, 

ram borough, Hanta 0U1A 6TD, UK 

SUHHART 

Tho daTolopaant to data of a dj aale ayatoa for aaaoaaing 
the aaoko and fuao ealaaion choractoriotico of non-aotaille 
aatoriala la dsaeribad. A aaaplo of tho aatorial under 
oxaaination la hoatod froa aabiont to 500°C In a atroaa of 
air. In this way, tho bohaviour of tho aatorial undor 
in-flight oloetrleal ovorhoatlng conditlono la aioulated aoro 
eloaaly than ln tho NBS aaoko chaabor teat. Saaplo toaporature, 
aaota danaity and oloctrodo roeponao la a aator bubbler are 
aonitorod. Resulta obtaxied for various aatoriala aro presented 

INTRODUCTION 

Sines aa accident to a Booing 727 aIreraft at Salt Lake City 
to establishing tost asthods for aereening flaaaabllity 
aatarlain. The Boeing araah laadad short of 
90 soared hat tho reaaiaiag hi «ere killed by heat, 
although the report1 concluded that this ua 

la 1969« considerable effort has been applied 
properties of aircraft interior 

firs. Of the 91 paracas ea board, 
ecabinatioa ef those factors, 

Work Ini11atrl by the Federal Aviatlsa Adainiatratioa lad to the introduction of acre stringent regula¬ 
tions regarding flaaaabllity of aircraft laterlor aatoriala, and further regulations regarding aaoko 

arc iaaiaoat. It is thought that aaake-ealaslaa properties «ill be apaeifiod in terns of par¬ 
ia the telaati Matlimal Burean of Standards aaoko chaabor test*, originally designad for assess¬ 

ing building aatoriala. In this tant, intensa radiant beat, «ith or without a pilât flano, is applied t 
a speeiaen ef pnawlttil area in a ohtehjr ef colune lê ft5. The optical density ef the sacks in aaasur 
with a light bean and phstonatar arrayed vertically to overeono tho of foc ta of casks stratification, 
gnshs saiaaina ef a aatorial is given in terse ef •speeific optical density«, is optical density ever 
unit path length in a chaabor ef unit voluae and prodacsd by a speeiaen ef unit surface area. Various 
testara can be asasared, eg —aaske density, rate ef anshe aceuaulatica, tine to reach aaxiraa 
anoke density, tiae to reaah a prescribed aashs density. The Aninco-MBS anoka chanter test is suitable 
for assessing the bskavisar ef nateriala in a amah fin, siase conditions ef intense radiant heat in a 
static snalassd environnant are siaslatod. 

At tho Beral Aircraft tetabliahasat, «o have been eeasemad with a lass dranatie bet aere insidious fora 
of aireraft fire hasard, the ia-flitet electrical fault, teilst the aaske chaabor test ray give seas 
idea of a raterial's raeke-aairaien eharaeteriatiee in a fully-eetabliahod in-flight fire, «e conaiderod 
it inappropriate far studying the agrally lapertaat oarlier stages ef the fire, is during heating ef the 
insolent raterial bet before flaaiag eoeure. Our ooasera ara particularly with electrical faults la the 
cockpit with their attendant possible desapaaitating affbata, by aaske sad teas «rlsaioas, « tho aircrew, 

ef a test to slaulato the bshsvissr ef isralrat rateriala la this sitratlsn 

1 Trnperature ef spoeiaan to be raised tecs aabiont to that at teieh 
eenpleto, preferably with the optica of several boating rates. 

2 Hosting to be carried out in a coa trolled gas flow. 

3 Facility for recording density during heating. 

b Facility fer nonitoring tonie or ii/ltani 

Aa ao existing test rathod not all those roqulrorante, a prototype teyratuar - ras built at *AI in which 
aasplca of nateriala used in a.rcroft else tr leal aystens were heated up to 360°C over a period of about 
20 nia in a stress of air (100 ni nia-1). The rata of heating ras not constant because the 
was ainply a drilled alunlniun block on aa oleetrie hot plate teieh was allowed to reach its 
teuperatrac teen cold without control. The effluent was passed through a cuvette is a aeleni 
photoaotsr fitted with a blue filter, «ranéaloolea being Manured with a galvaaraetor. Prevision was 
sloe —for aralllng the effluent and testing it ter carbon naranida (indicator tube) and with drap 
litaos papar. Tho resulto of these proUninary testa indicated that reasonably consistent ancke/tanpara- 
turc patterns could be obtained and that the affluent often had a noticeable asell sans tine befere the 

st detected any aaoko. No carbca nonoxide uns detected in any of the tests. 

3,% 
The apparatus ms next codified to a fern in which the effects of variables could be 
The rate of tasperature rise was coo trolled by raras of a toaporature pr r grossir coaractod ^ 
furnace operating to 500°C. Ten different toaperature rise rates, teen 1 to 20°C nia ', could be used. 
For Manuring anche intensity, a spec tropho tone tor was usad inalaad of the aeleuiw eell photorater, 
that the wavelength of light to be absorbed by the aaoko could bo varied between 200 an and 800 nn. 

• Copyright @ Controller HUSO, London, 197%. 
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DMplt» th«M drawback«, th* apparatua ma oaad to axanina tha moka and fua* aaiaalon propartiaa of a 
rang« of aatarla la. In aany caaaa it waa found that a aatarlal amittad irritant fuaaa at taaparaturaa 
oignlfloantljr baXow thoaa at which wiaibla aaoka waa d« tac tad. It waa alao daaonatratad by aiapla 
aubjactlaa taata that aaall a ta pa in tha acidic or alkaline fuae trace« uaualljr rapraaantad auffleient 
aaounta of irritant« to affect tha noae or throat. 

APPARATUS 

The aodifled apparatua auffarad fron tha following dlaadvantagaa: 

1 Tha aaoka trace« war« not qvantltatively coaparable in peak height, or area whan abaorbanca 
ms acnltorad, and the taaparaturaa at which eeenta were first detected were reproducible only 
to ♦ 10-20°C. 

2 The aaaple aisa waa liaitad both by the als« of the eoabuation tuba and by the necessity to 
keep aaoke intensities within tha aaaningful range of the spectrophotoaeter. 

3 Condensation uaually occurred in the spactrophotoaetar cell; the onset of condensation could 
not be aeon inside the call coapartaent. 

4 The aaaple could not be seen during an experiaant. 

3 The t«aparatura of tha aaaple itself was not known and andotharaic or exotheralc reactions 
could not be detectad. 

Tha apparatua was aodifiad to try to orere cae tha disadvantages aentionad above and particularly to sake 
tha aaoka results sore reproducible and quantitative. The current systea is shown diagramiatically in 
Pig i. Air is drawn through the eoabuation train eia a rotaaatar and control valve. A thermocouple D 
is embedded in tha aaaple C and its raspease nonitorad by a potantioaatrlc recordar E. The furnace B is 
eonstrue tad of glass so that the saapla is visible throughout the run. Tha furnace teonaratura is con¬ 
trolled via a platinum rasistance thermometer P by a teaperature programmer 3 (uaually «et to give a 
temperatura rise of 20°C sin-1),. Saoke and gases emitted by tha heated aaaple are drawn between flat, 
parallel windows 1, in the light path of a eelenlua soil photometer H, which ia connected to a logarith¬ 
aïe potoatioaotrlc recordar J and, froa there, through a retraneaitting potentiometer to a digital 
lategratar K. Finally tha aaoke and gasea pasa through a bubbler L containing water. Changes in pH of 
tha water are monitored by a combination glass electrode M connected to a pH meter (valve millivoltmeter) 
N, whom output is fed to a potentioaetric recorder 0. 

This systea, although besically o tallar, incorporates several improvements over the apparatua previously 

described, vis; 

1 Vie eoabustion tube is larger, allowing samples of about 400 ag te be examined; the previous 
aaaple weight was 50-100 ag* Although the teat is still very ouch a small-ecale one, the increased 
capacity allows the use of a aere representative ample than bafore. 

2 Hie furnace is constructed of glass so that the behaviour of the sample can be observed through¬ 
out the run. dwelling, melting, colour changes, bubbling, incandescence, etc can be related to 

«vente on the recorder traces. 

3 Tha teaperature of the actual aaaple is monitored by a thermocouple embedded in it. Exothermic 
and endothermic reaction« can ba detected and related t'- events on the other traces. 

4 The spectrophotometer is replaced by a simple filter photoaeter, the spectral response of which 
is close to that of the huaan eye. In the preliminary experimenta, little additional information 
was gained from the ability to vary wavelength by use of the spectrophotometer. 

5 Instead of tranaalttance, absorbance of the aaoke la monitored by maana of a logarithmic 
recorder. Absorbance is, by Bear's Law, proportional to concentration of the absorbing medium, 
henee the area under a plot of abaorbanca against tias (is the tn«e from recorder J) ia propor- 
tloaal to the total aaount of aaoke passing tha windows in that t:JM. Prom this area, a aaoke 
nuaber, representing tha aaount of aaoka evolved by a standard weight of a aatarlal, can be calculated. 
To facilitata the area measurement a digital Integrator is usad, tail the measurement can also ba made 
by tracing, cutting out and weighing the peaks on the recorder chart. 

RESULTS 

In each experiaant performed with the apparatus described, three recorder traces are produced (eg Pig 2), 
all ef which aru related to th*/ saae time scale. The first trace records the rise in teaperature of the 
aaaple; temperatures at which equate occur on the other traces can ba found by reading across to this. 
Any deviation from the aaooth teaperature rise observed in an inart specimen représenta an endothermic 
or exotheralc reaction. The second trace is that of pH (or other eheaical-aensing electrode response) 
in the bubbler, and the third that of absorbance of the amoite passing between the windows. 

at any point in an experiaant in 
I alkalies are the aost readily 
a water bubbler waa included in the 

experiments with PVC or FTPS, 
air flew rata resulted, as would *« 

ef light resulted in apparently 
wavelengths is scattered acre than 

by certain chemical groups. 
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Teom th«M traeaa and th# lotagrator raading raprasanting tha araa undar tha saoka traca, tha following 
inforaatloo can ba ax tract ad : 

1 Taaparaturaa of iaitiatioa of andothanile and axotharaic raactiona. 

2 Tamparaturaa at which acidic or alkalina fuaoa ara aalttad. 

3 3aai-<juantitati»a aatiaata of auch amias lona (bubblar efficiancy is or'y about 30-90* for 
hydrochloric seid gas). 

4 Tamparaturaa o* saoka aaissionai tamparatura of initiation of aaoka is consldarad to ba aora 
uaaful than taaparatiua of aaximua aaoka intanalty for a paak. 

5 Rata of aaoka avolution. 

6 Maxiaua aaoka intanaity. 

7 Saoka number, ia amount of aaoka emittad par gram of aatarial par 1 ca light path, tha 
amount of aaoka ia calculated in absorbance minutes fy-oa tha area undar tha aaoka trace, so tha 
units of tha aaoka number are absorbance min g“1 cm-1. Tha aaoka nuabar can ba used to coapmm 
tha total aaoka eaitted by standard weights of different aatariala undar tha dyaaaie conditions 
of the teat. 

Vo illuatrate tha kind of information provided by tha apparatus. Hg 2 shows tha traces given by rigid 
PVC and rigid PVC containing a aaoka suppressant, tha suppressant has tha affect of reducing tha saoka 
nuabar from about 3.4 to 0.5. Uta tracas also show that, ah list tha dehydrochlorination of PVC is an 
endothermic process, tha affect of tha suppressant is to aaka aalssion of aaoka and acid fuaes at this 
stage aora abrupt due to some axotharaic process. In addition tha final axotharaic dacoaposition process, 
which producás a visible glow and heneo tha possibility of ignition of nearby aatariala, occurs auch 
sooner in time (yet at a similar temperatura) whan tha suppressant is präsent. 

A nuabar of aatariala have bean tested in the apparatus and tha results are suaaariaad ia Ibble 1. the 
aatariala can bo ranked ia various ways, as shown ia Ibble 2. tha positions of seas aateriris is tha 
list, eg nylon 6 and fire-r«.tardant polyurethane fosa, are changed whan tha temperatures of aaoka initia¬ 
tion are taken into account. In the situation of overheating electrical components in aircraft these 
temperatures are iaportant. It is also interesting to acta that NBS sache chamber testa on equal thick¬ 
nesses of polymethylmethacrylate (MU) aad wool under non-flaming conditions? showed that MU gave tver 
three tiaas tha aaxiaua aaoka density observed for wool) tha total aaoka aalttod in our experlaents was 
over three tiaas as great for wool as for MU. 

the traces produced by testa on wool and nylon 6 are shown in Fig 3. In each ease, both acidic aad 
alkaline funes were emitted alternately and soma of tha emissions occurred before any visible anche was 
produced, these two materiale and rigid PVC ware subjected to ther«fc.*ravisetrie analysis (TOA), a 
technique which has bean advocated for studying flaaaability and aaoka amission propertits6, the TOA 
curves ware differentiated and plotted alongside our aaoka traces (Fig 4). A broad correlation can be 
seen but tha TOA peak does net necessarily give a reliable aatiaata of tha aaoka intensity, neither, 
of course, is any information given about the nature of the emissions, 

tha affects of added plastieieer on tha traces for PVC are shown in Fig 3. the asst obvious effect is 
tha inorasea in intensity of the first aaoka peak la relation to tha second, the exothara aaiking the 
final stages of dseoapositien appeared earlier for plasticised PVC; altogether the prasenra of this 
plasticiser (a ph tha late) worsened tha perforannea of the PVC in tha test. 

Fig 6 comparée the behaviour of two flexible polyurethane foams, one of thaa ande fire retardant by its 
low drip température. Tha fire-retardant foam produced lass aaoka, and no exotherm corresponding with 
tha aaoka intensity aaxiaua. Although alkaline fbaes appeared at a slightly lower taapsratura in tha case 
of tha fire-retardant foam, its performance was definitely batter on tha whole. 

Traces for expanded polystyrene (EPS) and MU are shown ia Fig 7. In both cases acidic fuass ware 
detected before visible smoke. Theae are not the only irritant fuaes emittedi it is wall known that 
both polyaars can break down largely to their menone re, both of which are irritants but would not ba 
detected by tha electrode ayataa used in these experlaents. 

Fig 8 shows traces for wood (British Columbian pine) and polytetraflworoathylana (PTFT). the wood gave 
some alkaline fuaes before visible smoke, the smoke being accompanied by acidic fumes. A large exotherm 
corresponded to the final glowing decomposition and to an abrupt decrease in the smoke intensity (cf Fig 2, 
PVC ♦ saoka suppressant). Finally, tha traces for PTFS show once again that a aatarial exhibiting low 
smoke-emission nay still evolve undeairable fbaes when hasted, often nt surprisingly low tsaporatures. 

DISCUSSION 

Dsspits tha replacement of the apectrophotoaeter, tha latest apparatus retains auch of tha veraatillty 
of the orevioue aystem. The gaa flowing through the combustion train can itself be varied, eg nitrogen 
can be usad to simulate non-oxidative, aub-aurface pyrolysis, or an oxygen-enriched a Uns phare can ba 
eiaulated. tha flow rata of tha gas is also sasily variad, as is tha rata of temperatura rise; prelimin¬ 
ary investigations of the offsets cf these two variables arc discussed below. Although the bubbler has 
contained water and a glass (pH-ssnsiag) electrode in most experiments doas so far, other Chemical-sensing 
electrode systems could obviously bs substituted. Chloride- and fluoride-sensing electrodes ware success- 
full,y used with the previone apparatus, and electrodee responding to cyanide, ammonia, sulphur dioxidt, 
etc could be useful ia the examInstion of particular classes of polymers. Preliminary experlaents have 
shown that sensitive aonitoring of aldehydes (a elees of irritant evolved in the oxidative pyrolysis of 

■a 
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synthetic polymers) should be possible by en electrode nethod. 

The effects of tesper.ture-rise and air-flow rates on the smoke produced by rigid WC hare been ineeetl- 
sated. Tables 3 and 4 show the effects found; as would be expected faster air flow gives lower smoke 

bec.ue. of dilution «d incr.^ through^t of air. The rat. of temperatura rtss ^ ltm« 
effect over the range examined. Hie higher heating rates are beyond the capacity of the temperature 
pros' amnar and were^eached by direct heating of the combustion tube with a gas burner flame. The U®* 
o' effect of varying the rate of temperature rise is encouraging because a common criticism of dynsmic 
tet; methods isthat the results cannot be extrapolated to the rapid heating rates found in real fires. 
T. ratl of electrical overheating being considered in the present -orit can * “ 
th««« nr«lialnary reeult« indícete that heating at a standard rate eight be oatia fc*Mry for teet pur 

fcth ofTh«. effects will have to be checked on different materiel- before firm conclusions 
it irsûsn^tL that a sampl. wight effect may exist «d until this is explored more 

fuilv samóles welching between 350 mg and 450 mg are being ueed regardless of the smoke intensity 
produced. PCleerly*itwould be advantageous to eliminate any such effect as the sample wight could then 
be adjusted to give absorbance values in ths most suitable range. 

Further modifications contemplated Include development of methods for monitoring cl“*“*.of 
irritants and ths addition of a combuatibla gaa detector aa an indication of Potential ^■■"»^Ity c^ 
evolved gases. A facility for the introduction of s sample into the furnace preheated to a temperature 
of interest*(ia flash pyrolysia) would be useful, particularly for temperaturas at j”*** 
emission is just starting: it is suspected that acme materials emit large amounts of smoke if held at 
¿wh a temperature. Incases where it is desirable to monitor several irritante simultaneously, a 
multiplex system could be ueed for taking ths readings of several electrodes in rotation sm s single 
recorder. Aa high-temperature-resistant mataríais will ba obvioua candidatas for aircreft electrical 
insolante, a furnace and pro‘’rammer working to higher temperatures might be considered; at them# tempera- 
íüSrc^bSn^id. emission would be expected to become signifient and should be monitorei. 

The sonaratus described, whilst relatively simple and inexpenaive, providas a comsiderabla amount of 
information directly relevant to the behaviour of a meterial under electrical —*»■«*■« cowftt.io?* 
flight. Whilst more sophisticated (and more expene.ve) système involving 
masa spectrometry give more Information on the chemical composition of ths degradation products, ths 
RAX*apeara tus could probably ha modi Had to momltor broad classas of toxic abirritant emioaions.lhe 

fu could More readily be edepted ee e standard teet for æeeeeinç potential ■ateríale for eoe in 
information net provided by the NBS smoke chmeber. 
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TABLE 2 

RANKING OF MATERIALS TESTED 

By aaok* no 

Nylon 6 
PU foaa 
Wool 
Pinnt PTC 
LPS 
Rigid PTC 
PC foaa(FR) 
Wood 
PUMA 
PTC ♦ Supp 
PTFE 

By first amok* tnnp 

PU foaa 
Plant PTC 
wooo 
PU foaa(FR) 

PVC + Supp 
Rigid PTC, EPS 

Wool, FNMA 

Nylon 6 
PTFE 

Total aaoka No x 100 
^ First amok« tamp 

FU foaa 
Plant PVC 
Wool 
PU foaa(FR), nylon 6 

Wood 
jppe 

Rigid PVC 
PUMA 
PVC ♦ flupp 
PTFE 

TABLE 3 

EFFECT OF AIR FIOW RATE ON SMOKE NUMBER 
FOR RIGID PVC (Temp riaa 20°C min-1 ) 

« 

I 
Flow rate (ml min ) Smoke number 

300 
600 
1200 

4.2, 5.0 
3.6, 3.3 
1.8, 2.0 

TABLE 4 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE RISE RATE ON SMOKE NUMBER 
FOR RIGID PVC (Air flow 600 ml ain“1) 

Temp rine rate (°C min-1) Smoke iumber 

10 
20 

ca 50 

on 100 

3.5, 3.7 
3.6, 3.3 

39, 3.6 
3.8, 4.1 
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Mr Qirwtopher: Th» cool length of tubing is included to simulate cool surfaces which smoke and gases from 
overheated electrical equipment would almost certainly meet before entering the cockpit or cabin atmosphere and 
also to prevent obscuration of the optical windows of our apparatus. We make visual observations of the condensed 
products but have not so far examined their composition or attempted to find out what degree of obscuration they 

would have produced before condensing. 

ftfc Jacfcaon: When will suitable insulation for electrical cables which are smoke and acid free be known to the 

aircraft industry. 

»'!•! . ÍJIWL.UMJMI mim rii iiiitBiriranamiiiBwraifuwuiramuH' .. 

DISCUSSION - PAPER 13 

: 1 noticed there was a substantial length of glass cubing between the locations of pyrolysis and gas 
Have you ever measured the level of condensed gas losses on the surface of this tubing? 

nv umnopner: A short answer would, of course, be “never”, but considerable improvements can certainly be made. 
We propose to examine a range of new electrical insulation materials shortly and the results of this survey may give 
some indication of the best materials to consider from the smoke and gas point of view. Polymides are probably 
die most promising materials available at present. 

Mr MacdonaM: Is there a scale effect? If the surface area varies, would you expect a different result? 

There are indications of a sample weight effect, 
weight close to 400 milligrams. 

Until we are certain we are keeping the sample 

Mr Pvfcar: 1 would not be surprised that there is a sample weight effect. The ability to get heat to the sample 
depends on radiant transfer processes; when the sample smokes you dc not get the incident radiant energy to the 
sample. My argument is that the amount of energy deposited that should be defined is not necessarily the amount 
of energy radiated by the source. When you don’t have smoke you shift your exotherm to what appears to be a 
much lower temperature, that is a h«her heat flux at the wall. I would predict that as you went to smaller and 

amples you would tend to drive the two peaks for PVC toward concurrence The big gap in our under- 
stand mg seems to be that no one measures the driving force for the production of smoke and toxic gases, namely 

the heat deposited at the wall. 

jJairi .: LirnuKú..,.. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE PROVUCTS OF THERMAL 0EC0MP0S1TJ0N OF AN AROMATIC POLVAMIPE 
FABRIC USEP AS AN AIRCRAFT INTERIOR MATERIAL 

Professor I. N. Einhorn, Dr. D. A. Chetfleld, and Professor R. W. Mlckelson 

Flammability Research Center 
University of Utah 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84112, U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

In this study, the thermochemistry of an aromatic polyamide fabric used In the Interior of wide- 
bodied commercial jet aircraft was explored using several analytical techniques. The principal emphasis 
of this Investigation was to identify the products resulting from pyrolysis, oxidative degradation, and 
flaming combustion. The pyrolysis data has been used to obtain a material balance between the elemental 
composition of the original polymer and the degradation products. 

In the three environments studied, a thermally-reslstant char was formed only In the Inert env^0"- 
ment. The oxidation of the sample was complete by 1000"C In both air and In oxygen. The rate at which 
the material was consumed was greater In oxygen than In air. In the pyrolysis and the oxidative degrada¬ 
tion experiments, a noticeable fraction of the sample weight loss was in the form of a condensable brown 
material. In the pyrolysis experiments, the residue was found to be a mixture of para-dlcyanobenzene and 
para-cyanobenzoic acid in a 10:1 ratio, but In an air environment this ratio was 1:1- There were also 
considerable differences in the quantities of water, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide 1n these 
two modes of degradation. Some significant changes were observed between the product distributions 1n 
non-flaming studies and the flaming combustion experiments. 

The details of the analytical methodology were sufficient to obtain a complete material balance be¬ 
tween the original polymer and the sum of the products formed in the pyrolysis experiments at 550 C. 
From these balances, 100.3 percent of the carbon, 92.1 percent of the hydrogen, 99.5 percent of the 
nitrogen, and 98.8 percent of the oxygen of the original polymeric material was accountable in the 

volatile products and the residues formed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable effort has been directed toward the development of space-age materials used In the fab¬ 
rication of aircraft interiors which are resistant to fire. To date the major concern of those engaged In 
the development of fire-retardant materials has been the reduction of the Ignition tendency and flame 
propaoatlon? Thus, It has been possible to meet code and regulatory requirementsregardngflame spread, 
but In the opinion of the authors, the total physiological and toxicological hazard resulting from ther¬ 
mal degradation processes has not been defined. An aromatic polyamide used 1n the Interior of 
bodied commercial jet aircraft was selected for study. A program was designed to ch«^erize this poly¬ 
mer and to identify the products of degradation resulting from pyrolysis, oxidative degradation, and 

flaming combustion. 

Special emphasis was directed toward obtaining a complete material balance so as to as th« 
basis for further mechanistic studies pertaining to modes of polymer thermal dec®nP?s^t]°n: 
tive and quantitative analysis of the products resulting from the material degradation Is serving as the 
basis of animal bioassay experiments oesigned to predict potential physiological and toxicological hazards 

to humans during fire exposure. 

The methodology reported in this paper is also being utilized to provide input for computerized 
modeling studies directed toward prediction of smoke obscuratlc* and product distribution which may result 
during aircraft fires. This research 1s thus directed toward providing the engineering d*s|9n cr^®r1a 
which will serve as the basis for promulgation of realistic standards to assess the hazard to humans 

during fire exposure. 

MATERIAL 

The aromatic polyamide was supplied for this study by the Chemical Research Projects Division, NASA- 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. The assumed structure of the polymer Is an AABB 

configuration 

NH NH-- 

with a molecular weight of 238 grams per mole of repeating unit. 

The elemental composition of the polymer Is shown In Table I. These values show that there Is con¬ 

siderable disagreement between the theoretical ca,c“1aîions-dased ""^“J^^^^^ifdÍírêpancy 
matic polyamide fabric, and the experimental analytical results. Although the source this discrepancy 
has norteen completely resolved. It should be pointed out that the Inclusion of one water molecule per 



repeat unit wuld «ccount for the difference betneen the calculated and Measured elemental analysis. 
Since the polyanlde linkage Is formed In a condensation reaction betMeen the corresponding dlacld and 
dlanlne, the results obtained In the elemental analysis are not surprising. Additional evidence support¬ 
ing the presence of Mater Is provided by the thermoanalytlcal studies. 

The Infrared spectrum mos obtained by grinding the fiber sample and by pressing it Into a potassium 
bromide pellet. The spectrum exhibits a broad N-H stretch at 3430 cm“1 and an aromatic C-H stretch at 
approximately 3050 cm-l. The carbonyl stretching frequency for an amide, Mhlch Mas found at 1650-1660 
cm“», and the H?«« bending mode of a secondary amine at 1520-1540 cm“1, are ver. characteristic for this 
type of polymer. Malls and Cramford1 have examined a series of aromatic polyamide polymers using Internal 
reflectance spectroscopy. The Infrared spectrum of this aroamtlc polyamide, supplied by MASA, Is a peak- 
for-peak match Mlth the spectrum for Nomex II provided by these authors. As Hells and Crawford pointed 
out, the Infrared spectrum contains less bands than Mould be expected from an ortho- or a meta-substituted 
Isomer. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Analytical Methodology 

The general analytical scheme that was used In the analysis of this polymer is shoun In Figure 1. 
As Indicated In Figure 1, the three aspects covered In this study Mere (1) polymer characterization, 
(2) tiiermal characteristics as a function of heating rate and environment, and (3) thermal degradation In 
an Inert and an oxidative environment. 

Polymer characterization has been limited to the determination of the elemental analysis and the 
Infrared spectrum of the polymer. The carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen content of the polymer was deter¬ 
mined utilizing an F A M Model 185 Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen Analyzer. Infrared spectra Mere obtained 
using the KBr pellet technique on a Perkln-Elmer Model 237 Grating Infrared Spectrometer. All thermo¬ 
analytlcal studies were performed using a Mettler Thermoanalyzer 1 equipped with a corrosive gas Inlet. 

Prior to analysis, all samples for the studies using the Mettler Thermoanalyzer were dried at 60oC 
at 10“6 torr for several days. All gases used were checked for purity using a gas chromatograph (GC); 
the helium was ultra high purity grade from Hatheson Gas Products and the oxygen mbs C.P. grade. Studies 
conducted In an air environment employed laboratory air that was dried by passing It through a calcium 
sulfate trap. The studies to determine the effect of heating rate or environment used a 10 ± 0.1 mg 
sample size and a carrier gas flow rate of 160 ± 10 ml/mln. In order to obtain sufficient quantities of 
the gaseous species resulting from either pyrolysis or oxidative degradation, larger sample sizes were 
used In the studies conducted on the Mettler Thermoanalyzer employing trapping techniques. Samples were 
subjected to temperature-programming from ambient to 1000“C at dynamic heating rates of 10, 25, or 
100®C/m1n. All experiments were performed In triplicate using aluminum oxide as the reference material. 

The sub-classification of Thermal Degradation Studies (Figure 1) Includes pyrolysis, thermal oxida¬ 
tive degradation, and flaming combustion. The schematic representation of the analytical methodology 
used to Identify the products of degradation that eluted from the polymeric material Is Illustrated In 
Figure 2. 

The chamber used to generate the products of degradation resulting from flaming combustion consisted 
of a 3-neck, 2-11ter Pyrex flask that was similar In design to that used by Sumí and Tsuchlya.* A 
nlchrome heating element was used as the Ignition source and as a means of sustaining the combustion 
process until the samples ceased to flame. The sample size (0.2 gm) was determined by the availability of 
oxygen content In the bulb and by using the stoichiometric balance between carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
and oxygen required to ensure complete combustion. The walls of the combustion chamber were maintained 
at 150°C Mlth a heating mantle to reduce the condensation of high molecular weight species. 

An arbitrary division of decomposition products Into "volatiles" and "residues" has been made on the 
basis of compound volatility (see Figure 2). The former category Includes compounds that have a signifi¬ 
cant vapor pressure under the conditions Imposed by the apparatus used to trap components. Compounds 
classified as "residues" had low volatility and condensed on the walls of the reaction vessel or In the 
connecting gas transfer lines. 

In the pyrolysis and oxidative degradation experiments, the volatile components were trapped for 
subsequent analysis using porous polymer traps at -110°C. The utility of porous polymers for trapping 
has been described by several Investigators.At -110#C, the light gases (hydrogen, methane, and 
carbon monoxide) were not retained. Mithin the scope of the present Investlcatlon, hydrogen gas evolu¬ 
tion was not quantitated. An estimate of the quantity of methane generated was obtained utilizing gas 
chromatographic techniques. The CO evolution was measured using a Miran I Infrared Spectrometer, which 
has a cell path-length of 20 meters, by monitoring the absorption at 2160 cm“'. The trapping system used 
In the flaming combustion studies consisted of one porous polymer trap at room temperature In series with a 
similar trap maintained at -110“C. r¡e use of the dual traps was required because of the excess water 
and carbon dioxide generated during the combustion process. 

The Identification of the degradation products produced In these studies made use of Infrared 
spectroscopy (IR), and a computerized gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS) system. A Hewlett- 
Packard Model 762DA Research Gas Chromatograph Interfaced to a Hewlett-Packard Model 593QA Mass Spec¬ 
trometer utilizing a silicone membrane separator, was employed to separate and Identify the complex mix¬ 
tures of degradation products. A thermal conductivity detector (TC) and a flame Ionization detector 
(FID) were used simultaneously by splitting the effluents. A splitting rstlo (TC to FID) of 10:1 was 
employed. 

An automatic electronic Integrator with printout capability was used to record chromatographic peak 
areas and retention times for quantitative analysis. Internal standards were Injected Into the gas 
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chromatograph In knowi quantities to produce a plot of standard weight vs peak area. A table of response 
factors for gas chromatographic analysis was used to calculate the quantitative amounts of products 
obtained from the thermal degradation of the polymer being studied.* 

The Identification of materials separated by the gas chromatograph was obtained using a Hewlett-! 
Packard dodecapole mass spectrometer. This system completely scans a mass range of 1 to 650 amu In two 
seconds. This Is sufficiently fast to furnish spectral Identification of separate SC peaks In real time. 
In tlie periodic scan computer-controlled mode, the mass spectrometer repetitively scans a complete SC run 
and stores all of the data on disc. To facilitate rapid handling of the enormous quantity of data that Is 
gathered during a GC run, the mass spectra of the unknown compounds are compared to the enriched Alder- 
maston file, which contains over 18,000 mass spectra In digital form. The extensive use of a search 
routine employing compound molecular weight, mass fragment, and Kovits' Retention Indices, developed by 
Flammability Research Center personnel, greatly facilitates unknown compound Identification.T,' 

To facilitate positive identification of compounds, three different GC column packings were used In 
this study: Chromosorb 101 and Chromosorb 103 (Johns-Manvllle Company, Denver, Colorado) and Dexsll 400 
GC (Anlabs, Inc., North Haven, Connecticut). The mass spectral Information that Is gathered on each 
component that elutes from the GC column, coupled with the use of the Kovfets' Retention Indices from two 
or more of these GC supports Is usually more than ample Information to Identify unknown compounds.T>* 

The residue mixtures were analyzed using both electron impact (El) and chomlcal Ionization (Cl) 
techniques.’ The residue mixtures were Introduced via a direct Insertion probe Into an extensively- 
modified MS-30 mass spectrometer.10 The utility of CI-MS techniques to Identify complex mixtures Is a 
great asset In the Identification of the compounds present In the residues. 

Thermoanalytlcal Studies 

The aromatic polyamide polymer was studied to determine what effects were evident In the polymer 
degradation process as the dynamic heating rate and oxygen content of the environment were changed. 

Effect of Heating Rate 

Samples of the polymer were heated 1r In the Mettler Thermoanalyzer as described previously. 
The thermograms, as Illustrated in Figure Indicate the changes In sample weight as a function of heat¬ 
ing rate. There was a noticeable weight loss In the polymer at temperatures as low as 100°C, which was 
suggestive of a loss of water that was absorbed by the sample during handling. The loss of a water 
molecule from the repeat unit can account for the Initial sample weight loss below 200,C of approximately 
two percent. A distinct Increase In the rate of sample weight loss occurred between 400aC and 500°C. It 
was only above 500°C that the effects of the different heating rates became evident. By 600°C the sample 
weights of the original polymer remaining at 10, 25, and 100°C/min heating iates, were 13, 42, and 68 
percent, respectively. In all three cases, oxidation of the polymers was complete by 1000°C with 
essentially no char remaining. 

Effect of Environment 

To aid In elucidating the overall mechanism of polymer degradation, the effect of oxygen concentra¬ 
tion was investigated. The thermograms obtained for the polymer in helium, air, and oxygen environments 
are summarized in Figure 4. From this figure, it is apparent that the availability of oxygen plays an 
important role In the rate of polymer degradation at temperatures greater than 475°C. 

The differential thermal analysis (DTA) thermograms for the polymer obtained in helium, air, and 
oxygen environments are displayed In Figure 5. As expected, the temperature for onset of the exothermic 
reactions decreased with an increasing concentration of oxygen. In the oxygen atmosphere the polymer 
Ignited spontaneously, while a black char was formed without flaming combustion occurring In the air 
atmosphere. 

Pyrolysis Studies 

Analueie of VoLatilee. Using the Mettler Tirenmoanalyzer and the procedures outlined previously, 
samples o? the polymer were pyrolyzed in a nitrogen atmosphere at 550oC. In this series of experiments, 
the polymer specimens were temperature-prograxmed from ambient to 550°C at a heating rate of 100°C/m1n. 
The effluents from the thermoanalyzer were trapped for a subsequent analysis beginning at 300°C. This 
Is the temperature which Is just prior to the onset of the second major weight loss. The Initial sampling 
of effluents continued for a period of three minutes after a temperature of 550°C was attained. The car¬ 
bon monoxide evolution from the polymer was measured under conditions of pyrolysis In the nitrogen 
environment utilizing non-d1spers1ve Infrared analysis techniques. The total weight loss from the poly¬ 
mer attributed to carbon monoxide during pyrolysis was 3.19 percent. The details of the analytical pro¬ 
cedure employed In the quantitation of carbon monoxide will be covered later. 

The volatile products resulting from the pyrolysis were collected using the trapping system, 
desorbed from the porous polymer trap, and analyzed using the computerized GC/MS system. A system of 14 
pyrolysis runs were conducted for Identification and quantitation of the volatile products described 
herein. 

The volatile products resulting from the pyrolysis of the aromatic polyamide at 550°C (TC and FID 
detection traces) are presented In Figure 6. These results were obtained using a 10-foot by l/8-1nch 
0.0. stainless steel column containing Chromosorb 101 stationary phase that was tamperature-prograxmed 
from -20 to 240°C at a rate of 10eC/m1n. The compounds that have been Identified from these experiments, 
together with the corresponding peak number for reference purposes to Figure 6, and the trapping 
efficiencies, and response factors used In calculating the quantity of each compound, are pre»ented in 
Table II. The average weight. In mg, of the Identified compounds are recorded In Table II per gram of 
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original sanpla. Thus, 170.55 nig/gM of original sanple (Including carbon monoxide) mere accounted for as 
volatile materials resulting from the pyrolysis of the aromatic polyamide during the Isothermal phase of 
the pyrolysis conducted at 550DC. Since virtually all (>95 percent) of the peak area In the chromatogram 
In Figure 6 has been Identified and the quantity of each component determined. It Is assumed that the re¬ 
maining polymer weight loss may be attributed to hydrogen or ammonia (not quantitatively determined) -lus 
the material which condensed In the furnace or did not elute from the chromatograph. The origin of cne 
chlorine content In chlorobenzene Is believed to be from the process employed In the fiber manufacture. 

Reaidue Analuaia. The brown residue that was deposited on the quartz walls of the furnace after 
heating the aromaticpolyamide polymer to 550*C In a nitrogen environment was analyzed by Infrared 
spectroscopy and CI/MS techniques. The results of these experiments are discussed below. 

Infrared Analuaia of Reaidue. The Infrared spectrum of the residue was obtained by applying a thin 
film of this residue to a soJYÄ chloride plate. Two very strong and sharp bands appeared at 850 and 
2230 cm*1 which closely resemble the major absorptions from para-dlcyanobentene and not the meta Isomer 
o* the aromatic compound.11 Unless there are significant chemical rearrangements Involved In 
the pyrolysis process, these data support the conclusion that the dlacld used In the manufacture of this 
aromatic polyamide polymer is also in a para configuration. Ehlers et al.11 have published the infrared 
spectra of several pyrolyzates from aromatic imides and aromatic polyamide polymers. They studied an 
aromatic polyamide similar to the sample under investigation In this study with the exception that the 
dlacld and diamine precursors both contained the meta configuration. The pyrolyzate obtained from this 
polymer when heated to 550°C In vacuum was substantially different from that observed in our present 
study. 

Maas Spectr-’metric Analuaia of the Reaidue. The residue from the pyrolysis of the aromatic poly- 
amide was also investigated using El and Ctmodes of operation on the MS-30 mass spectrometer. The 
temperature of the sample was programmed from 50 to 200°C over a period of five minutes while the mass 
spectrum was continually scanned. Only two compounds were Identified from the residue: para-dicyano- 
benzene and cyanobenzolc acid. The former compound comprised greater than 90 oercent of the total ion 
current produced by the sample of residue. There was no evidence to confirm the presence of free acid or 
base in the mass spectrum. Higher molecular weight compounds were present In lower concentrations, but 
these were not identified. The mass-to-charge ratio of the Ions not Identlflrd were 194, 210, 212, 214, 
246, and 247. 

Reaidue and Char Analuaia. The residue that remained after exposure to 550°C In the nitrogen atmos- 
phe. e was 34.68 mg of the original 56.00 mg sample. The char that remained after a 1000°C exposure was 
23.00 mg. This residue and char were analyzed for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen content, and 
the averaged results from four such analyses are shown In Table III. These results Indicated that almost 
all of the hydrogen and oxygen content and approximately one-half of the nitrogen was lost from the 
original polymer at 1000®C. The high carbon, but low hydrogen, content Is consistent with a graphite¬ 
like structure, and the nitrogen content may suggest the presence of a nitrogen heterocyclic-type struc¬ 
ture for the monomeric unit. This elemental analysis is consistent with a compound containing the 
stoichiometry CnNH (C ■ 91.3Ï, H » 0.6*. and N - 8.2*). Although many chemical isomers can be drawn 
from this stoichiometry, one can envision a graphite-like structure of the form 

Based upon the Initial polymeric composition and the products that were observed to be lost in the 
degradation process, an argument can be made that the above structure Is a likely formula for the char. 
The hydrogen content of the char can be thought to be a discontinuity in the aromatic structure where a 
hydrogen atom Is present on one of the aromatic rings. A report by Mlckelson et al.Xi covers the in- 
depth study of char formation and char erosion processes. 

MATERIALS BALANCE - PYROLYSIS PROCESS 

Since quantitative data were presented In earlier sections of this paper on the volatile products, 
the condensed residues, and the char that remained from the pyrolysis of the aromatic polyamide in an 
Inert environment, one can estimate the reliability of those da*? through a simple calculation of the 
material balance. These calculations are based upon the knowledge that 61.9 percent of the original 
polymer remains as a solid residue at 5508C. The composition of the aerosol residue was assumed to be 
a 10:1 mixture of para-dlcyanobenzene and para-cyanobenzolc acid. 

Table IV contains a summary of the material balance that one obtains from this experimental study 
of the aromatic polyamide during pyrolysis In the nitrogen environment. The TGA thermogram obtain'd 
during the pyrolysis experiments indicated that only 0.6 mole of water Is associated with each repeat 
unit. This results In a revised average molecular weight of 248.75. Support of this hypothesis may 
be seen by the excellent agreement indicated In Table IV (100.3* C; 92.1* H; 99.5* N; 98.8% 0), when 
compared to the analysis of the Initial polymer. 

Oxidative Degradation Studies 

Samples o the aromatic polyamide were degraded In the presence of air isothermally at 550°C follow¬ 
ing a dynamic heating phase at 100°C/m1n from ambient to 550°C. Detailed analysis of the volatiles, 
aerosol residues, and char was conducted using the methodology described in the previous pyrolysis 
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*”!* ti>,n 20 tr«PP,n9 e*p«ri**nts were performed for Identification and quantitation of the 
'* product* resulting fro« the oxidative degradation of the polymer. Wen of the experiments 

utilized 25 to 80 m? sample sizes; the remaining experiments were conducted with sample sizes varying 
from 50 to 250 mg te aid In structural Identification. 

Studies were also conducted to determine the nature of products formed at temperatures lower than 
the temperature at which the maximum rate of weight loss was observed (TMX); these results were also 
quantitated. These Investigations are discussed In the following sections. 

Analysis of VolatUea. The volatile products resulting from the oxidative degradation of the aro¬ 
matic polyamide at 550°C (TC and FID detection traces) are presented In Figura 7. A 10-foot by l/8-1nch 

column containing Chromosorb 101 support was temperature-programmed from -20 to 
220*C at a rate of 10°C/m1n to obtain this degree of resolution. More than 30 compounds have been 
observed as products from these experiments and Table V lists those compounds that have been Identified. 
The peak numbers correspond to peaks In Figure 7; trapping efficiencies (T.l.) and response factors 
(R.F.) that were used In the calculations are also Included In Table V. 

It should be noted from consideration of the data presented In Table V that a discrepancy exists 
between the weight loss as measured by the TSA In the Pettier Thermoanalyzer and that determined as a 
result of quantitation of the volatiles by analytical procedures. It Is evident that a large fraction of 
the oxygen content found In carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and water that Is liberated from the sample 
must have resulted from an Interaction between the sample and Its environment. 

fieeidue Analysis. The residue that was formed on the quartz walls of the furnace during the oxida¬ 
tive degradation of the aromatic polyamide was collected and analyzed using the same procedures that were 
discussed previously under the section pertaining to pyrolysis studies. The Infrared spectrum was 
essentially the same as that observed In the pyrolysis studies. However, CI/W analysis Indicated that 
the residue contained approximately 50 percent para-cyanobenzolc acid. The ratio of the major products Is 
considerably different than that obtained when the polymer sample was decomposed In an Inert environment. 
This observation Is not surprising since It Is very likely that free oxygen In the air does Interact with 
the polymer In the deç adatlon process. 

Char Analysis. Unlike the polymer degradation studies conducted In the Inert environment wherein a 
char residue of 50 percent was observed at 1000°C, no visible char remained at 1000#C In the oxidative 
environment. A non-volatile residue was present at 550°C, but the composition of this material was not 
pursued at this time. 

Analysis of Volatils Products at a 20 Perosnt Weight Lose. To obtain a better understanding of the 
oxidative degradation process, the volatils gases that were prodiced from the aromatic polyamide were 
studied In a temperature range below that where the maximum rate of degradation occurred. Using the TGA 
trace In Figure 4 as a guideline, products from the oxidative deiradatlon experiments were trapped up to 
a maximum temperature of 425*C, which roughly corresponds to the point at which 10 percent of the sample 
weight was lost. A majority of the products that were trapped should be those compounds that are asso¬ 
ciated with the maximum In the sample weight loss at 380°C. 

In this experiment, a 260 mg sample of the aromatic polyamide was tnaperature-programmed at 100°C/ 
min from ambient to 425 C. The products from the oxidative degradation process were trapped beginning at 
300 C and the sampling period was extended for three minutes after the final temperature of 425*C was 
attained. The polymer sample lost an average of 51.4 mg of weight, or 19 percent of the total polymer 
weight, during the sampling period. Table VI summarizes the compounds identified and the quantity of 
each that was found during this sampling period. Of the 51.4 mg of sample weight lost, only 7.0 mg was 
found as volatile products. The remaining weight loss. It must be assumed, Is In the form of aerosol 
residues. 

Carbon Monoxide Analysis 

The evolution of CO from the aromatic polyamide was evaluated In both nitrogen and air environments 
from ambient to 800°C. The temperature of the samples was Increased at 100°C/m1n with the exception of 
an Isotherme; hold of the programming rate at 550°C for 30 seconds to establish an accurate reading of 
CO concentration at Tmjx. Figure 8 shows the change In the carbon monoxide concéntrate i as the polymer 
was heated In both nitrogen and air environments. As this figure shows, the CO evolution from the sample 
begins at approximately 350°C and maximizes at values of 9.5 and 3.2 percent of the original polymer 
weight at 550°C. Above Tmax, there Is a slight Increase In the CO produced when the sample Is heated In 
air, but this Increase Is not present In the data taken In the Inert environment. 

Flaming Combustion Studies 

The products from the degradation of the aromatic polyamide, under conditions of flaming combustion, 
were studied using the apparatus that was described previously. A 0.2 t 0.05 g sample of the polymer was 
Ignited and the flaming mode was sustained by using the nlchrome wire heat source. A total of four 
samples were ignited and the products were trapped and then desorbed from the porous polymer trapping 
system for subsequent GC/NS analysis. Figure 9 contains the FIO and the TC detector traces from the 
effluents produced In these flaming combustion studies that condensed In the low temperature (-110^) 
tr/,i. The products that were collected In the room temperature trap were only the less volatile products 
that are shown In Figure 9. 

Table VII Is a summary of the volatile products that have been Identified from *hese flaming 
combustion studies. The peak numbers corr-spondlng to the GC traces In Figure 9 and the quantity of 
each compound In milligrams per gram cf polymer Is Included In this table. The quantities of each 
compound that were measured must be considered as only an approximate lower limit to the actual amount 
because of the uncertainties Imposed by the trapping arrangement used during these experiments. It 
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should bt notad that the amount of hydrogen and carbon monoxide produced In the flaming combustion mode 
nas not determined. 

The sum of the products In Table VII account for 429-mg per gram of original polymer melght. A 
major portion of tha organic fraction In the products Is acetone, benionltrlle and a compound with the 
composition of CinHi?. Hltrlc oxide, carbon dioxide, ethanal. nltromethana, and styrene are other 
compound* that are prêtant In significant quantities. Further work Is presently under way to quantitate 
these results. 
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ILimilTAl MMiVSIS rot TNT AMMTIC POLmiK WlV«Ä 

Clement 

Percent Composition 

Sample As Received 

Th«oret1c.la Theoretical^ rue 
Analysis 

CaMrc1,l° 
Laboratory 
Analysis 

Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
Oxygen 

65.Î 
M 

It.« 
17.4 

«4.4 
4.« 

10.« 
19.1 

70.4 
4.1 

11.1 
11.4 

«S.S 

10.9 
16.8 

upon the «sswwd structure of the repeet unit. 

*feaMd upon the essunH structure of the repeet unit If one Molecule 
of weter per repeet unit 1* present. 

‘’Results frrm Schwertikopf Microenelyticel Lehore*ories. 

TAhtf II 

SUMMARY Of TMt VOlATIir PtOOtlCIS FROM TW PYROLYSIS OF 1HÍ 

AROKATIC POLVAMIOL FAHfllC IN KITRiX.CN A1 SCOt' 

Coniound Pea« ho> 1.I.P R.l/f Quantity«' 

Carbon monoNide 
Methar« 
Carbon dioxide 
Nitrous UAlde 
Ethylene 
Acetylene 
Ethane 
Cyanogen 
Propene 
Hydrogen cyanide 
Miter 
Acetronltrlle 
Acetone 
Propenen Hr 11« 
Acetic acid 
J’butenenitrile 
•enyene 
•utenanltrile 
Dioxane 
Toluene 
Chi omben rene 
lylene 
Phenol 
•enaonitrlle 
Tolunltrile 
Dlcyanobenyenc 

i 

Kl
 

»«
»S

Í K
. «

.i 
V

—
 —

 —
 —

 —
 —
 

—
 

0.00 
0.05 
0.97 
1.00* 
0.96 
0.94* 
0.98 
0.44‘ 
0.98* 
0.44 
0.82 
0.95« 
0.95* 
0.95* 
O.AO* 
0.95* 
0.90 
0.95 
0.95 
0.95 
0.95* 
0.95 
0.48 
0.90« 
0.90* 
0.80* 

P 
0.67(7 
1.0)lr 
0.915^, 
0.82(7 
0.980 
0.930 
1.01 
*•«• # 
0.65^ 

1 sV 
0.55(7 
2.564 
2.041 
1.679 
4.167, 
o. in 
O.R93, 
0.727' 
1.25* 
0 915 
1.10» 
0.971 
1.388 
1.136 
1.10» 
1.37* 

32. 

M 
56. 
0.01 
0.0?; 
0.00 
0.014 
o.ogi 
0.04 
«.44 
u. 
0.27 
0.020 
0.0?9 
0.43 
0.17 
7.1 
0.020 
0.037 
1.9 
0.0)1 
0.1) 
0.1 

1).4 
1.2 
1.1 

Totei 17055 

•IstimeteO. 

aJhe pyroljfsis of four samples with en evcro.e weight of 56 ng of semple end 
i IP mg sarnie weight loss during the sampling period (as measured by the 
TGA on the Mettler Thcrmoanely/er). 

^Corresponds to peek numbers In Figure 6. 

‘’Relative trapping efficiencies. 

^Relative response factors for flaue ionl*etion detector. 

"Millffrers of compound produced per gran, cf polymer as measured by 
analytical techniques. 

^Relative response factors for the thermal conductivity detector. 

dilution tine greater than 45 minutes, thus this peak does not apprar on 
the- chromatogram. 

TABU III 

ElfHCNTAL ANALYSIS Of THl AROMATIC POLYAMIOt 

RCSIOIICS AT S50*C AND lOOO’C1 

Clement 
s of Composition 

At 5S0*C At 1000-C 

Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
Oxygen 

80.5 
3.6 

11.7 
4.2 

91.9 
0.3 
ID 
0.0 

aChar remaining ufter pyrolysis In nitrogen 
atmosphere to the specified temperature. 
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TABLE IV 

SUNHARY Of THE HATERIAI BALANCE fOfi THE AROMATIC POLYAMIDE 

FAIR" IN NITROGEN AT 5M*C 

wnljiit <«g) 

Total Carbon Hydrogen Nitrogen Oxygen 

Original polymer 

Material recovered 

Volatiles 
Aerosol residue» 
Residi* after pyrolysis 

Initié! lots of w*tnra 

Percent of polymer 

accountable In produits 

56.00 

56.00 

9.41 
9.59 

34.6B 

2.3? 

100.0 

37.83 

37.95 

2.93 
7 11 

27.91 

100.3 

2 6* 

2.32 

0.5 
0.3 
1.26 

0.26 

92.1 

6.30 

6.27 

0.23 
1.99 
4.05 

99.5 

9.35 

9.46 

5.75 

0.19 
1.46 

2.06 

98.B 

“Wattr lost by the souple as measured by the TGA on the Mettler 'hermoanaly/er 
prior to the trapplnç of th« volatiles. 

TABLE V 

SUMMAkif Of THE PRODUCTS RESULTING FROM THE OXIDATIVE DEGR/,DATION OF THE 

AROMATIC POLYAMIDE FABRIC IN AIR AT 550^ 

Compound Peak No.* T.E.-’ R.F.rf Quantity4, 

Carbon monoxide 
Methane 

Carbon dioxide 
Nitrous oxide 
Ethylene 

Acetylene 
Cyanogen 

Propene 
Hydrogen cyanide 

Water 

Acetro’iitrlle 
Acetone 
PropenenItrlIs 
Nitromethane 

Acetic acid 
3-Butenenltrlle 
Benzene 

Butenenitrile 
Dioxane 
Toluene 
Chlorobenzene 

Xylene 

Phenol 
Berronltrile 
Tolunltrlle 

Benzoic add 
Dfeyanobenzene 

1 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
11 

10 
16 
16 
17 
18 

9 
19 

20 
21 

Ã 
23 
23 

M 
ts 
26 
27 

28 

0.05 
0.97 

1 OG 
0.96 
0 96* 
0.44* 

0.96* 
0.44 

0.62 
0.95* 

0.95* 
0.95* 
0.95* 
C.80* 
0.95* 

0.90 
0.95* 

0.95* 
0.95 

0.95* 

0.95 
0.96 
0.90* 
0.90 
0.90 

0.80 

1.031, 
0.95K 
0.S9ÍV 

0.990 
0.930- 
1.500V 

0.652V 

1 .MOV 
0.550* 
2 564 

2 041 

1 679- 
2.00/ 
4.167- 
0.727^ 

0.893- 
0.727Í 
1.25(r 

0 935 
1.500* 
0.971 

1 388 
1.136 

1.343 
1.590 

1.400 

95.2 
0.085 

322.000 

2.6u0 
0.066 

0.130 
0.230 
0.002 

0.790 
103.000 

0.160 
0.062 

0.240 
0.036 

0.092 
0.017 
0.430 

0.009 
0.016 
0.022 

0.039 
0.062 
0.140 

2.700 

0.011 
0.980 

1.100 

Total 531.000 

•Estlnated. 

aThe oxidative degradation of five samples with an average weight of ¿4 mg 
and a 21 mg sanple weight loss during the sampling pe-iod (as measured In 
the Mettler Thermoanalyyer by TGA). 

^Corresponds to peak numbers In Figure 7. 

^Relative trapping efficiencies. 

^Relative response factors for the flame Ionization detector. 

‘''Milligrams of compound prodjced per gram of polymer as measured by 

analytical techniques. 

^Relative response factors for the thennal conductivity detector. 

^Observed on a Chromosorb 103 column only. 

TABLE VI 

A SUMMARY Of THE VOLATILE PRODUCTS FROM THE OXIDATIVE 

DEGRADATION OF THE AR*jMATIC POLYAK;DC POLYMER 

AT 300 TO 425*C IN AIR11 

Compound T.E.b R.F.e Quantity** 

Carbon monoxide 
Carbon dioxide 
Hater 

Acetonitrile 
Benzene 

Toluene 
Chlorobenzene 
Xylene 

Ben/onitrlle 
Tolunltrlle 

0.0 
0.97 
0.82 

0.95* 
0.9C 
0.95 
0.95* 
0.95 
0.90* 

C.90* 

0.915* 
0.915* 
0.550* 
2.564 

9.893 
0.935 
1.5* 
0.971 

1.136 

1.J43 

3.4 

0.04 
25. 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 

0.002 
0.004 
1.4 
0.08 

Total 35.05 

•Estimated. 

alhe oxidative degradation of a 263 mg sanple with a 
weight loss (as measured by tha VGA on the Mettler 
Thermoanalyzer) of 51.4 ng during the sampling period. 

^Relative trapping efficiencies. 

^Relative response factors for the flame Ionization 
detector. 

Milligrams of compound produced per gram of polymer 

as determined by analytical techniques. 

^Relative response factors 'or the thermal conductivity 
detector. 
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ÎASU VII 

A SitMAAY OF THt VOLATILE PROtKJCTS FROM THE FLAMING CONIUSTION 

Of TMC AROMATIC POLYAMIDE POLYMER“ 

Nitric oxidt 
Carbon dioxide 
Ethyl ene 
CjMmooen 
Meter 

Ny^ o90n cy*n1á 
Mtttu'iwl 
Cthena' 
Ethêirl 
Acet /oc 
N1 f /'onethene 
Ac* tic add 
lr/izene 
To1uene 
Xylittc 
Styrene 
Methyl styrene 
c*"10 
ClOHu 

Si0"'2- ,. Benzonltrlle 

Peak No> Quantltr7 

2 
3 
4 
ft 
• 
7 
8 
« 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

18 
20 
21 
22 
23 

9.0 
74. 
2.6 
1.3 

15/. 
0.6 

It. 
0.6 

*7d 0.6* 
42. 
7.0 
1.6 
0.2 
0.7 
3.3 
6.1 
0.2 

10. 

3.5 
71. 
14 

Total 

aTh* flaming combustion of 0.25 gr samples. 

°Corre-ponds to peak numbers In Figure 9. 

Milligrams of compound produced per grar of sample as 
measured by analytical techniques. The absolute quantity of 
each compound Is not certain due to experimental difficulties. 
These values should ta considered to be lower limits to the 
actual quantity of '¿tiles produced In the combustion 
process. 

From the coo ant bat». ;d on th» x»rout polymer trap. 

Elutes at a time greater than j minutes, thus It does not 
appear in this chromatogram. 

Figur« I. Th« analytical «ch«m« tor th« study of th« aromatic 
amid« polymer. 

»aivKCi. 
Di'.. AO^r on 

0K ACTION 
VlSSfL 

Tfpf or 
comeouNoe 
MOOUCtO 

NCTrtoos or 
analysis 

Figur« 2 Analytical »ch«ir.e for th« analjsn of th« product« from 
polymer dégradation 

ÉÜNlúilIlÉIÉUkM^Ai^U 
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Figur« 3 Effect of htofing rote on «atnpl« weight lose for the 

aromatic amide polymer in a>r 

Figure 4. The effect of environment upon the weight lote of the 

aromatic amide polymer at a heating rate of IO*C/min 

TEMPERATURE CO 

Figure S The DIA traces for th« a-omatic polyamide 
in helium, air and osygen environments 



Figur« 6. Volatil« product« from th« pyrolysis of th« aromatic amide polymer in 

nitrogen at S50*C. 

Figur* 7a Flam* ionization datector r*sponse 

TIME (imnut**) 

Figur* 7b Th«rmol conductivity d*ctector response 

Figure 7. Volatile products from the oxidouve degradation of the aromatic 
amide polymer in air at 550UC 



Figure 8 Carbon monoxide evolution from the aromatic ami^e polymer 

ot a function of temperature in nitrogen and air environments. 

A heating of IOO*C/min., held isothermally at 550*C for 0.5 
minute. 

e 12 IJ 17 I« 21 

__i_j J d 

n 
m 

MX u X 

20 VJ 
I 5 IS S So ÍS Jo Ï9 40 40 

TIME (minutes) 

Figure 9o Flame ionization detector respome 

Figure 9 Volatile products from the flaming combustion of the oromatic amide polymer. 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER 14 

_1 am surprised that you have an increase of HCN with the presence of air ar compared to nitrogen, 
because in the work that we do in the environmental problem areas we know that the cyanogens react very rapidly 
with the oxygen compounds. I would have expected just the opposite. 

Mr Einhorn: Studies pertaining to thermal degradation of polymeric materials via pyrolysis, oxidative degradation, 
and flaming combustion have been carried out for a number of genetically different systems. The concentration of 
HCN increased as the concentration of oxygen was raised in the test environment. The presence of oxygen leads to 
a more exothermic reaction which may provide the energy necessary for conversion of such products (nitrites, amides, 
imides, etc., normally produced during pyrolysis) to HCN. 

MBMIlllllHa .. .■ .MM.— —.- 



FLAME SPREADING ACROSS MATERIALS - A REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES 

Wllllaa A. Slrignano 
Prufe»*or at Aerospace 
and Mechanical Sciences 
Guggenheln Laboratories 

Princeton University 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

USA 

SUMMARY 

A critical tevlev ot the existing reaearches on flane spread above solid coabustlble materials 
la given.* both theory and experiment are ronridered. Special attention is given to the deter- 

nlnatlon of the nte-controlllng mechanism for energy transfer ahead of the flame and there¬ 

fore to the deterninatlon of the flane spreading rate. The mechanism could be elthei gao-phase 
conduction, radiation, gas-phase convection or some combination of these. Important factors 
which are discussed are: natural convective flows, orientation of the direction of flame spread 
with respect to gravity, thickness of the burning material, and the values of the conductivity, 
dlffuelvltlea, heats of reaction and pyrolysis, chenlcal kinetic constants, and ambient oxygen 
concentration. It it indicated how changes in these factors can produce changes in the rate¬ 

controlling nechanlsn. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A pre-exponential constant In smoldering kinetics 

Cs specific heat capacity (solid) 

Cp constant pressure specific heat capacity (gas) 

E activation energy 

Q energy release per unit nass of solid fuel 

R universal gas constant 

T temperature 

“ - 1.0—t heat flux into the solid u 

Vp flame spreading velocity 

V convective flow velocity 

y distance from gas solid Interface 

y, - - y/L 

Y nass fraction 

1 fuel-bed nondlnenslonal thickness 

p density 

V etolchionetrlc fuel-air ratio 
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X conductivity 

« fc 

0,-=- 
c 1T— 

Suporacript 

- average value 

Subacript 

0 oxidizer 

« 8« 

a eolld 

« evaluated far away froa the coabuatlon zone 

0 reference quantity 

INTKODUCTION 

The purpoae of thia paper la to review the existing najor theorlea of flaae apread above »olid with 
ewphaala on the fundaaental proceaaea, Thia paper will cover, for the purpose of soae degree of coaplete- 
neaa, aoae of the material dlacuaaed In a prevloua review by Slrlgnano (1972). However, for the most part, 

■ore recent theoretical and experimental developaenta are dlacuaaed. Nevertheleaa, It la auggaated that 
the Interested reader exaalne that prevloua reference as well as this paper to see this author's total 
effort to critically review the subject. 

The; aain goal of any flaae apread theory Is to predict the rate of flaae apread as a function of cer¬ 
tain paraaetera which deacrlbe the aolld fuel and ita environment (typically air). There la aecondary 
Interear. In predicting profllea of teaperature, apeciea concentration, and velocity In the gt~ chase and 
of teaperature In the aolld phaaa. Obvloualy, the flaae apreada becauae energy releaaed In the tlaae la 
transportad ahead of the flaae to heat and gaalfy the fuel; then the fuel vapora can alx with tha oxygan 
In tha air and react. The Interesting problaa la to dateralna which aechanlaa(s) of heat tranafar (gas 
phase conduction, gas phase convection, solid phase conduction, cr radiation) dominates In whic1- regime 
of tha paraaMters. Tha partlnent paraaatera are the theraal conductivities, specific heats, and aaaa 
dlffuslvltlea of tha solid and gaa environment, kinetic constants for the gas phase reactions and surfaca 
pyrolysis, tha aatarlal thl-itness, flaaa aalsslvlty, and the aabient pressure, teaperature, and oxygen 
concentration. 

The spreading rate is not known a prior but appears as a parameter In tha syataa of equations. See, 
for exaaple, de Kls (1968) or Slrlgnano (1972, 1974) where the spreading rata la regardad as an alganvalua 
In the aathaaatlcal problea. 

DISCUSSION OF EXISTING THEORIES OF FLAME SPREAD ABOVE SOLID FUELS 

De Ria (1968) presented the first interesting theory of flaae spread above a solid fuel. He consid¬ 

ered a laminar diffusion flam« spreading over a aolld fuel against an Incoming air streaa. Two aodels 
are considered: a thick-bed aodel and a thln-bed aodel. Radiation is considered only In the thick-bed 
aodel. Chcaical kinetics ara sufficiently fast and the fuel la sufficiently volatile that the flaae stands 
away froa the surface but within the gas diffusion layer. 

In the de Ria aodel, the detalla of the gasification process and the nixing end reaction of the fuel 
vapor and oxidizer have not been specified. It la asserted that teaperature of the unburned solid auat 
reach a certain critical value Tvap before the flaae could spread above It. 'Hiere la serloua question 
about the utility of such a paraaeter since It la a function of many other parameters and la not a property 

of the fuel alone but rather a property of the systea. 

In the thln-bed case, the spreading rate la found to be inversely proportional to the fuel-bed thick¬ 
ness and Independent of the Incoalng air velocity. In the case when the bed thickness becoaea large com¬ 
pared to the thermal layer thickness, the spreading rate la independent of the bed thickness and directly 
proportional to the air velocity. The spreading rate 1c Independent of pressu-e In the thln-bed case and 
directly proportional to presaure in the thick bed case. The eigenvalue spreading rate la found to be 
independent of the solid phase conductivity In the direction of flame propagation. 

Ohki and Tsuge (1974) treated a problem with smoldering combustion at the surface followed by a dif¬ 
fusion flame sheet. The gas phase kinetics are assumed to be very fast so that the diffusion flame is 
very thin. The kinetics of the smoldering combustion are not so fast; so they are a controlling factor. 
The mathematical problem is linearized by an ad hoc representation of the smoldering kinetics. That is, 

an exponential representation of the gasification rate In front of the flame followed by a slowly varying 
gasification late behind the flame front is assumed. 
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Thera is a one qualitative agreement batmen the Dhki and Tauge theoretical reaulte and tha experimental 

reaulte of McAlvey, at al. (1969, 1971). There are some Important quantitative dlfferencea, however. 
Furthermore, It le poaalbla that a gaa-phase kinetic controlled modal would predict reaulte which compare 
just aa mil with the experimental data. The authora do not proceed to dlacern whether gas-phase conduc¬ 

tion or solid-phase conduction dominates with regard to the transfer of energy ahead of the flame. 

A recent theoretical developsent by Fernandes-Pello, Klndelan, and Williams (1973) la baaed upon the 
assumption that the energy la traitferred ahead of the flaaut solely through solid-phase heat conduction. 
The spreading rate Is not predicts! by this thsory but rather Is taken as an empirical Input. The surface 
temperature Is predicted to be aa average of an error function and exponential function with distance ahead 
of the flame. The error function dominates in a thick fuel bed case while the exponential function dominates 
in a thin fuel bed caae. By adjustment of the weighting factor In the averaging process good agresmsnt with 

experimental results for surface temperature Is obtained. 

The authors claim that their study Involved a critical test for determining the mode of heat transfer 
ahead of the flame. However, their argument Is not convincing since spread ratae mre not calculated but 
rather provided amplrlcally and some arbitrary adjustment of a parameter in the theory was Involved. 

It Is not clear a priori that gas phase conduction Is less significant than solid phase conduction. 

It seems to this author that, among other factors, the comparison between characteristic thermal lengths 
In the gas and solid are important. The phase with the larger thermal length would tend to be the phase 
with the dominant forward conduction of heat; that is, the greater the thermal length of o given phase, 
the greater the temperature rise at a given point ahead of the flame due to conduction through that phase. 

The characteristic thermal length Is the ratio of a thermal diffutlvlty to the flow velocity. The 
fact that the gas phase density (at atmospheric pressure) is several orders of magnitude less than the 
solid phase density tends to make the gas phase thermal length large coupared to the solid phase thermal 
length. However, due to natural convection, the gas phase velocity tends to be several orders of magni¬ 
tude larger than the solid phase velocity (which equals the spreading rate). This velocity effect would 

tend to make the solid phase thermal length larger than the gas phase length. 

It can only be concluded that a theoretical andel should Include both solid phase and gas phase con¬ 
duction and the determination of which mode dominates should come as a conclusion and not an assumption 

of the theory. 

There la a theory developed in a series of papers by Slrlgnano (1972), Slrlgnano (1974), and Feng 
and Slrlgnano (1974) which does allow for both solid and gas heat conduction in the model. As a result 
of calculations based upon this theory, conclusions can be drawn concerning the dominant mode of heat trans¬ 
fer. The major shortcoming of the theory Is that, at present, it is limited to a consideration of surface 

or smoldering combustion only. 

In this theory, steady flame propagation across a solid and against an Incoming air stream la consid¬ 
ered but all reaction occurs at the surface. The eigenvalue spreading rate Is determined as a function of 
fuel bad thickness, gas phase velocity (due to natural cr forced convection), thermo-chemical properties, 

and ambiant tamperature and oxygen concentration. 

A system of partial differential equations were established. Baaed upon an Oseen-type approximation 
whereby the free-strew velocity is substituted for the coefficient In the convective term, a linear dif¬ 
ferential oparator is obtained for the energy and special equations. A Green's function Is developed and 
amployad to raduce the system of two-dinanslonal partial dlffsrentlal equations to a system of one-dimen¬ 
sional Intagral equations (appllcabla along the gas-solid Intsrface). The statement of continuity for the 
solid fusl loads to an Integral representation for the eigenvalue. The only nonllnearltles In the system 
appaar In tha Integrands which result from the reaction rate dependence upon temperature. A method of 
successive substitutions Is used to solve these Integral equations for surface temperature and surface 
oxygen concentration. From these results, tho oxygen concentration throughout the gas phase, the tampera¬ 
ture throughout the gas and solid phases, and the eigenvalue spreading rate may be Immediately calculated. 

BOLE OF FUNDAMENTAL PBOCESSES 

In this section, we shall use the results of Slrlgnano and Feng to determine the role of the funda¬ 

mental processes in the spreadi'.tg phenomenon. 

Figure 1 shows the Influence of convective flow velocity on the flame spreading rate for fixed fuel- 
bed thickness. The spreading rate Increases with Increasing convective velocity. It peaks and then de¬ 
creases with further Increas-js In flow velocity. The dsta of Lastrina and co-workers exhibited increasing 
flame spreading velocity with Increasing convective flow velocity until a "critical" flow velocity Is 
reached. Beyond the "critical" flow velocity, the flame spreading velocity decreases with Increasing flow 
velocity. Two of their experimental cases are Included In Figure 1. The theoretical and experimental re¬ 
sults are in good agreement despite a difference In the oxidation processes: i.e., gas phase versus sur¬ 
face reactions. The convective flow condition near the solid surface la also different. For the experi¬ 
ment-1 case, a boundary ¿ayer always exists with the resulting retarded flow velocity near the surface; 
while in the theoretical model, the convective velocity profile is assumed to be uniform throughout the 
gas phase region. As tna gas velocity increases, the -.onductlon from the surface Into the gas phase In¬ 
creases, but It always becomes more difficult to conduct upatream In order to propagate the flame. The 

results suggest a "crf.ssovsr" In these two effects. 

Notice that for the theoretical reference quantities, one set of the solutions subscripted with 0 are 
taken. For experimental reference quantities, a set of experimental results and parameters subscripted with 

0 Is taken which is different from the former. All symbols are defined in the nomenclature. 
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■•low th* critical flow velocity, Vf and V way ba corralatad by tha powar-la» ralatlonahlp. 

Vf « V0-33 and VF - V0,43 

for t/t02 * 2.11 «h» t/Tq2 “ 1*08, raapactlvoly. Thaaa cowpara favorably with Laatrlaa and co-vorkara 

finding of 

VF « V 
0.34 

for all of tha data fron thalr axparlaants, while da Rla (1969), on tha other hand, predicted 

vF ■ V 

Figura 2 shot» tha corraapondlng tawparatuvaa and oxysan concentration profllaa for t/tq2 ■ 2.11. It 

la naan that aa tha flcaa apraadlng rata Incraaaaa, tha dlnanalonlaaa length of ïha portion of tha solid 
fuel under active oxidation, As, Incraaaaa with an accoapanylng Increase In tanparatura and with a alight 

Increase in tha alnlauw aurfaca cnygau concentration. However, since 

L * L * P C V , and A - w 

we than have 

Ax - -¾—T- (Aa) A 
P« cp A 

where Ax la the dimensional counterpart of As With the available values for Aa and A, it can be shown 
that as the fíate spreading velocity Increases, tha actual length of the portion of the solid itai under 

active oxidation decreases. 

the calculated values of the flame spreading velocity for various values of a, B, and A are shown in 

the following table: 

TABLE I 

0.44 

0.69 

1.07 

1.49 

_B_ 

0.07 

0.11 

0.18 

0.24 

10.8 

5.0 

2.0 

1.0 

A 

419.0 

122.6 

31.83 

11.37 

Figure 3 shows tha influence of fual-bad thickness of tha flaae spreading velocity for fixed convec¬ 
tiva velocities. When the fuel-bed is very thick, the flaae spreading velocity tends to approach an 
asymptotic value. As the fuel-bed thlcknesc decreases, the spreading velocity increases until t/t0 
reaches a minimum value for each fixed V/V0. Then the spreading velocity further Increases as t/tq In¬ 

creases resulting In a left upper branch of the curve. This Is In agreeaent with the phenoaenon shown in 
Figure 1. There the curves peak at some "critical" convective velocities and the flaae spreading velocity 
Increases with an increase In convective velocity between the "critical" velocity and decreases with fur¬ 
ther increase In convective velocity. In Figure 3, on the left upper branches of the curves, as the con¬ 
vective velocity increases from 0.543 to 1.50, for a fixed fuel bed thickness, say t/tq - 1.5, the flaae 
spreading velocity also Increases from 0.98 to 1.16. On the right portion of the curves, say at t/tq - 4.0, 
an increase in convective velocity froa 0.036 to 0.144 results in a decrease in flame spreading velocity 
from 0.085 to 0.072. 

Notice that the end points at the left upper branches represent the liaits beyond which convergent 
solutions ars not obtained. It is not clear yet whether these represent numerical Halts or actual flam¬ 
mability Halts. 

To understand the effect of the change of on the flaae spreading rate, one may calculate the results 

which are shown in Table II. These are the points corresponding to those which appear in Figure 1 with 

t/Tq2 ” 2.11. The points in Table II from the bottom value to the top value correspond to those in Figure 

1 froa the left to the right on the curve with t/t02 - 2.11. 
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TABLE II 

0.25 

0.50 

1.00 

2.0 

5.00 

10.8 

B 

0.20 

0.2585 

0.053 

0.18 

0.10 

0.08 

A 

3.376 

5.777 

28.56 

31.84 

118.3 

386.4 

A(V_/ V_ ) 
T r0 

-0.00414 

-0.1726 

-0.0113 

-0.0928 

-0.0853 

-0.1813 

A(V_/V_ ) V 
F F0 V 

\ \ Vp 

-1.265 1.26 5.03 

-0.2759 1.47 2.94 

-0.2565 0.5944 0.5944 

-0.1126 1.07 0.533 

-0.122 0.718 0.144 

7.637 0.475 0.044 

It la notad that. In ganaral, the affect of the change of (X /X^) on the flaae epreading rate la alight 
and that an increaae In aoild phaae conductivity will reault in a decreaae in the flaae spreading rate while 

an increase in gaa phaae conductivity reaulta in an increase in the flaae spreading rate. 

figure 4 shows the teaperature profiles inside the solid and gas phase regions for one case. As ex¬ 
pected, the tespereture decreases with increase in the distance froa the gas-solid fuel interface. The 
teaperature decreases aore in the solid than in the gas with the saae distance fron the interface since 
the heat dlffuslvlty for the solid is auch less than that for the gas. The corresponding heat flux into 

the solid or gas phase is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 6 shows the influence of the fuel-air ratio v. As v increases, the amount of oxygen needed 
decreases. The aaxlasia teaperature increases with accompanying increase of heat transfer into the solid 
fuel bed below. Due to teaperature increase, the length of fuel bed under active oxidation decreases. A 

decreases froa 2 to 0.9745 implying an increase in gas velocity V. 

The increase of f'■» aaxlaua teaperature could be due to an increase in the fuel consumption, ihis 
situation is possible ..nee in the case that V - Vf, a decrease of A implies an increaae of Vp. 

Figure 7 shows in coaparlson with Figure 6 the influence of conductivity ratio, As increases 

froa 0.1 to 4.^1, the aaxlaua teaperature decreases *hlle th® minimum YQ also decreases. Since "a" is 

held constant is increased by the saae amount as -A. With a faster rate of fuel consumption, the mini- 
V 

aua Yq increaees in spite of the feet that aaxlaua teaperature decreases due to an increase in Xg. 

When the activation energy, 0 increases froa 6 to 10, the alnlaua Y. decreases and the maximum tem¬ 
perature increases with an accompanying decrease in the length of the fuel-bed under active oxidation. 

This is shown in Figure •. 

To see the effect of varying oxygen concentration, Yg was changed froa 1.0 to finally 0.35 in several 

steps as shown in Figure 9. It is seen that the aaxlaua teaperature decreases slightly as YQ decreases 

and the length of the fuel bed under active oxidation also extends slightly. The heat transfer into the 

fuel bed, however, decreases quite appreciably. 

When the bed is Insulated at ita bottom. Figure 10 shows that the teaperature and the alnlaua oxygen 
concentration are generally allghtly lower for infinite bed thlckneas than for finite bid thickness. This 
is expected alnce for finite fuel-bed thlcknees, the heat flux does not go beyond the bottom of the fuel 
bed. Figure 11 shows the corresponding surface heat flux profile. It is interesting to note that for 
the case of finite bed thickness, heat is transferred from the solid to the gas phase ahead of and behind 
the flaae. Underneath the flaae, heat released is partially transferred into the bed. 

In conclusion, the Influences of convective flow velocity and fuel-bed thickness on the flaae spreading 
velocity are delineated for the case of exotheralc surface reaction. The trend is in good agreement with 
the findings from experiments using thermoplastic materials. For direct comparison, experiments with sur¬ 
face reaction materials, though less coMon than thoae with gas phase reaction, are needed. It is clearly 
indicated that chemical reaction rates are important in deteialnlng the epreading rate; faster chemical 

rates imply faster propagation. Note that the exletence of a Halting bounded value for the propagation 
rate as ■•*»—ir»1 ratee becoae infinite is not indicated; diffusion alone ie never controlling. Furthermore, 
in the range of paraaeters considered, gas phase conduction is a dominant mechanisa for heat transfer ahead 
of the fIsae while solid phaae conduction la a dominant mechanism for heat loss from the flame. That la, 
an Increase in gas phase conductivity causes an increaae in the propagation rate while an increaae in solid 

phase conductivity causes a decreaae in the propagation rate. 

NEED FOB FUTURE RESEARCH 

There still exists the need for a theoretical model which considers finite gas phase kinetics. Note 
that we should really not expect the existence of a diffusion controlled Halt where kinetics are unimportant. 
This spreading problea will have similarity with the problea of a propagation of a laalnar flaae through a 
preaixed combustible gae. There the propagation rate Increases without bound as either the chemical reaction 
rate or the transport properties increasu. In this problea of flaae spreading above solid fuels, the propa¬ 

gation rate should also continually increase with the cheaica] reaction rate. 
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If the gaa phaaa thataal length reMlna vary larga coapared to the aolld phase thermal length, we 
would expect that the apre'-dlng rate Incraaaea aa gaa phaaa conductivity 4ncreaaea and decreaaaa aa aolld 
phase conductivity Increases. 

An Interesting set of papers by Hlrano, at al (1974) Indicates that gas phase convection nay become 
Important in some cases. Their experimental observation with f 1ms spreading across thin fuel sheets In¬ 
dicated timt recirculating flows can occur on the underside of the sheets. (They were never observed on 
the top side.) These reversed flows seemed to Increase the rate of energy transport ahead of the flame; 
.n particular, Increased propagation rates era measured when the recirculation occurs. 

A plausible explanation for tha cause of the recirculation la a bouyancy affect. Whenever a non- 
uniform heat flux is applied to a fluid from above a recirculating convection pattern occurs. This would 
not occur if the fluid were heated from below. The energy released In combustion would provide the heat 
flux which results In the Increase of temperature, the related decrease In density, and the subsequent 

convectiva pattern. 

When this reversed flow occurs, the Oeeen-type of differential equations can no longer be employed. 
The full nonlinear equations must be encountered and solved by numerical means. None of the existing 
theories would therefore apply in this situation. Some of the techniques utilised by Torrance (1971) 
and Barring and Slrlgnano (1974) for flame spread above liquid fuels can become useful here. 
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Fß.2 SURFACE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE v* POSITION 
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FI6.3 DIMENSIONLESS FLAME SPREADING VELOCITY vs FUEL BED 

THICKNESS 
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FK3. 4 TEMPERATURE PROFILE INSIDE SOLID AND GAS REGIONS 
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FIG. 5 Hl AT FLUX TO THE SOLID AND GAS REGIONS 

FIG. 6 SURFACE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION TEMPERATURE AND HEAT FLUX vs 
POSITION 
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FIG.7 SURFACE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION, TEMPERATURE AND HEAT FLUX vs POSITION 

FIG. 8 SURFACE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION,TEMPERATURE AND HEAT FLUX vs POSITION 



FIG . 9 SURFACE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION,TEMPrIRATURE AND HEAT FLUX vs 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER IS 

Mi Hennecke: I wonder about the equations you solved: are they boundary layer equations or the full Navier-Stokes 
equations? If they are the former, I don’t think that you will be able to see, in your results, the whole effect of 
the gaseous heat conductivity on the flame spreading rate. 

Mr Svtgnmo: The diffusion of heat and mass in both directions is considered; that is, the elliptic rather than the 
parabouc (or boundary layer) forms of the equations for energy and species conservation are considered The Oseen 
approximation is made for the convective term so that the momentum equation is uncoupled 

1 
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ON THE APPLICABILITY OP RETICULATED FOAMS POR THE SUPPRESSION OP FUEL TANK EXPLOSIONS 
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FÜR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT E.V. 

Institut für LuftStrahlantriebe 

Porz-Wahn, Germany 

SUMMARY 

It is known, that reticulated foams can inhibit flames, which develop 

inside fuel tanks. The application of such foams in aircraft tanks nec- 

cessitates a compromise to be made bf^ween best flame suppression pro¬ 

perties and lowest additional weight of the foam structure. Also techno¬ 

logical questions, like mechanical behaviour during refuelling, have to 

be considered. 

Investigations have been carried out at DFVLR, Porz-Wahn, 

in which the flame suppression properties of polyurethane foams with 

varying cell size have been studied by means of a flame tube and an ex¬ 

plosion vessel. Results on the thickness of the foam layer necessary 

for flame quenching will be given, depending on pore size, fuel-air ratio 

and on pressure. The behaviour of reticulated foam during explosion in 

a closed vessel will be discussed, as well as its mechanical behaviour. 

Conclusions with respect to the application of foam structures in tanks 

will be drawn. 
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INTRODUCTION 

TOR MILITARY AIRCRAFT it is highly desirable to have technical systems which can pre¬ 

vent the explosion of aircraft fuel tanks when subjected to onemy actions. There are se¬ 

veral systems which can fulfill this duty, for example nitrogen inerting systems, fast- 

response fire-fighting systems or the application of reticulated plastic foams, which 

are fitted to the interior of fuel tanks. Whereas the physical working-principles of the 

first two mentioned systems are rather well understood, only little information is avai¬ 

lable on the fire-suppressing properties of reticulated foams. Therefore an investigation 

concerning these and some other interesting mechanical properties has been started under 

a contract of the Min.of Def., P.R.O. 

There are several important points which have to be clarified before optimum use of 

reticulated foam in aircraft fuel tanks can be made. Tests carried out under the guidance 

of military authorities of several NATO-countries have shown that it is possible to avoid 

explosions of fuel tanks after being hit by projectiles, if the tank volume is filled 

with reticulated foam. However, the volume of the solid structure of the foam, on one 

hand detracts from the usable storage capacity of the tank; on the other hand it with¬ 

holds, by means of adhesive forces, a certain amount of fuel. This means that the fuel 

storud in the tank cannot be fully used for propulsion purposes. Hence, a reduction of 

the range of the aircraft is inevitable. A further penalty results from the additional 

weight of the foam structure which decreases the payload. Therefore, a need for optimi¬ 

sation of the foam structure with respect to the mentioned losses exists. 

There are several ways to achieve this. One is to decrease the specific mass of the 

foam structure by increasing the cell size and reducing the dimensions of the cross¬ 

pieces, without changing the flame suppression qualities. Another possibility is to di¬ 

vide the available tank space into small volumes by using layers of reticulated foams of 

a certain thickness and a cell-size which is sufficient to prevent a flame from spreading 

from a cavity to the neighbouring ones. For this case it is also of interest to know how 

large the size of the cavities left free from foam can be. 

From these objectives a number of questions can be deduced which have to be answered 

before an optimum design of flame-suppressing foam structures can be made. The first 

part concerns the foam layer thickness necessary for flame suppression as a function of 

cell size, mixture ratio, fuel quality, pressure and temperature. The second part concerns 

the tolerable cavity sizes formed by the crosswise foam layers inside the tank, and a 

third area is given by mechanical and chemical problems, like flow resistance, fuel re- 

tainment by the foam structure, suppression of fuel sloshing, aging of the foam, and so on. 

The experiments reported in the following were intended to get better informations on 

some of these areas. They are by no means complete and have to be carried on. 

EXPERIMENTS ON THE FLAME SUPPRESSION PROPERTIES OF RETICULATED FOAMS 

In general, an explosion inside a fuel tank is ignited within a limited area, e.g. 

the surface or the wake of a hot projectile [11. The flame which develops will then 

spread with increasing speed throughout the whole tank volume. This flame spreading is to 

be suppressed by the action of the reticulated foam structure. A suitable means for the 

simulation of this process is resembled by a flame tube. However the spreading of a fla¬ 

me in such a flame tube is a quasi-one-dimensional process, whereas the flame spreading 

through a combustible mixture from a projectile or its wake is at least quasi-two-dimen¬ 

sional. This difference however, is no disadvantage, because if a flame tube is used, the 

studies are carried out under more severe conditions. Generally, one can assume that the 
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flam apeada in the tuba ara largar than thoaa of flams developping from projectiles in 

tanka. Therefore a flam-tube waa chosen for most of the experiments. The experimental 

aet-up ia shown in Vlg.l. The flam tube has a diameter of 60 mm» and a length of 2 m. 

At some distance from the ignition end of the tube, a cylindrical foam specimen was pla¬ 

ced between two flanges. This distance was chosen so that certain fixed values of the 

flam speed were obtained in the region immediately upstr-am of the foam specimen. 

The masurement of the flame travelling speed was performed optically, by using foto- 

transisters, which observed the passing-by of the luminous flame front. Three of these 

detectors were installed upstream of the specimen with a distance of 100 mm between two 

of them. 

Ignition of the combustible mixture was achieved by a spark or by a hot wire. The 

combustible mixture waa formed from fuel and air flows measured by rotameters. In order 

to vary the mixture temperature, the two gas flows were heated or cooled by means of heat 

exchangers, downstream of the rotameters. Por avoiding heat losses from the tube after 

filling with the heated or cooled mixture, the tube could be thermostatizised. The pres¬ 

sure inside the tube waa registered with quarz transducers. The homogeneity of the mix¬ 

ture was enuured by mixing fuel and air far upstream of the tube. Ignition was performed 

immediately after filling the tube. The resulting flame then travelled the distance up to 

the foam specimen; here it was either arrested or passed through the foam, in the latter 

case igniting the combustible gas volume downstream of the obstacle. The appearance or 

non-appearance of this downstream ignition was again registered optically by a foto- 

transistor. 

Th« tests were carried out in such a way that tor given conditions (fuel mixture-ra¬ 

tio, pressure, temperature, cell size of the foam) the thickness of the foam specimen in 

the direction of flame propagation was varied from test to test until no ignition of the 

combustible mixture downstream of the specimen was observed. Each test point was repeated 

10 times. 

Por the tests 7 foam qualities with different cell sizes were available, each of 

which waa characterised by the number of cells per unit length (cm). In order to count 

the number of cells a very simple procedure was applied; the specimen was immerged into 

a opaque liquid, the color of which has to give enough contrast to the color of the foam. 

If the surface of the liquid and of the foam specimen are located in the same plane, it 

is possible to count the number of cells without interference from the adjacent cell lay¬ 

ers. The cell sizes of the foams investigated ranged between 3 and 2*1 cells per centi¬ 

meter. 

TEST RESULTS 

Pig.2 shows the results on the necessary specimen thickness depending on the number 

of cells for stoichiometric, fuel-rich and fuel-lean propane air-mixtures at a pressure 

of 1 bar and a temperature of 293 K. Two different values of the flame speed, 1,2 m/s 

and 8 m/s have been chosen. For the lower velocity the flame was ignited at the open end 

of the tube; the higher velocity could only be obtained with ignition at the closed end. 

As expected in this case the flame speed showed some fluctuations [2]. The distance be¬ 

tween the ignition point and the specimen was chosen so that the prescribed value of the 

flame velocity could be reproduced with a scatter of approx. 10 - 15 <• 

Por all mixtures investigated the specimen thickne s necessary for the suppression 

of the flame has a tendency to decrease with increasing cell numbers. This tendency is 

most pronounced for stoichiometric mixtures. Por fule-lean and fuel-rich mixtures the 

■..^ UilU Í.LUUUU 
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thickness of the speclmn is only slightly dependent on the number of cells. This seems 

to indicate that the total surface of the foam material exposed to the flame, at which 

radicals can be deactivated and which can absorb heat, is a controlling factor. Further¬ 

more, for mixtures close to stolchometric ratios the necessary specimen thickness in¬ 

creases with the speed of the travelling flame. Prom this it can be concluded that the 

time Intervall which the flame is in contact with the foam structure, is another con¬ 

trolling factor. However, this effect is not observed with fuel-rich mixtures. 

It must be mentioned that with mixture ratios containing excess oxygon inspection 

of the foam specimen after a successful test always showed that the foam structure was 

partly burned at the upstream surface. This means that chemical reactions between the foam 

material md the oxygen can be induced by thermal effects. 

Pig.3 shows the influence of different fuels and of pressure on the necessary specimen 

thickness; the results are valid for stoichiometric mixtures. The change in pressure 

showed no significant influence on the flame speed; however the scatter of the measured 

speeds at different pressures increased. Whereas the flame velocities for CjHß resp. 

CHjj were in the order of 8 to 9 m/s, for ethylene due to its higher reaction rate a va¬ 

lue in thr order of 20 m/s was found. In order to compare the results of all three fuels 

on the same bese the foam thicknesses for ethylene have been corrected to the same velo¬ 

city level as measured for propane and methane; assuming a linear relationship between 

foam thickness and flame speed, approximately. 

The foam thickness h necessary for the suppression of the flame increases with pres¬ 

sure for all three fuels; the dependency can be described approximately by a power law 

h » hj . (P/Pj)", 

where hj is the foam thickness at Pj * 1 bar. The exponent n is nearly the same for all 

three fuels and has a value of 1.66. A first explanation is possible, if one assumes that 

a purely thermal process was responsible for the flame suppression. The solid surface 

of the foam structure necessary for the absorption of heat is proportional to the heat 

produced and inversely proportional to the heat absorbed by unit area of the surface. 

Assuming a constant temperature difference between the burnt gas and the surface, the 

heat produced increases with Pn, where n is the reaction order. The heat absorbed is 

proportional to the heat transfer coefficient which should be p°*38 in th@ prevaillng 

range of very small Reynolds numbers. Keeping in mind that for a constant cross-section 

of the foam plug, the active surface A of the structure increases with the thickness h 

of the plug, we have approximately 

A -h - pn-°-38, 

which for a reaction of approx. 2 leads to 

h * P1'6. 

This compares very well with the observed experimental value of 1.66. 

If one crossplots against the lamina** burning velocity the measured thickness h for 

the three fuels at 1 bar, one finds that h increases like 

h - S, 1.73 

This could be explained similarly if one assumes that for constant heat transfer pro- 
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pertica th-» necessary length h la approx, proportional to the heat Q produced in the 

. flame. A simplified consideration of the propagation of a wrinkled laminar flame front 

shows, that Q should vary with SL2, which is not very far from experimental observation. 
One should however bear in mind that the above treatment is a strong simplification of the 

real physical process of flame suppression and can therefore yield only qualitative re¬ 

sults. Especially, radical recombination on the finely distributed solid surface in the 

way of the flame should play a major role. 

A number of experiments tas been carried in order to study the influence of the gas 

temperature before ignition on the necessary foam thickness. The first results have shown 

that there is some inconsistency which is rather difficult to explain without more in¬ 

sight into the process. Measurements have been carried out at gas temperatures of 353 K, 

293 K, and 233 K. They show a distinct minimum of the foam plug thickness h around 293 K, 

and an increase of the necessary foam thickness both with decreasing and increasing gas 

temperature. The increase of h with gas temperature can understood from an increase of 

the heat release rate for nearly constant heat transfer conditions. However, the reason 

for the increase of h at lower temperatures is not clear, presently. Some influence has 

to be expected surely from the change of the wave propagation patterns which occurs with 

varying temperature. Further experiments have to be carried out before firm conclusions 

can be drawn. 

TEST IN AN EXPLOSION VESSEL 

The experiments described in the previous section were intended to get basic infor¬ 

mation on the behaviour of flame-suppression foams under simplified conditions, which 

allow a comparison of different foam structures. The physical conditions in a flame pro¬ 

pagating ih.'ough the gas-filled space of a fuel tank differ however to some extent from 

those prevailing in a flame tube. Therefore, some experiments have been carried out on 

the extinction of flames propagating through an explosion vessel (Fig.ii). its diameter 

was 300 mm, its length 1 m. The purpose of the investigation was to find out how the re¬ 

sults of the small diameter flame tube can be carried over to larger dimensions and what 

flame-suppressing qualities could be expected from different geometrical arrangements of 

foam layers. The filling of the vessel with combustible mixture took place in the same 

way as described in the previous chapter. For all tests stoichiometric propane-air mix¬ 

tures were employed. The pressure at the wall of the vessel was measured half way 

between both end flanges. The extinction of the flame could be observed through a window. 

Two kinds of tests have been performed, the first using the explosion vessel like a 

short flame tube of large diameter. The combustible mixture was ignited at one end flange, 

and foam plugs of 300 mm dia. and length of 100 to 900 mm were placed in the vessel at 

different distances from the ignition peint. Foams with A, 6 and 7 cells per cm have 

been used. Foams with A cells per cm or less cannot prevent flame propagation through the 

vessel at all, even if the vessel is completely filled with foam. However, the propaga¬ 

tion process was considerably slowed down; also the pressure measured after combustion 

was completed is lower than in a vessel without foam inserts. It decreases from 12 bar 

in the latter case to 2 bar, if the whole vessel is filled with foam. For foams with 6 

and 7 cells/cm the flame coul< not be prevented from passing through a foam layer of 

100 mm hickness if the ¿irtance of the foam from the ignition source was larger than 

A©O Por smaller distances a passage of the flame through the foam cannot be excluded 

with certainty; the reason for this is not yet understood. From the fact that the foam 

shows severe destructions on the surface opposite to the ignition source and that the 

vessel is filled with dense white acid smoke after the test one can suppose that some 

reactions between the foam material and the hot gases take place, which were not observed 

in the flame tube. 

The second kind of tests in the explosion vessel dealt with the size of cavities in- 
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•id* th« fou Btractur« necessary for flane suppression. These tests are not yet complete 

at the tine of writing. Up to now only two cavity sises have been investigated, one with 

200 mm dia, 2C0 mm length, surrounded by foam walls of 100 mm thickness, the other with 

BO cm dia, 00 mm length and foam walls of 80 mm thickness. The number of cells/cm were 

6 in the first and 6 and 7 in the second case. 

The respective specific gravities of the foams were tO.l and 15.0 kg/m3. Ignition was 

performed by sparks in the centvr of the cavity. When using foam with 6 cells/cm, pas¬ 

sage of the flame through the foam was observed in every case. This holds also for the 

foam with 7 cells/cm and the smaller i>0 dia cavity. In this case the already mentioned 

destruction together with the appearance of with smoke was observed. A possible reason 

for this may be that the 7 cell/cm-foam with its very small specific mass of 15 kg/m3 

has been heated more intensely than the heavier 6 cell/cm-foam. It is planned to continue 

these tests down to smaller cavity sises. 

SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE FOAM 

Fitting of the fuel tank with foam rises some questions concerning fuelling and 

emptying the tank. Furthermore the fuel retainment of the foam is of great interest. The 

use of foas* also leads to a decrease in slcshing of the fuel. 

FLOW RESISTANCE OF THE FOAM 

The measurements were carried out in a tube, with a foam plug of 500 mm length in 

order to ensure uniform flow conditions in the foam. It is obvious that the wall friction 

is much smaller than the flow resistance of the foam structure, hence the flow velocity 

inside the foam structure should be uniform over a large part of the tube cross-section. 

The wall friction losses have been subtracter from the measured total pressure drop 

across the foam plug. The measurements have been carried out using two tubo diameters, 

18 and 59 mm, thus Reynolds numbers in the laminar and in the turbulent flow range were 

obtained. As can be seen the flow resistance coefficient increases with increasing number 

of cells/cm, and decreases slightly with increasing Reynolds number (Fig.5). After these 

tests the fuel velocity was increased until the foam plug showed noticeable signs of 

compression. This limiting velocity was nearly the same for all foams investigated and 

amounted to approx. 0.5 m/s. If this velocity is exceeded the ‘low resistance increases 

sharply and the foam acts as a stopper. 

FUEL RETAINMENT 

The foam structure holds back fuel in its network. That means, that the fuel tank 

cannot be emptied fully. For the measurement of the fuel loss two tank configurations 

were used. The volume of the tanks was equal, but they differed in the hight (1 : 3) and 

hence in base area. From this followed, that the bottom areas of the tanks differed. The 

test results a.*e shown in Fig.6. As can be seen, the fuel retained in the tank increases 

with decreasing cell numbers. The tank geometry has an influence too. The fuel retainment 

in a flat tank, e.g. with the larger bottom area is larger than in the tank with the 

smaller bottom area. The foam layer immediately adjacent to the horizontal bottom wall 

withholds a fuel layer, which cannot be drained without further measures. It seems, however, 

possible to reduce the qu mtity of fuel retained to a large extent by suitable design of 

the tank bottom Inducing the geoemtrical arrangement of the foam. 

REDUCTION OF SlOSHINO OF THE FUEL I» THF TANK 

This question is mostly important for tank lorries. Under acceleration and 
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dftcelaration forcea, the fuel or liquid in the tank aloahea. The uncontrolled movement of 

the liquid maaa can lead to dangeroua aituationa during braking or changea in the r.ourae. 

This aloahing can be auppreaaed to a large extend by the foam. For example under certain 

circumatancea the maximum amplitude of the aloahing fuel inaide the tank under the action 

of a deceleration force of O.k g waa reduced to 10 S by the foam. Thio did change only 

alightly for different cell aises. 

DISCUSSION 

The first part of the work haa verified, that reticulated foam ia basically able to 

act as a flame-arreating device. The length of a foam plug, necessary for extinction of 

the flame depends on the number of cells per cm, as well as on pressure and fuel type. 

Taking into account some simplifying assumptions, the quenching properties of the reti¬ 

culated foam can be explained, at least qualitatively, by an energy balance on a purely 

thermal base. This assumes that the heat produced by the chemical reaction in the com¬ 

bustion volume must be, to a certain degree, absorbed by the solid surface of the foam 

structure. 

In view of an optimisation of the flame-suppressing properties of a foam it must be 

kept in mind, that there is not much freedom for changes in the geometry of the foam 

structure, first of all, only few different types of foams are available on the market; 

second, the geometrical shape of the foam network (number of cells/cm, uniformity) de¬ 

pends on the manufacturing process and mostly varies from one type of foam to the other. 

This of course makes an interpretation of the results difficult. 

For the flame suppression in aircraft fuel tanks not only the dimensions of such a 

foam plug but also its weight is of interest, because this quantity influences the de¬ 

crease in payload involved. For a given cross-section and a given specific mass of the 

foam the weight of the foam necessary for extinction is proportional to '.he length of 

the flame-suppressing plug. The results of Fig.2 (replotted in Fig.7 r^ss against cell/cm) 

therefore suggest to choose foams with large cell numbers per cm, surely above 10. How¬ 

ever, this means that the quantity of fuel retained in the foam structure increases, too. 

Hence, the use of a foam with a smaller specific mass and smaller numbers of cells per cm 

is advisable. The following table compares results for two foams with a ratio of spe¬ 

cific masses of 2 : 1: 

mass of plug fuel retainment plug length 

(cm) 

o cell number 

(kg/m3) (1/cm) (kg) (*) 

17 

7 

10 - 11.5 

6.7 - 8.5 

5 

10 

15 

15 

30 

15 

It can be seen that the reducMon of the specific mass by a factor 0.5 together with 

a nearly twofold increase increase in cell number/cm results in the same mass of foam 

necessary for extinction combined with a lower fuel retainment. 

Furthermore, as could be expected the flane-suppressing qualities increase with de¬ 

creasing pressure. This would mean that the tank protection in low level flight is the 

o’-'-«''"' condition. From a fire-protection point of view the pressure inside a fuel tank 

shoul f .'refore always be kept as low as possible, e.g. by connecting the exists of the 

vertir *ubes to areas on the aircraft surface where low pressures prevail during flight 

The influence of temperature is not quite clear, presently; deserves further study. 

Although the exnerimental results obtained with a flame-tube have clearly demonstrated 
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the flaae-suppresslng properties of reticulated foams, it is difficult to apply thea to 

different geoewtric boundary conditions, as is shown by the experiaents in the explosion 

vesael. It seats that further influences have to be considered. This Halts the validity 

of the above aentioned results to soae extent. Especially, if one Introduces void cavities 

in the foaa structure one finds that free convection flows can be generated which lead to 

local destruction of the foam. Such an effect was not observed in the flaae tube experi¬ 

mentei therefore, presently, the scaling of the flaae tube results to larger dlaensions is 

rather difficult. One possible way to solve these problems is to decrease the hollow spa¬ 

ces in the foam; this however, needs further investigations. 

If one uses foams with small cell numbers/cm (< t), flame propagation through the foaa 

cannot be suppressed in the explosion vessel. This is in contrast to the flaae-tube re¬ 

sults; however the reasons for this observation are not understood, presently. The pres¬ 

sure rise in the vessel during suen test is rather slow, indicating that during the time 

interval of flaae-spreading a larme quantity of heat is transferred to the walls. Applied 

to aircraft fuel tanks, this would mean that as long as the burst pressure of the tank is 

not exceeded, the damage to the tank should remain limited. Prom a practical point of view 

this already is one of the effects which was sought for. Furthermore, if one considers a 

tank penetrated by a hot shell, the pressure arising from a slow combustion in the tank 

could be relieved more easily by the bullet hcli>s. However, it has still to be checked 

whether this effect also occurs to the samr extent if the walls of the vessel are made 

from plastics or have a plastic coating. 

Prom the above discussion it follows that further investigations have to be carried 

out in order to get a clear picture on the flame-suppressing qualities of reticulated 
: 
I foams and its application to fuel tanks 
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Foam 
manufacturer 

Cells/cm Spec, gravity 
kg/mJ 

Fuel retainment 
[high tank] 

% 

Fuel retainment 
[flat tank] 

•/. 

Volume 
1 /mi 

A 

A 

B 

A 

B 

A 

A 

3 

4 

4 

6 

7 

17 

24 

43 4 

47.5 

sao 

40.1 

15.0 

37.8 

35.4 

6.2 

85 

48 

6.5 

6.7 

10.1 

15.0 

7.1 

87 

6.3 

78 

86 

11.5 

18.1 

495 

480 

395 

495 

330 

900 

115.0 

Fig 6 Fuel retainment of reticulated foam for two tank configurations 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER 16 

Mr Pinkel' Regarding the use of reticulated polyurethane foam, some years ago we were working with metallic 
flame arrestors which are similar in action. We found that if the vessel on the protected side was closed as compared 
to open, the effectiveness was enhanced when the flame »rrestor was wet with fuel. I wonder if on your flame tube 
tests you left an opening on the protected side, the results would be more comparable with the results in your 
vessels where the large volume gives you the effect of openness. 

Mr Winterfeld: We are quite aware that pressure wave effects should occur in the flame tube and should influence 
the results to some extent. We did not try this case that you mentioned because in the tank you always have a 
solid surface bounding the space volume in which the flame can travel. 

Mr Classman: Could you clarify the exact manner in which the foam is used in the tank? 

Mr Winterfeld: Yes, we use a system of small cavities in the body of foam which fills the whole tank. This gives 
as a weight saving and reduces retention. There are actually a series of compartments. 

Mr Botferi: The US uses both solid till and compartmented gioss voided approaches. The key to the latter approach 
is the sizing of the compartments to keep the resulting overpressure in the overall cell in cases of ignition from ex 
ceeding structural limitations. 

J 
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SUMMARY 

A larga proportion of the total voluae of a military 
aircraft (fixed or rotary wing) la uaed to aeooaaodate 
the fuel load. It is therefore déportant to eonalder the 
rialr of ignition of the fuel together with the reaultant 
fire or exploelon that eay arlae from ooebat action. 
Evidence compiled free various theatres of war has shown 
that the major cause of aircraft loss arises from this 
risk and therefore its reduction or elimination would 
undoubtedly contribute to improved survivability. 

Studies have been made to ascertain the conditions which 
affect fire and explosion probability within airo.aft fuel 
tanks and surrounding bays. Particular attention has been 
given to the effect of fuel type, target construction and 
other environmental conditions. 

From a knowledge of the physical effects following 
projectile attack, systems are suggested which oould 
significantly reduce the risk of fire and explosion. 

1 UfTRODDCTIOM 

A large part of the total voluae of military aircraft is, of necessity, used to see camódate fuel. 
Investigations have been made at the RAE to ascertain the conditions which offset fire and explosion 
probability within aircraft fuel tanks and surrounding bays. Recently the fire raislr« potential of small 
arms ammunition against fuel tanks has bean determined with the object of obtaining survivability and 
lethality data and to assess the effectiveness of a number of safety devices. Particular attention has 
been giva» to the effect of fuel type, target configuration, projectile and some enviromental conditions. 

Two aspects of fuel qrstsns vulnerability are the risks of (a) fuel tank internal explosions and (b) fires 
in bays or voids adjacent to the tanks. The latter risk is undoubtedly the greater in terns of frequency 
of occurrence probably of the order of 10 to 1 but the former can have immediate and serious consequences 
to the aircraft and cree, "e consider the fitment of internal protection to be e necessary adjunct to 

system protection since sn explosion within s tank oould lead to a fire in the surrounding structure 
and therefore should be assessed ahen considering aircraft survivability. Successful systems have been 
developed^11 tor fuel tank internal protection end thia aspect will therefore not be dealt within this 
paper, #iich will noncentrats on fires external to the fuel tank, but within the aircraft structure. 

It ie fundamental to ignition that tha liquid fuel be vaporised either by expansion following high shock 
pressures or by the thermal energy of ignition source. In this respect the target and ammunition are 
Important factors in obtaining ths appropriate spark or incendiary initiation, in preparing the ftael 
at projectile penetration and determining Hie spatial relationship between the flash and fuel vapour or 
mist ejection. A diatlnotion must be drawn betvaen primary fires which are s direct oonseauence of 
projectile impact and secondary fires shleh follow fro* fuel leaking into regions containing ignition 
•ocroso suor as hot engins parts or slsctrie sparks. It is Imperative that designs be arranged to 
miniais# this rlak sinos llttls would be gained if primary fire# were suppresred only to be followed by a 
secondary fire. 

2 FIRE RAI3IKG POTUfTIAL 

The chance of a fire in combat depends upon many parameters such as fuel type, fuel and air temperature, 
degree of void ventilation, ammunition and target eonfiguration. Ths last condition presents one of 
infinit# variability, since the chanca of two paths being identical is minimal. However, orovided 
functioning of a purpose built incendiary round is achieved the path than become« less significant. In 
our trials wk have endeavoured to separate the variables in order to eetablish the eignifiesnee of 
individual parameters. For this purpose, simplified targets were constructed with the dual purpose of 
simulation of alrermft fuel tank structures and of functioning ths rounds under consideration. 

2.1 Effect of Fuel type and Teo pc rature on Ignition 

Fuel for aircraft can vary from keroains to gasoline, the main fuels at ths present time being Avcet (JP5), 

» L. .cm :. cuumkumJMi»^ 
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Avtur (JP1 ) and A»tag (JPA) of *leh the Uttor la tha Boat Tolatila, tfaarefora the one moat likely to 
produce flrea, aince on releaaa it oan vaporiae readily in noreal aabient oonditiona and with anple 
auppliea of air reault in aituationa Boat favourable to ignition. 

Inveatlgatlonr. uaing a kerealne type fuel and an incendiary round, yielded the probabilitiea of fire ahown 
in figure 1, whioh illuatratea clearly the aignifioanoe of tanperi.ture of fuel and aabimt air on ignition. 
Other oonditiona aonitored were hueidity, air diaturbanea and wound aiae but theae all had atatiatically 
aaall negative influencée on the riak of fire. Inveetlgationa againat thia and other fuela ahowed that 
the riak of ignition depended al^ilfioantly on fuel teaperature particularly ita relation to the flaah 
point of the particular fuel. An apparent deviation free thia concept appeared in a Halted nuatur of 
teata aade with an antl-aiaUng keroalne. The reduced fire riak aa ahown in Table 1 la attributed to tne 
very high apparent viacoalty in thia treated fuel following high aheer retea produced by the projectile 
and posaibla suppression of atoaiaation and vaporlMtion. There are, no doubt, other fuel treataente 
thet oan be aade to inhibit ignition but thaaa will alaost Invariably Introduce systaa and logiatio 
problcaa. 

2.2 Mechanism of Ignition 

2.2.1 Inert Tracent» or Bullets 

The sequence of events is roughly aa follows. The fraient or bullet penetrates the aircraft 
structure and a spray of incandescent eatallie particles appears at entry and exit lasting for ».oproxiaately 
2 milliseconds, tha teaperature of the flaah is about 2500°C. The fragment traverses the intervening air 
gap, penetrates tha aetal tank wall and producea further incandescent particles see Figure 2. On 
penetrating the tank a very high shock pressure la built up in the fuel around the projectile in fractions 
of a Billisecond, the Intensity of pressure increasing with fragaent velocity and aise. A typical trace 
is shown in Figure 3. Pressures in tha fuel close to tha projectile have been assessed aa higi aa 10’ 
in consequence of which work ia done on the fuel in addition to heat imparted by the hot projectile. If 
conaideretion ia given to tha fact that tha pressura in the wake of the projectile ia sub atmospheric then 
there ia the diatinct probability of a rapid phase change from liquid to vapour at the first ejection pulse 
even with the lees volatile keroalne fuel aince it is a complex mixture varying in carbon number Cg to 0^, 

aa illustrated in Figure i». If the ignition phenomenon were purely one of atomisation one would expect 
the three main fuela to exl ibit Ilia same degree of fire risk aince their viscosities are essentially 
similar and they therefore atomise with equal facility. In addition, the energy required to ignite spraye 
of atomised fuel is greater than required for vaporised fuel. 

2.2.2 Incendiary end HE Projectiles 

In this form of attack thers is considerable ignition anargy available to vaporise tine atomised fuel 
and thereby assist tha ignition nrocess. The aasa with Aieh tha fuel ia ignitad dependa not only upon 
the kinetic energy of these rounds but upon tha ability of their fillings (incendiary or high explosive 
mix) to vaporise the fuel and thia ia illuatrated by the resulta chcam in Figure 1. 

3 FUEL SYSTEM FIRE RISK 

Tha low pressure fuel ayatM consist» of many parts besides the fuel tanks thMselves, mach with its own 
degree at riak. For example, pipe runa idiioh contain fuel at prwaeure and other componente external to tha 
fuel tanks could if struck give risa to a higher fire-risk than Ihe fuel tanka but the relative risk 
depends largely on their presented area to given directions of attack. Tha vulnerability of fud pipes 
nould be reduced if routed through the fuel tanka. 

3.1 Effect of Fuel Tank Design 

The riak of ignition depends upon the tank deslgi and location within tha aircraft. For example, if tanks 
arm of the integral type, the surfaces which form the external part of the aircraft should not be a fire 
risk aince a fire cannot be sustained on the 'clean' aircraft aurfaesa at speeds above 100 knots. However, 
for tank surface« within tha aircraft atructure tha risk should be high. 

It is fairly ooaaon practica to use self-eealed bag tanka for tha purpose of fuel containment. Those 
surface* of the tanka which are in elote contact with the aircraft akin should not be vulnerable to fire 
for the ressona given above. However, trials have shown that self-scaling materials adjacent to internal 
bays do not reduce the primary fire risk significantly, a reduction of something lea* than 10^ ia possible. 
Pressurised fuel tanka if holed increase the rete of loss of fuel and consequently increase the fire risk. 

3.2 Attack of Fuel Filled Pipes 

In our studies, referred to above, we have dealt with fuel tanke in their own right but it is common for 
eoapartaente adjacent to tanks to contain many items of equipment including fuel and hydraulic pipes which 
are in themselves a fire risk. These pipes are usually pressurised and therefore the fluid release is more 
immediate than in the case of fuel tanks whioh are larger and have a free liquid surface. Moreover, 
puncture of the pipe will generally occur before ounotur«. of the tank and h«ce fire may occur before tank 
fuel is released. Studies have shown that when protecting fuel tanks due consideration should also be 
given to equipment in adjacent bays, the degree of oorgeation, ventilation, flaamables present and their 
pressures. Trial* againat pipes containing various suostances showed that the damage to pin* and 
surroundlrç structure varies with fluid the pip* contains. This is Illustrated in Ftyres 3 and 6 which 
show the explosive effect when the pipe contains Avtag fuel even at normal atmoapherla pressure. 

k FIRE Sir>raR;.SI0H 

i*.1 Previous Methods 

Systmss have bean employed in recent yean to extinguish fires in voids adjacent to fuel tanks. These 
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w*r» prlanrlljr u»»d to ndueo tho ri* le of or» »h flrea but ••r» latar aodlflad for autoaatlo o parat loo 
ualn« • therm 1 ly sensitiv« wir« to s«ns« th« fir« and to trigger the rslass« of axtingulshant into th« 
protact«d \>»j. ?his syst«« is aiwllar to that usad in «ngln« bay firs protection; ho"«vsr, it is not 
posslU«, as in «ngln« bays, to shut off th« fuel or air supply. Th« o cab ln «d tharaal sensing/ 
axtingulshant «yatea is not prinarily for promotion against ooabat fires and soas firing t«sts rith HE 
shall sho««d Halted success in doallng with this risk. 

Th« drawbacks of the aystea would appear to be due tos 

a. Doubtful effeotlT«ness hi« to long dalsys (5 to 10 secs) before fir« is signalled. Sever« 
fir«s can davalop in 4 to $ seconds. Evident:« in aora r«c«nt tests Indio«t« that the best tin« to 
•xtinguish a fir« is within a f«w ailliteconde after lapaot. 

b. Unreliability - Th« sensing systaa, which is not 
giv« Inadvertent operation. 

e. Th« systaa is itself vulnerable to attack. 

a robust itso, requires external power and can 

Alternativ« mthods *ich overooae these objections have been sought, in particular systeas which arc 
rapid acting. At the saae tine they nust be Judged for their weight and bulk, coet, logistics, 
ccapatlbllity with aircraft nateriala and sass of installation. 

4.2 Eire Hasards Detection 

On the assuaption that a penetration of the fuel syntea leads to a fire and that i i starte within a few 
alUleeoonde after iapnot then the hazard Indication aust coa« fro« tho projectile panetation and not 
froa th« fira itself. 

There are two aain categories of fire as revealid in trials; these are (a) flash fires which aay last a 
nuaber of Billiseconds detaching fron the tank attack face before expiring, and (b) sustained fires which 
eventually «ivelop the target. The latter ie the serious asnanoe to the aircraft, however, the forner is 
potentiel fire ralear and although the flash fire is of ehort duration, experience has shown it should be 
considered whan designing the safety systea. The aeehanlsa of a flash fire Is illustrated in 
Figure 7. 

4.3 New Suppression Systeas 

New developments can bs divided into 4 classes, for example: 

a. Foam fillers 

b. Vapour pac-cs ) Passive Systass 

o. Powder packs 

d. Activa Dispersal Systeas 

4.3.1 Fosa Filiara 

Various plastics foaa fillers have been placed between aircraft skin and fuel tank surface, 
including low and high dwnsify, flexible and saai-rigid, reticulated, open and closed pore. 

The preferred foaa is a flexible litfitweiiht polyurethane polyether having a density of 15 to 22 kg/m^ snd 
a porosity of 25 pores per on, (Figure 8) cut oversize to give a 10 per cent compression fit. Firing trials 
have shown the aaterial to bs effective against inert and incendiary rounds provided it coepletely fills the 
space, is intiaats contact between filler and bay walls. In the case of a hindi explosive round the 
sffsctlvsness is dependent on the proxiaity of the burst and the resultant daaage to the foaa. 

To ainialsa aoisture and fuel pick up, ultra-violet degradation end oxidation of the foaa, the siaterial 
can be housed in a coated polyethylene polyvipyliden« chloride bag, mied with low prwssurw nitrogen. 
Plastics foaes are ideally suited to narrow uncongested voids often found beteeen backing board/self 
sealed bag tanks end aircraft skins. 

Prlor t0 ins telling the foae within the coepartaent the suitability of the aaterisl for tha environaental 
conditions prevailing must be carefully sssessed together with its subsequent effect on ventilation and 
drainage. 

In •situ" filling of bays (hiring build or as an emergency fit has been considered. This method has been 
shown to bs feasible provided the bey surfaces are free of contamination. Problems are foreseen with 
control runs or other moving partr, else in removing the material should the need arise. 

4.3.2 Vapour Paoks 

n-u* p”**urlsed inert gas or extinguishant vapour (eg halogenated hydrocarbon) can be contained in a 
lightweight pack located against the fuel tank wall and is released by the projectile. 

de*^'ned t0 Pfovide the desired shape for Intimate contact against the protected attack face 
i*"*’ (*) drop-atitoh rubberised or plastics bag (b) reticulated plastics foaa 

bonded to a plastics bag or (c) interconnected plastics honeycomb bonded to a plastics or metallic cover. 
a typical pack ia shown in Figure 9. 
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•JLriM trial* har* ahom th# pack a to b# affaetlT# afloat Inart and Inoandlary round a. 

V.3.3 Powder Paoka 

pira axtlngulahant poadara can ba oontalnad in a raUtiaaly thin ll^itwalght pack lo catad agalnat 
tha fuel tank nail «id dlarurtud by the projectile. The aalaetad axUngulahant la heraetloally aealad 
within tha paok, which la dealgned to proaida tha daalrad ahapa for Intiaate oontaat agalnat tha protected 
attmek faoa of tha tank. Th* paok nay oonalet of a thin ana 11 cell honayooab oor* with a plaatlea or 
netallle fila covering. 

Al thou auparflolally alnllar to tha vapour paoka, they «re oonaldarably laaa bulky and the powder doaa 
not autonatloally aaeapa through a wound but la In fact diatrlbuted by the direct ahoek produced by tha 
projectile in treverting tha pack and tha hydraulic ahoek froa the fuel oauaad by projectile deceleration. 
Xn th# caaa of an external high explosive burat additional pack break up la cauaad by tha blast prêteurs 
wave. A typical paok la shown In figuro 10. 

firing tríala have shown tha pack* to b# affective a^lnat Inert, incendiary and high axploaiva rounds. 

V.3.A Activa Disparas! Systana 

Thaat eystana diffar fron foan fillers and powdar/vapour packs In that they are not completely 
paaslve. 

A aelf-powered ayatan la baaed on the use of a pleao-alectric senaor to detect the hydraulic shock by tha 
projectile within the fuel and utilisas tha power developed fren tha senaor to activate a fuss of a 
detonator which in turn disrupts the diaphratp of a pressurised extinguishant bottle. Sepeater units or 
pyroanplifiars nay ba Incorporated within the oircuitiy to amplify tha aipial should this ba considered 
necessary where a tingle saneor la used to operr.te a number of extinguishers or long length» of cabling 
are enployed. The oonplete ayatan including tha anplification la independent of exterrvl electrical 
supplies. 

A typical aanaor la oonprised of two ciaso-eleotrlc crystal! with a common electrode Interaurface. The 
pressure wavs either transmitted throu^i the fuel direct to an immersed sensor or through fuel and 
associated tank wall with bulkhead mounted tensors, sots on the flexible welded end diaphragma where tha 
loading is transmitted via an intensifier stud to the cryatal stack. Tha resultant signal is transformed 
and rectified prior to being fed to a repeater unit. The latter is baaed or. the seme principle but with 
the pressure wave induced within a small chamber by a detonator. 

The amplified aignal la then fed to one or more pressurised bottlea containing a vapour or powder 
extinguishant, activating a further det-mator within tha container rupturing the diaphragm and releasing 
the extinguiahant into the eeleeted bay. A diagrammatic arrangement of a complete syst» is shown in 
figure 11. 

An alternative solution is based on surrounding the volume to be protected (ie tanks, pipes and bays) by 
a wire cage or strike mat, which when severed by the projectile completes an eleetrioal eirouit, activates 
a fuse and relea ass fire extinguiahant into the selected compartment. Thla system will requira an external 
electric power supply. 

firing tríala have shown that active disperaal systems are effaotiva against inert, Incendiary and high 
explosive rounds. 

A.3.5 Selection of firs Suppression Syatem 

Tha choice of aystam for fuel tanka la dependant on maiy factors, particularly ita effectivenesa 
against tha threat, but also on ayatan weight, complexity, reliability and maintainability. Tha protection 
of pipes containing flammable fluids will require adaptation of tha fuel tank fire suppression system. 

foam filling satisfies most of these conditions in uncongeated voids with gap widths up to 30 mm, vapour 
packs up to 130 a«, powder packs up to 300 mm; semi-active or active dispersal system» may be tailored to 
suit larg»r voids. 

The passive systems are more appropriate when considered in the early desipi stages of an aircraft than as 
a retrofit. 

foam filling oan ba used in tha additional roles of support to flexible fuel tanks and thermrl insulation. 
Powder packs could ba built on to tank bay panel materials. 

Tha a alec tien of extinguishant depends upon the threat and compartment oonfi gura tien. Powder axtlngulshants 
have excellent fire 'knock down* and flam# inhibiting qualities in smaller compartments, while vapour 
extingviahants have good penetration and suppression in larger spaces and persist longer, particularly share 
ventilation ia of a low order. 

COKCUJSIONS 

firing trials and theoratical stud es have shown that unprotected fuel tank- In combat aircra.'t are a high 
fire risk and this ia confirmed by combat evidence in varices theatres of war. 

Tha risk of primety fuel fires oan ba reduced by using Integral tank construction to limit the number of 
bays or voids around the tanks, fire risk» oan ba reduced by using laaa volatile fuels or by fuel treatment. 
Tha risk of secondary fire following oombat damage can ba reduced by suitable drainage overboard of 
escaping fuel and by the separation of flammable* from Í0iitlon sources, 
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laprovwl survivability can ba obtained by the application of both fuel fire and explosion suycressiou 
systaas. In the latter fully developed systeas are available, ahilé in the forMr successful prototype 
devices have been tested. 

RfTTîWCl 

1 JA Maedonald Fire and Explosion Protection of Fuel Tank Ullage. Reference 23 In 
H V S Wyeth Agard Conference Proceedings No 81. on Aircraft Fuels, Lubricants and 

Fire Safety. 
AGAPD-CP-flWI (197t) 

Copyright © Controller MCO London 1975 
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FIG.I PROBABILITY OF FUEL (aVTURJPI) FIRES 

[avtur (JP l) WITH INCENDIARY ROUND ] 
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FIG. 3 TYPICAL PRESSURE-TIME CURVE DUAING 
SOLLET PENETRATION 

FIG 4 PLOT OF THE CARSON NUMSER IN A HYDROCARBON 
(KEROSINE TYPE) FUEL 
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All FILLED FIFE WATEI FILLED FIFE
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AVTAG FILLED FIFE

FI0.5 DAMAGE TO FIFES (31mm DIA) lY AN INCENDIAIV ROUND

lEAl FLATE lEHIND All FILLED FIFE
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FIG * EXIT FACE DAMAGE TO 3mm AL AUOT FLATE MOUNTED 130mm IEHIND FIFE
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DISCUSSION - PArER 17 

Mr Jackson: 

(a) Is the Piezo system available or is it still under development? 

(b) Are the reticulated foams available? 

(c) Are vapour and powder packs available? 

vnt Macaonaia 

(a) The piezo-electric sensors and associated devices are available but further work is in hand on the optimisation 
of the extinguishing system. 

(b) Reticulated foams are available. Their application depends upon bay depth and on the upper temperatures 
encountered in the particular aircraft fuel system. 

(c) Vapour and powder packs are in an advanced state of development. Fitting to aircraft would require some 
degree of tailoring to suit the particular application. 

Mr Parker: You have talked about flexible open cell polyether foams being applied externally to the tank, as a 
defeat mechanism. In the last few years in the US we have been developing closed cell semi-rigid fiber reinforced 
foams which can be applied external to the tank. An important point to consider is that in addition to the thermal 
mechanical interactions with the foams, there is also chemistry which can occur. Your suggestion to use the solids 
as quenching agents or solid extinguishants which are disbursed is a great one. I have been advocating this for five 
years, that is, to take advantage of the foam’s breakdown to provide quenching by grabbing off the chain carriers of 
the combustion process. I would recommend a serious reexamination of the high speed chemistry which occurs at 

the wall. 

Mr Previn: During the damaged pipe tests shown in Fig.5, were the effects of pressure and flow rate considered? 

Mr Macdonld: No, not during these tests; fuel was at ambient pressure and zero flow, but we are now doing tests 
investigating variations in pressure and flow. 

Mr Mahood: 

(1) Were explosive type overpressures encountered in any of your fuel tank void space fire tests, (e.g. SOCAL, 

API)? 

(2) Won’t categorical elimination of flash fires tend to needlessly penalize the aircraft, say in the case of void 
filler foams? In this case, for certain installations much more material would be necessary to eliminate “flash” 
compared to “sustained” fires. 

Mr Macdonald: 

(1) In the particular trials referred to in the paper, the incendiary rounds produced no overpressures destructive 
to the simulated void. However, one side of the box external to the tank was open for camera viewing purposes. 
Other limited trirls with a closed box showed no evidence of explosive effects. 

(2) Flash fires (which we define as combustion of fuel that can last many milliseconds, see Figure 7) are 
potentially dangerous, but in our assessment in Figure 1 only sustained fires were accepted. With reprd to void 
filler foams, we have found it necesaary to completely fill the void with consequent severe weight penalties in some 
situations. If the void is partially filled with foam, the flash fire may be of sufficient duration to ignite the sub¬ 
sequent fuel pulses. In the other suppression systems referred to in our paper, the flash fire is dealt with in the 
quick acting extinguishing systems. 

Mr Lhermore: 

(1) Can an exit wound which forms a flap act as a flame holder? 



(2) Hot* the "hot and wet” decomposition problems of reticulated foam that were evident a few years ago 

Mr MaedonaM: 

(I) The quick answer is that outward petalling can act as a flame holder, however, the success in thi* r"P*ct 
must depend on the shape of the peb.is. When assessing the risk at exit, one must consider many other probabilités 
not necessarily associated with entry wounds such as penetration distance through I quid fuel, exit above fuel associated 
with direction of attack and the persistance of incendiary flash. The product of ail these probabilities reduces the 

risk at exit significantly. 

(2) The appropriate external foam should present no problem up to lOtfC. There could be problems for the 
polyurethane ester foam used inside fuel tanks, but recent foam developments could overcome the hydrolytic and 

temperature problems. 

Mr fStker: I would like to comment on the environmental question which was raised. This has been critical to the 
US for Vietnam and we have been simutating and studying it, with large tanks conUining the ester foams. We expect 
to have significant deterioration after a year to a year and a half. The problem involved is primary cham «™on of 
the urethanes to give both particulate matter as well as loss of tensile strength and modulus. The degree of loss in 
these areas which is acceptable has not yet been determined. 

The answer seems to be use of an ester foam in the tank which is hydrophylic and is not swollen by the fuel 
as opposed to ether foams which are hydrophobic which reduces fuel carrying capacity up to 20% when it »sollen. 
There are two approaches being examined: one is coating of the ester foam with a barrfer. This is n0*¿«irab 
for long term stability. Second is hydrophobic grafting. In the kmf term we will probably use a completely different 

foam. 
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AIRCRAFT FIRE PROTECTÏOK TCHNOLOGY 

B. P. Bottrrl 
Chief, lire Protec .ion Brench 
Fuels and Lubrication Division 

Air Force Aero-Propulaion ijdxjratory 
Nright-Patterson Air Force Bas». Ohio 45433 

USA 

SUMMARY 

The United Stetes Air Force has pursued a modest but, nevertheless, continuous 

technical develoceient program to enhance aircraft fire protection under natural and 
hostile (coafcat) flight environsmnt conditions. Achievement of fire protection 
capability is initially dependent upon a knowledge of the Ignition, flanmability, 
and reaction severity characteristics of the combustible materials present. This 
information must then be utilised early in the design of an aircraft to prevent 
the presence of ignition sources proximate to combustibles and to maximize the 
margin of safety by judicious application of fluid drainage and ventilation pro¬ 
visions. Mhere a significant fire risk still exists, preventive measures must be 
supplemented with effective, reliable, and minimum performance penalty active and 
passive protection measures. The combat environment greatly complicates the fire 
protection problem. This paper will review the technical progress of the USAF 
program during the past seven years. Specific areas which will be addressed include 
fire and explosion hasard assessment (including fire safe fuels), fire prevention 
design measures, advanced fire and overheat detection systems, void space and dry 
bay fire suppression techniques, and fuel tank fire and explosion protection systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The recipe for effective aircraft fire protection capability entails the application of fire pre¬ 
vention considerations during the initial design and throughout the engineering development phases of the 
vehicle, supplemented as necessary with appropriate fire containment, detection, and suppression and 
control provisions. An aircraft is comprised of a number of subsystems which must be integrated in a 
manner that provides a mission effective, reliable, economical, and safe operational flight vehicle. For 
normal flight operations# application of this approach has not unduly penalized aircraft performance and 

has resulted in an overall excellent civil and military safety of flight record. Extension of the fire 
protection capability goal to enhance crew, passenger, and vehicle survivability under crash impact 
conditions and, in the case of military aircraft, to combat (gunfire) environment conditions is much 
sore difficult to achieve and in most instances imposes potentially serious additional system perfor¬ 
mance and cost penalties. Protection under the aforementioned threat conditions requires considerably 
greater emphasis on aircraft fire hardening and fire and explosion suppression and control techniques. 
In the final analysis the extent to which additional fire protection technology is incorporated into a 
vehicle is dependent upon a variety of tradeoff studies which consider the threat scenario, the vulner¬ 
ability of the particular aircraft to the threat, the capability of available fire protection techniques 
to cope with the threat, and cost and performance penalties associated therewith. This paper will 
endeavor to-- — fire protection technological developments which have evolved from Air Force and 
Joint Air Force-other agency cooperative prograais during the period 1967 through 1974. Where the tech¬ 
nology has been transitioned to operational use, field experience will be interjected. In cases where 
technological development is still in progress, the potential benefits of the advanced techniques com¬ 

pared to state-of-the-art approaches will be discussed. 

AIRCRAFT HAZARD ANALYSIS 

The most important initial step toward the realisation of a fire-safe aeropsace vehicle is the 
application of fire prevention criteria during the design and development stages. Basically, this requires 
a continuous and conscientious hazard analysis effort to identify poential fire and explosion threats 
and to trigger design modifications to minimize or eliminate such risks. The hazard analysis must encom¬ 
pass the entire vehicle, provide specific attention to the operating characteristics of specific equip¬ 
ments located in various compartments, evaluate the possible failure modus associated with these equip¬ 
ment, consider the possible interaction of such failures with other subsystems that are in the same 
area, establish the relative criticality of such failures to vehicle survival, and endeavor to eliminate 
all single point critical failure modes by appropriate design modification or in the case of fire and 
explosion by additional protection provisions. An approach which has been successful in assessino the 
fire safety of recently developed Air Force aircraft is to classify discrete internal compartments of the 

aircraft into four categoriesi 

X. Ignition Zone - Equipment offering ignition threat present but ttro failures are needed to cause 

fluid leakage. 
2. Flasmablt Zone - Area in which flaswiable mixtures are normally present but two failures are 

needed to cause an ignition source. 
3e Flammable LetJcâW Zone • Areas in which a single failure is needed to cause combustible fluid 

leakage, a single failure is needed to cause an ignition source, and two failures are required to cause 

fire potential^^ _ ln wh|ch presence of ignition sources is normal and only one failure is 

required for combustible fluid leakage and generation of fire/explosion potential. 

Where the aircraft compartment can be expected to be subjected to external ignition threats such as 
lightning strikes and gunfire, the hazard assessment must include these threats in the definition of the 

preventive and protection countermeasures required for aircraft survival. 
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Th« ability to parfoni a credible aircraft internal compartment fir« and exploaion hazard assessment 

and to de termine the appropriate engineering direction to minimise or eliminate the fire risk requires 
comprehensive data on the ignition, flammability, and flame propagation characteristics of the combusti¬ 
ble fluids and materials present under representative environmental use conditions. In recognition of 

the importance of such information to safe vehicle design, the Air Force has maintained a technological 
activity in this area spanning a period of 20 years. Much of the data has been generated through a 
cooperative contractual program with the 0. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. References 1 

and 2 are examples of recent useful reports pertaining to this proble». 

In general, two types of combustion property data are required. The first type involves the conduct 
of controlled Laboratory scale experiments under scxaewhat idealistic condi tions to yield information of 
the minimum spontaneous (autogenous) ignition temperatures by various types of thermal energy sources, 
the minimum electrical spark ignition energy requirements for various «amable vapor-oxi lent mixtures, 
quenching distances, flame propagation velocities, and fuel-oxidant concentration explosion limits, and 
combustion severity (flame temperature, energy flux, combustion overpressure, etc.). These data provide 
the baseline from which specialised or more practical fire prevention engineering test evaluations can 
depart. These departures encompass the second, f/namic configuration oriented type of testing »Blich la 
often required to establish permissible deviations from the baseline data while still assuring an adequate 

margin of safety. 

Specific fire prevention measures which can be applied for example includei 

1. Routing of combustible fluid lines outside of compartments where ignition sources are present. 
2. Insulating equipment and bleed air lines to limit external surface temperatures below the 

ignition temperatures of combustible fluids likely to be present in the area. 
3. Providing unidirectional ventilation at sufficient velocity to enable purging of the compartment 

and reduce «amable vapor-air mixture dwell time, thereby increasing the temperature required for 
j 4 ^ 4 fDYl 

4. Incorporating adequate and controlled drainage capabilitv for combustible fluid leakage sones 

to Umit duration and extent of potential fire and explosion hazard. 
5. Utilising explosion proof equipment in all combustible fluid leakage zones. 
6. Selecting the combustible fluid offering maximum fire safety me gin where other fluid perfor¬ 

mance properties are acceptable. ^ ^ , , , 
7. Assuring double barrier combustible fluid leakage path to all ignition zones. 

Fire prevention engineering design considerations are the most important and the initial mode of 
defense against the operational fire and explosion threat to an aircraft. Areas categorized an FIRE 
zones must be provided with additional fire containment, fire and overheat detection, and fire extin¬ 

guishment and control protection features. 

FIRE CONTAINMENT 

Fire zone isolation is essential to prevent the spread of fire and to enable effective detection 
and control actions to be implemented. Isolation is accomplished through the use of appropriate fire 
walls, fi-e shields, or the skin and structure. Fire walls are generally stainless steel or titanium 
at least 0.038 cm (0.015 inches) thick and must withstand a 1094*C <2000«F) flame for 15 minutes without 
penetration. When the firewall is a load bearing structural member, titanium should not be used. It 
is iiterative that the firewall provides a vapor tight sealt accordingly any penetrations through the 
firewall for lines, etc. must be sealed with materials possessing similar fire resistance capability. 
Where penetration of fire into other internal compartments or other vital structure is not likely fire 
shields and normal structural materials can be utilized. No significant advancements in fire contain¬ 
ment technology have evolved in recent years. Intumescent coatings, liowever, are receivi,.g greater 
attention as a means of enhancing fire hardening capability and reducing damage to costlv components in 
the event of fire. In some instances the use of intumescent coated aluminum walls has been proposed in 
lieu of standard firewall materials. The latter approach is considered unacceptable because of their 
reduced fire resistance capability as well as the questionable long-term performance of the coated 
panels when subjected to cyclic environmental aging and damage from maintenance actions. 

Achievement of the fire containment goal also requires provisions for shut-off of combustible 
fluids, as well as the use of stainless steel fluid carrying lines and bleed air lines in the fire zone 
area. All shut-off valves should be located outside the fire zone to further preclude thermal damage. 

FIRE AND OVERHEAT DETECTION 

Reference 3 provides an excellent review of United States Civil Aviation and Air Force experience 
with operational fire and overheat detection systems and the research and development efforts directed 
toward achieving an inçroved detection capability. The fire and overheat detection systems used in the 
engine nacelles of present day operational USAF aircraft have a very poor reliability and performance 
record. Figure 1 susmarizes pertinent data for the time period between 1965 and June 1973. Over 80% 
of the reported fire alarms were false and resulted in four fatalities, six aircraft being destroyed and 
one receiving major damage. In addition, the detection system failed to provide an alarm in 52» of 
the accidents/incidents involving aircraft engine nacelle fires and contributed to several additional 

aircraft receiving major damage or being destroyed. 

Table IA summarizes the state-of-the-art types of fire and overheat detection systems employed on 
Air Force aircraft. Most of the older aircraft (C54, C97, B53, KC135) use the unit detector. The 
false warning problem has been so acute with this system that it has been deactivated or significantly 
reduced in som» aircraft. The remainder of the operational USAF aircraft have fire detection systems 
which use a continuous element cable. This system provides much greater detection coverage) however, it 
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!■ auacaptlbl« to fala# warninga due to alactrlcal ahorta. The»« aborta can be caused by the praaanea 
of foreign arterial »n alactrlcal connector», defectiva control boma and damged aenaora or alactrlcal 
cabling. The use of a abort dlacriadnator in the electrical circuit of aom aya tern (i.e.t C-1K and 
p-111 aircraft) haa significantly reduced thle problen. However, thla fin will not alininata falae warn* 

Inga froai partial abort condition«. 

The probleai of falsa warnings can be significantly reduced or ellainated by using either systeais 
which operate on entirely different principle« which are inherently reliable or by using redundant or 
backup conponenta with the conventional ay»tee to increase reliability. The AFAPL haa been working for 
several years to solve the falae warning probten. The dual loop overheat ayatea used on many of the 
comercial aircraft today and aoae recent OSW aircraft is an outgrowth of the redundancy features of 
the Integrated Tire and Overheat Detection Systea conceived by Mr. T. Truable of the »FAPL in the early 

1960'a. 

Several advanced thermal sensing type detection system developed by the «SAT are Hated in Table I». 
In addition, to correct the "missed" fire problen technological effort was directed toward development of 
infrared and ultraviolet radiation sensitive sensors capable of reliable operation in the engine nacelle 
enviroiwwnt while providing volvam coverage, fast response and specificity to fire. The status of theae 

sensor developamnta is also shewn in Table IS. 

The AFAPL is in the final development phase of the Integrated Fire and Overheat Detection System 
which should provide optimal performance and reliability for engine nacelle applications, the Integrated 
System will consist of si* radiation type detector heads (each containing two ultraviolet sensors and a 
test source), dual loop overheat sensors, a crew readout unit, a computer control unit, and a maintenance 
warning unit. The system uses separate sensors for overheat and fire detection. The system logic is 
such that a signal is required from two sensors (two 0V for example) in order to provide either a fire or 
overheat alarm to the crew. In addition, each system acts as a backup in the event the other systems 

fail. 

In addition to redundancy, the Integrated System provides for continual checking of the radiation 
and overheat sensors. If one sensor in the dual loop or ir a detector head is defective, then only one 
sional 1« required by the computer control unit to provide a fire or overheat alarm. Appropriate read¬ 
outs on condition of detector systems and cosputer are given on the crew readout. In addition. Information 
on defective elements is transmitted to the maintenance warning unit where it is retained for display to 
the aircraft maintenance crew. This amintenance information system is similar in concept to the Central 

information Test System (CITS) on the C-9A aircraft. 

The Integrated System development is under contract to Thomas A. Edison and will be collated in the 

fall of 1975 with three flight qualified systems being delivered to the Air Force. A flight evaluation 

of this system is being planned. 

Fin ZONE Fin EXTIMGUISHIHG SYSTOIS 

In military aircraft (Ref. 12), generally speaking, single engine aircraft are not fitted with fire 
extinguishing systems. On seme Air Force aircraft such as the »-51 and EC-135, the engines are located 
in pods below the wing ‘id separated from the rest of the aircraft b/ a pylon. The engine compartment 
is isolated from the pylon with a horisontal firewall. These aircraft have no fire extinguishing system 
installed on the basis that it is improbable that a acalle fire would be totally destructive to the air¬ 
craft. There are also other military multi-angine combat aircraft such as the F-4 which do not incorpor¬ 
ate fire extinguishing systems on a "calculated risk" basis. However, almost without exception fire 
extinguishing is provided in all military transport and cargo type aircraft engine nacelles. 

Modern aircraft engine installation fire extinguishing systems generally s*>loy a halógenateu hydro¬ 
carbon type fire extinguishant because of its greater effectivity and attendant reduced system weight 
penalty. T/Jble 2 illustrates the two types of systems currently in use. The conventional and nigh rate 
discharge (HUD) systems are very similar with the exception of thi method of agent distribution. The HRD 
system utilités open-end nótales and relys on the high velocity of the agent discharge for proper disperal 
within the nacelle. Consequently, high vapor pressure agents such as CF3»r are best suited for HRD 
applications. In contrast, the -onventtonal system utilises perforated tubing for agent distribution with 

consequent penalties of restricted flow and generally higher total system weight. low vapor pressure 
agents such as CH^BrCl are best suited for the lattar application. CTjB^, an intermediate volatility 
extinguishant, has been used successfully in both types of systems. Recently developed aircraft utilise 

the HRD type system. 

The USAT has had excellent experience with the various halogenated agents. A review of accidents 
and incidents over a six-year period (1964-1970) showed that these fire extinguishing system installations 
have been more than 90% effective. In cases where the system has failed, extenuating circumstances were 
usually involved such as lack of rapid fire detection, utilisation of improper fire emergency procedures, 

and mechanically damaged nacelles. 

Air Force technical development activities in this area in recent years have been very limited. A 
successful effort was completed in 1969 for the development of a Pyrotechnic Gas Discharge Fire Extinguish¬ 
ing System capable of effective performance in the operating temperature range from -54"C (-65°F) to 238*C 
(450°F) (Ref. 13). This system utilizes CFjBrCFjPr as the extinguishant and was developed primarily for 
high performance aircraft applications (Mach 2.5+) where high environmental operating temperatures will be 

experienced. To date this type of system has not been applied. 

HRE AND EXPLOSION VULNERABILITY OF FUELS 

During the past 7 ytars the AFAPL has investigated the vulnerability of convention and various 

modified turbine engine fuels to fire and explosion under ballistic impact conditions. The bulk of Mu 
testing was accomplished w)th 50 caliber API and single high energy fragments. Several different types 

i: owttaaaeiiUiiMriAiMUtfi*, 



oí tot a-MclM mr« «aployad dapcndlng apon th* nature of the balllatic reaponae being evaluated, for 
e tuple external fire auaceptlbillty due to liquid apace hita vertue ullage exp loa ion ha tarda due to 
vertical upward liquid-vapor penetrationa■ In addition, the affecta of tank voluna, tank notariale of 
construction, initial proaaure, dry bay voliaae and ventilation were explorad. Early teeting aleo evalu¬ 
ated the effict of initial fuel taaparature on the probability and aeverity of flra/aaploaion reaponae 
for each of the conventional baaeline fuels. In addition, various aerlea of testa were often conducted 
to obtain iaandiately essential engineering data for vulnerability aaaeesannts or to quickly evaluate the 
survivability enhancenant potential offered by various nodifled fuel for«letions. As a result, nany of 
the tests vers United in scope to satisfy the specific need at the tine. Consequently, nan/ gaps exist 
in the overall hasard characterisation of a particular fuel. It ia the intent of the subséquent dis¬ 
cussion to -pertinent findings and/or trends observed fren the testing conducted. Detailed 
discussion of teat articles, teat conditions, and tast results is available in published technical reporto 

OM. 14, IS, 1«, 17). 

Vertical Gunfire Aaeponaa of JP-4 and JP-8 (Sini1er to JCT A-l) Puais 

This test program was conducted in two phases: (1) *non-equillbriue* tests conducted with a lid 1 
(92 gallon) cylindrical tank to determine effects of fuel tsrperature, initial ullage pressure, tans 
volusts, fuel depth, etc., and (2) equilibrium teats conducted with various rectangular tank configura¬ 
tions having capacities from 379 1 (100 gallons) to 1134 1 (300 gallons) to determine affects of initial 
ullage fuel-air mass ratio on ignition and reaction overpressures. All testing was conducted at the Air 
force Plight Dynamics Laboratory's Sallit tic »pact facility located at Wright-Patteraon APA, Ohio. 
With the exception of eight teats conducted with 14.S - 113.« m API, all other teeta were conducted 
with 50 caliber API, type K-A rounds fired at a service mussle velocity of approximately *53 m/sec 
(2400 ft/esc). Resulta of the non-equilibrium teste ere sh«*n in figure 2. Both JP-4 and J»-B can be 
ignited over the taaperature range of -)2*C to 54»C (10 to 130*P) and reaction overpressures with JP-4 
wars generally higher then those from JP-S. In the case of the equilibria teats, mixtvree with initial 
fuel-air mess ratios as low as 0.002 and not exceeding 0.11 could be ignited, the normal rich fnol-air 
mass ratio for hydrocarbons la 0.28. The generation of the mist and sprays dus to ballistic iapact has 
the effect, as should ba expected, of driving the fuel-sir mass ratio in the none of potential ignition 
above the rich fuel-air ness ratio, resulting in an overall apparent depression of the rich flammability 
limit. With respect to the vulnerability of fuel tanks to vertical upward projectile hits, e potential 
explosion hasard exists with both JP-4 and JP-8, but In general the severity of the reaction is lower 

with JP-S. 

Vertical Gunfire Assponse of JP-4 and JP-8 Fuels Containing Antl-Mlat Additives 

At the Aircraft Fuels, Lubricants, and Firs Safety 37th Masting of the AGAAD held in THE HAGUE, 
Netherlands in 1972, the Noya) Aircraft Establishment reported on their progress toward the development 
of anti-misting additives for reducing the aircraft crash firs hasard of Jet A type fuels. As a result, 
the Air Force made arrangements with the British Gove-nment to obtain e eample of their PH-4 additive 
for evaluation in JP-8 under vertical ballistic impact conditions. During the interim period several 
other promising anti-mist additives were also surfaced in the United States. The latter were also 
included In the test program. A detallad description of the test program is available In Asf. 15. 
Basically, the teet article consisted of • 379 1 (100 gallon) rectangular tank (r-0.9 m x 0.9 m x 0.45 m) 
(36" x 36" x 18") with replaceable entrance and exit plates aade of normal aircraft type of aluminum 
(2024 T3) with thickness of 2.29 cm (0.90") at the entrance and 4.57 cm (0.180") at the exit. The threat 
for these tests consisted of the standard 50 caliber API, fired at a velocity of approximately 732 m/sec 
(2400 ft/sec) with 30* obliquity which assured maximum incendiary burning within the tank ullage, the 
total travel of the projectile through the liquid was 10.2 cm (4"). This test arrangement provided 
approximately 95» ignition of ell the fuels tasted throughout the program. Ail teets were conducted at 
1 atmosphere Initial pressure and bulk fuel teaperatures In the 15.5-21.1*C (60-70*P) range. Test 
results are sumnarlsed in Table I. In general, the anti-mist additive approach appears very promising 
for reducing the ullage reactivity of low volatility JP-8 type fuela. Additional effort Is required to 
optimize fuel-additive blends from an overall fuel and engine system's performance viewpoint end to 
establish minimum effective concentration not only for 50 caliber threat but also largar weapon throats. 

External Pire Vulnerability of Jet Fuels to Liquid Space Gunfire Hits 

Incendiary and high velocity fragment penetrations into the liquid space of fuel tanks provide e 
principal means for initiation of external firas which if sustained can result In rapid destruction of 
flight vehicle structure end critical subsystems. If direct ignition does not occur, leaking fuel can 
be ignited by secondary ignition sources present wlMiin the aircraft. Analysis of aircraft cosbat lose 
data indicates that initiation of fuel fire rather than fuel tank explosion Is the more prevalent cause 

of aircraft lose. 

Several Investigative efforts of the relative vulnerability of conventional Jet fuels to ballistic 
external fire generation have been conducted utilising various teat articles to simulate typical air¬ 
craft fuel tank-dry bay configurations. These fuel tank simulator» can be categorised into two basic 
types: (1) Striker Plate - Unconfined Void Space - Fuel Tank with atatlc airflow, and (2) Confined Dry 

Bay - Fuel Tank with bay ventilation and external airflow. 

Results of the Pype 1 configuration indicate that the susceptibility to sustained external fire is 
a function of the volatility fuel. The bulk of the testing was conducted with fuel temperatures in the 
(4.4 to 26.7*0 40-80*P range. JP-4 exhibited a high probability of sustained fires whereas the JP-8 
type fuel was generally non-vulnerable, exhibiting only flash burning of the initial #i8t-aU mixture 

and sustained burning in less than 5% of the tests. 

The Type 2 confined dry bay configuration» provided dramatically different response from JP-4 fuel. 

The bulk of these tests were conducted with fuel temperatures in the 29.4 to 35*C (85-95*D range and 
1.34 atm (b pslg) fuel tank pressure. A variety of dry bay volumes and ventilation rates were investi¬ 
gated. Sustained external fires occurred In only 11.28» of the tests with JP-4 and only 1.68» with 
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jp-8. In th* aajority of th* taats, dry bay flash-reaction* occurred with boti» fuel*. In general, cow- 

buation overpressures of J?-4 were hitter than for JP-8. 

To date, a raaliatic teat configuration capable of duplicating the co*at fir* vulnerability of 
aircraft to liquid «pace «unfir* hit* has not been achieved. However, It chould be recognised that only 

a 1leited nueber of teat paraswters have been investigated. 

AiKrmrr fuel tmk/duy my ri« and ewlostow suppression techhhjwís 

Coabustion involves the cheeical reaction of fuel eith an osidiser resulting in the generation of 
heat, saaoke, and radiation (usually visible and referred to as flaaB). Sustenance of the cortiustion 
process requires the continual resupply of fuel, oxidant, and sufficient energy to naintain activation 
of the chesdcal reactions involved. The coabustion reactions for sost raterial* occur in the gas phase, 
and accordingly a portion of the thermal energy release seist be fed back to the unreacted fuel to precon¬ 
dition it by smans of vaporisation or pyrolysis to permit continuance of the gas phase oxidation reac¬ 
tions. The reactions occurring in the gas phase also involve the formation, consimption, and generation 
of free radicals which are intimately involved and essential to the overall coÄustion reaction. In 
suaaaary, the requirements for combustion are fuel, oxidiser, energy and free radicals. The suppression 
of coafeustion involves the use of physicochemical actions capable of counteracting one or more of these 

combustion elements. 

Several active and passive methods for counteracting the fuel tank/dry bay fire and explosion hasard 
exist. Only two methods, in-situ flame arrestors and nitrogen inerting, are currently in wide utilisa¬ 
tion. Various refinements of these as well as other methods are being investigated. 

In-Situ Flame Arrestors 

Reticulated polyester polyurethane foam ha* been in use by the Air Force for aircraft fuel tank 
protection for several years in both the fully packed and gross voided system application nodes. Fully 
packed foam has exhibited 100% effectiveness in preventing fuel tank explosions. In addition, the foam 

appears to reduce damage from hydraulic ram, and blast overpressures and fragments from 23 m HEI 
detonations within the tank. Enhancement of self-sealing bladder performance is indicated due to main¬ 
tenance of wound alignment. Fully packed foam -s currently installed on over 2000 aircraft, one of the 
problems encountered with polyester polyurethane foam has been poor hydrolytic stability. Experience has 
indicated that under a severe high humidity and temperature environment such as SEA, foasi deterioration 
in the fuel tank ullage can be anticipated in 2-5 years of service. Under less severe conditions such as 
the United States type environamnt, service lifes of 5-7 years have been experienced. The newer, lower 
density polyester polyurethane 'oams are susceptible to similar degradation problesis. The Sco:t Foam 
Division has developed a polyt . >*r polyurethane reticulated foam possessing significantlv superior 
hydrolytic stability. The physical properties of this material are similar to the polyester foam with 
two exceptions, its volim» swell is higher ¡20% versus 7» in JP-4 fuel) and its tensile properties in 
fuel are lower, 62 M/a? versus 103-172 kH/m^ (9 psi versus 15-25 psi). The polyether foam is currently 
undergoing engineering evaluation by the Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson AFB. 

Through the us* of gross voided foam concepts, significant reduction of the foam protection system 
weight and voliaw penalties can be achieved. Various configuration possibilies exist. Basically, the 
concept allows coafeustion to occur in a portion of the tank, contains the reaction within that voluam 
element, and makes use of the adjoining voided foam array for relief of hot coafcuation products, thereby 
limiting overall peak overpressures below damaging levels. The gross voided foam concept is intended for 
incorporation into new aircraft designs where appropriate tradeoffs of fuel tank arrangement and struc¬ 
tural strength versus extent of voiding and type of voided configuration can be conducted to establish 
the optimum for protection. Two models for predicting overpressures with voided fl.we arrestor systems 
have been developed (Ref. IB, 19). Unfortunately, these models do not provide a high degree of confidence 
for direct application to aircraft systems> and, consequently, full scale gunfire tenting of selected 
configuration is required to verify suppression performance. Typical system weights for the fully packed 
and a 40% gross voided reticulated polyurethane foam configurations are shown in Figure 4 for fighter and 

larger transport/boabar type aircraft. 

Fuel Tank Inerting 

Maintenance of the oxygen concentration in the fuel tank ullage belt*» that essential for flame 
propagation has long been known as an effective method for protecting against explosion. An inerting 
system utilising Liquid Nitrogen (LNj) is the source of inertant has been developed and flight tested 
for application to the C-5A aircraft. The entire C-5 Teet is scheduled to be equipped with this pro¬ 
tection capability in the very near futir*. The total systam weight for tank inerting as shown in 
Figure 4 is approximately 3000 lbs. In the case of the C-5, additional LHj will also be available to 
provide fire fightim; capability in vari mis non-habitable areas such as wheel bays and other bays adja¬ 
cent to fuel tanks. LM2 inerting is also attractive for fighter aircraft applications! actual system 
wwi|ht will be dependent on anticipated misBion flight profiles. 

The Air Force and more recently the Federal Aviation Agency have been pursuing technical efforts 
toward development of on-board inert gas generation (IGG) systems. IGG systems offer the potential 
advantages of mission profile operational flexibility, independence frrm logistics resupply requirements, 
overall reduced cost of ownership, and significantly reduced system weight, particularly for the larger 
aircraft. Two IGG techniques offer promise and are depicted by simplified block diagrams in Figure 3. 

The fi.st technique involves the catalytic coafcuation of jet fuel with air in controlled manner to 
generate coafcuation products possessing low residua oxygen content (less than 2 volume %), conditioning 
of these products to reduce temperature and remove undesi-able ingredients such as water and S02, and 
utilising the residual products as inerting gas. Activities in this area have been sponsored by the Air 
Force principally with AiResearch Manufacturing Company of California (Ref. 20) and have successfully 
progressed through the prototype catalytic reactor system evaluation stage. This reactor was operated at 
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an inert «M cutput of 0.4M kg/min (X Ib/oin) with an oxygen oonc intrat ion as low aa 0.5 percent 

(average between 1 and 2 percent), ln addition, the progran denonstrated high oaidation reaction 

effacti vanees, stability of apar it Ion, and effective theraa 1 control. A fuel tank inerting systea was 

synthesised to east all flight r*guiresienta. Including emergency descents. Prellninary engineering 

systea, weiet.t estimtas are indieited in rigure 4. Additional process technology and systeai developawnt 

effort»- culninatlng in aircraft flight teat performnee deaonatration are required before this type of 

ayst'jai can bo conaldored a coag>eti>'or to IM2 for inerting applicatlona. 

The PM has pursued investi ati-m of other 106 techniques. The nost proalsing Involves hollow 

fiber permable naabranes. As deprecad in Figure 1, this technique entails the passage of conditioned 

air through the naabranas where the oeygen is preferentially separated, and the depleted oxygen source 

gas is utilised for tank inerting. The basic feasibility of this approach has been denonstrated by the 

AMaasarch Manufacturing Coupany (»ef. 21) and prelioinat/ engineering systea weight est instes are 

in Figure 4. Technical devulopawnt of the aaabrane separation techniqia has not progressed as 

far as the Catalytic «sector approach. The Air Force and FM are currently planning a joint prograa to 

develop the neabrane technique to the sasw point as the catalytic reactor systea. One of the techniques 

would then be selected for advanced developeant and flight desDnstration. 

CONCLUS10« 

Significant progress has been nade toward achieving a superior aircraft fire protection capability, 

cess oast begin with the rigorous inplesientation of firs prevention masures during the design 

of the vehicle. These oust then be supplemented by appropriate fire containmnt, hasard detection and 

fire and exp loa ion protection capabilities. Technological advancemnts have been nade In the develop¬ 

ment of detection system which provide rapidity of response, specificity and false warning free oper¬ 

ation. Additional -mderstanding of the ballistic vulnerability of aviation fuels to fire and explosion 

has bean developed. In ganaral, the results indicata that all conventional fuels pose a significant 

threat undar combat conditions. Specific additional protection mesures are required to enhance Air¬ 

craft Survivability from fuel tank gunfire hits. In this respect, reticulated polyurethane foam end 

L«2 inerting are attractive for fighter, close-support aircraft applications, whereas Iü2 inerting is 
the moat attractiva for large aircraft applications. Finally, anti-mist fuel additives and I66 systems 

offer technological potential for future year applications. 
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A. STÀTE-Or-THE-ABT 

S£E« 

Unit Datíotor 

Continuous Cable 
(Resistance 'type) 
(Single Loop) 

Continuous Cable 
(Resistance Type) 

(Dual Loop) 

Continuous Cable 
(Pneumatic Type) 

Optical 
(Visible Light) 

Smoke Detector 

.... 

TABLE I 

FIRE AMD rVERHEAT DETECTIO. SYSTEMS 

Air Force Aircraft Applications) 

nciple of Operation Application 

Bimetallic switch which 
closes when temperature 
axceeds preset limit. 

Continuous element coaxial 

cable. Filler material 
resistance varies as a 
function of temperature. 
When resistance reaches a 
pre-determined value an 
electronic circuit triggers 

an alarm. 

Engine nacelle 
Fire £ overheat 
C-54, C-97, B-52 

KC-135 

Engine nacelle 
Fire & overheat 
F-4, F-lll, C-133 

Bleed air 
overheat 

C-130 

lines 

Advantages 

Inexpensive 

Simple 

Most inexpensive 

of the cab(e 
type systeiis 

Disadvantages 

High failure rate 
High false alarm 

rate 

Slew response 
Does not distin¬ 
guish between 
overheat £ fire 

High failure rate 
High false warn¬ 

ing rate due to 
cable shorts 

Slow response 
May not detect 

small fires or 
engine burn 
through 

Does not distin¬ 
guish between 
overheat £ fire 

Each cable same as above. 
System consists of two 
cables mounted side by 
side. Both cables required 
to sense overheat before 
crew warning is given. 

Sealed cable with a 
core or trapped gas. 
When temperature 
increases above pre¬ 
set value, desorbed gas 
causes sufficient pressure 
to close a switch and acti¬ 

vate an alarm. 

Uses ratio of two wave¬ 
lengths (colors) of 
light emitted from 
combustion flame. 

Detects scattering of 
light by smoke particles. 

Engine nacelle 
Fire £ overheat 
F-15, C-5A, 
B-l (Prototype) 

Engine nacelle 
Fire £ overheat 
T-37 and T-38 
Retrofit 

Cargo Bay and Dry 
Bays £ wheel well 
Fire £ overheat 

C-5A 

Engine nacelle 
Fire detection 
Sikorsky Helicopter 

Cargo Bay 
Frre detection 

C-5A 

Crew £ cargo com¬ 
partments 
C-5A 

Not prone to 
false warnings 
from cable 
faults. 

Slow response 
Does not distin¬ 

guish between 
overheat £ fire 

May not detect 
small fires or 

engine burn 
through 

Not prone to Slow response 
false warnings May not detect 

Self checking small fires or 
(with a second engine burn 
set of electrical through 
contacts) Does not distin- 

Fast response 
Provides true 
volume coverage 

for fire 
detection 

Early detection 
of some types 
of smouldering 
fires before 
actual flame 

guish between 
overheat £ fire 

Can false alarm 
under certain 
sunlight con¬ 
ditions 

Becomes insensi¬ 
tive to fires 
in bright light 

Sensitive only to 
smoke. Will not 
detect black 
type smoke. 
Susceptib’.e to 

false warni'iTS 
from cigarette 
smoke and dust. 
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B. TECHNOLOGICAL 

Typ» 

Continuous Cable 
(Self-Generating 
Type) 

Continuous Cable 
(Time Domain Re¬ 
flectóme try, 
TOR) 

Infrared Fire 
Detector (CdTe) 

Ultraviolet Fire 

Detector 

Integrated Fire < 

Overheat Detec¬ 
tion System 

Smoke Detect"; 

TAFLE I - Continued 

FIRE AND OVERHEAT DETECTION SYSTEMS 

ADVANCEMENTS (USAF RtD PROGRAM) 

Principle of Operation 

Continuous element thermocouple 
which generates an EMF when 
heated. Electronic circuit 
triggers an alarm when EMF 
reaches a pre-determinod value. 

Determines the location of an 
overheat along a coaxiti cable 
by sending electrical pulses 
down the cable and measuring 
the reflected pulse from the 

overheat zone. 

Detects infrared radiation in 
the near IR spectrum (0.7 to 
1.5 urn) emitted by combustion 

flames. 

Detects ultraviolet radiation 

in the 2000A“ to 2800AJ 
spectrum region which is 
emitted by combustion flames. 

Combines any of the cable over¬ 
heat sensors with any of the 
fire detectors into a self 
checking system. 

Utilizes difference in 
scattering by smoke particles 
at two ultraviolet wavelengtns. 

Performance Advantages 

Will not false warn from shorts 
in the cable. Can aiso detect an 
overheat when shorted although 
alarm temperature will be higher. 
This syster; *as developed pri¬ 
marily for overheat detection, 
but will also detect fires (with 
the limitations inherent w< ch 
overheat cables for this 

application). 

Detects location of overheat 
and also differentiates between 
true overheats and short and 
open circuits in the cable. 
Developed primarily for over¬ 
heat detection 

Provides total volume coverage 
for flame detection and thus is 
a true fire detector. Can be 
operated at temieratures from 
-54°C (-65°F) to 399°C (750*F). 
Applicable to engine nacelle, 
APU, cargo, dry bay applications. 

Provides total volume coverage 
for flame detection and thus is 
a true fire detector. Will 
detect engine burn through. 
Solar blind feature permits 
operation in open areas . Tem¬ 
perature range from -54°C 
(-65*F) to 260*C (500V). 

Provides both fire & overheat 

detection for engine nacelle 
applications. Self checking 
feature will simplify crew 
checking and maintenance 
requirements. Dual sensor 
feature eliminates false 

warnings. 

Can be designed to detect 
specific types of smoke and 
net false alarm from other 
sources. Provides volume 
coverage. 

Status 

Two prototype 
flight qualified 
systems have been 
successfully flight 
tested for over 
500 hours each. 
No false alarms 
or failures have 
occurred. System 
development is 
complete. (Refs. 

4, 5) 

Breadboard system 
developed, however 

it is limited to 
15.2m (50 feet) of 
cable length due 
to cable losses. 
(Ref. 6) 

Sensor developed 
to final hardware 
stage. Presently, 
undergoing evalu¬ 
ation testing. 
Flight hardware 
control unit is 
being developed. 
System will then 
undergo flight 
test evaluation. 
(Ref. 7) 

A 500°F sensor 
has been developed 
to hardware stage 
and is used in the 
integrated system 
described below. 
(Refs. 8, 11) 

A 538“C (lOOO^F) 
sensor has been 
developed to 
breadboard stage 
and ir presently 
being evaluated. 

(Ref. 9) 

Three flight quali¬ 
fied systems are 
being fabricated. 
Two systems will 
be flight tested. 
System development 

is complete. 
(Ref. 10) 

Three systems are 

presently being 
fabricated. These 

will be further 
evaluated. 
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PIRE 7 

YES NO 

Naming 
Light 

7 

ON 330\ 

, i 

1396 
(8 A/C Destroyed) 

(4 Fatalities) 

0PP 
355 

(2 VC Destroyed) 

(4 Major Accidents) 

No 
Reported Problems 

Piqûre 1 US AP VC Pire and Fire Naming Experience for 
Period 1965 - June 1973, 2081 Total Incidents 

<|o 

20/-6.7 40/4.4 60/15.6 90/26.7 

TEMPERATURE, "P/^C 

100/37.8 120/48.9 

Figure 2 Effect, of Fuel Temperature on Reaction Over-Pressure in Tests 
Conducted with JP-4 and JP-8 10.2 cm (4 inch) Fuel Depth, and 
Atmospheric Ullage Pressure [348 1 (92-Gallon) Tank] 

140/60 



CATALYTIC REACTOR 

ru?L CAPACITY > THOUSANDS or GALLONS/LITTRS 

4/1.32 

7370 1/ 
2000 Gallon 
^ Fighter 

t 

2/0.91 

Figure 4 Fuel Tank Explosion Protection System, Weight comparison 
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the LNj system in the B1 aircmft offer as food protection against projectile penetration as i 

ft 
Down to what size of aircraft does an LN, system show a weight advantage over foams? 

on a weight basis, though liquid nitrogen is as effective if not bater. 

could UK it strictly on a demand basis at high hazard times. The 

reduced. 

thought that foams were applicable on fighters 
out on a weight basis. Of course foam giver pro- 

military aircraft. 

of the reasons we are pursuing the inert gas generator system. In 

substantial logistics advantage in operational we. 

the pneumatic detectors. Would you have any further comments 
much higher electrical energy output, and therefore are less prone 

Force experience is limited but the records show very good results In commercial use. 

Quels sont les types d’extincteurs portables mis 1 bord des avions de transport de l’USAF? 

huikuiilllutlxsij fcUjj, .Mi 

Mr Leathley: 

(1) Do the weight estimates for the catalytic system include penalties for particulate matter and sulphur 

dioxide removal? 

(2) Since the catalytic combustion system is acknowledged to have a potential fire risk, what is the objection 
to using an orthodox, higher temperature combustion system in which it should be possible to obtain an even lighter 
weight system due mainly to the greater temperature differences resulting in smaller, and hence lighter, heat exchange 

equipment? 

Mr Botteri: 

(1) The preliminary weight estimates do include penalties for conditioning the product gases from both a 

thermal and chemical quality standpoint. 

(2) The catalytic reactor system is designed to provide inertant gases having a residual pseous oxygen content 
of 2 volume percent. This is accomplished by near-stoichiometric reaction in a catalytic bed in which maximum 
system temperature is approximately 1200°F. An orthodox combustion system would also require near-stoichiometric 

operation with a much higher system temperature. The problem of oxides of nitrogen formation would require 
attentic :i with the latter approach. The orthodox approach is worthy of consideration. Currently, however^tec^ 
nological emphasis is being put on an inert gas generator technique that would not pose the inherent fire r.sk potential 
associated with both the catalytic i «actor and the orthodox combustor approach. The most promising alternative 

approach is the use of semi-permeable 



Mr (tota: On the question of whst comes off first; smoke, toxic qss, or can one sense heat, we currently have 
research under way at Stanford Institute to study the various types of detecten shown as well as the NASA light 
scatteriiv particulate detector developed for the shuttle-aircraft. The first thing to appear in a fire is not smoke bu 
the small particulate matter which seems to spill from the surface as soon as heating occurs. I believe this is the 
important thi* to detect. It we can make this type sensor reliable, it should be the best solution. We have found 
that they «a quite sensitive to the material being ignited. Some do not see urethanes at all, for example. Othen 
see poly-vinyl chloride. One must be very carefu, in selecting die detector for the particular fire scenario. 

Mr Botteri: USAF transport A/C carry I quart capacity A-20 type hand portable fire extinguishere, charged with 
approximately 4 lb of Bromochloromethane (CB or Halón 1011 ). The I gal. capacity, D-l extinguisher charged with 
CB las been authorized for use in cargo compartments of A/C such as the C-130. 

Halón 1301 is not currently used in hand extinguishers in AF A/C. An extinguishing system, using Halón 1301, 
for the cargo/paasenger and avionics compartments of the C-5 A/C, is being test flown. This sytem is permanently 
installed and is coupled with a fire/overheat and smoke detection system to warn of a Tire situation. Mode of 
operation is total flooding of the compartments requiring protection with approximately 6% by volume of 1301. 

Halón 1301 is the least toxic of the available halogentated by diocarbons in the neat state. All extinguishants 
have some level of toxicity as do all products of combustion to be anticipated in any closed compartment, be it A/C 
or not. The modem materials used in A/C passenger compartments produce products of combustion as hazardous to 
personnel as those from a pyrohzed extlnguishant such as 1301 and in greater concentrations if extinguishment is 
not accomplished quite rapidly. The key to survival from a Tire in confined space is the rapidity with which the fire 
is detected and can be extinguished. 

Mr Lewis: Regarding powerplant areas of fighter aircraft given good fire protection features in the initial design, 
La. component standards, bay drainage, and bay and fluid isolation, have you shown benefit oi the fire extinguisher 
on fighter aircraft taking into account: 

(a) possibility of hieb "tntilation airflows 

In an earlier paper Mr.MacDonaM had not been hopeful of military aircraft being able to standardise 
on low volatility fuels. However, you have suggested, I believe, that the USAF and NATO may be changing to a 
Jet A1 type fuel in the foreseeable ftiture. Could you please enlarge on this giving some idea of the item scale in- 

■ 

(b) that projectile damage could alter ventilation and hence extinguisher flow paths. 

Mr Botteri: Propulsion compartment fire extinguishing system protection is required on all Air Force multi-engine 
fighter aircraft unless a specific waiver is granted. Present day turbofan installations, as you have indicated, do 
provide a much reduced fire risk potential. In many instances engine/accessories have been segregated into separate 
compartments. Although die fire risk has been reduced, in view of the nature of the equipment/environment in¬ 
volved, these compartments are still treated as fire zones Extinguishing system provides coverage for all engine/ 
acceworks compartments. Considering the cost of advanced fighter aircraft, the inclusion of a fire extinguishing 
system for multi-engine installations provides low cost additional insurance against in-flight fire and certainly en¬ 
hances combat survivability. Recent experknee with modem installations has confirmed the advantage of this capa¬ 
bility. 

In a combat environment, projectile damage certainly can alter ventilation paths and consequently affect fire 
extinguishing system performance. Obviously, the projectik also increases the likelihood of fire and consequently the 
need for effective fire control. Although not indkated in the technical paper, the probtem of effective fire control 
under battk damaged propulsion compartment conditions is an area which b being addressed by the Air Force in 
conjunction with Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Aircraft Survivability The latter activity includes invest- 
gation of improved extinguishants which provide better-permanency of action. 

Mr Mariette: 1 notice that you have used smoke detectors In the crew compartment on die C-5; we have seen in 
previous papers that the toxk gases seem to be more critical. 

experience in the C-S has been very good and it b pottibk to cite examptes where 
crew and allowed them to get out safely as well as saved the aircraft by aborting the mission 

detectors of course, represented the state of the art at the time the C-5 was developed. 
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of foing to a fuel of even lower volatility, for example JP5, au 

Mr Botteri: The United States Air Force is re-assessing the advantages/disadvantages of utilizing JP-8 fuel (dmilar 
to commercial 'et A-l fuel) in lieu of JP-4, the current operational fuel. More recently the Department of Defense 
vta a Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Fuel Standardization has been assessing the same problem with the 
further goal of achieving übernational standardization of a single type jet fuel. Obviously the problem of fuel 
standardization involves a number of considerations, including avaUability, cost, and operational utility.^ Principal 
benefits for a JP-8 type fuel are considered to be in the areas of flight fire safety and combat 
committee’s recommendations are to be made in 1975. A decision on these recommendations should follow in 1976. 
If anoroved a conversion oeriod of 5*10 years is visualized. The lower volatility, JP-5, ftiel la not suitable for 
ItarÄt’ii^^^ iU «aihbility. ™. fuel will probably continue to be utilized on-board Navy 

aircraft carriers for safety reasons. 

It is possible, in view of the current Energy Crisis and the activity that has been generated on production of 
alternate and synthetic fuels, that in the distant future a fuel possessing superior safety properties than JP-8 may be 

the LNa system in the B-l aircraft offer as good protection against projectile penetration as re- 

III 

Down to what size of an aircraft does an LN, system demonstrate a weight advantage over foams? 

Mr Botteri: The choice was strictly on a weight basis, though liquid nitrogen is as effective if not better for explosion 

There are several ways of operating with LNa. You could use it strictly on a 
The quantity of nitrogen could then be reduced significantly making it potentially 
aircraft. Selection of the best LN, protection approach for a particular aircraft 
desired and mission night profile considerations 
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The paper is in tao parte, first it exaalnes some of the prohleaa sssoeistsd with 
"classical" engine bay fire detec' *©n and suppression syateas and airfraae design 

;..»d ,«•. pri..rj .»d ^K?;!»îtti. 
atatltttleal evidence fron »Odern ear »hows that the highest proportieft of sircfsrt sine 
in ««tie to nrissrv end secondary iire# and the author discusses the application oif 
posslLls fire suppressant aethod*. The current structural and system design philosophy 

questioned with respect to achieving iaproved fire protection of ailitary aircr ft» 

PAM 1 

SHQIME BAY FIRE PROTECIIOlt 

mwismw 

During the past 10 years there have been few major Productionised developments of 
engine bsy fire protection for ailitary strike and fighter aircraft. This ••*****?£ the 
??wr therefore Outline, the current fire detection auppre.sion systea. currently 
used with eoaaent on the interface prwbleas for the angina bay designer* 

glWffl BAY MBMfl 
When let engines were first used in ailitary aircraft it was possible to provide 

a firs-proof bulkhead aft of the ooabusticn chamber area which separated the cool f°rv»rd 
sone containing fuel ayate« ccaporent. fro. the “«t aur^ceof the sxhaust pip.. A. the 
thrust outputs increased the hot surfaces aoved steadily forward until it became extremely 
difficult to separate the fuel aource. fro. hot aurfacea. With the «“vent of the by-paa. 
engine for ailitary use it is again possible to position 
rear of by-pass mixer casing such that all surfaces forward of the bulkhead are below the 
spontaneous ignltlon tempersturea of fuels. The engine aanufacturer is assisting the 
aircraft designer in keeping all the fuel aystea components for reheat and nozsle 
operation in the forward cool sons* This simplifies boy cooling, fira detection and 
suppression system problems and, in the writer’s opinion, is the aost signifioont recent 
development contributing to improved ailitary aircraft firs protection. 

HM BMKIlfifl 
Two distinct types of fire detection syateas arc currently used} point detector 

heads usually operating on high resistance caused by opening contacts with rising 
temperature, and firewire syateas activating control units monitoring either co-axial 

wire resistance or capacitance. 

The typical point detector head is shown in Fig» 1 and aysteas utilising these 

have several disadvantages. 

(a) Bacauae they sense temperature rise locally, «any heads on a ring aain aust be 
used to adequately cover a fire bay and obviously depending on fire aource position 
the eystea*aay not sense a small fire early enough to prevent s major conflagration 

(b) The interconnecting wire aust be cleared to withstand fire attack for at least 
10 alnutes to aalntaln systsa integrity. 

(o) 

Í1) 

The detector heads can give spurious warnings if damaged and a lengthy process of 
fault diagnosis may ensue to calibrate each head for trigger and reset settings. 

Because of their sise the detector heads have liaitatlona on positioning in bays, 
this itself is found to restrict bay coverage. The positioning ^oblem ie 
becoming more acute with the reduced alrfrase/engine clearances currently eaployed. 

Temperature sensitive firewire is preferable to the writer in that it has the 

following advantages! 

1. 
2. 
3* 
4. 
3. 

More complete bay coverage is achieved. 
The firewire is itself proof against normal fire attack. 
Ho serious apace envelope limitations. 
Engine mounted loops can form part of the aircraft systea. 
Well proven pilot pre-flight check facility. 

h i.... 
...... 
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Howrrer In-MPVio« problema are experienced too frequently with epurioue warning# 
caused by moiature ingreaa and meehanical damage auatained during general eerwicing» 

Both the above detector typea have a common falling; becauae they are temperature 
sensitive device# they cannot differentiate between bay overtemperatur# and fire 
conditions. Thia has led to the design and development of detectors which monitor ultra¬ 
violet rave. Considerable difficulty ha# been experienced in making then discriminate 
between solar and fire U.V. wavelengths and in asking thedetectorhesd itsslfflreprocf. 
The only practical aircraft applications known to the writer nre for monitoring snsta* 
reheat light-up and combustion chamber break-out. Continued development is aimed at 
providing a viable engine bay fire detection system. 

4. wm aumnaaioit 

■oat current firm suppression systems use on# of the following vapour/gaa halogens; 

■ethyl Bromide (N.B.). 

Bromotrifluo-onethane (B.T.N.). 

Bromoehlorodlfluoromethane ( B .0 .F. ) * 

There is little to chooae between them in their fire suppression oapabllltlea and 
choice ia usually made by Ooverament agenoies on some other feature» e.g. toxicity. In 
addition different countries have slightly varying viseo on the concentration level and 
timing required, therefore the writer dose not Intend to comment further in the short 
paper. 

Fire suppreesant powdere have recently been developed which lend themselves to 
aircraft usage. However most difficult problems remain to be overcome, such as 
distribution within the bay, posder compacting due to vibration, etc. 

4.2 

(•) 

(B) 

<d) 

(d) 

Several major installation problems present themselves to the aircraft designer 

The «.tinguishante stored in a metallic bottle under pressure give rise to weight 
problema, since in addition to the bottle being heavy, it« supporting structure 
la also heavy to withstand 'g* forces, eto. 

A system of pipes and indicators must be installed to give ground crew notice of 
flight activation or pressure relief. 

The extinguiehant distribution pipework muet give complete bay coverage and allow 
no pockets behind any equipment. 

Bay ventilation flowa can conflict with extinguiehant coneentrâtion/bottle eising 
limitations. 

The first cons! .)»* A.ion of the engine bay la that it should be fire-proof to 
obviate fire transgression to adjacent parts of the aircraft. Obvleealy ell electrical, 
pipe and control runs passing through the fire-proof wall must be fire-proofs In some 
military aircraft the walla of the engine bay are used as fuel tank structure, these must 
be adequately insulated to prevent fire causing the structure to reach the spontaneous 
ignition temperature of the fuel. All equipments on the engine and within the engine bay 
wet be fireVoof and the most difficult problem f=r the engine ana airframe manufacturers 
to resolve coupletely is the engine mounted engin «/airframe flro-proof bulkhead. Two 
aspects have proved extremely dlffieultt- 

(a) To allow for engine/airframe relative expansions the bulkhead must have lateral 
movement which ie usually achieved by interlocking alldi.ig metallic surfaces. In 
the majority of eases these are not fuel proof hence a fuel leak in a forward cool 
son# can ignite in the aft hot «one. This is not assisted by there usually being a 
differential bay pressure from front to rear son* across the bulkhead caused by 
exhaust ejector effect«. 

(b) To cater for longitudinal engine/airframe movements the bulkhead is usually fitted 
with a fire-proof flexible seal which can be wire filled or, more recently, 
inflatable. To date these have not acheived all the Installations! requirements 
and one usually has to compromise. These requirements can be generally detailed 
ae follow«t 

(1) The bulkhead shall bo proof against fire attack for 10 minutes minimum. 

(ii) It shall be vapour-proof in one direction when subjected to differential 
pressures of +14 kPa to -7 kFa. On certain fan engine installât Iona thia 
range can increase to +35 kPa and -7kPa. 
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(ill) It •hall b« sealed throughout a taaperature range of -26°C to +16<PC and 
undaaaged whan subjected to -56°C for long periods. 

(!▼) The seal shall be of ainlaua cross section hut capable of a noalnal 
compression of 3.6 ■■ and a aaxlaua of 7.6 aa to oater for adverse engine 
and alrfraae tolerances. 

(v) The seal shall be capable of sliding slowly laterally 7*6 aa on the 
alrfraae land without losing its sealing capabilities. 

(wi) It shall be cleared for vibration level? normally associated with modem 
jet engines. 

6. m vmiwm m mism 
Ventilation flows are kept to a ainlaua for several reaeona; 

(a) High flees froa raa intakes give high aerodynaaic drag. 

(b) High flows increase fire extlnguiehant sise requiremente. 

(e) High forward bay pressures eause high bulkhead differentiala. 

There is obviously an optimisation required on each installation botween the 
above aspects and cooling/insulatlon req ¿irsments, etc. 

Bay drainage is generally provided to oater for saall leaks and seepages. The 
very high fuel flows used in aodem ailitary reheated engines sake it unrealistic to 
provida drainage systems which would cope with fuel quantities froa fractured pipes. It 
can be argued that with a aajor spray leak the probability of initiating and maintaining 
firs is very loo due to the bay becoming fuel over-rich. 

7. SUHAL 
On ailitary aircraft the standard of fire protection in the engine bay is generally 

satisfactory. Bxtingulehmnt systems sot effectively when required and bay fire 
contalnaent is usually achieved . However apurious fire warnings still test the pilot and 
must b< ellalnated completely. Continued research nest find a fire-proof bulkhead design 
which la both fuel and fire proof. When these two problem areas have been ellalnated 
engine bay fits protection will be very satisfactory. 

PART 2 

mmum mamm 
ur.wiw ;iok 

Statistical evidence of aircraft losaos during combat shows that fire losses 
accounted for the aajor proportion during all the aajor wara. It has been quoted between 
half and two-thirds ars fire kills. This is not surprising if ons considers that on most 
modera ailitary aircraft the fuel tanks cover between half and two-thirds of the area 
presented to projectile attack. Obviously if firs supprssslon devices and aircraft 
design changas can markedly reduce this high kill rate for reasonable weight and cost 
implications they will fully justify incorporation. 

This part of the paper discusses the aircraft iapllcations of fitting prlasry fire 
suppression devices and comments upon soae of ths areas requiring investigation for 
reducing secondary fire risk. 

2. 
The aechanlos of primary fire initiation have been fully explained by 

Messrs. MacDonald and Wyeth in Paper 19 •• "Pire Protection of Puel Systeaa In Coabat 
Aircraft" where it is shown that fire generation occurs within Billiseconds of fuel tank 
or pipe rupture by shell fragments. With the types of smaunition currently providing the 
aircraft threat, existing aircraft design philosophy provides large areas of tankage and 
high pressure fuel and hydraulic pipes which are vulnerable. 

Fire suppression methods considered by the above referenced report can be collected 
wider the following headings. 

Foam fillers. 
Sandw ch packs containing powder extinguishants. 
Vfct>oup packs e 
Seif-generating activo systems using gaseous or powder extinguishants. 

Bach ?f tho above aysteas has been asseesed by the writer for use on typical 
modern military strike and flghtei aircraft. It must be stated that suppressant methods 
diacarded by the investigation may be more applicable to other existing designa, for 
exaaple, helicopters, or on future strike/fighter aircraft where design changes are made 
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to f»e111tato thoir incorporotlon. 

3. 

fleura 2 la a dl 
showlne fuol tankaeo, ' 

_,tio roproaontat Ion of a typical «Hilary atrlka aircraft 
•qulpaent baya* 

Analyala of the bay typea ha. .hewn there are two type, requiring different fire 
protection method.i- 

(•) 

0») 

3.1 

8a.ll Void. - .qulpaent f*- «en.r.lly up to 100 - In width. 
'^KBlfeWM^yLiAniBLSU^ ät. a 
Bqulpaent b.ya *nd l.rge void«. 

8«all rolde can be further claeelflai Into three tynea* 

’• JSSSK’ÆTS ÎSÜ3 «o.»« 
for up to 90> of the aaall wold relu««. 

« a*Kamuia. ciarltlo. haring no routine aceeea or dla-aa.ewbly. Theae 
* ™ S52îlï found at trSSeportatlen jointe and In corner, »«tween 

fraaea «od atrlngera. 

3.2 
The followlnt et^rr.tlon. o« MM with ra^f« to equlp^nt bay. fro. 

lnve.tlg.tlcm. ató. on eerer.l aodern military aircraft. 

(.) 
(b) 

(o) 

Nearly all the baya .re Interconnected and aübject to rent Hat Ion .lr flowo. 

Bays generally contain fuel, hydraulic and electric«! ayate«.. 

Baya are generally congealed fro« the point of equipment fit. 'Inerefore 
auppreaaant dlapcraal la difficult. 

(d) 

(a) 

Routine «i«»«.. .»» J. r«11* " 
aupprea.mt «yate«, will be Habla ta aoeldent.i a «mage. 

_V.yt hay« equlpaents which are heat generator, and «ay hare Internal 
S5«StSr2 ïb^e fu.1 .pontanecu. Ignition teapwature. 

ftmr!nAMTQK UP 

s^í. f.ís:» “íâ SK -i. r—«. r» ««• 
decl.ioit ara aa follow.i- 

(a) 

iSKS.srsr^^sns sfs&ssi«.. 

(b) 
SMll rolda are In general Inacce.alble, «xcept during build oriiajorcvcrhjul 
hence n .ctlve di.per».! syata« would be l^practlcl. It 1. con.ldered th.t 
tomm filling *■ the only praetloal protectloa. 

(e) In highly conge.ted bay. haring regular «^«^î.^iÏÏLÎ^fiTÎKlîilS'îd y ¿aa or powder packs would cause eztenslra ayate« dle-«M«abiy for repiaca^r 
high aerlclng'penaltlea In ayate« functional teatlng fo. lowing rebuild. 

U> Due to the rarying standard, of 22¾ 5°*’ ^ 

This la only poeaible with an aotire dlsperaal cysto«. 

Bee bay., for exa.pl« undercarriage bay., can hare jjereral 
the wan of the bay. Thu. a projectile rupture of4°!“ 
gas or powder pack, would only releaee the .xtingul.hant fro« thoee peeks 1 
intlaatecontaot and could be Insufficient In the large bay roluaa. 

Dependent upon the theatre of action la «ay beneoe.eary toproride a 

S«-:rs5KJ^‘&.r^i^.,ssíSíss1£*jnsT¿sA>s.«-. 
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It «ut be stated again, the choice of euppreeaant aethode enumerated •bOTsaay ApprisBftnt netnoa* enu»er»i¿«a movww "«j 
eh ich osee one of the other «ethode oajr not be epplleable to other aircraft désigna, in 

be aore suitable. 

Pisure 3 shoes • typical ^plication of fosa filler and aotiee diar«r««l ayateaa 
to the diágrãaaatio typical aircraft! It •fmtmm coverage yarlea nd 
each auppreaaant syfctea elll now be dlaouaaed in aere detail. 

4.S 

(•) 

voids require tee diatinetly different types of fee* fill aateriel. 

On*1ties beteten fuel bag tanka and structure require a seal-rigid fosa haeing 
certain structurel load bearing properties. 

figure k 
has been i 

a typical application where it sill be noted that the fosa fill 
_grated in a fuel tank having 
coaplotely filíe the Interspace between the alrfreae ftructug and the^bag^t^nk^ 
anti-petal backing board. The typical envlronaa.'tal conditions the foar could e 
aubjected to are as follows«- 

Ambient 
The aaslãuã pressure rising 
390 kfa. 

■reprising due to^'g^l^da and/cr aystea failure conditions to 

Operating range of -40°C to ^120^0. 

Contamination 

Contaalnatlon *y the full range of aeiatlea fuels, sen eater, hydraulic oi is, eta. 

The opératif« life and characterletiea must not be unduly nffected dthraMaa» 
huaiUty, sand and duet and ideally should ho aqusl to the life ef the eirereft. 

iiS/WÄ îî: 
^Ärsar-sj«5j«,Ä|Ä^ÄS^S2 
instellatlen end are oheieuely dependent upen ntruoture eeaplexlty, eihrntion 
levels, fuel sell drainage paths, ete. 

It should bo to tod that Without 100£ foonfllllagtotaoon.truolTO. da« hag t«k/ 
backing board, tbs priaary firs rink raMlns within the interspace. 

navitiaa bounded b» structure whether having routine eeoess requirenente er not 
bo filled with flexible foaa as they hews no load boeriag requiroeonts. (b) 

nay bo 

figuro 5 shoes typical foaa application in 
foaa between the acosas panels ^14 îhî Brohlsroof 
an fit-, Voids haTinir no aeooM My allow foMlng nowavar tno ppoox»« o* 
obtaining 00> foaaaflll with IntlMiw atruoturw to foM oontact will muir# 
devslopacnt of in-situ foaming techniques. 

Jcus development testing of foam used in aon-eeoesa voids is ctlll . 
jorpoalon mt ..... . 

nscsssitats the foam being encapsulated in n protective^fila, it is eurrsniiy 
envisage 1 that the foaa would he out freu block or shoot and installed slightly 
compressed with no outer skin sealing. 

Generally the requirenente for the flexible fooa ere an in P***» 
aaxinua preeaure4due to 'g' loado and systea failures is not applicable. The 
contamination fluide are however increased to tnclvde enginesnd gearbox olio, 
fire extinguishing fluids, sealants, corrosion inhibiting fluids, etc. 

k.3 ÊÊÊÊKêËÊÈM Activa Bistro 

U.3.1 

full systsn dstsils are given in Paper 19 “ "Tire di foul Sy»1®"* 1“ 
Combat Aircraft" by Messrs. MacDonald and "y*^*. th, 
extinguiahant is stored in small oannistars mounted at esvsral positiOTO itni 
equipment bays. The extinguishant ie dieoherged or f*««Jf* •“ ñi'.^th^tank vall 
generated by preesure ohsnge sensors mounted within the bmv 
figure 6 shown the application of the system to a ••lf-ssalsd bag tank and adjacent bay. 

In general, the following sensor installation features are worth noting. 
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(•) 

PliliPHWwPW MilP 

Th« ««n»or o«i b« tank wall mounted on integral tanka or fully 1« 
typea of fual tank. 

9raed in all 

0») 

(«) 

Signal atrength due to the hydraulic ahock la not affected by aeneor orientation. 

Hydraulic ahock atrength will not be algnificantly affected by uae of backing 

board«, aelf-aealing materiale, etc. 

(&) A_ the aenaora can operate on either rate of preaaure rlae or preaaure lerei they 
can be aet within a range which la above that due to refuel aurge, fuel aloahing, 

etc. 

(•) 

(f) 

In of large or complex ahape more than one aenaor can be Inatalled to 
activate one or a number of exti»»gulahant oannlatera. 

Failure of one aenaor in a aerlea ayate* will not affect ayatem operation. 

Of the aircraft uaed in the deaign inveatigation the »enaora couid be inatailed 
either ae initial or retroapective fit. Proviaion of mounting bracket« within bag tanka 
can beat be achieved at acceaa panela, however depending upon the tank detail deaign and 
fuel t»"* level over the target area thia may not be possible and special provision is 

then required. 

■xtinguishant cannlster location is dependent upon several cons!deratIonar- 

(•) 
(b) 

(«) 

(d) 

(•) 

Equipment bay else and ahape. 

Equipment type, aise and fit. 

Ventilation air flow. 

Type of extinguishant. 

Aoceas requirements. 

The cannlster must discharge the extinguiahant directly into the bay wl .hout pipe 
distribution in order to meet the short timescale requirements for extinguishii* primary 
fire. Therefore the bay alee, shape and equipment fit play an important role 1« 
determining the sise of the extinguiahant cannlsters and their location to give full bay 

coverage. 

The air nass flow for general bay ventilation in unconditioned bays should 
obviously be kept to an acceptable minimum in order to restrict the cannlster total 
sise. Extinguishant concentration levels must be designed for the worst combination of 
air flow, temperature, volume, etc. 

dll design studies and tríala to date have assumed standard vapour-gas 
extinguiahant«. The disadvantages of using these are, firstly, the cannlster must be 
pressurised to aid extinguiahant dispersal end meet time/concentration requirement«^ 
which neec'»slates a thick-walled vessel giving a heavier weight than that required for 

powder extlngulshants. 

Secondly, in order to discharge all the extinguiahant the cannlster must be 
i vertically unless recuperator type flexible diaphragms or similar t* .1 -*es are mount ed - n ^ 

employed. The latter would have cost and reliability implications. 

Use of vapour/gas extinguiahant is already undertaken on aircraft in engine bay 
suppression systems therefore their properties are well known. However powder 
extinguiahant dispersal and operating characteristics, and corrosion effect« r.-e not yet 
fully investigated. When this work is completed it may show that powder extlngulshants 
are more advantageous fron system weight and installation*! aspects. 

The design study has shown that all equipment bays are capable of being 
adequately protected using a combination of a limited number of ’’standard'’ cannlster 
aises. The sises are such that they can be installed in bays and retain the equipment 
acoeas for routine servicing. 

1*.3.2 

The grouping of sensor positions and number of extinguiahant oanniaters is 
dependent upon the individual aircraft disposition of fuel tanks and equipment bays, 
however the following points should be notedt 

(») 

(b) 

Where several tanks form the boundary of a bay, all the tank senaors should be 
linked to activate all the cannistera within the bay. 

It nay be necessary to have a port and starboard system both covering a bay which 

(o) 

(d) 

pawf 
traverses the fuselage. 

System coverage will be dlotated by the type and angle of attack of the threat. 

System location will dlotated by fuel contents over attack area and bay 

...... ^ 

ff 
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«quipaenta uid congestion. 

4.3*3 System Safety 

During design snd development of the self-generstlng sctlre system, careful 
oonslderstlon has been paid to the safety aspects of the falido 
storase. Installation, and aircraft maintenance. Detailed analysis of «11 failure 
nodes8and system vulnerability shows that there is considerably less risk of accidental 
operation than exists for other devices, such as, ejector seats or engine bay fire 

extinguisher systems. 

I't is difficult to Imagine any maintenance operation which could cav;e the syete# 
to activate even assuming personnel mistakes. It would require a live conductor 
contacting the input to an extinguishant cannlater when in the "primed condition. This 
will be safe-guarded by provision of a basic electrical circuit shorting switch, and an 
Internal shorting switch snd discharge nossle closing cap for the eannister. In the 
unlikely event of accidental operation of a eannister there is no danger to personnel 
even If hand held as the pressure Is wholly contained within the unit. 

5. OTHER PRIMARY FIRS SOURCES 

The paper has so far concentrated on primary fire caused by fuel tank projectile 
penetration but there are several other sources, namely, fuel and hydraulic pipes. In 
many areas it is possible to predict that a projectile which penetrates a pipe would 
also penetrate a fuel tank, thus the fire extinguishing system protecting the tank would 
also protect the pipe. However In areas where this does not apply various methods of 

approach are possible. 

e * Large bore fuel pinas can have provision made for a sensor within the pipe which 
ein activate oannlsters. Borne detail wer-k would be required to obviate valve and fuel 
system component positions affecting the hydraulic shock transmission. Alternatively 
proteotloneould be provided In a similar method as detailed below for small bore snd 

hydraulic pipes. 

Many aircraft having tw1” engines located in the rear fuselage have fuel systems 
with the main engine fuel f^i-as in close proximity and both near the bottom centre .ine. 
System fea\oreawhlch are desirable and not difficult to achieve Include the following! 

(a) Wherever possible large bore fuel pipes should pass through the f .el tanks as 
this provides the highest degree of shielding. 

(b) Where pipes pass outside the tanks they should pass through the aircraft spine 
1 ; or as high as possible within the fuselage to r move them from hlgl risk areas. 

(e) The fuel Mpes leading to each engine should be adequately separated and provided 

with promotion. 

bora Pipes usually pase through every equipment bay^ and are generally 

ine fo~ following method« of protection are possible! 
3.2 ,_ 
routed in groups, 

(a) Run sevaral pipes within a sealed duct containing sensor heads. 

(b) Wrap a number of pipes with a suppressant filled pack. 

These two schemes are shown diegrammxtically on figure 7 however any protection 
method encapsulating a nunber of pipes has s high servicing penalty and, than 
not. high coat and weight implications. A more acceptable system would incorporate 
senaor heads acting as blast sensora within bays, and development of the seneor head is 

imminent. 

Obviously small bore pipe protection is very difficult to provide in any practical 
way which does not have several penalties, and where there are artas 
supplying widely spread system components it Must be accepted there will remain a primary 
fire risk. On existing aircraft this can be theoretloally aasesaed^however on new 
aircraft, system designers must be made aware of the slight changes in system design 
philosophy which can give real benefits. 

6. swnownABY FIRK 

Secondary fire losses are caused by Inflammable fluids leaking from tanks or 
pipes contacting spark sources or igniting spontaneously on hot surfaces. For measures 
taken eliminating primary fire to effect worthwhile reductions In overall aircraft fire 
kille It is mandatory that similar reductions are achieved in secondary fire 

vulnerability. 

Most current equipments fitted outside existing fire sones are designed not to 
present Ignition sources during flight, e.g. Junction boxes, electrically operated 
and wimps, »'owever in the event of damage sustained due to projectile strike they can 
raus« fire initiation and fuel should be kept away from these possible sources. 
Secondary fire prevention is therefore best achieved by a system of drainage and 
compartmentat1on resulting from a detailed analysis of fuel sources and paths. 
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6.1 aaaffiaAfaxllrt fmgnUgn 

following application of a primary fir« .uppreaaant system the fuselage will 
already hare been zoned and oompartmented to T*mlt bay Interconnection and ▼entilation 
flow. It will probably be found of value to .'anther sub-divide the zones to obviate 
son* interoell fuel float 

(a) Fuel should not easily flow laterally within the fuselage. 

(b) There should be no structural pockets where wells of fuel will collect to be 
dumped later during aircraft manoeuvre. 

(o) Fuel leakage will be under pressure therefore interoell boundaries within a 
given zone should be reasonably proof against spray passage. 

(d) Ventilation air flows should be kept to a minimum as they assist interoell fuel 
passage and air inlet scoops can reingest previously drained fluids. 

6.1.2 r>y1n»g.i 

It follows from above that drainage paths should be as large and unhindered as 
possible. For flight aerodynamic drag reasons ths drain outlet positions generally 
also serve as ventilation air outlets, however thay should be positioned so that drainage 
becomes detached from the fuselage and ia not immediately upstream of any scoop intake. 

Large bays having large fuel tank areas or complex high pressure pipe systems 
should have drainage panels fitted. It is feasible to incorporate fusible diaphragms 
which could be activated by the sensors triggering an "active’' primary fire extlnguishant 
system, but there could be a penalty in achieving correct extlnguishant concentration 
levels with the larger drainage area. 

6.1.3 Fwl Hat ÊtalâM 
It has been stated previously that fuel tanka incorporating bags do provide 

primary fire problems and the use of self-sealed fuel bag tanks must be carefully 
considered, for with larger calibre ammunition it becomes Increasingly difficult to 
provide a reasonable degree of self-seal capability within acceptable system weights. 
It is the writer’s opinion that self-sealed fuel tanks should only be used in those 
areae where alternative solutions are not available. Integral tanks can cause sealing 
problems however the gains on total aircraft survivability by eliminating Interskin 
primary fires, allowing ease of running pipes through tanks, etc., plus weight saving 
on bags recommends the continued use of integral tanka. 

6.14» Protection of Components 

Commencing generally on component protection, it is recommended that only those 
components normally having Internal temperatures in excess of fuel spontaneous 
combustion temperature should be protected or located in sealed bays. Where serious 
design problems would be involved it is worthwhile assessing the use of coats of 
intumetcent paint. This paint in fire conditions, smoulders and forms a thick layer of 
carbon which acts both aa a flams trap and heat insulation. 

6.1.3 ima 

Two extra actions are possible to decrease overall fire risk from fuel tanks. 

(l) Filling of the fuel tank with reticulated foams will eliminate the possibility 
of internal fire or explosion leading to external fires. 

(ll) Oepressurlaction of the fuel tanks over the target area will reduce the 
primary and secondary fire risk, however dependent upon the basic fuel system 
performance this action may cause re-csacsament to meet full engine reheat 
fuel flows. Dependent upon the type of aircraft it may even be possible to 
eliminate presaurisatlon but it would need an evaluation against system 
increased weight and complexity. 

7. flMBMBM 

Whilst the capability of engine bey zoning has been improved recently as by-pass 
engines are now used in military aircraft there are atill two areas within an engine bay 
fire prelection system whioh require further deeign and development :- 

(s) A fire detection system which does detect fire and not overheat condition. It must 
also have improved r, liability from spurious warnings compared with current systems. 

(b) The current standard of engine to airframe fire-proof bulkhead is necessarily 
somewhat of s compromise of many requirements. It must be developed to provide a 
fire and fuel proof seal whilst still giving the necessary flexibility for engin*/ 
airframe relative movements. 



Combat airoraft losses due to primary and aeoondary fire resulting from projeotile 
penetration are the major proportion of all losses. On many military airoraft there la 
little or no protection other than self-sealing fuel bag tanka. In recent years several 
new primary fire suppression aystems have been developed and the writer haa assessed 
their application on typical modern strike and fighter airoraft. Some of these système » 
notably foam fillers and self-generating active extinguiahant systems are applicable to 
current deaigns. However to gain maximum benefit it is necessary that aircraft design 
should be amended slightly in the following main areaat- 

(a) Bag tanks should only be used where other protection methods cannot be appliad. 
They should then be of the self-sealing type. 

(b) All major fuel pipes should pass through integral fuel tanks, and where outside, 
should be removed from the threat area or adequately protected. 

(o) On twin engined airoraft the engine fuel supplies should be well separated and 
protected. 

(d) Compartmentation and drainage of baya should be to a much Improved standard. 

It is mandatory that a primary fire suppression ayate* is associated with secondary 
fire protection. In the writer's opinion the majority of existing equipments are 
aatiafactory in normal operation and only provide ignition sources in the event of strike 
damage. Therefore efforts should be made to provide improved structural zoning and 
drainage with protection of "high risk" componente by individual compartmentatlon. 
intumescent paints, etc. 

Finally, it must be stated that both the agencies responsible for defining 
aircraft requirements, and, the aircraft structural and ayatem designara should have 
Increased awareness of the combat fire risk, and, what can and must be incorporated to 
reduce the overall aircraft loas rate. 

AÇfàWflgflKMBBt 
This report has been written with the support of the Procurement Fxeoutive of 

the Ministry of Defence. 
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Engine Powerplant Bulkheads 

Scaling of conventional powerplant bulkheads incorporating provision for axial and radial movements is uwally 
assisted by providing a positive pressure differential irom the dry bay area to the fluid carrying areas. 

This positive differential has been difficult to achieve on some reheat installations incorporating translating 
shrouds in the dry bay areas. Current studies with additional sealing features on sliding member should alleviate 
this potential problem. 

Mr Fehham: You have dealt with the problems of airborne fires only. What can be done by the aircraft designer 
to reduce the high rate of post-crash fires which occur following accidents in which no airborne fire existed? 

Mr Vincent: The lost-weight penalty of fitting su pression systems for post-impact fires makes their introduction 
prohibitive on mUitary aircraft. The civU case is, of course, somewhat different. 

Military aircraft have provision of inertia switches operating engine bay fire extinguishers, isolating electrical 
circuits, etc., in the event of a crash landing. However, it should be appreciated that if the pilot knows an aircraft 
defect exists which will give a high degree of risk to a landing, then he is often instructed to eject. 

..... , ÉuüiÉiÉÉll 

DISCUSSION - PAPER 19 

Mr Livermore: Could you comment on the effects of high energy torchin* flames that originate within the engine 
with respect to effect on structure and method of detection. 

Mr Vincent: Our experience with pure jet reheated engines has been virtually free of high energy torching flames. 
We have had a few cases of jet pipe gas leakages caused by jet pipe material failures, but r;o engine break-outs 
apart from internal titanium fires originating in the later stages of the compressor. Molten titaruim will obviously 
cut through most airframe structure in a timescale which makes it most difficult to detect or take any action. We 
have experienced one case where the fire wire system was cut by the titanium such that no warning was given. In all 
cases we did not suffer sudden catastrophic loss due to structural problems. The gearbox and accessories mounted 
on the engine did successfully stop most of the molten incandescent metal hitting the airframe. 

In our experience combustion chamber breakout is a most infrequent defect. With the added protection of 
bypass ducts on recent military engines we do not believe that engine breakout will con«titute an aircraft hazard. 

Mr Taylor: I was a little surprised at your remarks about leakage of fuel through the engine bay fire proof bulkhead. 
I was under the impression that one always sought a pressure balance or preferably a slightly higher pressure in the 
rear bay to make quite sure that no fuel leakage could occur. Would you please comment on this. 

.,. \ . ' 

Mr Vincent: It is obviously advantageous to have a higher pressure in the rear bay as you state, however on some 
of the recent engines this is difficult to achieve. Reheat nozzle operation is by a translating shroud arrangement 
which requires airframe clearance in addition to the shroud/nozzle clearance on the engine. The jet efflux causes 
an ejector effect at these circumferential gaps which in turn lowers die rear bay pressure. In our experience because 
of the large total area presented by these clearances, the supply of external air to counteract this depression would 
cause unacceptable aerodynamic drag penalties. 

In my written paper I give some of the requirements for the engine bulkhead seal. United Kingdom seal manu¬ 
facturers are currently attempting to design more advanced sealing arrangements to meet this specification. 

Mr Lewis: Comments on two previous questions: 

Combustion Chamber Bum Through 

Combustion chamber burn through is not a frequent occurence. On by pass type engines an incident is not as 
severe as a straight jet engine and on the former is is contained within the powerplant area. With the auvent of 
large fan engines at higher pressure ratios, such an occurrence could produce more damage and engine constructors 
are endeavouring to minimise any hazard by restricting aitical structure or componente in adjacent areas. 

Detection of such an occurrence can be provided by monitoring deflected cases or by surveillance systems. 



(1) Was the fuel tank«e protected against the smaller exploshe projectiles (20-30 mm)? Against both “super¬ 
quick” and delay-fuzed HE/HE 1 projectiles? 

(2) Was the quantity of f*e extinguishing material increased to provide adequate suppression even with ventilat¬ 
ion caused by “super-quick” fuzed projectiles detonating on slipstream-wetted surfaces? 

Mr Vtacmt: Yes, tests done by Mr.MacDonaM's group at RAE have shown the protection to be effective against 

23 mm projectiles, under simulated conditions. 

Yes, currently most of the work is theoretical with limited testing to back it up. We are now in a phase where 
we are trying to vvy the airflow based on the congestion level in the bay. This is to decide how much you must 
increase the cartridge size based on the projected conditions. 

mind that the fire-extinguishing systems 
under these conditions. 

Regarding ventBation in Uys, and fire extinguishing, we must keep in 
for combat aircraft act in mill ¡-seconds so the ventilation la less significant 

of extinguishant within the bay, particularly Mr Vincent: The area that I see as the biggest 
getting adequate dispersion in a congested bay. 

Mr ffttnf—Tests have been done on a number of engine installations which have zoning of engine compartment 
and from them it is possible to read across to other similar designs. However, the Concorde engine installation is 
somewhat different in having straight through ventilation, high ventilating air mass How through the power plant; it 

therefore required special consideration. 

Mr Anmt: Afin de déterminer les types, quantités et débits d’agents extincteurs nécessaires aux Services au col pour 
éteindre les incendies de moteurs, le Service Technique de la Navigation Aérienne (France) a entrepris une étude 
expérimentale sur une maquette I l’échelle l/l du moteur OLYMPUS (Concorde). 

Il serait utile d’éviter la duplication de ces essais longs et coûteux. 

Avez-vous entreprise de tels essais, ou en avez-vous connaisance? 
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Mr Regarding military aircraft crash protection, we must keep in mind that some military aircraft are 
equipped with ejection systems which provide some degree of crew protection. 
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A major problem in crash fire fighting In airport areas is that of reaching the fixe sufficiently quickly. 
Studies of survival time in aircraft accidents followed by fire have indeed shown that fire fighting mist 
initiate within some tv» minutes, on an average, in order to save fatalities and injuries to the passen¬ 
ger*. Conventional airport fire fitting facilities most often prove mahle to fulfill tills critical de- 
nand. The use of rockets has been proposed as a possible solution, due to their intrinsic rabidity, easy 
operation and ability to reach sites not readily aooeaslhle by other mnens. A ruber of rockets, control 
led by a oonputerized aiming system, could deliver an appropriate amount of extinguishing mbetmee to 
the crash site in a very short time. 
The paper gives an account of a continuing study undertaken for evaluating the feasibility of such a con¬ 
cept. Following a general discussion of seme possible vehicle configurations and system operating modes, 
a specific solution besing on umll ballistic rockets is considered in particular. Details are given of 
a simulation study being still in progress. Intended for providing the major specifications for the system 
components performance with respect to efficacy, reliability and safety requirements. 
Finally, a hint is given concerning the introduction of coat considerations; the need for a benefit-cost- 
analysis approach is undcrllrvH. 

It is virtually an axiom in current opinion that, apart from very special circuwtances, the protsbillty 
of eurving an aircraft accident is exceedingly small, this is certainly true for thoae in which an 
aircraft is ocepletely destroyed by an explosion during the flight, or by hiefi velocity inpact with the 
ground. Mien the crash occurs at comparatively low speeds, typloally in take-off or landing conditions, 
a ruber of fatalities may still result from partial destruction of occupied oonpartments and from struc¬ 
tural missiles. In sub ceses, however, the primary intrinsic factor which determines passenger's chances 
of survival is represented by inpact deceleration; and deoelerative forcee, even severe, can be tolerated 
fairly well by humar, beings, provided that they are adequately supported. Thus we have a large class of 
otherwise surviveble accidents in which the main cause of death is represented l;y fire following the 
crash. 
Several studies are currently being made along tie line of crash-fire prevenction, including studies on 
special fuels, fuel-system protection, interior meteríais and ahieldinge, structural features, etc. An 
alternative method of attack in fire flatting is baaed cn inproving the extinguishing technology. Here 
the principal efforts hive been devoted to the study of extinguishing agents, cn which oonsidanble per¬ 
formance data and valuable results have been aonmulated. But, when dealing with aircraft crash-fires, 
we have to face an additional difficulty concerning the extremely short time available for extinguishing 
the fire. Conventional airport firs fitting facilities most often prove unable to fulfill this critical 
demand since the crash-site is likely to be remote or not readily accessible, and the accident is general 
ly sudden and unexpeetd. 
To cope with such difficulties, the use of rockets has bam proposed [l] ae a possible solution, owing to 
their intrinsic rapidity, easy operation, and ability to read) sites not easUy accessible by other news. 
According to this concept, airport fire protection facilities should include a number of ready operated 
rocket powered vehicles; in the event of a crash followed by fire in the airport area they m..id be used, 
in connection with a computerized aiming system, for delivering an appropriate amount of extinguishing 
substance on the fire site. The entire operation would require a very abort time, this providing mi 
effective means of hindering the fire, at least for the time needed to begin fire fighting with more pow¬ 
erful amane. 
ihdoubtedly, the proposal Is such as to appear, at first, extravagant or even pmposterous;one is likely to 
be Isamdiately thinking of a host of reasons why it couldn't work. So did we. But what if, after all, 
it were just "crazy enough to be right"? The premium pieced upon effective fire fighting in aircraft 
accidents is very hicfi. Therefore, we decided that the thing should be considered seriously. We per¬ 
formed acme preliminary evaluations which led us to the conviction that the concept deserved further anal 
yais. Thus, some months ago, we undertook an extensive feasibility and evaluation study. Since this work 
is still far from ooaplete, we shall not present definite answers. This paper is intended to give an outline 
of acme important aspects of the problem, details of our approach and a feeling of our current orientation. 



depending on the p^tlcalar characfcerl-tic. of the fire, the wrvivnl tl«eB ranged fron buto^ seoona. 
SMuent develop»** In aircraft fuel., material, «d deign features have but ^tle changed the sit 
uation. Test, rode by WffBC in 1965 [3,4] led to survive! tiro extirotes of about 140 seconds, roll in 
Urolith the previous result.. Me can ultirotely assws that in average ccnditions the tiro «vaibfcle 
for an excepe ^ioTby the occupant, or an external relief action, is only slic*»tly larger than 2 minutes; 
St i. a desperately short tiro. As » shall see later, a rocket based intervention is likely to require 
no mxm thmsoro 75 seccnds to be initiated; though it may not allow total extinction of thefire, it 
could nevertheless prove useful in tro wavs: by hindering the spread of the f ireao as ^ lengthen th^_ 

available to the ooctfrots: by providing additional escape avenues through the exterior fiaros 
or lengthening the tiro interval during which these avenues reroin open. 
Hie depend prirorily t*on the specific circuí»tances of how the fire starts and spreads. 
2LS! forrod when fuei tanks are ruptured while the aircrafti. -till 
soving rapidly. The resulting «ist fires rise aroy fron the airplane and born out in a fro seconds, so 
that they do not noticeably affect cabin environnent temperatures. Subsequent fires develop fran ¿uel on 
STg^ c^hTro^d structure and pouring free, the tanks. The size and extent of thero fires are 
the Sût of the details of the crash, the slope of the terrain near the airplane end the velocity 
direction of the wind. In the worst circunstsnoes, **en there Is direct contact between the flames 
STfosûsge mein, this my burn through in a fro second*, thus rerorkebly shortening the minlnun roryivel 
tlrosgiven^above. Therefore the fire extinguishing action must essentially extend to the area iroedla- 
tely surrounding the aircraft structures; current assusptions, for today's aircrafts, are on an average 

Wlth°Ïwd to extinguishing agents which might possibly be selected for this kind of application.,there's 

Several bartc studies have been devoted to the inhibition procesa in pranlrod flames, 
liar to that in turbulent diffusion flames, typical of crash fires. More 
of extinguishing agents In fuel fires is provided by results obtained from standardized test fires 17|. 

m limited our attention to the latter, mainly because powder, lent themselves to siller and more effec¬ 
tive solutions with respect to problems of storage in the rocket head and expulsion from it. 
The maxnt of powder needed per unit surface obviously represents a very iaportant characteristic, düeny 
for our purpose. Por one of the best pcasiers, namely 
Kg/a?, obtained from a test on laboratory scale, have 
This »»■».ih roan that, to extinguish a surface of 5000 
livered to the fire site, provided that they could be 
unfortunately, the distribution resulting from a drqpi . ..... . 
Another iarortrot factor affecting the choice of extinguishing agents is represented by their abiUty to 
^ w fi— « b* “r «w zr^- 
cxxfc.-xjt.atlon in the sir (which, in turn, is affected by envir t mm tal effects, sut* as the wind) it sea 
nrtviTffr.lo that ihs spreading of extinguishing agents be prolonged in tiro. 

should be de- 

... 

r:^!íf 

MS shall now turn to the conceptual design aspects of our systan; that is, an airport fire protection 
svstan relying on a ruber of ready operated rocket vehicles which, in the occurrence of a crash-fire in 
the airport area, would deliver an adequate amount of extinguishing powder to the crash site. Hav^ so 
qenerallydefined the abjective of the systan, a broad variety of solutions are possible with respect to 
STSofoe of vehicle configuration, trajectory, guidance, control, ground installation, systan operating 
rodas, etc. The following Is a convenient, yet oversinplified, breakdown of possible choices: 

a) small ballistic rockets - These would be unguided fin-stablllzed vehicle, with quasi-parabolic trajee 
tory (Fig. 1). The aiming at the target would be aoocaplished by ground-orirotetlon. 
ouíLe and extinguishing powder release would be controlled by a timer, suitably regulated soon before 
lamchlng. All operation«:, apart from target sitting, would be aocxapliahed automatically roder oesfut 
assistance. VTOlclea of this class could be designed for peyloads of 50 to 200 *g of «“tinguishing pc^- 
der|*therefore7a large ruber of them would be requirod for a single miroion. DeteiU of this concept 
will be aüiüiü In the following paragraphs. 
b) Missiles with autopilot - Vehicles of this type would be provided with a self oonteln^ oontool Bystem 
Jt^dTr perf^Sg the various frocticn. of motion date gathering, tilt W». m***«. *#**^ 
ocntrol, charge separation. Tiro frocticn. rould be regulated by a program 
art built-in information and «pacific inforrotior. ropplled by the ground oesputer ismsdiately before laun 
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düng. Such mlMilra would bo able to follow a well tailored trajectory (rig. 2), consisting of three 
ti 1) Boost phase with terminal tilting on timed oosmandf 11) sustain {base at constant hel^it 

until ti—ri charge séparation; 111) standard diversion manoeuvre and parachute recovery. The aiming of 
tí* missile at the target could he shared In various ways between acaguter assisted ground orientation 
ml autopilot guidance. A fully automated system operation Is still conceivable. Being rsaarhably more 
sophisticated than rodents of the previous type, missiles of this class should be able tc carry a ocnper 
atively larger payload in order to keep the mater of vehicles required for a rescue mlbo -un within ree- 
scmable limita. 

c) Missiles with ocemsnd radio guidance - Vehicles of this type would oontlnouely exchange navigational 
and guidance information with the ground system. Therefore they would exhibit a much higher mission 
flexibility than previous systems (Pig. 3). They could be launched from a fixed-orientation surface or 
sdasurface launching pod, follow a complex target-seeking trajectory, release the pcMler load and finally 
acccnpllah fly back and Imling on a specified site. Obviously, this would represent a very aophietloated 
nyEton, requiring a specific team of highly trained operators, vehicles of this class should be designed 
for carrying a very large weight of extinguishing powder, because it would be difficult to operate two or 
more of than at one time; therefore a maxiaun of two or three vehicles performing subsequent missions 
should be capable of delivering the total amount of needed parier. 

Many further alternatives are conceivable, especially with reject to the guidance concept. Wire ^ild- 
anoe techniques, for instance, are oamauily used for close-range morface- bo-surface military rockets. 
Optical sensing devices, especially suited for fuel-flame detecting, are well within the current state-of- 
the-art. In other respects, the conceptual evaluation work is sosmmhat facilitate! Inasmuch as several 
conceivable options can be reasonably ruled out on the basic of specific criteria, euch as the need for 
oontenporary operation of a large miter of vehicles, and safety considerations concerning the environment, 
where avoiding target misinterpretation is mandatory. 
Cnee the choice has been limited to the few mejor alternatives considered above, one is able to estimate 
the essential characteristic of the vehicles, and bo define their performance, their operational charac¬ 
teristics «id their required support système. The result of this work is a summry of spécifications 
concerning the vehicle and system elements. Additional Information and data are obtained by considering 
safety requirements, maintenance requirements, personnel factors, etc. Finally, a preferable approach 
nust be selected; end this obviously requires a preliminary operational analysis Including development 
economics as well as operational economics. 
Owing to the exploratory nature «ri limited alms of our study we Indeed based cur choice on a acmatet 
sore intuitive philosophy. In short, we decided to follow the sinplest approach, that Is to go deeper 
Into the study of «i a rport fire protection system baaed on sésil ballistic rockets. Ns felt that, 
owing to the unusual chvacter of the matter, clear-cut incentives would be required In order that it 
my look worth developing; and we thought that a simple system of that kind, intrinsically cheaper than 
others, was more likely to offer such incentives, provided that its ability to accomplish the desired 
performance could be demonstrated. 

4. amu. BALUsnc rockets 

Wb shall limit hereafter our attention to e specific elees of vehicles, i.e. small fin-stabilised bal¬ 
listic rockets, capable of delivering 50 to 100 Kg. of extinguishing parier to the crash-fire site. A 
preliminary desleí study wee performed in order to estimate the major characteristics of such vehicles. 
As an instance, we give in Fig. 4 a configuration sketch of a typical rocket of this class, corresponding 
to the following specif lestions : 

Diameter, m 

Lenght, m 

Mesa of projectile. Kg 

Mass of propellant. Kg 

Mass of the round, Kg 

Burning velocity, n^s 

Effective burning time, e 

Effective acceleration, itv's2 

Specific impulse, s 

Deceleration coefficient, aT 

Thrust, N 

Hex. range, m 

0.3 

2.65 

120.42 

14.79 

136.08 

243.84 

0.91 

252.86 

208 

12.07 X KT5 

32,600 

4,000 

The vehicle consists of two nein parts, the head and the motor; the former contains the charge of extin¬ 
guishing powder, and tl* program device. Separation of the two parts oocurr at the appropriate Instant 
on timad ooenmnd, «ri each of than Is provided with its own parachute. The vehicle trajectory has 3 sec 
tiens (Fig. 1)i 



2 - The com ting ptaae, with a qviMi-parahoUc ahape. 

3 - the descent phase, which begins with the separation of the two wain modules. 

the heed and the motor follow two separate descent trajectories, since the motor ’as a recovery parachute 
aystam, whereas the head la provided with a simple deceleration drag device acting, moreover, with acme 
delay* «*» the «otar Is caueed to land at a distance from the Öre site anddbeenotrepreeent an additional 
hazard. The aiming of the róchete to the target is aoooapllshad by means of lauicher orientation (i.e. 
advance orientation and arimuth orlentatior ) and by reflation of the timing device, in acoordanoe with a 
set of equaticna providing the optlaun mix of the relevant parameters with respect to the target direc¬ 
tion and distança. Suth equations may be given in a ocrpiter mitad form by means of a mmber of curvi- 
llnaar regression coefficients, to be determined previously on thebeaecf theoretical and/or experimental 
performance data. Appropriate corrections must be applied in order to account for atmospheric •^"Mitlone 
and wind characteristics. The system configuration is schematically illustrated In Fig. 5. FoHewing an 
.i.™., the whole system is activated; the sighting of the crash site la performed manuelly in one or more 
theodolite stations (A). Position data are then automatically supplied to the coeruter (C) together with 
metereological data gathered by the instnments (B). Baling at mich data, the ocapiter selects the bat¬ 
teries to be actuated, performs all calculations concerning orientation of Iht lamchers and regulation 
of the program-device of each rocket, establishes the Imxich-aucoeMlon, and automatically executes all 
preparatory operations on launchers and vehiclee (E). A start up ocamnd from the control room (D) 

1 - The burning phaee, being nearly rectilinear mod lasting «taut 1 second. 

P-—^ g) «-tie general operational and performance character 1 ctics thus established, an extensive a illation 
program was under-taken; we shall give here an outline of this work, being still in progress. 
The öndammntal question we are to answer can be worded as follows: vhioh specifications result for the 
ocaponents of our system, if we dmaend that oertaln conditions be satified, in terns of total weight and 

of the powder within a specified area centered on the fire-site? In other verds, hn» ma y 
the rockets, which ïhe values of diffusion parameters of each charge, «tat the accuracy of each ocapc.mnt 
perform»** should be in order to satisfy the desired conditions? This is an ieportant question, because 
the resulting requlrwsnts affect not only a feasibility appreciation, out also, and more iaportant, the 
quality 11111¼ and hence the related foreseable cost upon which depends, ultimately, «tathar this may or 
emy not appear m a viable approach to airport fire safety. 
lb carry out the simulation program an analytical model of the rocket trajectory »*m first developed. 
This model is now used for running ocaplete trajectory simulations by means of numsrioal concitar tech- 
nitjxii The simulation program is essentially intended for error analysis purpose. A matar of trajec¬ 
tory simulations are required in order to slnulate a single extingdahmant operation. With an appropriate 
simple of extinguishment simulations, the statistical properties of the systmn perform«* relating to 
the asmanad parwnecer values can finally be determined. The «tale proemtore euet of course be repeated 
ao my tiens m to cover the desired range of variation of the system parameters. 
Therefore, two sets of input variables «u» considered: 

..—■a to exhibit statistical variation for each trajectory slaulatien (for instance, those 
launcher orientation, throat misaUgment, burning tima, weight data, timad events, parier 
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The output variable* are represented by the statistical properties of the distribution of extinguishing 

powder resulting from a specified nunfcer of launches, or else the msiber of rockets required in order to 
get a specified annait of powder within a certain area surrounding the target. 
The system parameters are essentially represented by the standard deviations of all inpit variables. 
Sinoe the statistical variations of these could be directly related to accuracy, repeatability and relia 
bility characteristics for the system components, one can understand that systematic correlation of sinu 

la ted performance with auch parameters may prove useful not only for feasibility considerations, but also 

for introducing coat ooneideretiona. 
Simulation programs are generally carried out by the Monte Carlo method, unless the necessary nutber of 
acopíete simulations is such as to make a Monte Carlo study prohibitively costly; and this was the case 

with us . 
Several methods [8,9] have been developed for approximating the behaviour of errors with a reduced nurber of 

simulations when the »tonte Carlo approach appears too expensive. The rrs procedure is still often used 
but it could not answer our purpose due to the restrictive assimptions that it makes. The method adopted 
in our study is baaed on a modified »tonte Carlo procedure developed by Logsdon and Africano [8]. 
In short, the nethod makes a series of perturbations on the input variables at selected probability lev¬ 

els aid than fit the effect an the output variables with a series of polynomial curves. Once these poly 
neniáis have beat determined, the »tonte Carlo s-mples are taken from these instead of from the sinulaticn 

program; the oonputer time is thus drastically reduced. An additional advantage, especially in our case, 
is that the individual effects of input variables can be Isolated, so tbit a limited change in one of the 

input statistics does not require a repetition of the entire analysis. 
As previously noted, we ore at present working along the lines above described with the aim of ccnpleting 

the parametric analysis. 
To give a feeling of the kind of results we are currently aoomulating we give in Fig.s 10 to 15 two se¬ 
ries of oonputer generated plots of powder density distribution. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the plot field 
corresponds bo a square of 100 m x 100 m centered In the target site with a mesh of 1 m x 1 m. The range¬ 

line is imagined as running from the upper right to the lower left comer of the square. The oases Il¬ 

lustrated correspond to vehicles carrying a 200 Kg - powder charge, all l.rjndred by the same battery. 
The two sets of figures are intended for illustrating the effect of a change in a single parameter, namely 

the standard deviation o of the powder distribution at the ground resulting from each charge. Fig.a 10 
to 12, correspond to o -^3,5 m, and Illustrate the situation after 5, 10, and 25 hits. Fig.s 13 to 15 
give the analogous situations for a o «7 m. A larger value of o obviously ylede a smoother distribu¬ 

tion; on the ether side, if a is tooPlarge, the powder density atpthe ground may result uro lew; thus, 
given the amount of powder delivered by each rocket, an optinun value of o can be established, which 

maximizes the estlngulshing effect of a single charge; the importance of this parameter la aomenhat re¬ 

duced when the mmtoer of charges addressed to the fire becomes large. The dl^mrslon of inpact points 
about the target point, resulting from statistical variations in the inpit variables (for ease of ocupar 
Ison both series refer bo the sane saiple), recalls a two - dimensional normal distribution with standard 

deviation of about 24 m in range and about 15 m in lateral deflection; in such a case the expected propor 
tion of charges falling within a 5000 m2 area circle would be about 904 - In other words, a 90* effielen 

cy in rocket number and powder mass utilization would require that the overall effect of errors affecting 

the trajectory be limitad bo less than 1», over a flight range of some 3000 m. The requirement for high 
accuracy end repeatability of the rocket trajectory must be tampered by consideration of possible errors 

in estlanted target position; perhaps a certain predetermined degree of dispersion of irpact points miçbt 
prove useful. Anyway, the problem of accurately estimating the target position is of major inportanoe, 

especially when considering the extremely short time available for sighting operations. 

«. THE MBS FOR A BENEFIT - COST EVALUATION 

As ooemonly happens in all fields of engineering, aleo in the present case the ultimate decision as to 
bring or not the envisaged concept towards full implementation will depend ijxxi cost considerations. Vie 

axe still In ***"» a preliminary stage of our study to allow introduction of detailed oost considerations. 
Nevertheless, sane rtmarks can be made concerning a convenient approach to this subject. We deal evidently 

with a case in vbich the investirent» required for a development and implementation program should be essen¬ 
tially justified by public utility considerations. In such cases, the only way to perform a suitable 
evaluation study is by adopting methods and techniques of benefit-oost analysis. There is no difficulty, 
on principle, with the statement of oost cathegories wich will preammbly be considered! developrent costs, 
production costs, installation coats, maintenance and repair costs, and so on. the other side, the only 

Important benefit bo be considered is represented by expected savings in terms of huren fatalities and 
injuries, over a specified period. The risk reduction allowable by the introduction of the new safety 
system should in turn be purged of additional risks relating to the use of rocket projectiles in the neigh 

borhood of urban areas, and additional hazards to life and property in the airport. Here an old debated qi*M 
tlon arles : what monetary value is bo be assigned to a human life? In benefit-cost medies carried out in recent 

year*, mainly in the fields of nuclear power and civil aviation, a variety of approaches to such a tick¬ 
lish problem have been atbeepted [lo]. None of proposed methods looks conpletely sacti»factory, what Is 

quite natural. Nevertheless the problem is a real one, and It nust be answered somehow. Some frequently 

quoted figures may help for an order-of-magn 1 tude appraisal. In the U.S.A, a camón velue for life insur¬ 
ance is I 30,000. In the nuclear field the typical assmption of ft 250 per man-rem corresponds to a value 
of about ft 1,000,000 for a hunan life. As for the civil aviation domain, the compensatory damages awarded 

by U.S. juries to the victims of aircraft accidents often reach astronomic suns; for instance, figures 



cited by Lloyds underwriter David Dunn at an SMC sympoeium on Products Liability [11] include 

of H 2,000,000 for the death of one nan, and $ 3,800,000 in the case of a scientist Mho suffered 
burns; exanples of cotfsensatlcn granted in cases of death which go well over | 500,000 are count- 

required 'or developing the envisaged system may result sufficiently justified. 
irpressive, so that it is not out of question to suppose that the expenditure 

of our work have not yet attained a defintite conclusion as too the practicability 

approach to the problem of aircraft fire-safety. We have the feeling that the thing 
a strictly technological standpoint; in other words, with an adequate development ef- 

a the system provide the desired performance. On the other side, the actual possibility 
ly operating the system whenever need arises is open too serious questions. Unfavor- 

oonditions and other disturbing factors might drastically reduce the percentage of ooca- 

thesysten could be sucoesfully enploied. In this case the balance of costs and benefits, 
questionable for a project of this kind, would be irremediably Impaired. 
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: What is the effect of levere thermal current turbulence from the fire on the parachute? 

Mr Andrenucd: Both helicopters and a guided missile type system would probably give better performance -but 
would involve the use of highly skilled and highly train*!, consequently highly paid personnel on duty full time 
ready to arrive on the fire site in two minutes. We havt not done a full cost study, but two minutes is a very shori 
time for helicopter response and would pose some severe derating problems and costs. 

Tile system should be organized so that all preliminary 
should be such that the operator only has to push a 

O 

speeds? 

Mr Andrenucd: Our basic approach was to study the feasibility of this type of approach, Le. how many rockets 
would be needed to mai;e it practical to cover a sufficient area around an airport. The possibility of operating in 
limited visibility is certainly important since many landings can now occur under very limited visibility conditions. 
If the system proves feasible, it could be possible to tie it in to the airport locating system. 

decision point to use the system; it seems possible that it might be 
The natural competitor is the helicopter; would you care to comment 



PIRE PIOHTINQ AGENTS POR URGE AIRCRAPT PUEL PIRES 

R. PIALA, K. DOSSA 

DEUTSCHE PORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT 

POR LUPT- UND RAUNPAHRT E.V. 

Institut fflp Luftstrshlsntrieb* 

Pors-Hahn, Germany 

SUNMART 

Most important demands in aircraft fuel fire fighting are minimum 

extinguishing time and consumption of agent, supression of heat ra¬ 

diation as far as possible and prevention of re-ignition. No extinguis¬ 

hing agent is able to fulfill these four demands equally well; there¬ 

fore a combined application of different agents seems to be necessary, 

if maximum efficiency is to be achieved. According to the nature of 

the fire, combinations of foam and halón, or foam and powder, or com¬ 

bination of all three typec are under consideration. 

Por a critical evaluation of the properties of the different 

types of agents experiments were carried out by DPVLR under contract 

of the Ped.Nin. of Def., using standardised small and large fuel 

fires (* m2 and 200 n2). The time until extinguishment occured 

and the amount of agent needed, were measured. Additionally, the 

tine which, after a deliberate reignition, elapsed until the whole 

fuel surface was on fire again, was measured. 

Among the powders, KjSOj, proved to be the most effective. 

Kryolithe, which, from a test on Laboratory scale seemed to be 

promising, failed in the large scale test, mostly due to buoyancy 

effects. Despite their good properties, the use of halons in large 

scale fires cannot be recommended, before a suitable procedure for 

expelling tie agent from the storage tank is developed. Out of the 

investigated protein and synthetic foams, the first showed the best 

safety siargir against reign-tion, whereas the latter exhibited the 

smallest extinguishing times. 



CRASHES OF AIRPLAMTS arc mostly followed by fuel fires 

TEST FACILITY AMD EXTINQ'JISHINO EQUIPMENT 

One of the great difficulties associated with experiaents on the efficiency of an 

extinguishing agent is the question how to carry over to large-scale fires results ob¬ 

tained in s laboratory apparatus. Oaing to the fact that many properties of a large- 

scale fire wary fro« one ease to the other, distinct sealing rules are not known pre¬ 

sently. Therefore, two sises of fires have been selected for the planned experiaents, 

one on a pan with A m2-fuel-surface, the other on circular pools with a fuel surface of 

200 a2. The fire with the smaller sise oo«es closer to laboratory experiaents, whereas 

the larger fire is r>t wery far away froa actual crash fires. One of the large pools 

had a water base, the other was filled with soil. 

The extinguistasent of the fire on the A a2-pan was always carried out with two hand- 

extinguishers. For dry powders standard 12 kg-handextinguishers, for halons 2.A 1-cabin- 

extinguishers were used. Foaa was discharged with 10 l-pyrene-handextinguishers. For the 

extinguishaer.* of the fires on the 200 a2-pools, the standard fire-fighving vehicles of 

the Oeraan Air Force were used; in particular, for dry powders a TROLP 750 and for foams 

a TLF 3 800/A00. 

éIÉIÉH 

In order to rescue passengers froa the crashed airplane, only a short period of time 

is available in which the extinguishment has to be carried out. No single extinguishing 

agent is able to fulfill all demands for the extinguishment. Dry powders and halons are 

suited best to extinguish three-dimensional fires, because they can be distributed in 

the volume occupied by the flasies. The extinguishing mechanisa of these substances is 

based on the chain breaking efficiency of these compounds. Due to this chemical inter¬ 

ference with the reaction mechanisa of the combustion the sawunt of agent needed to 

achieve extinguishment is very low and the whole process takes place in short time. But 

dry powders and halons do not prevent reignition, or do so only for a short period. This 

demand is better fulfilled by foams. Foams also are known as proper agents to extinguish 

two-dimensional fires in the presence of ignition sources, because they separate the 

combustible fue* froa the oxidant. 

For fighting airplane fuel fires a combination of at least two agents is needed, 

one agent to extinguish the flaaes rapidly in order to stop the heat flux to the fuselage 

and the other to prevent reignition and to cool the hot parts. 

In 

demands 

Ministry of 

longing to 

binations with 

coabinations which offer optimum properties with respect to the 

e^l^*iments were carried out by DFVLR under constract of the Federal 

In these tests the extinguishing efficiency of several agents be- 

the ohree groups has been examined seperately. From the results corn- 

properties can be deduced. 

These fires can be divided 

into two groups. The first comprises surface fires where the fuel has been spilled 

over a large area on the ground; hence, these fires have a quasi-two-dimensional cha¬ 
racter. In the second group the space around the airplane is involved, like for example 

with engine fires, or fuel mists; hence fires of this type have a quasi-three-dimen¬ 

sional character. For each of these types of fires special requir nts for the ex- 

fulfilled. In addition, after extinguishment the fuel has to 

be prevented froa re-ignitions by still existing ignition sources like hot metal parts 

or residual flames. 



TEST RESULTS 

In *11 test* the to*l «*** of the extinguishing «gent needed to coapletely put out 

the fire «a. chosen a. * «e.sure for the extinguishing efficiency. Por the extinguish-ent 

of the * «2-fire, 15 tests were perfonsed with each extinguishing agent. The results o 

these tests scattered by approximately ♦ 10 I, on the average. In order to keep the total 

costs within reasonable limits only five tests with each agent have been performed with 

the large-scale fir* (200 m2). The scatter of the result was again in the order of ♦ 10 

- 15 ». 

Pig.l shows the test results with halons and dry powder* on the t • -pan with water 

base. The best results were obtained with halón 1202, 2H02 and 1211. The quantity needed 

was nearly the same for the first three halons. This result deviates from «*asuremc..ts 

of the reduction of flame speed by these halons, carried out on a Bunsen-burner [1] 

where ar. influence of the constitution of the compounds was found. The reason for this 

deviation must be sought mainly in differences between the halón distributions in a real 

pool fir* and in a homogeneous Bunsen burner-flame. 

The tested dry-powders show a wide range of efficiency. The one with the best 

extinguishing efficiency. Sodium cryolite is nearly as effective as the halons. This 

finding does not correspond to «..sure-nts. reported in [21. where in a laboratory appa¬ 

ratus the sodium-cryolite was found to be roughly twice as effective as halons. Then 

powders on potassium base and Ronnex follow. In this group potassium sulfate has the best 

efficiency. Sodium bicarbonate with an amount of 2.70 kg/m for extinguishment is near y 

k times less effective than the halons and twice less effective than potassium sulfate. 

Furthermore, there exists a marked difference in efficiency of dry powders of the same 

base substance delivered by different manufacures as can be seen in the case of potassium- 

sulfate and potassium bicarbonate. A possible explanation can be sought in different par¬ 

ticle sis* distributions. 

For each test 5 000 1 of fuel were used and a preburn time of 60 s was chosen. The 

time needed for extinguishment, the consumptions of agent neccessary for extinguishment, 

furthermore wind-velocity, fuel- and ambient air-temperrtur* and, in case of foams, so¬ 

lution-ratio and expansion ratio wer« measured. After extinguishment with foams an area 

of 1 m2 was cleared from the foam and after approximetely 5 min reignited. The time elap¬ 

sing until the whole fuel surface was on fire again, was measured. 

From all tests carried out on the 200 m -pools movie pictures were taken, which allow 

reaxamination of all extinguishment processes. A short film showing examples of the tests 

In available. 

f 

For halons no suitable fire fighting equipment was available on the market. So two 

750 kg dry-powder equipments had to be modified, using the powder-container as the vessel 

for the halón and expelling the halón aa usual with nitrogen. 

In a number of tests the best way to extinguish the fuel fire in the ZOO a -pool wsi 

evaluated first. This was achieved by carrying out the extinguishment with four hand- 

lines in the following way: At the beginning of the extinguishment all four handlines 

stood close together with a distance of approximately 3 ■ between each handline. Wien 

an area of approximately 30 i was extinguished the outer two handlin.s moni around the 
pool. The inner two hand-lines prevented the already extinguished fuel surface from re- 

ignition. 
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Aaong th* fouia (Fig.2) Aqu«oui Fil» Ponilng Fom» (AFFF) •xhlblt th» b««t «xtingui- 

ahing 'tfricianolna. Lasa affaotiaa »ara synthetic foa*a and fl-oroprotain foans. It can 

ba saan, that thsra is littla diffaranca in tha axtinguiahing affieiancy of thasa foaas. 

Tha poorest results wera obtained with protein foaas. 

Fig.3 gires tha results for halons and dry-powders on tha 200 *<*-pool with water base. 

Also under thasa fire conditions, halón 1211 has tha bast extinguishing afficisncy. Thasa 

test hare bean carried out a«ry carefully, ensuring that tha application of tha halón to 

tha fire took place no later than approx. 10 ninutas after pressurising tha halón arasai 

with nitrogen. In tha preliminary tests it had been found, that if halón is stored under 

nitrogen pressure for approximately 15 min or longer, the efficiency decreases due to 

dilution of nitrogen in the Kation. After a storage tine of 3 hours the efficiency was 

only nearly half that at the storage time sero. 

For the discharge of halón 2*02 no suitable nótale was aaailabla. Therefore, a nótale 

normally used for water was applied. As the tests proesi, the range of tha nottie was 

insufficient and the droplet site too large. This caused the high amount of halón 2*02 

needed for extinguishment compared to the halón 1211. 

Under the dry powders tested on the 200 m2-pool potassium sulfate was most affective. 

Its effectiveness is nearly equal to that of halón 1211. Sodium cryolite failed mostly 

due to its low density. In such largo fires, the bouyancy forces acting on the Jet carrying 

the low density dry-powder, are so large, that the cryolite particles are prevented from 

reaching tha sones in which ths flames are anchored near the fuel surface. As a conse¬ 

quence the light particles are carried away by the quickly ascending combustion gases. 

It may be possible to overcome this affect by carefully adjusting either the particle 

sise or tha equipment to such large fires however, this was beyond the scope of these 

MMt. 

Tha extinguishing afficiancy of dry powders against fires on soil depends on its wet¬ 

ness. The attempt to extinguish the fuel fire on dry soil was without success, indepen¬ 

dan* on tha natura oí tha powder used. Tha reason for this lias mostly in the formation 

of cracks in tha soil. In which residual flames csn withstand the extinguishing proce¬ 

dure. Whan the soil is very wet, nearly the same amount qf agent was needed for extinguish¬ 

ment as on the water basa. 

As on tha * m2-pan, among the foams AFFF exhibits the bast extinguishing properties AS Of! VRO * ■ -pWlt «OTVJIIfc *w»mse r»a * ^ 

(Fig.*). The sequence in efficiency is the same as found on the * m -pan: AFFF, fluoro- 

protain foams, synthetic foams and protein foams. Compared to the other foams, the back- 

bum time of the synthetic foam is not sufficient. Also the foam blanket is sensitive 

against wind and tends to break up for higher wind velocities. 

Tha superiority of AFFF-foam is also retained for 200 m2-fires on soil (Fig.5). For 

this case, ths extinguishing sfficiencies of fluoroprotain- and synthetic foam are near¬ 

ly equal. Use effective was protein foam. A marked difference exists in the backburn 

resistance. On soil synthetic foams have nearly no thermal resistance. 

Furthermore, the extinguishing efficiency of a Water/Light-Water/Halón mixture was 

examined. While all other solutions have to be foamed prior to its application, this mix¬ 

ture produces foam undsr the influence of heat. That means, the mixture can be dis¬ 

charged in the same way as water. The foam is produced, when it comes into contact with 

the flames or hot parts. Despite the low efficiency of the halons used this mixture pro¬ 

ved to be highly efficient. Only 560 kg were required for extinguishment, half of the 

amount necessary with Light-Water. The reason for this increase in efficiency is not 

clear, at present, however further experiments are planned on this subject, in order to 

V V i- ; 



UPC« of wator, foa« solution and halona 

aon of th« nasa of «xtinguishing agant por unit apoa for the 

-seal« fipoa, tho proaont reaulta aro not yot auffieiont to aako 

itatomonta. It aeons however, that when uaing foams the larger fire needs a eonai- 

Ly larger mass per unit area, whereas for halona and dry powders the observed diffe> 

i are rather small. Further investigation into this subject is necessary. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Among the various substances suitable for fighting quasi-three-dimensional-fires 

halón 1211, potassium sulfate and Konnex fulfill best the demands for rapid extinguishment 

of fuel fires. Considering the three above mentioned agents, the halón 1211 has another 

advantage; on contrary to the dry powders it does not obscure the visibility. However, 

besides the problem of expelling the agent from the storage tank for which a solution ' 

still has to be found, there is one main restriction. Halón 1211 is slightly toxic and 

under certain conditions not negligible amounts of halogen aoids can be formed during 

extinguishment. 

Taking these two points into coni" -ation, the use of halón in large scale fires 

can not be recommended until a suitable , .'ocedure of expelling the agent is found and 

more experience in view of the formation of acids under various fire conditions is avai¬ 

lable. 

Despite its good extinguishing properties, the use of Nonnex is somewhat restricted 

by ambient temperature, on contrary to potassium sulfate. Under high ambient temperature 

Nonnex inclines to form clumps. 

The demand for high extinguishing efficiency against quasi-two-dimensional fuel fires 

is fulfilled best by Light-Vater, fluoroprotnin foam and synthetic foam. Taking in a- 

ecount also the demand for a high backburn resistance and good blanketing properties for 

a lor gar period of time, only fluoroprotein foam and Light-Vater can be considered suit¬ 

able agents. 
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2.35 kg/«2 

1.5 kg/«2 

Â 

2.15 kg/a2 

B 

2.09 kg/a2 

C 

CCI* 

kg/a2 

1.« kg/a2 

A 

2.05 kg/a2 

B 

1.6 kg/a2 

KCl- 1.» kg/a3 

Figur« 1 Aaount of «gant need«'' to extinguish « firo on • A a2 pan 
(«ater bas«). 

Agent 

Manufacturer A 

Manufacturer B 
. 

Synthetic Poaa 

Manufacturer A 

Synthetic Poaa 

Manufacturer B 

Aaount Discharge Rate Tine for Extinguishaent 
2 2 

kg/a* xg/a -ain see 

l.A T.32 11.5 

1.7 6.50 12.1 

2.3 5.52 25.0 

2.A 5.33 27.0 

Pluoroprotein 2.5 6.76 22.0 

Posa 

Protein Posa 2.7 6.22 26.0 

Manufacturer A 

Protein Poaa aore than 6.0 aore than AO 

Manufacturer B 

APPP-Vater- 
Halon 
■ixture 2.35 7.A1 19 

2 
Figure 2 Aaount of agent needed to extinguish a fire on a A a -pan 

(«ater base). 
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Agent Amount 

Halón 1211 1.3 

Halón 2*02 2.3 

MaHCO, 3.3 

KHCO3 2.1 

k2so4 1.* 

Ha3Al?6 

Diseharga Hat» Tima for Extinguishment 

kg/m2, min_ 

*.27 H-3 

3.88 35.3 

6.0 33 

5.7 21.7 

5.2 I8.5 

no extinguishment 

Nonnex 1.7 8.5 12.0 

Dry Ponder 2.8 5.5 3°-0 

2 
Picure 3 Amount of agent needed to extinguish a fire on a 200 m -pool 
—- (water base). 



Agent Anoint 

kg/»2 

Dl■charge Rat* 

kg/a2*ain 

Time for Backburn 
Extinguishment Time 

■ec sec 

AVW 5.5 13.0 25.2 795 

Pluoroprotein 

Manufacturer A 
7.1 

Pluoroprotein 
Poam 7.0 

Manufacturer B 

Protein 
Foam 16.8 

12.5 

16.5 

10.9 

9.7 

3*l 

25.7 

A2.2 

10t 

695 

660 

67 

l6t 

Amount of agent needed to extinguish a fire on a 200 m -pool 

(soil base), 
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DISCUSSION - PÁPE R 21 

I 

iw U ■sama it There »re some aspects of your testing that present some problems for me. It appears there are 
some inconsistencies. For example, you Mated you have tried certain of your extinguishing agents in a Bunsen 
Burner flame. I assume that there you had a pre-mixcd condition. I think that the number of radicals created in 
a pre-mixed flame are much too great for one to kill the chain branching steps in a flame by the addition of a 
compound which will trap out H radicals that initiate the propagating mecha .(ism. My own opinion is that these 
compounds act more as an inert to absorb heat »n the actual system. Also I think that generally in lighting a fire 
you are fighting a diffusion flame, and therefore it is questionable that compounds found in a pre-mixed flame 
would really be applicable. Of course diffusion flames generally bum as if they were stochiometric, so around the 
flame zone there must be many radicals. If my reasoning is correct the HALON’s with the higher specific heat 
and higher molecular we«ht would seem to be the most effective contrary to the results you hav obtained, where 
the lighter compounds are most effective. 1 can only come to the conclusion that when you apply the lighter weight 
halogen it reaches the flame more easily because of its greater diffusivity within the system, that is its effectiveness 
is not greater because of its extinguishing characteristics, but due to its diffusivity. 

Mr Fiala: We have done measurements on the change in radical concentration in the flame when ha Ions are allied. 
We found that small amounts of halogen ethers (because these halons are cracked) reduce the OH radical concen¬ 
tration substantially at stochiometric mixture. This is in a region ranging from 300 to 700 degrees. If you stretch 
the reaction zone, you get an increase in OH radicals. 

Mr Classman: A basic question though is whether the halogen is extracting the OH or just lowering the temperature 
sufficiently for the steady state concentration of the OH to decrease. 

In a chain branching reaction with the flame continuously propagating you usually have a large excess of OH 
radicals so removing a certain percentage really should not affect things too much. I think the temperature variation 
is a much stronger effect because it is an exponential effect. 

Mr Fiala: We measured the temperature in the reaction zone and we found the temperatures higher with halón than 
without. The inhibition reaction takes place in the early reaction zone where the starting reactions occur. We think 

this will also occur in a diffusion flame. 

Mr Hayward: You mentioned that “Monnex” was more liable to caking than other dry powders when stored in 
tropical temperatures. How did you conduct your tests which caused you to arrive at this conclusion? 

Mr Fiala: We heated samples to 80° Centigrade. I believe the majority of tests are run at 60° C, but we believe 
that actually temperatures up to 90° are realistic. 

Mr Haywaid: In your description of the extinguisher used to contained Halons you told us that you used a modified 
dry powder appliance. For the purpose of your tests did you use optimized nozzle sizes? 

Mr Fiala: This was really not a part of the effort: we had to make some adjustments in nozzle sizes to achieve 

operation. 

Mr Pinkel I would like to relate our (NACA) experience in dealing with one of the halón fire extinguishants. 
monochlcrobromomethane. CH,CIBr. We used a few pounds of this agent in the air induction system of a re- 
ciprocating engine to prevent llames from appearing at the air intake and the exhaust pipe during an experimental 
full-scale airplane crash. During the crash we observed Irown flames issuing from the tail pipe whic.i ignited the 
spilling fuel. Subsequently, in the laboratory, we established that CHjCIBr would burn upon contact with a 

surface heated to about 1400°F. 

In further experiments with a spontaneous ignition apparatus we found that a small amount of CHjCIBr 
stimulated the «nition of gasoline at a tempera.ure 50°F below the established spontaneous ignition temperature. 
By test in the spontaneous ignition apparatus, which is a uniformly heated glass vessel with a small aperture, we 
established that the gasoline sample had a spontaneous ignition temperature of 850°F and CHaClBr did not ignite 
at this temperature. When gasoline and CHjCIBr were introduced together into the sponUneous ignition apparatus 

at 800°F, ignition occurred. 

.^ 
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We recognize that CHjClBr is an effective fire extinguishing agent that has been used successfully for many 
years. The manner of its application to an existing fire avoids these effects. 

Mr Fiala: We have also experimented in this area. We found that combustion reactions can occur with Halón at 
temperatures of 800 to 1100°C. But in your case you have a hot plate; this is an unfortunate situation. In ex¬ 
tinguishing a flame you are always coming from the cool side into the flame. 

Mr Winterfeld: We did some experiments at DfVLR with ingestion of air and Haion mixtures into reciprocating 
engines. We found in spark engines we had a decrease in power, but with a diesel engine with the higher temperature 
we increased power. 

Mr Classman: There is a difference in the two halons; my question is has anyone investigated the change in the bond 
strength of the C-H in the halón. Does it decrease more than the C-H in normal methane. It could be that the 
addition of the two large molecules of chlorine and fluorine weakens the bond strength in the C-H. This is a funda¬ 
mental question that should be checked and may explain some of the phenomena encountered. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Heat radiation (H) in watts per centimetre2 (W/cm2:. 
Hate cf application of foam solution (P.) in litr a per metre2 per min (l/i 
Quantity "of foam solution (q) (eg to control fire) in litres per metre2 (1/ 
Foar. expansion (E) the ratio of the volume of the made foam to the solutii 
Shear stress of made foam (S) in Newtons per metre2 (N/m2). 
'25 per cent drainage time' (t) in minutes. 
Solution strength in volume percentage of foaming agent in foaming solution, 
Pressure expressed in Bars. 

IIQROrJCTIOX 

THE PROBLEMS OF THE AIRCRAFT CRASH FIRE 

The essential problems of the aircraft crash fire which make it more critical than other major fire 
ituations are as follows. 

There is a very high life rick involved. Modern passenger aircraft carry up to 400 passengers. 

The crash itself is likely to render helpless a large proportion of the occupants, who must 
nevertheless be regarded as potential survivors unless shown to be otherwise. 

Tee discharge of large quantities of a volatile liquid fuel in the immediate surroundings usually 
produces a very rapidly-growing and often catastrophic fire situation which can involve intimately 
all the lives to be saved. The use of higher flash-point fuels has hel ,ed this situation somewhat 
in so far as ignition may sometimes - and providentially - be avoided, but once ignition occurs, a 
fire of severity equivalent to that of a high volatility fuel will develop. The only real answer to 
that problem is the development of the truly safe fuel. 

The strength of the aircraft structure can never be adequate to withstand the tremendous effects of 
impact damage. Nor car. an adequate load factor be allowed to install fire-fighting systems capable 
of dealing with a major fire - ever, if they remained operative after the crash. 

The location of the crash cannot be known, at least with any precision, until the crash has occurred. 
This means in effect thorn the fire-fighting and rescue services cannot be sent on their way in advance 
wf the crash, except in certain pre-plar.r..d cases where they may be stationed at strategic points, eg 
at landing or take-off points. 

The time-scale of the aircraft fire under the worst conditions, and the likely survival time of ' 
occupants are both so short that the chances of the fire-fighting services arriving and taking.' 
effective action in time to save life are very low, except or. the airfield itself, if land-borne 
appliances are used. In this resoect, we are ’living off the statistics' in so far as we are 
dependent for success on a less than maximum rate cf fire development (see Section 3 also). 



3. THE TIME SCALE OF THE AIRCRAFT CRASH FIRE 

Several worker» have made model and full scale experimente on the rate of development and intensity of 
major aircraft crash fire» (1)(2)(3) and their results are substantially in close agreement that where a 
serious but survivable crash fire has recurred, and has resulted in a major fuel spillage and fire around 
the fuselage, then the survival time of the occupants may be counted in a very few minutes - ranging from 
1 to 5 minutes where the fuselage remained intact, but even less than 1 minute where the fuselage was 
ruptured, Or where escape haxches had been opened. Such a short time scale reduces greatly the useful 
potential of the fire-fighting services and shows the enormous importance to be placed upon developments 
in safety fuels. 

In terms of today’s volatile liquid fuels, however, the problem is illustrated in Fig.1 where the 
effective range of appliances of various point-to-point speeds is shown in terms of survival times ranging 
from 2 to 20 minutes, according to crash conditions. It may be seen that a lar.d-horne appliance with an 
average speed of 64 km/hr (40 m.p.h) has an effective range between 0.3 and 3.0 km (0.2 to 2.0 miles) for a 
survival time range of 2 to 5 minutes. These estimates are based upon a response delay of 1 minute after 
the crash before the appliar.ee is rolling, anú a further 1 minute for substantial fire control to be 
achieved - neither of these times being unduly long. In effect, this limits the use of land-borne 
appliances to the airport or its immediate environs. In order to extend the effective range of land-borne 
appliances to a radius of the 6.4 km (4 miles) from the airfield, within which 90 par cent of crashes occur, 
the survival time must be increased to at least 8 minutes by use of safer fuels or by other measures. 
Alternatively, air—'corr.e appliances such as helicopters or STOL OR VTOL aircraft must be used with an 
effective average speed of some 320 km/hr (200 m.p.h) or more. A proposed helicopter—based foam—making 
appliance is shown in Fig.2. For greater ranges than 6.4 km (4 miles), airborne appliances are imperative, 
hud even so, the survival time needs to be extended to at least 10 minutes to get a useful range of, say, 
¿4 km (15 miles). The method of foam generation is shown in Fig.3. 

4. AIRCRAFT CRASH FIRS STATISTICS El UNITED KINGDOM 

Aircraft craor. fire statistics (4) in the United Kingdom have shown that approximately 83 per cent of 
all incidents (with and without fire) occurred on the airfield, 12 per cent off the airfield and 5 per cent 
during flight. Of the incidents involving fire (about one-third of the total), some 69 per cent occurred 
on the airfield, about 19 per cent off the airfield and nearly 12 per cent during -light. A working party 
set up to assess the effect of fuel on deaths by burning concluded that in major crash fires, some 8 to 20 
per cent of the deaths occurred due to burns, and the remainder were due to impact injuries. On average, 
they concluded that about 10 per cent of deaths were due to fire alone, and me rest were largely due to 
impact. There was some indication of a tendency for the fatal casualty rate and the fire incidence rate to 
increase with size of axrcraft, and fire was found to occur more frequently, pro rata, in crashes off the 
airfield than in those on the airfield - probably due to the more severe nature of the crash on unprepared 
ground. 

The statistics therefore give some support for the continued use of land-borne appliances on the air¬ 
field and its environ::, if the 31 per cent with fire in flight or-off the airfield could safely be neglected 
If they could not, a new form cf airborne fire appliance would b< needed. 

p. DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT CRASH FIRE EXTINCTION AGENTS 

5’1• The agents available 

The fire-fighting agents available to the rescue services are as follows: 

a) Water jet or spray. 

b) Water-based foams. 

c) Dry powders. 

d) Inhibiting liquids or gases, eg halons. 

e) Other inerting gases such as carbon dioxide or nitrogen. 

5.2. The roxe of the agents 

These agents show the following advantages and disadvantages. 

a) Water. In the form of a jet, this is unsuitable for fires involving large quantities of fl amnia tie 
liquids. As a spray, its use is limited to the higher fire point liquids (fire point above 45°c)t 
which effectively rules out its use on gasoline and wide-out fuels, and leaves kerosene as a bord-r- 
line case. Even with special applicators, it can readily be carried away in the updraught of flames 
and is therefore only likely to be of use as a secondary agent, eg for keeping cool the outside or 
inside of a fuselage while the major fire is handled by other agents, or for subduing a fire in an 
enclosed part of the structure, which could not otherwise be reached. Even so, its action can only 
be regarded as temporary, and it will not exclude toxic gases which may kill, although the temperature 
is subdued. 

b) Water-based foams. These are by far the most promising agents as they can seal a fire and give time 
for rescue to proceed, the fire area to cool, and complete extinction to be achieved. They are more 
economical in water usage than direct application of water spray, and likely to be far more successful 
in their effect. They are very goed at dealing with large scale spill fires, but not effective with 
running fires, eg fuel falling from fuel tanks to the ground. The latter, however, do not constitute 
a major hazard once the main spillage fire has been covered with foam. Foam can readily penetrate 
under an aircraft fuselage or within semi-open compartments, eg baggage compartments, engine nacelles 
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c) 

«te, but i» not suitable for penetrating wall-encloaed areas, eg wing>roots and leading edges, where 

fire may persist. The use of foams is discussed in detail below, in relation to their physical 

properties. 

Dry oe- Jiers. These are very effective agents for dealing with spill fires on open ground, or even in 
-itai-enciosed or enclosed compartments. Weight for weight, they are probably the most efficient fire¬ 

fighting agents for this purpose, but they suffer from the fact that th y are only effective while 
being applied, and leave the fire area unprotected when application ceases. In this respect, they 
resemble carbon dioxide, halons, and water sprays, to a greater or lesser degree according to 
circumstance.;. When applied in large bulk at high rates of flow, dry powders are capable of 
extinguishing very large fires, but they suffer from the disadvantages that they tend to obscure the 
fire zone, they are impermanent and may have severe choking effects on any survivors. large-scale 
dry powder appliances have not tended to make headway for this reason, leaving the foams as the 

primary fire-fighting agents. 

à) Inhibiting and inerting gases. These all suffer from the disadvantage of being 'transient' agents, 
e) except in enclosed volumes such as wing-roots and leading edges, interior of nacelles etc, where an 

inerting atmosphere may linger for nevera! minutes. On fires in the open, they are not as effective 
weight for weight as dry powders, and in the case of halons, they tend to be more expensive for a 
given effectiveness. Their role is therefore as secondary agents for specific duties in 'mopping 

a fire situation, or in dealing with difficult enclosed areas. 

5.3. Characteristics of fire-fighting foams 

Foams may be divided into three main classes, vizi 

a) Low expansion air foams. Foams made by aerating a solution of a foaming agent in water. Agents are 
based upon protein ..orivatives and stabilising agents such as fluorinated compounds (fluoroprotein 
foams), or upon synthetic fluorinated surfactants (aqueous film forming foams). Solution strength 
varies in the range 3 to 6 per cent, and expansion in the range 6 to 30. Suitable for surface 
application to large flammable liquid spill fires (non water miscible) from self-aspirating foam¬ 
making equipment su-h as branch-pipes and monitors. Can be projected under pressure up to a range of 

200 feet approximately. 

b) Medium expansion air foams. Foams made by aerating a solution of a synthetic foaming agent in water. 
Agents based upon chemicals such as ammonium lauryl ether sulphate and stabilisers. Solution strength 

' in the range £ to 2 per cent, and expansion in the range 30 to 200. Suitable for surface application 
to large flarmrable liquid spill fires, but difficult to project over more than moderate distances, eg 

about 20 feet, especially at the higher expansions. 

c) Hieh expansion air foams. Made as for medium expansion air foams, but with a greater air supply to 
provide an expansion in the range 200 to 1000. This supply is usually provided by a suitable I.C , 
electric or water-driven motor. Foams not really suitable for application to external fires as they 
may be readily carried away by the updraught of flames, wind etc. May have some application within 
cabins, luggage compartments, wind roots etc, but it is difficult to see how its usage could provide 
compensating advantages to offset the need for further specialised equipment on the site of the fire. 

5.4. The perfoimance of fire-fighting foams 

The performar.ee of low-expansion fire-figlting foams can beet be described in terms of their physical 
properties, and the rate and quantity of foami.ig solution per unit fire area necessary to control the fire. 
3y 'control• is meant the reduction of heat radiation from the fire zone to a selected fraction of ite free- 
burning value. Thus '9/10 control' means reduction of the intensity of emergent heat radiation to 1/IOth 
of the initial free-cuming value. This concept is used because it gives less variable results than the 
equivalent values for extinction, and in reality, rescue can often proceed before completo extinction oi 

the fire. 

The perforn.ar.ee of foams or. flammable liquid fires mey best be described and compared by use of two 

grapns, viz: 

a) Rate cf application per unit area (R) against tiue to control (t) (see Fig.4). 

o) Quantity of foaming solution to control (Q) against rate of application (R) (see Fig.5)» 

The second curve is derived from the first by multiplying, viz R x t » Q. 

Both these curves exhibit a minimum rate of application, below which the fire cannot be controlled 
(or extinguished). This rate is called the 'critical rate of application'. At rates above the critical, 
the time to control - and hence the quantity to control - fall rapidly with increasing rate. The time to 
control reduces progressively, but proportionately less rapidly, as the application rate is further 
increased. The quantity to control falls at first, but may pass through a minimum and then begin to rise 
again at higher rates. Th. rate of application at which the minimum occurs is called the 'optimum' or 
'most economical' rate. The critical rate of application of low-expansion foams to fires in non'-wa er 
miscible flammable liquids varies with the type of foam used, the flammable liquid, to which it is applied, 
the concentration of foaming agent in the solution and the method of application. For gentle application 
to the surface, it lies in the range 1 to 2 l/m2/min. The most economical rate is usually come 2 to 5 times 
the critical rate, depending again on the same factors. As the quantity to control does net rise very ' 
rapidly above the optimum rate, it is often desirable, for safety reasons, to operate at a 'preferred rate' 
somewhat above the optiruu. The possibility of doing this is, however, dependent upon the size of the fire 

in relation to the cquupiuent available. 
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At the Fire Research Station, research on_the performance of foams has been carried out for a number 
of year«, on fires ranging in aise from 0.25 m2 (2.7 ft2) to 325 m2 (3500 ft2). A systematic study of foam 
performance on flammable liquids was recently put in hand to fill in some of the unknown 'areas' of 
-knowledge, and some of the results are shown in Figs 6, 7, 8. These experiments were made on a 

0.25 m2 (2,1 ft2) circular fire tray in which the aviation fuel (AVTUH, AVTAG or AVGAS) was burnt for a 
period of 60 seconds before commencing foam application. The foam was then applied for a total time of 
3 minutes to he centre of the circular tray by means of a 'model* branch-pipe, at a rate equivalent to 
3 l/a2/min. This branch-pipe was specially designed to give a 'good' foam in which the foaming liquid 
available had been processed to give a foam of expansion about 8 to 10 units, and a shear stress of between 
4.5 and 26.5 H/m2, dependent upon the foaming agent used. In the test, the 90 per cent control time and 
the time to extinction were both measured. At the cessation of application, a small pot containing burning 
AVGAS was lowered into the centre of the foam layer, and as a result, the fuel was reignited and burnt back 
the foam. The time from lowering the pot into the foam, to the complete destruction of the foam layer was 
measured and termed the 'burn-back time'. 

The value of this method of test is that the control of an actual aircraft fire has two significant 
and separable factors which are 

c) the time to control the fire and thereby reduce the high level of radiant intensity, which is the 
immediate reason for the spread of fire and loss of life, and 

d) the ability of the foam to keep a fire under control, when it has been reduced to a small residual 
fire and is trying to reassert itself, governs the necessity to bring in further appliances to back 
up the initial attack, so that rescue operations can safely proceed. 

Thus the 9/l0 control time and the burn-ba-- ■. time are good measures of these two factors, and hence of the 
overall performance of a foam in relation to a fire. 

The results show (Figs 6 and 7) that at the rate of application selected, AVTUR, AVTAG and AVGAS fires 
are increasingly difficult to control and extinguish, in that order, for protein, fluoroprotein and fluoro- 
chemical (A.F.F.F.) foams, but for synthetic foams using the agent developed for high expansion air foams, 
the AVTAG fires were the most difficult, with the AVTUR and AVGAS about the same at a much lower level. 
This would suggest another reasons for using kerosene fuels in addition to tneir difficulty of ignition. 
In general order of ability to control a fire on an aviation fuel, the fluorochemical agents (A.F.F.F.) were 
best, the fluoroproteins next best, the proteins were third best and the synthetic agents last, as far as 
the turbine fuels AVTUR and AVTAG were concerned. These results are largely explained by the differing shear 
stresses of the foams produced, rather than by differences in their chemical constitution. A fluid foam can 
sweep readily over a flammable liquid surface and provided it is not destroyed too rapidly, it can produce a 
low control time by its rapidity of coverage and hence rapid reduction of incident heat radiation. If the 
shear stress is too low and the foam too unstable, however, it will be destroyed even more rapidly than it 
can cover a fuel surface, and a poor control time will result. The synthetic foam fell into this category, 
even though the agent was being used at 3 per cent concentration. The protein and fluoroprotein foaming 
agents were used at 4 per cent and the fluorochemical agents at 6 per cent (Belgium tnd U.S.A.) and 4 per 
cent (France). These concentrations were generally in accordance with the makers' recommendations. 

The burn-back results for the same range of foaming agents are shown in Fig.8. Here again the 
synthetic foam showed the poorest performance, the fluorochemical foams were the next beet, and the p?otein 
and fluoroprotein foams were best. The overall ratio of best to worst perfoimance was about 6 to 1. In 
general, the foams performed test on AVTUR, next test on AVTAG and worst on AVGAS, although the overall 
ratio of bestiworst varied between 1»1 and 3*1, being greatest for the protein arid fluoroprotein foams. 

In all the above results, expansion may be shown to have a negligible effect, provided it is not so 
low that the foam cannot be fully developed, and its other properties suffer thereby. This is a matter of 
vital inr rtance in the design and development of equipment for the making and projecting of foams, since 
it permits simple self-aspirating equipment to te used and avoids the need for complicated vane-type foam¬ 
making pumps and compressor systems in which an unduly ’arge proportion of the energy available is used in 
giving the foam an unnecessarily high expansion, to the detriment of the power available to project the 
foam. 

p.5* I'cdium expansion airfoam 

Medium expansion airfoam made from a synthetic foaming liquid to an expansion in the range up to 
200 units has been shown to be a very effective fire-fighting agent for flammable liquid spill fires. Taus 
a hand-held medium expansion foam generator with a throughput of 230 l/min of foaming solution and an oufut 
uf 35 kl/min of expanded foam, can control a 11.2 m2 (120 ft2) in about 4 seconds. This type of foam, has’, 
however, to bo poured onto the fire from close range, and this factor would put a very severe limitation c-,, 
the manoeuvrability of an aircraft fire appliance, since it would need to approach very close to the fire 
and te handled with considerable care under conditions of intense heat radiation to achieve success. An 
alternative would appear to be an appliance with an extending bc^m and generator. If applied from a 
helicopter, this type of foam would probably be equally difficult to ’place' owing to the likelihood that 
foam at this expansion would be carried away in the down-draught or cross-winds. It therefore seems 
improbable that this agent will be used successfully in this application, but it is worthy of trial to find 
out its possibilities and limitations. 
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RESEARCH OH AIRCRAFT FIRES 

Much large-scale research on simulated aircraft crash fires has been carried out (5)(6)(7) ir. Europe 
and the United States over the last 25 years. This work has been either with pool-type fires in bunbed 
areas, with or without a simulated aircraft crash in the area, ob an actual aircraft placed in the centre 
of an area over which a substantial fuel spill fire has been ignited. The results have generally supported 
the findings of small-scale research, that is, that the most significant factors in rapid fire control have 
been the rate of application of the foaming solution per unit fire area, coupled with a careful selection 
Of foam properties to ensure a fluid yet stable foam. In this respect, the actual value of shear stress 
necessary to ensure fluidity with stability is a characteristic of the particular foam.ng agent and its 
concentration in solution. A.F.F.F. foaming agents have been shown to retr.in their stability to lower 
values of shear stress than fluoroprotein agents, and they in turn to lowe:- values than protein agents, a 
fact which explains their order of superiority in control performance. Af.or fire control, post-control 
stability bscoir.es the salient performance factor, and this is greater for *.he proteins and fluoroprotein 
agents than for the A.F.F.F. agents. In the aircraft crash fire, the fire control factor is clearly of 
very great importance, but the burn-back factor must not be ignored as it is also highly important. 

In deciding whether small-scale tests may safely be used to predict results for large-scale tests and 
actual practice, it is necessary to know how the heat flux from the fire varies with fire size, for 
distances close to the fire, since it is the intensity of heat radiation which 'ill largely determine the 
ultimate life of the foam blanket on the fire. Figure 9 shows several measurements of heat flux adjacent 
to pool fires, in the region between the edge of the fire and 2 diameters from it, using AVTUR, J.P.5 and 
crude oil fires with a size range 2.7 m2 to 28 m2. The results suggest that close to the fire, the foam 
will not receive harsher treatment on the large fire than on the small fire by heat radiation effects. Its 
endurance time on the larger surface may however, need to be longer, if, for example, it needs to traverse 
a greater path in forming a foam layer. 

Very few ceries of experiments have been designed with the primary objective of determining the scaling 
factors of fire extinction; and when it is remembered that the area bounded by a Boeing 747t ie wing span x 
length overall is some 4220 m2, while the largest experimental fires have been of the order of 500 m¿ - a 
factor of 8s1 - it will be seen how important this knowledge is. Experimentation on truly full scale is 
just not practicable. G B Oeyer (8), however, has carried out many experiments, the results of which are 
summarised in Fig. 10. The results suggest that for each size of fire, there is a most economical size of 
branch—pipe, and larger or smaller branch—pipes will be less efficient. As the fire size increases, so does 
the 'most’economical' size of branch-pipe - an extension of tne concept of 'optimum* rate in laboratory 
fires. This point was also illustrated by some Fire Research Station results of 1969. Fire 
Research Station is developing a senes of branch-pipes each capable of producing a we 11-developed foam at 
its selected rate of flow. So far, the 5 l/min, 50 l/min and 200 l/min sizes have been designed and made. 
The other characteristics of branch-pipes and monitors which can have a significant effect on fire control 
are throw and dispersion pattern, and these are both being studied over the range of sizes. 

7. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT CRASH FIRE APPLIANCES 

The freedom of the appliance designer from the need to consider the expansion of the foam produced by 
his monitor has simplified and improved this type of foam-making equipment tremendously. The most recent 
appliance, manufactured in the United Kingdom for use with jumbo-sized aircraft, has a roof-mounted monitor 
capable of delivering over 60,(XX) l/min of made foam at a maximum range of 90 m (300 ft) in addition to a 
further 9000 l/.van through any 2 or 4 available side-lines. On the basis of an expansion of 10 units, and 
an application rate of 5 l/m2/min, this is equivalent to controlling a fire size of 1200 m2. The foam 
output is available for 2 minutes, so that an average depth of foam of 20 cm (9.5 in) would be available 
over the whole area. As this is about 4 times as much as necessary for fire extinction, the application 
could be shifted to other areas, giving adequate foam coverage for a 'maximum' size of fire in a Boeing 747 
aircraft. These modern monitors, freed from the need to produce expansions of values above 10 units, are 
self-acpirated, and all the power available in the water supply is used in making a good foam and in throwing 
it to a good range (Figs 11, 12 and 13). 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER 22 

Mr Ifaw«: Should more u» be made of the air cushion vehicle for an airport clash fire? Helicopters have not 
proved to be of much advantage and are very expensive to operate. 

Mr Nash: My impression is that the air cushion vehicle would only show an advantage in situations where the 
airport was adjacent to swampy or tidal areas where the wheeled vehicle could ant go. We all know of airports 
in this type of situation - Boston, Mass, or Ihomey Island, UK. Where the airport is entirely land-based, particularly 
in built-up areas, the wheeled vehicle would be likely to be much more manageable for fires off the airport. For 
fires on the airport I doubt whether the cushion vehicle would show a material advantage over the wheeled vehicle, 
and might weU suffer greater wear and tear to the skirts which would render it more costly to maintain but I 

have no figures to support this view. 

Mr Hewes: The critical area for fire apparatus would seem to be in the airport area; in other regions you are much 
more likely to have severe structural failures. 

Mr Ansart: L’utilisation des aéroglisseurs a été envisagée en France mais nous nous sommes rapidement heurtés au 
problème du coût. En effet, à prix égal la charge utile de ces engins est de 10 à 15 fois inférieure à celle des 
véhicules conventionnels. 

Mr Nash: Thank you. It is interesting to know of an actual cost assessment which has been carried out. This 
bears out my impression that the application of air cushion vehicles is likely to be restricted to special cases as 

described in the previous answer. 

Mr Hayward: Whilst I am full of praise for the work that scientists are performing in their endeavours to evaluate 
fire extinguishing agents, I am most concerned to find serious conflicts in their respective findings. 

Mr Nash: The performance of fire-fighting agents is dependent upon many factors including, above all, the effect 
of rate of application and the type of fuel being considered. Unless all these factors are clearly expressed, there is 
like'y to be an apparent discrepancy in the results produced. For example, dry powders are sensitive to the particle 
size and particle size distribution. The foaming agents are sensitive to the nature of the flammable liquid being ex¬ 
tinguished, and particularly whether it contains any water-miscible admixtures. The foams, as permanent sealing 
agents, are capable of sealing fires with potential re-ig lition sources whereas the dry powders and vaporising liquids 
(halons) do not do so. The performance of an agent must therefore be read in terms of the test method used. 

We prefer (J.F.R.O.) to make our comparisons of foaming liquids at the most economical rate of application 
to free-surface fires without distractions, on the appropriate fuel. We have also used this method for dry powders, 
as well as using a laboratory method in which powder is fed into a gaseous fuel (propane) which is burning con¬ 
tinuously at a downward facing jet with a diffusion Harne. The laboratory method gives results which are broadly 
in line with practical fire results, but tends to reduce the scale of performance differences. 

In short, the method of performance measurenv nt must bear a known relation to actual fire usage conditions. 
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SUMMARY 

The Federal Aviation Administration is conducting a multifaceted 
experimental program at its National Aviation Facilities Experimental 
Center directed toward increasing passenger survivability in air transport 
cabin fire. One approach being investigated is a cabin fire protection 
system using Halón 1301, an extinguishing agent previously tested and 
shown to be effective in suppressing and controlling fires in a simulated 
transport cabin section and a cargo compartment. 

Tests were conducted in an obsolete but completely furnished DC-7 
passenger cabin equipped with two candidate Halón 1301 dispensing sys¬ 
tems; modular noi. le a 1 perforated tube. Under no-fire conditions, 
continuous measurements were made of the Halón 1301 concentration 
at approximately 20 locations; measurements were also made of 
temperature, noise, pressure, and visibility. 

The modular nozzle system was judged to be best by virtue of its 
producing more rapid and effective agent distribution resulting in 
greater potential fire protection capability. Installation of the agent 
dispensers for both systems along the cei. ing minimized the known 
possible transient adverse effects upon passengers from agent concen¬ 
tration overshoot, discharge noise and overpressure, and reduced 
temperature. Halón 1301 was found to rapidly permeate all cabin 
airspaces, including those shielded from the discharge streamlines. 

The effect of agent leakage through opened emergency exits was 
investigated. It was determined that even under such unfavorable con¬ 
ditions of operation a high-rate discharge system would provide a 
significant degree uf inerting protection over the normal evacuation 

period of several minutes. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cabin Fire Scenarios 

The incidence of cabin fires in commercial transport aircraft can be divided into three general 

categories: (1) postcrash, (2) in-flight, and (3) ramp. 

The large majority of occupant fatalities or injuries related to the hazards arising from a cabin fire 
occur in the postcrash category. An analysis of 16 impact-survivable postcrash fires by the Aerospace 
Industries Association of America (ALA) in 1968 indicated that for most cases the cabm was set afire by 
flames originating from a large external fuel fire entering the cabin through a rupture or open doors, 
while the remainder of the fuselage was otherwise intact (reference 1). More recent examples of impact- 
survivable cabin-fire accidents of U. S. air carriers are as follows: (1) Umted Airlines 737 at Chicago 
on December 8, 1972, (2) North Central DC-9 at Chicago on December 20, 1972, (3) Trans World Air¬ 
lines 707 at Los Angeles on January 16, 1974. (4) Pan American Airlines 707 at Pago Pago on 
January 30, 1974, and (5) Eastern DC-9 at Charlotte on September 11, 1974. These five accidents have 
in common the fire destruction of the cabin interior, although the fuse.age impact damage ranged from 
minimal, for the North Central Dr-9 and TWA 707, to complete multiple separation for the Pan Am 707 
and Eastern DC-9. Thus, the former acements are those in which additional fi.-e protection measures 
would have been of most benefit. Impact-survivable postcrash cibin fires involving U. S. air carriers 

appear to occur at the rate of about one or two per year. 

The majority of in-flight fires occurring in the occupied sections of commercial transports have 
originated in either the galley or lavatory areas and have been detected early and extinguished with 
minimal hazard. The occupants of an airplane provide excellent early fire detection and, until the 
Varig 707 accident near Paris on July 11, 1973. (reference 2) the known occurrence of an uncontrollable 
in-flight fire originating in an occupied area was practically nonexistent. This fine record on the control 
of small fires can be at lea t partially attributed to Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) flammability 
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regulation» for cabin interior furnishings ard materiais that were made more effective on May 1( 1972, 
by requit .g that cabin materials be "self-extinguishing" in a vertical orientation after ignition by a 
small fire (reference 3) such as exists in most in-flight or ramp fires. However, experience shows 
that flame retardant materials alone cannot prevent flame spread under high energy in-flight, ramp, or 
postcrash ignition sources. 

The third category of cabin fires is the ramp fire. This fire occurs when the aircraft is parked at 
an airport ramp and is being serviced or left unattended. Recently, ramo fires have either originated 
from faulty electrical circuits or devices, ignition of organic deposits in oxygen systems during emer¬ 
gency oxygen recharging operations, or have been of unknown cause (reference 4). An example of the 
latter was the TWA L-1011 cabin fire at Boston on April 20, 1974, (reference 5). Although furnished 
and lined with improved materials, the passenger cabin of this airplane wat destroyed by a fire of 
unknown origin (no aviation fuel involvement) and vividly demonstrated that even flame retardant poly¬ 
meric materials will indeed burn completely when exposed to a sufficiently -ntense ignition source. 
During the past 5 years U. S. commercial transport cabins have been destroyed by ramp fires at the 
rate of about one per year. Some improvement in this type of fire experience may be expected from the 
use now of safer cabin interior materials. 

Current FAA Cabin Fire Programs 

The FAA is conducting both in-house and contractual efforts directed toward the objective of increas¬ 
ing occupant survivability in an accidental cabin fire. These efforts are in direct support of proposed 
FAA regulations or consist of evaluations of fire protection systems or concepts. Two contractual efforts 
are presently active: (1) the Bureau of Standards is investigating the flash fire propensity of cabin interior 
materials, and (2) a mathematical modeling of cabin flres is under development at the University of Dayton. 
In-house studies are conducted at the National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC) and 
presently consist of (1) developing procedures for assessing the toxic gas and smoke hazards from burning 
cabin interior materials (the FAA has recently announced its consideration of the establishment of toxic 
gas and smoke emissions regulations (references 6 and 7)), (2) investigating compartmentation concepts 
to confine and control the spread of fire, and (3) determining the characteristics of Halón 1301 systems 
for passenger cabin Are protection - the subject of this paper. 

DISCUSSION 

Halón 1 301 

Halón 1301 chemically is bromotrifluoromethane, CBrFj. Under normal atmospheric conditions. 
Halón 1301 is a colorless, odorless, electrically nonconductive gas with a density approximately five 
times that of air. Halón 1301 liquifies upon compression and is stored and shipped in this condition. A 
list of some important properties of Halón 1301 is given in table 1. 

TABLE 1. PROPERTIES OF HALON 1301 (reference 8) 

Bromotrifluoromethane Chemical Name 

Chemical Formula CBrF3 

148.9 Molecular Weight 

Boiling Point at Atmospheric Pressure -72°F 

Vapor Pressure at 70°F 199 psig 

97. 8 Ib/ft3 Liquid Density at 70°F 

Superheated Vapor Density at 70° 
3 

0.391 Ib/ft 

Heat of Vaporization at Boiling Point 51.08 Btu/lb 

Halón 1301 is an effective fire-extinguishing agent against surface flaming on solid materials in 
contrast to deep seated smouldering, as well as fires involving flammable liquids or gases. It is 
particularly attractive for use in total flooding extinguishing systems which consist of the release of a 
predetermined amount of agent into an enclosure to develop a "uniform" extinguishing concentration 
with air throughout the enclosure. The advantages of total flooding Halón 1301 systems are: (1) com¬ 
pact storage volumes, (2) low vision obscuration, (3) lack of particulate residue, (4) rapid mixing with 
air, (5) accessibility to blocked or remote spaces, and (6) low toxicity of the extinguishing (undecom¬ 
posed) atmosphere (reference 9). For extinguishment of surface flaming from cellulosic and plastic 
materials, a Halón 1301 concentration of 5 percent is recommended (reference 10), although extinguish 
ment is attained with concentrations as low as 3 percent (reference 9). 



ft appears that Halón 1301 extinguishes by » chemical action. The halogen compound reacts with th<; 
transient products of the combustion process. This action is in contrast to the usual mechanisms of either 
cooling, oxygen exclusion, or separation of fuel and oxidant for the common extinguishants. As such. Halón 
1301 is much more effective than carbon dioxide (C02), nitrogen, or water vapor in onenching the flames 
of hydrocarbons and other gaseous fuels (reference 11). In total flooding. Halón 1301 is three times as 
effective as CO¿ on a unit weight basis (reference 12). 

When used properxy under the guidelines established by the National Fire Protection Association 
(.^FPA), it appears Halón 1301 can be safely used in occupied areas (reference 10). However, some 
toxicity studies have indicated a danger "under the worse conceivable circumsUnces" (reference 13). 
Utilization of Halón 1301 to extinguish a fire may create a hazard to occupants from either the virgin 
agent or the decomposition products oí a¿ent exposed directly to the fire. Usually, exposure to the 
virgin agent is of less concern than is exposure to the decomposition products. Based on medical research 
involving both humans and test animals, NFPA recommends that occupant exposures to Halón 1301 concen¬ 
tration levels of 7 percent or less not exceed 5 minutes (reference 10). For the majority of postcrash 
fire accidents, the evacuation of passengers from a commercial transport is completed well before the 

recommended Halón 1301 exposure time limit. 

Absolute quantification of the hazard associated with Halón 1301 decomposition on expoi : re to a flame 
is impossible because of the infinite number of possible fire descriptions. It is known, however, that 
the primary decomposition products are hydrogen fluoride (HF) and hydrogen bromide (HBr), and that 
their levels will depend on the area of the flame, the concentration of Halón 1301, and the time during 
which the agent is exposed to flame. Obviously, in order to minimize decomposition, rapid detection 

and rapid agent discharge is highly desirable. 

FAA Experience with Halón 1301 

The selection of Halón 1301 as a candidate extinguishant for cabin fire control was based in part on 
the favorable results of earlier NAFEC fire test programs. Marc/ conducted Halón 1301 fire extinguish¬ 
ing tests in a cabin mockup (reference 14). Using a Halón 1301 design concentration of 5.8 percent, a 
urethane seat cushion fire, which in a previous test had produced a Qashover condition in only 2. 6 minutes, 
was quickly extinguished by a hi/h-rate discharge of agent when a recurrent flashover condition appeared 
imminent, ind various attempts to reignite the foam were unsuccessful. In another test, it was demon¬ 
strated that a cabin galley curtain could not be ignited with a propane burner in a 3.9-percent Halón 1301/ 
air mUture. An identical curtain tested in air was completely consumed by flames when ignited with 
the burner. Gassmann and Hill demonstrated the effectiveness of Halón 1301 in combating cargo com¬ 
partment fires by conducting tests in a 5000-ft3 C-130 fuselage section (reference 15). Halón 1301 
design concentrations as low as 3 percent were shown capable of extinguishing the flames from an excel¬ 
sior fire, preventing flashover, and controlling the continuing smouldering condition for a 2-hour period. 
Even earlier, as far back as 20 years ago, FAA had gained considerable exp erience in the development 
of equipment and specialized techniques for evaluating high-rate discharge systems utilizing Halón 1301 
for protecting air transports against in-flight engine fires (reference 16). The derivation of present 
regulations requiring such fire protection has established a precedent facilitating consideration of similar 

solutions to the problem of cabin fires. 

General Description and Purpose of Subject Study 

The subject study was undertaken to answer some fundamental questions abo*.; the distribution of 
Halón 1301 in the main cabin of a transport aircraft from an overhead dispensing system. Utilizing 
unique continuous and highly responsive gas analysis equipment, extensive measurements were made of 
the rapidly changing concentrations of agent following discharge for a period of 10 minutes. The majority 
of tests was conducted in a closed cabin. The primary objective was to develop an agent dispensing 
system that would rapidly distribute Halón 1301 throughout an aircraft cabin in concentrations sufficient 
to extinguish fires, and without producing peak concentrations or other effects that would be intolerable 
to occupants. A secondary objective was to examine the effect of open emergency exits on the retention 

of agent in the cabin air space. 

DC7 Test Article Description 

The test article used for this investigation was an obsolete DC7 fuselage with a completely furnished 
passenger cabin (figure 1). The fuselage was housed inside a heated building. The length of the protec¬ 
ted cabin was approximately 72 feet and the volume of air space was calculated to be 4,000 cubic feet. 
For an enclosure of this size, the weight of Halón 1301 required to produce a uniform volumetric concen¬ 
tration of 5 percent in 80 pounds. This value is based on an equation recommended by NFPA that com¬ 
pensates for agent loss through small openings during discharge overpressure by assuming that the agent 

was lost at the design concentration (reference 10). 

Candidate Agent Dispensing Systems 

Two basically different Halón 1301 dispensing systems were evaluated: (1) modular and (2) con¬ 

tinuous perforated tube. 
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The moduler syetern wee designed so that only each discharge spreader head was visible from 
withic the cabin. This feature could probably be configured to meet tne aesthetic demands of a produc¬ 
tion installation. Agent discharges through a cylindrical spreader head which provides a radial hori- 
sontal pattern designed to minimise direct agent impingement upon passengers. A drawing of the agent 
discharge spreader head is shown in figure 1A. and the four module locations within the DC7 cabin are 
illustrated in figure IB. The cabin wts divided into four equivalent volumetric zones ami one module 
was placed at the approximate center of each zone. In an operational system, the storage containers 
and actuating devices would be placed in the void space between the drop ceiling and fuselage skin. 

In concept, the perforated discharge tube promised a more effective and safe "continuous" release 
of Halón 1301 along the entire fuselage length in contrast to the point discharge from the modular system. 
The perforated tube system is illustrated in figure 1C and consisted of two main elementar (l) 3/4-inch 
inner tube conUining two 0. 0468-inch-diameter through holes rotated 90° every 6 inches of tube length 

holes per foot) and (2) 1-inch outer tube containing two 0.187-inch-diameter through holes rotated 
90 every 3 inches of tube length (eight holes per foot). The inner tube is designed to serve as a plenum 
chamber discharging agent from the relatively small 0. 0468-inch-diameter orifices at critical flow con¬ 
ditions (reference 17). When discharge was initiated, equivalent quantities (40 pounds) of Halón 1301 
w*re simulataneously supplied to each end of the inner tube from pneumatically-activataó storage con¬ 
tainers. The perforated discharge tube was about 70 feet long, extending from fuselage station (FS) 143 
to 976 (figure IB). 

recommended by NFPA (reference 10), each storage container was "super-pressurized" with 
nitrogen to a pressure of 360 pounds per square inch gage (psig) at 70° Fahrenheit (F). Additional pres¬ 
surization above the agent vapor pressure (199 psig at 70°F) helped to maintain the agent in the liquid 
state during discharge. 

Instrumentation 

The concentration oí Halón 1301 was measured with two similar analyzers, Statham Models GA-2 
and GA-2A, each containing 12 channels for a total capability of 24 channels. Each channel provided a 
continuous concentration measurement at a relatively fast response rate; 95-percent full-scale was 
attained in 0.10 second (reference 16). The Halón 1301 concentration in air was determined by measur¬ 
ing the differential pressure across a porous plug maintained at constant flow by a downstream critical 
orifice (reference 18). This instrument had also been used to measure the concentration oí CO2, methyl 
bromide, and bromochloromethane, each separately in air, and in principle, can be used to measure 
the concentration of any binary gas mixture. A least-squares power law curve Bt was generated for 
each channel in the Halón 1301 concentration range of zero to 20 percent, using i ve certified Halón 1301- 
air calibration mixtures. Sampling lines were made of identical 10-foot lengths of 1/4-inch tubing in 
order to equalize the sampling lag time for each channel. 

The cabin air temperature was continuously measured with 30 American wire gage (AWG) iron- 
constantan thermocouples. 

Two pressure transducers, zero to 0.10 psig and zero to 5. 0 psig, continually monitored the cabin 
air pressure. The pressure in the Halón 1301 storage container was also measured, using a zero to 
500 psig transducer, to provide an indication of the time required to expel the agent into the cabin. 

The noise created by the rapid discharge of 80 pounds of Halón 1301 into the cabin was measured with 
a Bruel and Kjaer precision sound level meter, tyne 2203 using a condenser microphone, type 4131 and 
windscreen, type UA 0082. This is an internationally standardized instrument, fulfilling the requirements 
of the International Electrotechnical Commission. 

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A total of 17 tests were conducted and are reported in detail in reference 19. The following is a 
discussion of the most important results. 

Discharge Time 

When designing a fire suppressiiu system, an important criteria is the time it takes to discharge the 
agent and achieve a desired concentration in the protected volume. This important parameter has been 
defined and measured a number of different ways. For the total flooding discharge into an enclosure, an 
appropriate definition of an "effective discharge time" :s "the time required to complete the desired 
mixing of agent with air in all spaces in the enclosure. " As defined herein "effective discharge time" 
can be determined by measuring the agent concentration histories at » number of representative cabin 
locations and observing when all the profiles become invariant with ..me. In this study "effective dis¬ 
charge time" was determined by examing the vertical Halón 1301 distribution near the center of the cabin. 
Eight sampling probes were arranged on a vertical line at the fuselage symmetry plane at FS 540. 

A plot of the vertical Halón 1301 concentration profile in the closed cabin at selected times immed¬ 
iately following activation of discharge of the modular suppression system is shown in figure 2. From 
the profile at 1 second, it appears as if the agent fills the cabin in a manner like a curtain dropping 



from the celling, fly 2 seconde, the agent has covered the symmetr, plane from ceiling to floor and the 
shape of the profile is established. From 2 to 4 seconds, the concentration decreases slighting as the 
agent permeates the remaining cabin spaces, but the snape of the profile remains unchanged. After 4 
seconds, the concentration also becomes Invariant, indicating that the "effective discharge time" was 3 
to 4 seconds. Once the cabin is completely flooded with agent and mixing is completed, it is evident that 
there is stratification with the concentration at the ceiling roughly 2 percent less than at the floor and 
that the concentration of Halón 1301 exceeded th« required extinguishing level throughout the cabin. 

tn contrast, the "effective discharge time" for the perforated tube system was significantly longer 
(figure 3). After 20 seconds the shape and magnitude of the agent profile becomes invariant, indicating 
that the "effective discharge time" was 20 to 25 seconds, compared to 3 to 4 seconds for the modular 
system (figure 2). In addition, it is apparent from a comparison of the profiles after completion of 
mixing in figures ? and 3, that the degree of agent stratification was greater for the perforated tube 
system. Although the average agent concentration iu the cabin produced by both systems was about the 
same, the modular system provided a higher ceiling concentration and lower floor concentration than 
did the perforated tube. This relative behavior prevailed for the entire 10-minute test, in spite of the 
progressive increase in stratification during the test as agent leaked from the cabin. Thus, the modular 
system distributed the agent more efficiently (faster) and effectively (uniformly) than did the perforated 

tube system. 

The superior performance of the modular system is attributed to its high discharge rate of agent. 
An indication of the discharge rate for each system was obtained by measuring the drop off in pressure 
inside the storage containers as the agent was being expelled into the cabin. The storage pressure 
decreased to an ambient level in 2. 5 and 19 seconds after activation of discharge for the modular and 
perforated tube systems, respectively. Thus, the average discharge rate of agent from the modular 
system was seven to eight times faster than from the perforated tube, and this value also corresponded 
approximately to the ratio of "effective discharge times" for the two systems. As previously mentioned, 
the discharge rate of agent from the perforated tube system is controlled by the choked flow condition 

through the orifices of the inner tube. 

System Effectiveness 

In order to further compare the extinguishing effectiveness of the two systems, gas sampling lines 
were relocated from the symmetry plane to peripheral cabin locations. These locarions were at sym¬ 
metrically opposite sides of the cabin at the ceUing-sidewaU juncture, inside the hatrack and adjacent 
to the sidewall, underneath the hatrack and adjacent to the sidewall, and at the floor-sidewall juncture. 
For both systems, Halón 1301 concentration histories over the entire duration of the test were identical 
at locations symmetrically opposite to the fuselage symmetry plane. Furthermore, once the initial 
mixing of Halón 1301 was completed, it was determined that the concentration remained only a function 
of elevation and time and was essentially independent of either cabin longitudinal (fuselage station) or 

lateral location. 

A comparison of the Halón 1301 concentration histories produced by the perforated tube system at 
a number of symmetry plane and peripheral cabin locations at FS 540 is shown in figure 4. A fairly 
significant overshoot in agent concentration above the design level was experienced during le initial 
mixing process. This behavior probably indicated the creation of a stagnation region in the inner dis¬ 
charge tube at the center of the cabin (near FS 540), resulting from the convergence of Halón 1301 to 
this area supplied by storage containers located at each end of the cabin. At these particular meauure- 
ment locations. Halón 1301 was first detected in 1.5 to 4. 8 seconds and achieved a 5-percent concentra¬ 
tion in 3. 5 to 6. 5 seconds. However, at fuselage stations away from the center of the cabin, the increase 
in agent concentration was generally more gradual and the design level was attained in an asymptotic 
manner by about 20 - 25 seconds; i. e., consistent with the determination of an "effective discharge time. " 
An exception to this latter trend was experienced at measurement locations in the direct path of discharge 
streamlines, where brief overshoots in agent concentration similar to those at FS 540 were also 

experienced. 

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the Halón 1301 concentration-time profiles produced by the modular 
system at a number of sampling locations at FS 540. These curves can be contrasted with figure 4, 
which is a similar comparison at FS 540 for the perforated tube system. For the modular system. 
Halón 1301 was first detected in zero to 0. 6 seconds and achieved a 5-percent concentration in 0. 5 to 1. 2 
seconds (versus 1. 5 to 4. 8 and 3. 5 to 6. 5 seconds, respectively, for the perforated tube system). Even 
at FS 540 where the maximum discharge rate of agent from the perforated tube was realized, the mod¬ 
ular system still dispersed agent and achieved an extingu*shing level at peripheral cabin locations more 
rapidly than did the perforated tube system. Other favorable performance characteristics of the modular 
system noted by comparing figures 4 and 5 are the more uniform distribution of agent at peripheral 
cabin locations, evidenced by the close grouping of concentration histories in figure 5, and the less 

pronounced overshoot in concentration. 

Between the modular and perfora;ed tube systems, the greatest difference in the time to build up 
agent concentration was found to ex. st at cabin locations shielded from the discharge streamlines; e. g. , 
along the sidewall, immediately beneath the hatrack or near the floor. Figure 6 shows a comparison at 
these locations of the Halón 1301 concentration histories produced by both systems. A concentration of 
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5 percent 1« attained 7.6 and 12.2 seconda sooner for the modular system at sampling locations near 
the floor (FS 540) and underneath the hatrack (FS 432), respectively. However, once the mixing of agent 
was completed throughout the cabin in the perforated tube test, the concentration-time curves for the 
remainder of the test were very similar to those obtained with the modular system. 

Adverse Effects on Occupants From Agent Discharge 

A cursory evaluation was made of the possible adverse effects on cabin occupants from agent dis¬ 
charge. Those effects examined were high agent concentration, reduced temperature, discharge noise 

and overpressure, and obscuration of vision. 

The Halón 1301 concentration history at the head level of a seated passenger at FS 540 is compared 
for the modular and perforated tube systems in figure 7. At this fuselage station, located at the approxi¬ 
mate center of the discharge tube and also midway between the second and third agent dispersers of the 
modular system, the greatest overshoot in agent concentration was experienced by both systems. Because 
of the inferior mixing of agent with air provided by the perforated tube, the overshoot in agent concentra¬ 
tion near seated passengers is higher and lasts longer for this system than for the modular system. In 
either case, the concentration surpassed the "safe" 7 percent level for only an exceedingly short time 
(see figure 7) compared to the allowable 5-minute period, so that the danger from inhalation of agent in 
concentrations in excess of 7 percent was probably nonexistent for both systems, although surely less 
for the modular. The more rapid buildup of fire extinguishing concentrations obtained with the modular 
system could, in addition, reduce the level of toxic gases produced by burning interior materials and 

decomposed agent. 

Thermocouple measurements were made primarily to determine if occupants might be exposed to 
drastic reductions in air temperature associated with the rapid vaporization of agent during discharge. 
A comparison is made in figure 8 of the air temperature at the head level of a seated passenger at FS 540 
after initiation of discharge for each of the two systems evaluated. Since a minimal temperature change 
is desirable, the modular system is clearly more suitable from this respect. The temperature drop 
from the modular system can be likened to the cooling effect associated with walking into an air-conditioned 
room on a hot, summer day; whereas, for the perforated tube system, the temperature would be reduced 
to near or below the freezing point of water. In either case the temperature change is not very profound, 
demonstrating that this effect is not an important consideration. 

The noise level associated with the rapid delivery of 80 pounds of Halón 1301 into the protected 
cabin is compared for both discharge systems in figure 9. Discharge from the modular system, which 
was much faster than from the perforated tube, produced a peak noise level of 120 dB(A), but the noise 
only lasted about 2 seconds. In contrast, the discharge noise from the perforated tube was much lower 
(difference in peak levels over 25 dB(A)). but did continue significantly longer. The sound inside the 
cabin from the discharged perforated tube was likened to a leaking automobile tire, while the 120 dB(A) 
peak noise level from the modular system corresponds approximately to the sound from a loud automo¬ 
bile horn (reference 20), which might startle an Individual, but not affect the hearing threshold 

(reference 21). 

A harmless increase in cabin pressure was measured for several seconds during agent discharge 
from either system. The peak overpressure from the perforated tube, however, was small (0.0025 psig) 
compared to that from the modular system (0.033 psig). The net small pressure increase is a conse¬ 
quence of the pressure rise from mass addition which overcompensates for the pressure drop from air 

cooling. 

A rapid, substantial reduction in cabin temperature, as shown in figure 8, can create a fog cloud in 
the cabin from condensation of water vapor in the air. Visual obscuration can result if the cloud is suf¬ 
ficiently dense. During the course of testing, the ambient relative humidity ranged from 28 to 88 percent. 
It was observed that the occurrence of visual obscuration was strongly dependent upon the ambient rela¬ 
tive humidity. SubsUntial obscuration inside the cabin followed the discharge of agent when the ambier'. 
relative humidity exceeded 70 percent; however, no fog or resulting obscuration occurred at relative 
humidities of about 50 percent or less. 

Effect of Exit Openings on Inerting Protection 

If a fire should erupt in the cabin of an airplane following a crash landing or when parked at the loading 
ramp, the natural instinct of the reacting occupants is to escape from the confined danger through the 
nearest emergency exit. The extinguishing effectiveness and, more important, inerting capability of 
Halón 1301 when passengers are departing through the available exits will depend upon the agent leakage 
rate through these same exits. Conceivably, fire-induced (automatic) agent discharge could occur before 
or after the opening of the emergency exit(s). These situations were examined by measuring the vertical 
degradation of agent concentration at five sampling trees (each containing four levels of sampling lines) 

distributed throughout the cabin. 

In one test, the galley door (75 inches by 35 inches) was opened at a time 10 seconds after activation 
of discharge from the modular system when it was known from prior tests that Halón 1301 total dispersion 
was completed. Figure 10 contains the concentration histories measured by the symmetry plane sampling 
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tree at fueelage station 265, located 38 feet forward of the 18. 3-»quare-foot galley door opening. The 
depletion of Halón 1301 concentration behaved aimilarly to that measured previously in the closed cabin, 
but occurred at a significantly accelerated rate. A major reduction in agent concentration was first 
measured at the sampling location positioned nearest to the ceiling; similar reductions occurred progres¬ 
sively later in the test the nearer the sampling probe location was to the floor. At distances of 72, 52, 
32, and 12 inches above the floor, a 3-percent agent concentration was maintained for 28, 50, 90, and 
193 seconds, respectively. 

The reduction in inerting protection throughout the cabin, as a function of time, resulting from the 
opening of the galley door is shown in figure 11. The time duration that the Halón 1301 concentration 
exceeded 3 percent, for each sampling tree, is plotted against the sampling line elevation from the floor. 
Within the measurement accuracy, the vertical agent profiles at the symmetry plane are identical and 
thus are independent of relative location to the galley door opening. The Halón 1301 profile adjacent to 
the galley door has a shape similar to, but slight! • lower concentration level than, t.ie symmetry plane 
profiles. A resemblance of an interface witla air above and Halón 1301/air below can be interpreted 
from the data. The receding movement of the interface is essentially independent of location relative to 
the leakage opening and is analogous to the top surface of water draining out of a tub. From figure 11, 
the agent concentration near the floor exceeded 3 percent for about 2. 5 minutes longer than it did at the 
ceiling. (This extended protection at the floor relative to the ceiling may be an asset in cabin protection 
by retarding fire entry from an external fuel fire burning on the ground). 

The reduction in inerting protection resulting from the opening of the four left-hand emergency 
windows, in addition to the galley door, at 10 seconds after activation of the modular system was also 
determined. This configuration included all emergency exits on the left-hand side of the cabin. Current 
FAA regulations require that the evacuation from a completely occupied cabin be effected within 90 sec¬ 
onds using the exits on one side of the airplane. Figure 12 compares the average duration of concentra¬ 
tions in excess of 3 percent at four levels above the floor for the two exit configurations tested. Two 
important trends are evident. First, the expected increased loss jt Halor. 1301 through the door and 
four windows as compared to the ooor only did not correspond to the increased (79 percent) area. 
Because of stratification causing a lower agent concentration at the upper cabin levels, less agent was 
found to have leaked out of the windows than at the galley door lower level. Second, the reduction in 
inerting time due to the additional four-v/indow area increased progressively toward the floor where, 
fortunately, the loss tends to be compensated by longer inerting times in this direction. Opening the 
emergency windows in addition to the door only reduced the inerted level of the cabin by about 10 inches. 

Additional tests demonstrated that the loss in inerting protection was minor when the cabin exits 
were opened before discharge, as compared to after discharge for both types of agent-dispensing 

systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based upon the data obtained from the test program, it is concluded that: 

1. A Halón 1301 dispensing system similar to the modular system tested and utilizing air turbulence 
created by rapid agent discharge to insure effective mixing will provide excellent distribution of agent 
without exceeding the limits of human tolerance for the agent or for the noise, reduced temperature or 
cabin overpressure resulting from agent discharge. 

2. As may be expected, open exits result in a more rapid loss of agent. However, under such 
adverse conditions, a significant degree of inerting protection will still result for a normal evacuation 
period of several minutes. 

3. A perforated tube type of dispensing system provides a slow discharge and poor distribution 
of agent in the cabin compared to a modular system. 

FUTURE WORK 

The information provided herein demonstrates the potential fire protection capability of Halón 1301 
systems in aircraft cabins and the superior performance of the modular agent dispenser. Future work 
outlined in reference 22 consists of an assessment under typical full-scale cabin fire conditions o' all 
problems associated with the use of Halón 1301, with emphasis on the decomposition aspecte, relative 
to the hazards of an uncontrolled cabin fire. The degree of cabin protection provided by Halón 1301 
against entry of an external fuel fire through a fuselage rupture or open exit will also be determined. 
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FIGURE 2. VERTICAL HALON 1301 PROFILES AT FUSELAGE STATION 540 
AFTER DISCHARGE OF THE MODULAR DISPENSING SYSTEM 

FIGURE 3. VERTICAL HALON 1301 PROFILES AT FUSELAGE STATION 540 
AFTER DISCHARGE OF THE PERFORATED TUBE DISPENSING 
SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 5. HALON 1301 CONCENTRATION HISTORY AT PERIPHERAL CABIN 
IOCATIONS AT FUSELAGE STATION 540 FOR THE MODULAR 
DISPENSING SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 6. AGENT BUILDUP AT CABIN LOCATIONS SHIELDED FROM THE DIRECT 
DISCHARGE OF AGENT FOR THE MODULAR AND PERFORATED TUBE 
DISPENSING SYSTEMS 

FIGURE 7. MAXIMUM HALON 1301 EXPOSURE LEVEL FOR A SEA i ED PASSENGER; 
MODULAR VERSUS PERFORATED TUBE DISPERSEMENT 
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FIGURE 10. LEAKAGE OF HALON 1301 AT FUSELAGE STATION 265 WHEN GALLEY 
DOOR IS OPENED 10 SECONDS AFTER AGENT DISCHARGE 
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DURATICr. JALON I Ml CONCiNTRATION EXCEEDING IX • SECONDS 

FIGURE II LEAKAGE OF HALON 1 Î01 FROM CABIN WHEN GALLEY DOOR IS 
OPENED 10 SECONDS AFTER AGENT DISCHARGE 



FIGURE 12. DEPENDENCY OF CABIN INERTING TIME ON LEAKAGE AREA 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER 23 

Mr Kipke: Your tests did not appear to consider the high ventilation rate in modern aircraft which would influence 
results drastically beyond one minute. 

Mr Sarkos: I don’t believe that application of a t ’ital flooding system throughout the cab.m is necessary at this time 
for inflight fire protection. Accident statistics do not bear out a need for this type of system. Inflight fire can be 
controlled in these areas by using hardening techniques, and detection and in inaccessible areas by detection and 
automatic suppression. I would not conceive of using this system in an inflight fire. If the environmental system is 
in operation, the agent would be depleted very rapidly. 
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SUMMARY 

effioienoy of dry 
on tbe 

ratory test aetbod of evaluating tbe estinguiskiing effioieno 
oped by tbe Forsobungsstelle für Brandeobutsteobnik is baaed 
Itr of a 1premized aetbane-air flame. Tbe dry powder being 
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Tbe labórate 

burning velocity of'a laainar nreiixed aetbane-air flame. Tbe dry pc 
tested la fed into tbe preaized fuel gas-air flow by a vibrating o bute. Tbe P<i—- 
partióles reaob tbe teat flame and reduoe tbe burning velocity more or lean depending 
on tbeir extlnguisbing effioienoy. Tbe burning velocity is determined by tbe nótele 
aetbod and by soblleren photography. Tbe evaluation of tbe aeasureaents sbows that 
tbe sonare of tbe burning velooity is a linear function of tbe mass flow of tbe dry 
powder fed into tbe fuel gaa-air flow. Tbe tbeoretioal minimum value of the mass flow 
of tbe dry powder being neoessary to extinguish tbe test flame may be determined by 
tbe slope of tbe straight line. Apart from tbe fact, that tbe consistency of measuring 
values is very good, tbe main advantage of this method, contrary to the most other 
laboratory test methods, is that it allows to evaluate tbe extinguishing effioienoy 
of dry powders only by a few measurements. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

o 
01, 
G 
u 
V 
a 
A 

min 
n 
0 
P 

Fuel concentration 
op Correotive factors 

Speciflo powder obarge 
Flow velooity of tbe fuel-air mixture 
Mean flow velooity in tbe nossle burner cross section 
Slope angle of tbe none side 
Burning velooity 

SUBSCRIPTS 

Minimum value 
Stindard condition 
With addition of dry powder 
Without addition of dry powder 

1. IHTRODUCTIOB 

There are two ways of evaluating tbe extinguishing effioienoy of dry powders: 
large-scale tests using teat pieces of nearly true size or laboratory test matbods. 
Experience, however, bas shown that in oases where larger burning ob¡eots were 
employed, certain values of tbe burning process - e.g. Intensity and duration of the 
fire etc. - oannot be reproduced in an identical manner and that various environmental 
influences, as, for instance, wind, in tests conducted in tbe open, oannot be allowed 
for its full extent. In addition, tbe quenching operation depends on the discharge 
device of tbe fire extinguisher and tbe skill of the operator. Another bandloap exists 
in that large-scale tests require a lot of money and time, so that in moat oases it is 
not feasible to conduct tbe number of measurements required to guarantee the oonsis- 
tenoy of measuring values. In comparison, these disadvantages do not ooour in laboratory 
tests, i.e., test conditions oan be kept steady and consequently moasuring results will 
be consistent. For this reason, laboratory test methods must be considered the safest 
way for detailed investlgatlone of tbe obaraoteristio of action «blob during the 
quenching operation becomes effective in dry powders and of tbe influences of physical 
and obemloal properties of tbe spécifié extlnguisbing agent - as obemioal composition, 
size and shape of particles, partlole-eize distribution eto. - on tbe extinguishing 

effioienoy. 

2. CHARACTERIZATION 0? LABORATORY TEST METHODS 

In tbe last years, a number of laboratory test methods of evaluating the 
extlnguisbing efficiency of dry powders bave been developed [1J. These methods differ 
fundamentally from each other. On tbe one side tbe difference relates to tbe w»y of 
feeding dry powder into tbe test flame, on tbe other band to tbe value which is tbe 
determining factor for rating tbe extinguishing effioienoy, respectively is used to 
identify this effioienoy. For example, in seme testing methods where actual design 
models are used, tbe dry powder is added to tbe flame from outside by means of an 
adequate device whereas in other methodo the powder is fed into tbe flow of tbe 

m 
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fMl gas of tbo toot flama. Id ordar to aaaaaa tba aztinguloblng affloianoy, most 
of tba tasting matboda normally applied will determine either tbe minimum quantity 
of dry powder required to put out tbe test flame or tbe number of quenobing operations 
la proportion to a oertain quantity of dry powder. In tbe other testing aetbode, 
physical properties of tbe test flame serve as basio values for evaluating tbe 
extinguishing efficiency of tbe epeoiflo type of dry powder under test. Tbe testing 
method described in [2] uses tbe flow velocity of the fuel gas wbere a flame stabilized 
at a baffle carrier will be Interrupted when a certain amount of dry powder baa been 
applied as basis for evaluating tbe extinguishing effiolenoy. Tbe testing method 
developed by Hoffmann at tbe Forsobungsstelle für Brandsobutsteobnik [1.3.4.5] wbiob is 
described later, is based on tbe obange of tbe burning velocity of a premized flame as a 
function of tbe dry powder quantity. To determine tbe extinguishing effiolenoy, other 
tests, discussed in [5,6], refer to tbe obange of tbe radiation Intensity of tbe 
OH-radioal as a function of tbe dry powder quantity reflecting tbe extent of tbe 
concentration obange of one of tbe radicals particularly affecting tbe burning process. 

Testing methods wbere dry powder is added to tbe flame from outside offer no 
opportunity for determining tbe quantity of dry powder required for extinguishing since 
only a part of tbe dry powder, wbiob cannot be determined exactly, will enter tbe flame 
whilst the rest gets lost around tbe flame and, consequently, does not contribute to 
the extinguishing of tbe flame. In addition, tbe spreading of tbe powder cloud also 
depends on tbe discharge device. Tor this reason and because accidental error» and 
erratic values of varying degrees must be taken into account, a great number of 
measurements on a specific quantity of dry powder are required to allow analysing of 
tbe measuring results by means of statistical methods, in order to obtain safe values 
for tbe extinguishing efficiency of dry powders. It seems. Indeed, that tbe most 
appropriate testing methods for tbe evaluation of tbe extinguishing efficiency of dry 
Îowders are tbose wbere tbe burning velocity or tbe concentration obange of radicals 
n tbe flame are used as basio values as in this case - contrary to all other known 

methods - tbe process obierved is not a momentary but stationary one. 

3. TESTING METHOD DEVELOPED BY THE "FORSCHUNGSSTELLE FÜR BRANDSCHUTZTECHNIK" 

Based on afore-mentioned findings, a testing method of evaluating tbe extinguishing 
efficiency of dry powders bas been developed by the Forsobungsstelle für Brandsobutz- 
teobnik wbiob is based on tbe burning velocity of a laminar premixed flame. Tbe basio 
principle of tbis method is tbe fact tbat tbe burning velocity decreases in accordance 
with tbe quantity and extinguishing efficiency of tbe dry powder added. 

3.1. THEORETICAL BASIS 

The burning velocity is the velocity with wbiob a flame front moves tbrougb a fuel- 
air mixture. During tbis prooess, tbe state of tbe fuel-air mixture may be quiescent or 
flowing. If tbe fuel-air mixture is flowing, tbe velocity of the flow may be adjusted 
in such a manner tbat a steady-state flame develops wbiob in a laminar flow produces 
a stationary flame front. In case of a turbulent flow, tbe flame front will not be 

stationary but subjected to temporal 
fluctuations. Tbe burning velocity can be 
determined as well in quiesoeut as in flowing 
fuel-air mixtures. Tbe testing method 
presented bore, refers to a burner method 
wbiob is baaed on a flowing mixture and a 
stationary flame front. Although all 
geometrical data of tbe flame cone oould be 
used for deteniining tbe burning velocity, 
tbe observation of tbe side of tbe flame cone 
must be considered most suitable as tbis 
method eliminates all interference factors 
arising from anomalies occurring at tbe tip 
and tbe base of tbe flame. Since with a tube 
burner tbe side of tbe flame cone is curved 
due to tbe parabolic velocity profile of tbe 
flow pattern and tberefore unsuitable of 
determing tbe burning velocity, it is necessary 
to use a nozzle burner wbiob produces a 
straigbt-line cone side. As shown in Fig. 1, 
tbe burning velocity A is defined ns 

A -- u sinm (1) 

wbere u is tbe flow velocity of tbe fuel-air 
mixture and« tbe slope angle of tbe cone 
side. Since normal photographing of tbe flame 
cone does not reproduce a proper image of tbe 
cone side necessary to determine tbe slope 
angle of tbe side tbe soblieren photography 
should be applied to obtain a picture of tbe 
flame cone as required. Tbe flow velocity u 
will be determined by moans of tbe particle- 
track method. 

Fig. 1. Interrelation between the 
flow velocity and tbe burning velocity 
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Ibis burn« method, no f« o on« id ««d tbe Pr*^!î;/ütbid*""înîiîîâ? *** 

mäS ^feãrtffinS=L“=r- - ' 
+ o2 (2) 

i, «i..,»«™ s ». «. rs^s.rats.iùSi«® ss*s»ss^’3tïï :sa: 
rr;íí*S2-Â :3.ir3°L”o 3 sr^íTíasríS1:,"“ », 
bin Mipirioally, «V bn taken fron bln ntudy 17J. 

3.2. NBASURIHO DEVICE AID TEST COHDITIOIS 

Iba •■■•ntial «iManta oí tb« naaaurin« day loa usad to dataniina tba axtingulablng 
aífioianoy of dry pondera «a aa follona: 

à: Kîu.ïf5S 3Sii£3 ?í3i« y *n {«"«jg. «k. t~i i«“* 
i: fe.^ÜS.Sîrftî ÎS^'ÂSrïi/îîS*.-. 
5! Daaioe to datermlno tba quantity of dry ponder to be added. 

be aonitorad by tba mercury tbermometera 1 and tba U-tuba manometera J. Tbe fuel g 

TM ir 2 Sobematio diagraam of tbe meaauring daaioe 

;.3nîJ^VÆ1^î53uî.lii1:tMnKiiî«‘îSï3rÂÿiîS2i5«. 
5 ”t»l>î Î33”«; k pipi ÎU., 1 no» Jutrlbutor, • .lot.r.4 ~U1 lulo*, 
n annular electrode, o tranaforaer, p noaala burner 



o oco en tratl on in tba funl 
■Iztuz« adjuntad by Mans of tba 
flowanters will, additionnlly, bn 
chocked prior to oaob toot by an 
analyaio in a infrared abnorption 
npeotroaotor. froa tbn flowaotern 
the fuel gan-air aiaturn will 
travel through the pipe line k 
where thorough aizing of botb gan 
flown in aoooapliebed and through 
the borebolea of the flow 
dintributor 1 into tbn inlet pipe o. 
The naifora dintribution of the 
aizture over tbe oronn-neotional 
area of tbe inlet pine ie ennured 
by tbe eintered aetal ineert a 
wnlob alno nerven an nafety valve. 
Above tbe point wbere tbe vibrating 
obute entern tbe inlet pipe, tbe 
lower part of wbiob oonnintn of 
p]eziglann, tbe annular eleotrode n 
embracen tbe inlet pipe, fo tbin 
eleotrode and to tbe vibrating 
obute, blgb voltage of about 20 kV 

in applied wbiob will be generated by tbe tranforaer o charged with 6 7 interrupted 
direct voltage. Tbe eleotrio field originating froa naid high voltage enaureo . uniform 
dintribution of tbe powder partlolen dinoharging froa tbe vibrating obute witb^n tbe 
anoending fuel gan-air aizture flow. To avoid a preaature deooapoeition of tbe dry powder 
and a condennatlon of water vapor produced during ooabuntion, the rim of tbe nonnle 
burner p will be water-oooled and kept at a oonntant temperature of 40 °C. 

An proponed by Lindow [7], tbe Toepler'a noblieren arrangement will be uned for 
depioting the flame oone. Tig. 4 indioatea tbe oobeaatio diagrama of tbie arrangement. 
The beam of light emitted by tbe nouroe of light a and foouned by tbe oondeneer b, 
will by abarply dowsed to one Hide by tbe noblieren diapbraga o located in tbe fooal 
point. Tbe residual raye will be direoted in parallel between tbe botb aobroaato d. 
Tbe noblieren none e, i.e. tbe flaae oone to be analysed will be arranged in tbe 
parallel patb of raye in nuob a way that tbe plane of tbe orosn neotion of tbe flaae 
azin will be reproduced on tbe fila surface in tbe oaaera g quite distinctly by aeann 
of tbe äsbroaat f. Tbe parallel light in xsoused by tbe neoond aobroaat and aasked off 
by a neoond noblieren diaphragm adequately eited in tbe fooal point. Consequently, light 
ray oonnot pass tbe neoond noblieren diapbraga, unless, in travelling through tbe 
noblieren none tbey will be deflected froa tbeir parazial direction due to changes of 
tbe refmotive indez of tbe gases ooourlng during combustion. Since tbe point or impaot 
of ligbt rays on tbe fila surface corresponds ezaotly to tbe point of tbeir deflection, 
tbe noblieren image in representing a true reproduotion of tbe flaae oone. Trat tbe 

?ig. 4. Schematic diagrama of tbe Toepler's noblieren arrangement 
a nouroe of ligbt, b condenser, o noblieren diapbraga, d aobrom&t, e schlieren zone, 
f aobroaat, g oaaera 
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pbotofrtpliy of tbo aoblleroo linage of tbe flaae oone - provided that It bae been 
enlarged eofflolently - tbe altpe angle of tbe oone aide oan easily be deteralned. 

In order to evaluate tbe aaaa flow of tbe dry powder, tbe powder loaded fuel 
gas-air alrture will be carried, for a predetermined period of time, through a filter 
aounted on tbe burner aoutb, and tbe weight of tbe powder oolleoted this way will be 
deteralned by aeans of an analytical balance. From the weight of tbla specific 
quantity of powder and tbe period of tiae tbe aaaa flow of tbe powder results wbiob 
relative to tbe fuel gas-alr-voluae flow in standard condition will be specified in 
tbe following as apeolfio powder obarge 0,,. 

For tbe tests eaploying tbe above described testing aetbod as performed by tbe 
Forsobungsatelle für Brandsohutiteobnlk. tbe fuel gas used was methane purified 
technically. *o determine the interrelation between tbe burning velocity depending on 
tbe fuel gas concentration on tbe fuel gas-air mixture and tbe extinguishing efficiency 
of dry powders, fuel gas concentrations varying from 9.0 vol.-i to 12.0 vol.-^ were 
applied. Dry powders tested were BC- and ABC-dry powders of ooaaerolal quality, to 
Identify tbe influence of the partióle sise on the extinguishing efficiency, various 
ranges of partióle sises of tbe particular kinds of dry powders were prepared, tbe 
specific surfaoe of wbiob was deteralned by aeans of tbe Blaine's permeaaeter. 

4. ZEST RESULTS AID DISCUSSION 

To compensate to soae degree for fundaaental errors and environmental influences 
inherent in this testing method, and in order to simplify the evaluation tbe burning 
f»incites measured with tbe addition of dry powder will be related to tbe burning 
velocity of the fuel gas-air alxture without tbe addition of dry powder. Since in 
Jeteralning tbe burning velocities of tbe fuel gas-air mixtures with and without tbe 
addition of dry powder tbe fuel gas-air volume flows and also tbe pressure and the 
temperature within tbe nozsle burner are kept constant, it follows from Eq. (1) that 
tbe ratio of tbs burning velocity of a fuel gas-air mixture with tbe addition of dry 
powderAp and that of a fuel gas-air mixture without tbe addition of dry powderAq 
may be defined by tbe following simple equationt 

Ap sin 

«o 
(3) 

ék 

The development of tbe ratio of tbe burning velooitieu of fuel gas-air mixtures with 
and without tbe addition of dry powder as calculated by this equation is plotted in 
fig. 9 (curve 1) as a function of tbe speoifio powder obarge 0o. If tbe values for tbe 
ratio of tbe burning velocities are squared it shows tbat tbe square of tbe ratio of tbe 
burning velocities of fuel gas-air mixtures wltb and without dry powder being added is 
a linear function of tbe speoifio powder obarge (curve 2). 

Fig. 5. Ratio and tbe square of tbe ratio of tbe burning velocities ef fuel gas-air ' 
mixtures wltb and without dry powder added as a function of tbe speoifio powder obarge 

mm SMSaMSkna 
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Silla intarraUUoB batwaaa tb* aqnar* of tbo bonlac aalaalSy asa Sha |<tfj 
quaatlSy of tba Inbibltor boa alxoadT boas prora« by u» Slttalaa aai [5*•] 
in tbalr tbaoratloal an« •zparlaantal Inraatlaatloaa oa «banatarocanaona lablbltion of 
flaaaa bj aaaaa of alkali aatallia aalte. 

Sba «aflalng qoan 
ba baaad oa tea alopa 

Ute for tea axtinfalablaf affiolaaay of a «te paw4ar nay aa «all 
_ of tba atealfb« lina aa on tba apaoillo powíar obarca abara tea 

«alna of tea aanaro af tea ratio o? tba bumlnc »alooltlaa la 0. Iba batear tea ax- 
• * : golv'jlnc afflolaaoy of a «ry powdar la tea aora tba atralcbt Una «111 rlaa 
retpoo.Irlay tea aaallar ttat quantity of «ry po««ar «111 ba «bloh la raqulra« to 
oxtlncuite tba taat flaaa. Wbaraaa tba alope of tea atralcbt lina «ay ba oaloulatod fron 

of tea ala 
faaaibia 

of tba OMf'a "aatbod of laaat aquaraa" aa axparinantal dataralaatiou 
‘ ‘ to axtlacalab tb# taat flana la not 

* a flaaa traatad *ltb dry 

an« loacar until, in tba ana. it will looaaa fro« tna noaaia ournar ana. xxnoAu, a.** 
up conplataly aa« t' aut If tba allcbtaat diaturbanoaa ooour. tearafora, tba aiainua 
opaolflo powdar obargi roqulra« to axtinculab tba taat flaaa oaa only ba datarainod 
tbaoratloally with tba aid of tea point of Intaraaction batwaaa tba atralcbt lina, 
aloacata« aooordlnely, aa« tba x-axla. 

aa« taaparatura 
alxtura. OteBi 

Aooordlnc to tea axtlafulablac afflolaaoy of a dry powdar a certain aaount of dry 
powdar will raduoa aora or lana tba burning ralooity of a fual-alr alxtura. Howarar, 
apart froa tea propartiaa of tba fual aa« tba gmml rariabloa of state aa praaaura 

‘ t tba burning ralooity alao dapanda on tba fual oonoantratlon of tba 
. loolty of a aatbana-alr alxtura at 20 °C 

_____„ ^ -.17 rol.-ji aatbana íTlT»!«. « wbara tba 
aoaara of tba ratio of tba burning taloaltiaa of fual gaa-alr aixturss vite aa« «Itbout 
dry powdar addad, and with dlffaraat fual faa oonoantrations la tba fual gaa-alr 
alxtura ara abown for a BO-dry powdar (potasalua bicarbonate) indicates that in tea 

□nar as vite tba burning ralooity of tba fual gaa-alr alxtura without tea addition 
powdar also tba raduotlon of tb# burning ralooity oausad by addlag a certain 
of dry powdar to tbo fuel gaa-alr alxtura, «apanda on tea fual gaa oonoantsatlon 

of tea alxtura. Vite tea saaa Quantity of dry powdar addad, tela aaaaa that tba lowar 
fual gaa-alr alxtura la. dua to its fual gaa oonoantratlon, 

tea burning ralooity of tbis alxtura. Sbo alalaua 
olocgatlag tea atralgbt llaoo up 

of dry por 
aaount of 

tea burning ralooity of aa 
tbo grantor la tbo raduotlon of tea burning ralooity 
•paolfio powdar obargoo, datarainod tbaoratloally If < 
to tbo point of Intorsootlon with tba x-axla. and tea burilar volooltlao of tbo 

fual gaa-alr alxturos without tea addition of dry powdar eon bo takon 

fig. 6. Square of tba ratio of tba burning ralooltlaa of fual ras-tir nixturas 
with and without dry powdar addad aa a function if tea opaolflo powder ebarga with 
différant fual gaa oonoantrations for a BO-dry powder (potaaaiua bicarbonato) 
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îT^i'ÂôTfis’iSÂiîs’isJiÂ.î'S.îSûrîrw 
itloa 

fMl fM 
eoBoratniion 

Bur»l«« fl-ttj UUUgm .gj« ItU 

Aq 
O«/« î/î1" 

.0 

.5 

.0 
11.0 

I:! 
10.( 

30.5 
41.5 
43.0 
41.0 

0.0087 
).0104 0. 
0.0144 
0.0099 

SK zrzi^v^Juw^c^rWfSiuiViri j™*“« 
th. .Km. s»"j^SÜ*î.*s*SÎÎ SKÛ ^3 J”' “ « ”-rs5« *« a. ««i ii5« 
obartotcrLatic data of tba dry pondara taatad ara liatad In labia t. If osa oonaidera. 

Sabla 2. Cbaraotarlatlo data of tba dry paadara taatad 

Dry poadar taatad Dry powdar typa Oblaf oonatltuant Sp«oifla aarfaaa 

m2/C 

Powdar A 
Powdar B 
Powdar 0 
Powdar D 
Powdar 1 

BC-powdar 
BC-powdar 
BC-powdar 
BC-powdar 
AJO-pawdar 

Powdar P ABO-powdar 

Sodios bicarbonato 
ScrfUua bicarbonato 
Pataaalon bicarbonato 
Potaaaliia bloarbanata 

loa phaayhata ♦ 
loa aalfata 
loa pboapbata ♦ 
loa aalfata 

1390 
2490 
1370 
2980 
3490 

4340 

»1* 7. Square of tba ratio of tba buroinc volooltlaa oí fual gao-air alxturoo 
___ .__ Âo at.. .MMlfia nawdar charco for 

and i 
Fi*. 7. Saubre ox %b* ox »no uu*ua.u® --— 

wltb and without dry powder added aa a fonction of tba afMlfla powder rbaifO far 
different typaa of dry powder wltb a fual gaa concentration of 10 eol.-n netbane 

■ '.- 
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Vif* i* Square of tba ratio of tbo baralac volooitloo of faol oao-alr aizturoo 
ultb aai altboot dry powdor added aa a faaotioa of tbo apoolfia powdor obarga for 
difforoat raagoa of partioloa aiaoa of potaaalaa bioarboaato alta a foal gao 
oaaaoatratloa of 10 rol.-4 aatbaao 

[1] 

[2] 

[5] 

[43 
[5] 

[6] 

[7] 
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DISCUSSION PAfER 24 

Mr GfcNMM: We luive donc tests recently studying the oxidation processes of hydrocarbons which show that 
mets entirely differently than all the other high order aliphatic hydrocarbons. 1 would like to suggest the 

use of a hrehcr order aliphatic compound such as propane in your llame speed tests. Our results show that when 
one oxidiaes ethane, propane, butane, and hexane, the first step h a conversion to the olefin a doubl^bonded 
compound, which is different thin what is observed with methane. This would seem a simple modification and be 
more realistic to the actual hydrocarbons used. AU the aliphatic . ompounds seem to go through a conversion step 
Icadii« to the predominance of ethane or ethylene which is actually oxidised in the flame 

Mr Sesgar: We have not performed tests with other aliphatic hydrocarbons. 

Mr FhlB: We have performed tests evaluating dry powders and found no significant qualitative difference in using 
propane rather than methane. Of course the results are different quantitatively. 

Mr Giaanati' This suggest that the dry powders and the sizes are affecting the thermal diffusivity of the mixture, 
rather than the reaction rate. The plot with the square of the flame speeds is appropriate because flame « 
proportional to the square root of thermal diffusivity times the reaction rate term. If there is no difference between 
two vastly different reacting chemicals, then I would suggest that it is the thermal diffusivity which is being altered. 

Mr Anmrt: Votre méthode d’essai assmule l’efficacilé d’une poudre au rapport “carré des vitesses de combustion 
avec et sans poudre” Pour un tí-, donné ce rapport est inversement proportionnel i la granulométrie. L expérience 
1 grande échelle montre que les poudres l très faible granuk.mélrie ne parviennent pas toujours sur le loyer et ne 
peuvent donc l'éteindre. Comment pouvez-vous avec votre appareillage déterminer la limite de granulométrie efficace. 

Mr Smer Our laboratory test method allows the clear determination of the effect of the particle size on the ex- 
túiguishing efficiency of a dry powder. But it is not possible by this method to evaluate the minimum partide sue 
whkh a specific dry powder must have, in order to reach the fire in case of a real fire. In order to find out the 
extinguidiing efficiency of a dry powder in this case, it would be neccsrary to evaluate the minimum particle size m 
regard to its radius of action by extinguishing tests using test pieces of nearly true size and to determine the ex- 
tinguishit* efficiency of this particle size subsequently by our test method. 
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Associated with the growing scarcity of liquid hydrocarbons and rising fuel prices is the 

anxiety that this will turn aircraft to fuels of high volatility that will Increase the likelihood 

of fire when crash occurs. Attempts to assess the order of this Increase in fire hasard through 

reduced scale and laboratory experiaenta has proved difficult because their relevance to actual 

crashes is uncertain. This difficulty arises largely from the fact that the dynaaiea, soale and 
geonetry of airplane crashes are soaetines incorrectly siaulated in the laboratory experiaenta and 

the potency of the Ignition sources appearing in the oraah are undereetiaated. Likewise, fuel 

spillage patterns and their relation to the position of these ignition sources are often laproperly 

defied for the experiaenta. 

It is the purpose of this paper to describe a few of the principal features of airplane 

crash dynaaics that are reasonably typical of crashes involving the release of fuel. While crashes 

occur in aany modes, ro that a standard crash cannot be defined, it is safe to say that the crash 

fire is likely only when the fuel is spilled, i. 'gardless of the crash events. The aoveaent of this 

spilled fuel to the main ignition sources during the time they are potent enough to start a fire 

is key to understanding the mechanics of the fire start. The knowledge of the several propagation 

modes of this fire to the main spillage and the fuel tank opening from which the fuel ieeues is 

basic to an understanding of the fire spread rate. Some of the main factors in the ignition and 

spread of fire are illustrated with slow notion pictures of full-scale airplane crashes conducted 

by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronsutics (NACA) in the years 1950-19^6 with piston and 

Jet-powered aircraft. 

flat miAáfiE tàHüBiiga EVEE immiiij. m imum tusm 
nui mu 

Since the energy for urash damage is provided by the kinetic energy of the airplane, fuel 

tank penetration or line rupture is most likely in a crash while the airplane is in motion. Fuel 

that spills to the open is atomised to a combustible mist that achieves a spanwise spread as it 

moves through the air around the airplane. For high crash deceleration, the fuel mist achieves a 

long extension ahead of the airplane and produces a broad spanwise wetting pattern where it is 

intercepted by the wing. This extensive fuel spread is illustrated in the first slow notion 

picture sequence of a crashing C-'?. The crash simulates a take-off accident occurring at about 

90 miles per hour. The airplane moves under its own power. The motion pictures show the forward 

and spanwise development of the fuel mist plume as the collapsing fuselage plows the ground to 

cause high airplane deceleration. Contact between the fuel and a wing-mounted engine is assured 

in this Instance. 

In contract to this extensive fuel mist distribution one notices the limited fuel mist 

development of the next crasn of a low-wing C-4t. The slow-motion pictures show the airplane 

passing through a crash barrier where poles arranged in the path of each wing rip open the fuel 

tanks. Because the firm fuselage remain intact, the airplane slides along the ground without 

plowing and conseq- ently has low deceleration. Only a alight forward extension of the fuel mist 

occurs, and the spanwise development la limited by the interception of the spilling fuel by the 

ground close by. Fuel con act with the engine nacelle does not occur. 

The period of the most extensive fuel wetting of the airplane occurs during this dynamic 

phase of the crah as revealed by this crash of a small Jet airplane. Moderate deceleration coupled 

with bouncing and turning of the airplane allows the fuel streaming to the rear to wet most cf the 

airplane structure aft of the wing. 

Likewise, me it ignition sources are likely to appear during the same period. Chief among 

theae ignition sou. cee is the rnglne whose flames and hot metal parts, both Internal and external, 

will ignite any fuel that reaches them regardless of volatility. The next two crashes will show 

ignition of the fuel spilling from the wings by flames Issuing from a piston engine tall pipe. 

In tne first crash the fuel is gasoline, in the second caae a low volatility fuel equivalent in 

vapor pressure to kerosene. Notice that the ignition occurs in both instuices whan the tail pipe 

flame contacts the fuel mist. In the gasoline case the combustible envelope is defined by the 

extent of the visible fuel mist Just aa it is for the low volatility fuel. Gasoline vapors have 
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Insufficient tin* to <Uffuoo nvny fron the slot droplets fro« which they were generated to enlarge 
the conhuetible envelope. While laboratory spark ignition tests show noch higher spark energies 
are required to ignite a low volatility fuel nlat than a gasoline eiet, the flense torching fron 
the engine have ignition energies sany orders of magnitude above these spark ignition energise. 
The sane would be true of the hot natal surfaces of the engine. 

One crash circumstance in which the volatility of the fuel night nake the different» is 
illustrated in the next slow notion picture sequence which shows the ignition of fuel spilled 
into the wake of a crashing airplane, d nain wheel strut, separated fron the airplane early in 
the crash event, accumulates sleotric charge as it tumbles through the dust and fuel nist raised 
in the wake of the crashing airplane. Discharge of this static eleotrioity to ground fron the 
neta! of the strut ignites the fuel 60 feet behind the airplane. The resulting fire flashes 
through the fuel mini behind the airplane and ignites the fuel in the damaged tanks. Subsequent 
laboratory study of the node of electrostatic ignition showed that the eleotrioal capacitance of 
this strut and the electrical potential developed by passing through the dust wore just sufficient 
to provide the necessary electrical energy to ignite a gasoline/air mixture. In this instance 
fuel volatility would have nattered because it is doubtful that this energy in the spark would have 
been enough to ignite low volatility fuel had it been involved in the sane crash. 

The role of the Jet engine as an ignition source, and an. aid in spreading spilling fuel, 
is illustrated in the next set of notion picture sequences. First, observe the ignition of a 
jp-4 fuel nist sprayed into the air entering the inlet of an operating jet engine on the test 
stand. In this experiment the normal fuel flow to the engine combustor la stopped Just befors 

fuel is sprayed into the intake air. Engine rotation is still high. The hot notai of the 
oonbustor and the turbine is the only ignition source. Notice that the pressure rise In the 
conbustor produced by the ignition of the fuel ingested w?th the air stalls the compressor and 

flames appear at the inlet. Flanes issue fron the tail pipe as well. 

The next full-scale crash of -. C-82 airplans fitted with wing-nounted Jet engines in place 
of the reciprocating engines shows the ignition of the fuel spilling fron ths daaaged wing tanks 
by flanes Issuing from the jet engine. Notice that the fuel mist is sucked into the engine inlet 
from the broad sone covered by the approaching inlet air flow. In thlo crash the normal fuel flow 
to the engine conbustor was shut off upon impact with the crash barrier. Ingestion of the fuel 
nist occurs several seconds later. A cross wind kept the nist away fron the air streaning into 
the inlet of the engine on the right wing end no fire started there. 

A view of the ignition of crash-spilled fuel for a Jet fighter is shown next. In this 
instance the normal fuel flow to the conbustor continue« throughout the crash. Notice the conti - 
nulng succession of flans bursts issuing from the tailpipe and the flame spread to the fuel 

spilled around the airplane. 

JP-4 (Jet B) was Involved in these fires. Based on the ignition and rate of spread of fire 
through nists of low volatility fuel shown previously, one doubts that the use of kerosene fuel 
such as Jet A would have prevented these fires, or reduced the rate of fire spread through fuel 
nist. The development of the fire after the fuel nist is enflaned would probably proceed a little 

nore slowly with Jet A. 

In one series of crashes with Jet engines Ignition of the ingested fuel was prevented in 
the following way. At the moment of crash Inpact the fuel flow to the engine conbustor was stopped 
and a small anount of water was spraysd on those portions of the combustor where the Ingested fuel/ 
air mixture moves more slowly than the average. Ignition by hot surfaces requires a minimum resi¬ 
dence tine of the fuel air/nixture. Cooling of the metal at these looatione of higher residence 
time, and the protection from Ignition provided by the evolved steam while cooling occurs, prsvents 

fire. 

Here is one of the several crashes which evaluated this approach to reducing the crash-fire 
hasard. One observes that no fire occurs either at the engine on the left which is ripped fron 
the wing intentionally, or the engine on the right. Post crash inspection showed that both 
engines ingested fuel mist. With modem engines which have a much higher conbustor temperature, 

the water distribution system may have to be more elaborate. 

Fuel Vacon toten»! fu»l flaUll 

Common experience with the extreme fire hasard raised by fuel vapore relatee to Indoor 
situations where vapors can accumulate to combustible concentrations readily. However, when fuel 
spills in the open such accunulation is far less likely because of the rapid dilution by the moving 
air, except in sones close to the liquid fuel pool which provides the vapors. 

Fuel spilled in the slide path of a crashing airplane on a dry, bare, unfrosen ground sinks 
rapidly into the soil. During the several seconds required for the fuel to ecak into the ground 
only a snail volune of vapor is generated. A combustible atmosphere lies close to the ground if 
the fuel is volatile. Fuel vapors will spread away fron the spill by gravity through channels in 
the ground, and ignition sources must exist at ground level to start a fire. Friction sparks, or 
hot metal parts shed by an engine disintegrating in the crash could be the ignition source. Such 
sources have a low Ignition probability when exposed to fuel vapors in the open air where the 
residence time of the vapor in contact with the hot metal required for ignition ie limited >y the 

movement of the local atmosphere. 
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The next notion picture iXXuetratee the ehort distance a combustible atmosphere extends 
down wind of a siseable pool of gasoline in the open. Tht pool of gasoline is about five motors 
Ion# and about one meter wide. The long dimension is aligned with th'- wind direction. A pilot 
flame moving toward the gasoline pool from down wind cones within ten centimeters of the pool 
before encountering a combustible concentration of vapor in a liikn. per hour wind. 

To understand this result, one must remember that the heat of vaporisation of hydrocarbons 
ie appreciable. Therefore, the rate of vapor evolution is controlled by the heat transfer into 
the spilled fuel. If the ground on which the spill occurs ie warmer than the fuel then there 
will be a rapid initial evolution of the more volatile constituents for a brief period of time, 
the heat of vaporisation being provided by conduction from the warm ground. After this initial 
evolution of vapor, the heat for further vaporization comes largely from the atmosphere; the 
greater the wind the larger the heat transfer rate. However, the greater the wind, the more 
rapid is the dilution of the evolved vapors and so the sons of combustible concentration of vapor 
lies close to the pool of fuel in the open and is less of a fire hazard than is commonly supposed. 

The combustible vapor atmosphere produced by spilled fuel may achieve dangerous dimensions 
if the spill occurs in wind-protected areas provided by vegetation or the collapsed structure of 
the crashed airplane. Under these conditionr fuel volatility may be significant in the fire 
hazard that develops in the crash. 

Fuel Vapor; Internal Pucl Spills 

The vapor of fuel that spills into the interior channels and ducts of the airplane structure 
can achieve wide distribution within the airplane and reach damaged elements of the electrical 
system which have remained energized for many seconds after the impact, bong fuel lines from 
wing fuel tanks to engines moun.ed at the rear of the fuselage that might fail in the crash increase 
the probability of such internal fuel spillage. Fuels of high volatility would increasa the inter¬ 
nal distribution of combustible concentrations of vapor. If the airplane structure is warm when 
the crash occurs, the initial rate of vaporization of the fuel can be high and combustible con¬ 
centration of vapors can achieve considerable spread within thi structure. The vapors may reach 
the fuselage-ground interface through a break in the fuselage. Friction sparks, auxiliary power 
unite and the electrical system would be the principal sources of ignition. Titanium and steel 
airplane parts scraping on the runway paving or stony ground produce sparks of sufficient size 
and temperature to ignite fuel vapors. Sparks from aluminium seldom do. 

Ignition by systems within the airplane can be avoided by proper design. Auxiliary pov' : 
units need not operate on take-off or landing and electrical wiring can be arranged to avoid 

exposed arcs if wires are severed in the crash. 

Ignition of fuel by sources within the crashed airplane is illustrated in the next film 
sequence which shows the airplane at rest after sustaining crash damage. A small portion of the 
gasoline spilling from the damaged wing tanks is diverted into the wing leading e ige duct used 
for hot-air wing de-icing. Gasoline ns vapor or liquid, or both, flows toward the heat exchanger 
on the engine exhaust stack where ignition occurs. The flame flashes back througn the hot air 

duct to ignite the fuel in the breached tank. 

lita amad 
If the crash damage is moderate or severe, the fire is most likely to occur while the- 

airplane Is in motion. The flame attaches to the airplane and ignites the spilling fuel as the 
airplane slides along the ground. The fuel spill rate and the «irplane speed determine the rate 
of firesproad. Fuel volatility it unimportant. 

Wing tank explosions often occur which spread flaming fuel. -.th gasoline or JF-4 tne 
atmosphere in the tank, sometimes initially too vapor-rich to burn, is brought into the combustible 
ra ge by the air that e¡ ters the tank to replace the spilling fuel. Under these conditions explo¬ 
sions may occur earl., in the crash. The next filo sequence shour such a wing explosion with 
gasoline. 

-lien low volatility fuel is ured, the .snk atmosphere is too 1er:, to burn initially, but 
explosions do occur a 1. tie la er in he fire. Tne added time is re< u. red for warming the tank 

to vaporise the necessary fuel . 

In so»# crashes fire spreads along a fuel-wetted path from one part of the fuel spillage to 
another. TU» next motion picture sequence shows the iugl i lot. of the fuel ¡piiling from the right 
wing of a crashed airplane i;y a flaue travelling along the fuei-w< ttel palh on the ground from s 
fire burning on the left side. Tne rate of flame avel along horizontal fuel-wetted surfaces is 
much lower for kerosene •lian for JF-.Î. In the w«rmth of an exist.ng fire the flame travel 
advantage for kerosene is not as ¿rea• as one aearures in •este at amt lent temperature. 

lOliCLUBING mtm 
'Ttlic a standard -irplane crash cannot be teflned, some general lemarks can be made about 

•ne probabili.y of fire and i c rate o: spread. A few of these .arc: 



a. Pire is unliksly unless fuel spills in a crash. 

b. During the crash deceleration (dynamic period) fuel spreads as liquid droplet 
(mist) or liquid. Fuel vapors add only a little to the extent of the combustible 

environment. 

c. Ignition sources are most numerous and have their highest potency during the 

dynamic period. 

d. Fuel volatility plays only a minor role in enhancing the probability of fire during 

the dynamic period of the crash. 

e. For fuel spills within the airplane structure, fuel volatility is a principal factor 

in the spread of combustible concentrations of fuel. 

f The risk of ignition of the external opillage is higher than for internal spillage 
since the engine is the principal ignition source for most airplanes. Ignit.on 
sources within the airplane can be limited by -are in the electrical system design. 

DISCUSSION - PAPER 25 

Mr Botteri: Recalling 1955 NASA activities on development of A/C crash fire protection systems, to what 
extent is that technology applicable to current (modem) day jet aircraft? 

Mr Pinkel- The technology still appUes. However, since the hot zones of the engine are more extensive now 
and at higher temperatures, the water distribution system would have to be more elaborate and more water 

would be required. 

Mr Macdonald: What objections have there been to using this system? 

Mr Pinkel: The objection to the use of the crash-fire inerting system is the fear of inadvertent operation at a 
critical phase of flight. If the crash-fire inerting system were to come on during take-off, for example, all engine 
power is lost since the inerti -g system shuts off the engine fuel flow and a water spray in the combustor ex¬ 

tinguishes any lingering flames. 

Mr Felt ham: 

(1) Could you give the time/temperature profiles in the examples you have shown? 

(2) Would you give your views on the hazards of hydraulic fluid spillage and consequent fire due to 

functional ignition in cases of wheels up landings. 

Mr Pinkel: 

(1) The crash fire flame is a diffusion flame whose temperature varies from 1800-2000° F, depending on 
the wind A moderate wind produces the higher temperature. The flames endure as long as fuel spills from the 
tanks However, the fiâmes from the widespread fuel spillage produced during airplane deceleration endures for 
about a minute or two. If the ground is dry and porous, much of the fuel disappears into the ground and the 

fire duration is shortened accordingly. 

(2) Because the quantity of hydraulic fluid is small compared to the airplane size, a crash fire involving the 
hydraulic sysTem only Is a small threat to survival of the nearby passengers. Generally the fire is located external 
to the fuselage in the area nm the wheel well. As long as the wing tanks contain fuel, the hydraulic iquid fire 
is not likely U> burn through the wing tank. The boiling fuel absorbs the heat and keeps the tank walls from 

melting. 

Flames that reach into the wheel well may burn through some of the exposed ^ j^. ^en 
system and ignite the fuel that spills. This fuel fire can be a serious threat to survival. Also, if fuel has been 
spilled during the crash, the hydraulic fluid fire might ignite this fuel to produce a major fire. 
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SUMMARY 

a * -i. mnrtP on a world wide basis, of accident summaries and reports together 

death rãtio^o^he nímbe^of^igfim^act^ccidenÍfwn^no^hancfo^sírviva^and of how 
this sensitivity may have clouded some past comparisons between fuels of differen 

volatility. 

While the study is still far from complete it does seem that in post impact fires the 

predictions based on theory and experiment. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fro» the ABB list 

some degree of injury. 

oíatnn enirined aircraft using gasoline involved 31000 people of whom 10000 died, that is 

Seris^r^d/orS^tdr^rÎu^î'ïnîoivefsIoô^Se^ï^f iS« nõoHr iKied" 

Such a simple comparison i—díately shows there to be a significant J”f^c«8^tween 

any differences due to fuel properties. 

Th. various turhlhu fuel. 

The figures quoted in the opening paragraphs indicate ‘hat despite the very^high^level 

SillillillläPr 
Ô? ÏÏÏ »¡.«o^Sií ÎÏ4;3 considerably duriur the pas. t.odecads. 

survival «4! îî’.^ H^fhÜ «írued'Ír-^ e use 
"^În^volatiînï fuels índ thus tl see whether the evidence of actual accidents does or 

considered. 

The first stage in this study has been to classify accidents according to wh.tber or not 

llflilillflilÄ was a cmww w vahi^• even if the aircraft subsequently crashed killing ail 

^H“!^lÍy1ÍKSr¿d.Fíh" i^these11 accidents I re“ In • nôn'suïviïab je ' "clas s^lolg 

Ef.iriâ'jr^i^-Lra.rror.^rrai'.îis^î^îïiuîr-hu-t-Tr^v.^t-ior 

one dealing primarily with fire safety. 
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The second stage has been to try to establish three facts, (1) was there a *^e?, 
(11) what fuel was used?, (ill) how many deaths were due ^o fire rather than to 
impact? Although even fuller details have been sought it had been hoped that this 
basic information would be available for a sufficiently large number of accidents to 
draw statistically significant conclusions. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

Given adequate time the best sources of Information are the lndlvJ?ual *cc^®"^n’’*ports 
together with the people who know what was left out. In the meantime the original 
source has been the ARB 'world airline accident suranary' (reference 1). This 
invaluable document lists chronologically all accidents (plus a few important incidents) 
with usually brief details including ’death' and 'aboard' it also classifies them 
according to cause or type of accident. Unfortunately it is not a reliable Kuld® 1 
post crash fires nor of course to fuel type, nor to whether fatalities were by fire or 
impact, all of which are essential pieces of information for this study. 

The most convenient source of more detailed information is the set ‘‘lirait 
accident digests (reference 2), these contain more or less full 
are often improvements on the originals in that a standard layout is adop . •'’J15 
the last few issues each report has had the headings 'fire' and su^vlval a®pe^® h 
though all too frequently there has been little information thereunder. Also through 
no fault of irAO one usually finds under 'aircraft information the comment the type 
of fuel was not mentioned in the report' or else the fuel type uplifted immediately 
prior to the accident is recorded but not that remaining from preceeding flights Also 
on the debit side is the fact that only a very small proportion of accidents gets into 
tht ICAO digests and those that do are not a random sample but naturally contain a much 
larger proportion of fatal accidents than does the complete list, ^wever it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the sample of fatal accidents is, from the survival point 
view,random even if the non fatal accidents include only the more severe ones or 
perhaps those with some clear lesson to be learned. 

The next major source of information has been the NTSB Bureau of Safety in the 
accident reports, the ten year study of American accidents involving ^ 
and recently the results of their search for data on American accidents J"vol^"fhP°^s 
impact fire where fuel type was known and/or where the number of actual fire deaths was 

known. This valuable information is also not entirely r®Pr®sfntatÍveIof "^® 4 
operations because according to the very useful looking safety index of reference 4 
American operators are virtually the safest in the world. Nevertheless the accidents 
they do have should be reasonably typical. 

The Easams report (reference 5) also seems to have used the ARB list and since it was 
produced for the British fire services much of the information presented is relevant 

to this study. 

Other valuable information has been obtained from accident reports from manufacturers, 
airlines and aviation authorities, none of which can automatically be assumed to be 
entirely random in nature, nor should any of the 'nforaation obtained and presented here 

be accepted without question. 

The problem in trying to present a complete picture of the part fire has played in 
determining fatalities in aircraft accidents has been to piece together the evidence from 
these varied sources. The author’s first attempt (reference 6) considered the period 
1966-1973 but added wide cut figures for 1963 to 1965 to increase the sample size. Based 
on some knowledge and some assumptions turbine fuels were sub-divided into ke*‘°s1"® 
wide cut, the latter including all mixtures of the two. The accidents were also divided 
inte the two basic groups, 'probably impact' (non survivable) and 'survivable (at leas 
one person survived the impact) the latter being subdivided into those involving iir® 
(in flight and post impact) and those where the ARB summaries gave no indication of fire. 

Although this was a very hurried document and information received subsequently has^ 
modified the figures a little the principal conclusions stand These were that in all 
accidents the fatality rate when using wide cut, 32%, was about half as high again 
i.s for kerosine, 21%, and that in survivable accidents known to have involved fire 
the ratio was increased to over two, 46% against 19%. 

This preliminary study suggested that a more detailed analysis was required and the 
present paper sets out firstly to verify these conclusions for a longer period and then 

to explain them. 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The ARB sumnaries, together with the knowledge and assumptions concerning type of fuel 
already mentioned, allow a general comparison to be made of fatality rates for the three 
basic aviation fuels. These are shown in figure 1 as three year moving averages and may 
be compared with the combined 'all fuel’ fatality rate running through the middle. 

Several points arise from this, first of all the overall fatality rate has remained very 
nearly constant over the entire twenty year period. This result is disappointing 
especially as there is clearly a most significant difference between piston engined 
aircraft and those powered by turbines and since the period 1955-1974 has covered the 
almost complete change over from one type to the other. This is seen by the way the 
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•all fuel* line first clings closely to 'gasoline' but ends up close to 'kerosine'. Wide 
cut has always been the minority fuel and since 1966 has probably been involved in less 
than a tenth of all 'turbine' accidents, thus much greater scatter is found. It does 
appear however that for the first half of the period wide cut had the better record, 
probably because it was uoed mainly by a small number of large airlines, such as Pan 
American and TWA, that had very few serious accidents. During the second half, after 
these and some other airlines had practically stopped using wide cut, its record has 

been much worse. 

At the same time both gasoline and the kerosine lines have drifted upwards a little and 
also have a certain similarity of shape that can have nothing to do with fuel properties. 
Note here and in the following figures that one particularly'high or 'low' year will 

affect the appropriate line for three years. 

One factor that has a very marked effect on the fatality rate is the proportion of 
'non survivable'accidents, that is those where all occupants are killed (almost _ . . 
invariably by Impact). Since the presence of fire is of no significance in these accid. 
it is necessary to eliminate them so as to concentrate on 'survivable' accidents. 
Figure 2 shows how *he proportion of those involved in survivable accidents has changed 

during the period. 

Two points are immediately apparent, there is a clear difference between pistons and 
turbines, possible reasons for this include lower cruise altitude and greater likelihood 
of hitting high ground, and poorer engine out performance perhaps causing loss of control 
at low altitude. Also the lines are again of much the same shape. Furthermore there is 
a clear relationship between figure 1 and figure 2, as the proportion of survivable accidents 
goes down so, as expected, the fatality rate goes up. Figure 3 replots these results so 
that the space between each pair of lines shows those killed in survivable accidents. 
It should be noted that the complete elimination of fire would only bring the 
line part of the way down to the'non survivable' line which represents the practical 

limit to our efforts to improve survivability. 

Figure 4 shows that the fatality rates in these survivable accidents are still quite 
different, being roughly twice as high for gasoline as for kerosine. This difference 
is probably partly due to fuel differences but it is impossible to say to what extent. 
Note again the similarity in shape that may indicate some operating change or a change 
in qualification for entry into the list, that is the 'increase' in fatality rates 
could be due to a type of comparatively trivial non fatal accident no longer 

qualifying for entry. 

The averages for the whole period show that wide cut at 15% is very close to gasoline, 
both being well above the 9% for kerosine. These figures are in line with those of 
23%, 19% and 10% found in reference 6 for roughly the latter half of the period, bearing 

in mird the worsening record shown for all fuels in more recent years. 

When this exercise was first carried out for reference 6 the results confirmed that 
there were many unreported post Impact fires. However an attempt to fit a simple 
equation to the number of fatalities in each class of accident pointed fairly clearly 
to the fact that in survivable accidents about 47% of those at risk were also subject 
to a real fire risk regardless of fuel type. (This is almost the same as saying that 
47% of survivable accidents involved fire but not necessarily quite the same). This 
same figure is quoted in reference 5 for all fuel types and a further check is 
obtained by comparing, for the accidents involving fire, the descriptions in the ICAO 
digests with the ARB sumnaries. Of 47 post impact fires involving kerosine fuelled 
aircraft between 1955 and 1964 only 28 were mentioned in the ARB summaries, thus one 
needs to increase the number already known to be at risk in post Impact fire accidents 
by about 68% or, allowing for the fact that the summaries appear to correctly note all 
inflight fires, the overall survivable fire figures should be increased by about 49%. 
This adjustment while not quite making the various sources agree completely does more 

or less remove the discrepancy. 

Furthermore the whole ICAO turbine sample has been studied for the period 1955-1964, 
it being found that 49% of all turbine accidents involved fire, and 42% of those people 
involved in survivable accidents also happened to be aboard aircraft involved with 
fire. It would therefore appear that whether one considers accidents or occupants at 
risk, all accidents or Just the survivable accidents, all fuels or Just one, then 

between 40% and 50% and probably about 47%, involve fire. 

the ICAO accident digests include a considerable amount of valuable information in 
addition to the actual accident reports and two such summaries of fatal accidents 
covering the ten year period 1960-1969 are contained in numbers 15 II and 18 III of reference 
2 This shows that of 11082 people at risk in fatal accidents to all types of aircraft 
9276 or 75%, died. The point of interest however is that if one examines the 
comparably sized samples of Jet, turboprop and piston engined aircraft one finds 

virtually no difference. 

If one also examines the ICAO accident digests covering accidents during 1955 to 1964 
sne finds that in 13 fatal but survivable accidents involving fire, with turbine powered 
aircraft 50% of the occupants died. TiTTl similar accidents with no fire 46% of the 
occupants died. Thus after considering fatal accidents alone and out of context, by 
ignoring all non fatal accidents, it might be deduced that not only does aircraft class 

make no difference but neither does fire! 
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It !■ therefore possible that undue emphasis on fatal »ceideilts, of «O« 
survivable hieh Impact accidents are a considerable proportion, has helped t° ^ 
the sisnificance of survival generally and post crash fires in Part^cu^Bf: HJT®ver 
any examination of both fatal and non fatal accidents immediately 
chances of survival are far greater if there is no post 
far fewer fatal accidents in this category. r°rucx"5£le. if Z?"* but f 
accidents to the ICAO figures shown above then the 50* who died £"_fa5a:.but 
surv.'vable fcccidents involving post Impact fire still ^ 
fatal anB ncn fatal accidents involving fire, whereas the 4«* who died !■ f»tal 
accidents when there was no post impact fire, represent only 8% of the total 

aboard all such accidents. 

Put simply there are far fewer non fatal accidents if fire of“® 
fire must be killing people in accidents where no one is Jg*?!’f 
these being relatively minor accidents. It is theiefore ÎÎJ . 
difference between fuels is apparent it will be seen as a different proportion of íiíll t" non fita? Occidents since the idea that kerosine is U-« hB«rdous fue! 
is based on the prediction that its lower rate of flame propagation Md tlM usual 
lack of a ready made explosive mixture in the tanks will very often piovide ju 
sufficient time for the occupants to escape. 

A convenient way of presenting this kind of information is the 'survival tree* and 
?i^re 5 shows a simple tree for all aircraft accidents involving Pg»g*g* ^f 
Note the convention adopted whereby those in the central area are 
who move into the right hand area are dead and those who move into tbe. 
are safe and no longer at risk. This convent ica is Partic'*la^yB®e^1tîbe?_^*î1gself 
with cause of death in post impact fires since any occupants killed by ^mPag “ 
are no longer at risk with respect to fire. It should however diso bOIJO^Pd that no 
attempt has been made to make all numbers ’agree' exactly throughout the ^xt and the 
figures lest the impression be given that only one interpretation of the results is 

possible. 

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING FIRE 

If one selects from the overall ARB list those survivable accidents to turbine powered 
aircraft where fire is known to have occurred, either before or after i“P®**> 
finds 256 accidents involving 14804 people of whom 3772, or 25% died. *n *ac* * t 
deaths occurred in the 99 fatal accidents involving 5965 people, thus in tb® fa^al 
accidents 63% died. This is lower than the 75% previously quoted largely because the 
non-survivable accidents, where all occupants were killed, have been excluded. 

The majority of these survivable accidents, 217, involving 12®82 Pe°Pje Pr°bably 
involved only kerosine, 2977 or 23% of these were killed in the 78 fatal ae«*d®“g; 
63% of the 4731 on board. There were nearly twice as many people involved in non fatal 

accidents as in fatal accidents. 

In the remainder it is either known or is probable that a wide cut fuel was Pr®8e"^t 
There were 39 such accidents of which 21 involving 1228 people were fatal •*" in gdch 
795 or 65% died. Thus the fatality rate in fatal accidents is more or Kss the same 
regardless of the fuel used. However to balance these there *ere,on3y.l8,n°n.faJ;a} 
accidents involving 594 people, that is less than haHthoae involved in fatal accidents. 
The overall survival rate for wide cut is therefore substantially worse with the 795 
killed representing 44% of the 1822 aboard. Tables 1 and 2 for post i»Pact fire and 
inflight fire respectively list all these accidents and include, when known, tne 

number of deaths actually due to fire. 

At this stage it is worth checking whether the apparent difference between kerosine 
and wide cut has any statistical significance since if it has not then it is likely 
that, for the time being, at least, more detailed studies of even smaller samples will 
provide no really convincing evidence. 

Considering the total 256 accidents (or events) the probability of death is 0.255 whereas 
from the 217 kerosine accidents it is 0.229 and for the 39 wide cut it is 0.436, a 
difference of 0.207. The 'standard error’ of the difference in proportions is equal 

[(0.255)(0.745)(-2^ + ^ thus the standard error is 0.0758 and the difference, 

0.2o"7 represents 2.73 standard errors and is thus definitely significant. 

The X2 method confirms this and suggests that such a difference would occur by cnance 
only about once in fifty times. Note that a very similar result is obtained if °«»e 
uses only 13 accidents where wide cut was certainly present, since in these accidents 
55% of the 893 who were involved died. Statistical checks are ofcourse not the whole 
answer and before believing that experience has actually confirmed prediction it must 
be shown that the additional fatalities were due to the effects of fire and not to 
Impact in a series of unusually severe accidents. 

Post impact fires 

Of the 61 fatal 'post impact fire' and kerosine accidents the actual cause of death is 
known in 39 in which 1351 died, 57% of the 2376 aboard. Thus the sample is a reasonable 
cross section of survivable post crash fire accidents. It may therefore be assumed that 
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the proportion of impact deaths, 39¾. holds for the whole sample. Thus it is probable 
that some 1530 or 19¾ of the whole 8044 at risk died by Impact 

Of the 18 fatal 'post Impact fire wide cut’ accidents details are known of 10 In which 
62¾ died, again a reasonable cross section. In these only 18.8¾ of those at risk died by 
impact and if this figure is true for the whole sample then 190 died by impact or 13¾ of 
the whole 1520 at risk, rather less but of the same order as for the kerosine sample. 

It is therefore reasonable to assume that not only are these small samples typical but 
the kerosine and wide cut samples represent a similar rrnge of accidents at all stages 

in the comparison. 

It is difficult to compare this sample of fire accidents with those in which no fire 
occurred since the ARB list is only of no known fire’ and the ICAO list, though 
definitely of 'no fire’, is probably short of non fatal accidents. However it is 
probable that somewhere between 2¾ and 8¾ of those involved die by impact in survivable 
accidents in which fire does not occur. Since this is lower than the 18¾ who die by 
Impact in fire accidents it is confirmed that fire does not occur quite at random but is 
rather less often associated with the mere trivial accidents. 

A closer look at those accidents where cause of death is known suggests that fire has 
caused proportionately many more deaths where wide cut was involved. In the »b°v<? 39 
fatal 'post impact fire kerosine' accidents 1351 died from 2376, 57¾. of which 423 *pre 
due to fire. That is of those at risk 39¾ died due to the impact and 18¾ died dueto fire 
However as impact happens first and thus reduces the number subsequently facing the 
hazard of fire it is convenient to consider that 39¾ of those on board died by impact 
and 29% of the remainder who survived the impact died due to fire. Put yet another 
way 31% of all these fatalities were due to fire. 

In the 10 equivalent assumed wide cut fires 477 died from 768, 62%, of which 333 were 
due to fire. That is 19% died due to the impact and 43% due to fire. Alternatively 
19% died by impact and 53% of the remainder died due to fire. Lastly 70% of all these 
fatalities were due to firel Thus the impression is that a larger proportion were 
killed by fire in less severe accidents. Table 3 gives further details of these 
accidents and figure 7 shows a 'survival tree' for post impact fires. 

It can be seen that of the fatal kensine accidents the majority involved some impact 
deaths while with wide cut the majority involved no impact deaths at all and were thus 
almost certainly much less severe accidents. Such a small sample however must be 
regarded with some suspicion and in fact such a variation might occur by pure chance, 
perhaps one in ten trials. Nevertheless since it does help to explain satisfactorily 
the stat stically significant difference in overall deaths and since it does confirm 
predictic s based on fuel properties it should not be lightly dismissed. Furthermore 
there is some considerable similarity between the wide cut and the gasoline sample 
taken from reference 3. This would be expected if the aircraft concerned were similar 
and if one ignored the explosion risk, present with wide cut for the majority ot 
accidents but not with gasoline. Thus while i’ is tempting to combine the two and to 
incorporate further gasoline accidents to make the sample stil. larger one would still 
have to treat the difference with caution, even though it were i ow statistically 
significant, because of possibly significant aircraft structural differences. 

In flight fires 

The type of inflight fire accident that ends up with a fire after landing could be 
argued to belong to the post impact fire group. However while accidents involving severe 
in flight engine fire and subsequent forced landing might have many similarities those 
involving severe cabin fire may have seriously affected passengers before a landing can 
be accomplished, thus for the more detailed analysis the two groups have been kept 

separate. 

Table 2 lists those accidents where fire occurred first during flight. In the 78 fires 
involving kerosine powered aircraft, 662 people died out of the 4938 at risk, that is 
13%. Of these 11 caused the death of all 401 onboard, usually due to ioss of 
control of the ai-craft. A further 6 were also fatal killing 261 or 61% of the 428 at 
risk. In two of these the cause of death is known, all 128 from the 261 onboard died 
due to the effects of fire. The remaining 61 non fatal accidents involved a further 

4109 people. 

The small sample of 8 inflight fires probably involving wide cut killed 191 from the 
302 onboard, 63%. These include one classic, the B707 that exploded ne*r Elkton on 
8 December 1963 and one hybrid, the DC8 on 5 July 1970 that exploded while continuing to fly 
apparently under full control, after impact with the ground had caused an engine iire. 
This accident could perhaps also be classified correctly as post impact . Both of 
these are known wide cut accidents and, slice both involved fuel tank explosions with 
little or no heating up period, neither explosion is likely to have occurred had 
kerosine been the sole fuel. This statement although based on knowledge of fuel 
vapour/air mixtures in normally vented tanks also seems to be confirmed by the accident 
record since if no significan^ difference existea between the fuels one should find 
around twenty examples of kerosine tank explosions in flight. There appear to have been 
none at all although it is possible that one, an Electra on 24 December 1971 probably 
using kerosine, exploded in severe turbulence prior to break up rai-her than vice vers?. 
The remaining 6 accidents include 1 fatal where 1 person died out of the 21 aboard and 
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5 non fatal accidents involving 91 people. Table 3 compares these numbers with those for 
gasoline as derived from reference 3 and again one can see that kerosine's advantage lj®8 
in the larger proportion of non fatal in flight fires, a difference that is statistically 
significant. 

Figure 8 shows a survival tree for kerosine, although one can easily be drawn for wide 
cut the large discrepancy between the number involved in different types of accident 
nukes it difficult to pick a realistic trend for such a small sample. However this need 
not prevent a reasonably detailed 'all accident'tree from being drawn, an example being 
figure 9. In flight fires Involved some 10% of all the people involved in kerosine 
accidents, 6% of those involved in wide cut accidents and 10% of all turbine accidents. 
The ARB list for gasoline accidents has not yet been studied with this in mind but ^om 
reference 3 and others it is estimated that the equivalent figure for gasoline is 12%. 

A closer examination of these in flight fires shows that the principal killer has been 
fire other than in and around the engine, that is fire originating in the cabin itself 
or in an electronics bay, under the cabin floor, in the undercarriage bay or behind the 
pressure bulkhead. Although a few of these may have eventually reached fuel pipes the 
fatal accidents have more often killed by causing loss of control of the aircraft or by 
poisoning or asphyxiating occupants before the fuel was involved. Thus unless the 
resulting crash allowed some to survive the impact to face also a post impact fire the 
fuel used was irrelevant. Fngtne fires on the other hand very often involved the fuel, 
at least until the supply was shut off (on several occasions it was not shut off when 
it should have been). However no significant difference is apparent, nor should one 
be expected, except in the case already f'entiomd, when the fire caused a fuel tank 
explosion before the aircraft could land. With kerosine it seems that even extremely 
severe and unextinguished engine fires often allowed sufficient time for a landing to 
be made, probably because of the time required to heat tank fuel to above the explosive 

weak limit. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The evidence of the last twenty years’ accidents does support predictions based on the 
fuels' properties that kerosine is, from the point of view of fire hazard, the safest 
of the fuels currently used in transport aircraft. However it also confirms that there 
is still considerable room for improvement as all fuels have caused many deaths in 
accidents where no ons died as a direct result of the Impact. It is impossible to be 
categorical about the magnitude of the differences between fuels since far too many 
accident reports deal only with the cause of the accident and make no mention of the type 
of fuel, nor of other important factors affecting survival, nor of the cause of death. 
Despite the reduced sample size resulting from these deficiencies simple statistical 
checks on those survivable accidents where fire is known to have occurred do show the 
differences in fatality rates to be both considerable and statistically significant 
and that if the necessary details can be produced for the majority of the remaining 
accidents recorded then the existing sample is larga enough for the magnitude of the 
difference to be determined with some precision. 

In the meantime it appears that with kerosine about 5 or 6% of all deaths are caused by 
fire due to in flight fires not necessarily involving fuel. A further 13 to 15% actually 
die as a result of burns, asphyxia, poisoning or some combination of these, the fire 
occurring as a result of the impact. The presence of wide cut introduces a fuel tank 
explosion risk which appears to have increased the in flight five hazard by a factor of 
four or five but with current safety measures this is probably overstating the present 
difference. About 23 to 25% of all deaths involving wide cut appear to have been due to 
fire following impact. 

Although in many ways the two volatile fuels, gasoline and wide cut gasoline, show 
similar results the overall record is confused by the different types of aircraft with 
gasoline powered aircraft being more likely to be involved in non survivable accidents. 
While the dominating effect of non survivable accidents is to reduce that of differences 
in the remaining survivable accidents it is to be hoped that in the future more equal 
emphasis will be placed on the two classes of accident and that accident reports will 
reflect the need for much more information concerning survival. 
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TABLE 3 POST IMPACT FIRES. CAUSE OF DEATH KNOWN 

Probable fuel - kerosine 

accident type, 
deaths by:- 

acci- dead ab'd % Impact % imp. left fire % fire of 
dents dead of left ab'd dead 

aboard 

impact only 
Impact & fire 
fire only 

19 705 1125 67.1 755 €7.1 370 0 0 0 0 
10 462 664 69 6 173 26.1 491 289 58.9 43.5 62.6 
10 134 587 22.,1 0 0 587 134 22.8 22.8 100.0 

total ’K' 39 351 2376 56.9 928 39.1 1448 423 29.2 17.8 31.3 

Probable fuel - wide cut. 

impact only 
Impact & f i re 
fire only 

2 47 51 92.2 47 92.2 4 0 0 0 0 
3 231 264 87.5 97 36.7 167 134 80.2 50.8 58.0 
5 199 453 43.9 0 0 453 199 43.9 43.9 100.0 

total ’W 10 477 768 62.1 144 18.8 624 333 53.4 43.4 69.8 

All turbine fuels 

total 'W & K’ 49 1828 3144 58.1 1072 34.1 2072 756 36.5 24.0 41.4 

Gasoline (from reference 3) 

impact only 
impact & fire 
fire only 

11 121 314 38.5 121 38.5 193 0 00 0 
3 72 133 54.1 28 21.1 105 44 41.9 33.1 61.1 

7 185 336 55.1 0 0 336 185 55.1 55.1 100.0 

total 'g' 21 378 783 48.3 149 19.0 634 229 36.1 29.2 60.6 

Both volatile fuels 

total 'W+g' 31 855 1551 55.1 293 18.9 1258 562 44.7 36.2 65.7 

TABLE 4 IN FLIGHT FIRES. SUMMARY 

Probable fuel - kerosine 

fire 
type 

accidents dead aboard ^ dead accident type, dead 
all some none 

engine 
fuel 
air frame,cabin 

52 134 3416 3.9 
2 93 94 98.9 

24 435 1428 30.5 

4 2 46 
110 
6 3 15 

total 78 662 4938 13.4 11 6 61 

Probable fuel - wide cut 

engine 
fuel 
airframe,cabin 

5 109 197 55.3 
1 81 81 100.0 
2 1 24 4.2 

10 4 
10 0 
0 11 

total 8 191 302 63.2 2 15 

All turbine fuels 

total 86 853 5240 16.3 13 7 66 

Gasoline (from reference 3) 

total 27 184 840 21.9 4 17 
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Figure 1 Fatality rate in all accidents Figure 2 Proportion involved in 
survivable accidents 
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leure 3 Proportion of those involved in 
all accidents killed in non- 
survivable accidents and in all 
accidents, shaded areas show 
those killed in survivable 
accidents 
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I numbers shown in these figures and in 
» other survival trees do not necessarily 
ree exactly since they represent various 
timates based on as yet incomplete 

formation. 
74 numbers are only provisional. 

Figure 4 Fatality rate in survivable 
accidents 

Figure 5 Survival tree, all accidents 
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Appendix to paper 26 

Since compiling Tables 1 and 2 additional evidence has been received concerning 
both accidents listed and other accidents not previously known to have involved 
fire or fire deaths. The following changes, additions and deletion may be made, 
based on information received up to the time of the conference, the new 
information being underlined. 

Table 1 

Date Aircraft 
y « d type 

590814 Viscount 
800926 Viscount 
610612 Electra 
610923 F27 

Airline 

PIA 
Austrian 
KLM 
Turkish 

-«fr 
670419 Britannia 
670427 F27 

ithüfr 
Globe Air 
Fokker 

S SÎ» 
701231 F27 

wm ébr 
720614 DC8 
720629 HFB320 
720901 B747 

Imp. Tobacco 
PIA 
Pa 

Prob. 
fuel 

»2 
K 

E 
K 

K 
f* 

JL_ 

K 
I* 
K 
W? 

73ÏÏ722“ 
740101 F28 
740126 F28 
740315 Caravelle 
740907 F27 

JAL 
Inter City Flug 

Braatheñs- 

TOcKT 

If 
K 

J?— 

Dead 

2 
31 
20 
28 
_5_ 
12 

126 
19 

§6 
7 

JL 
39 

Itavia 
Thy 
Sterling 
Garuda 

108 
~w 
38 
65 
15 
28 

Aboard % Fire 
dead dead 

3 
37 
36 
29 

-ti- 
130 
19 

_&2_ 

—lí 
33 
2 

_2ia 
107 
82 
8 

_M5_ 
45 

TÎ5" 
79 
42 
73 
96 
36 

67 
84 
56 
97 

-¾ 
97 

100 
JL 

Ai_Ififi- 
_12£L 

4 
3 

50 

IS 

Tfr 

87 
74 

as 
90 
89 
16 
78 

s 
fi 

is 
12 

fi 
i IS 

_Q 
_li 
-2 

fi 
I 

« 
? 
3 

? 
? 
fi 
38 
? 

15 

fi 

In addition to those listed above wide cut has been confirmed as being 
present in the following: 650227, 690906, 690912, 691115. Some doubt 
has been shed on the fuel Classification of 650520 and 740528, these 
may be considered as 'V?'. 

Table 2 

Wide cut has been confirmed as being present in 661217 and 690407, also in 
740205 previously believed to be kerosine. Accident 740908 should be 
deleted as this has been found to have been due to an explosive device and 
such accidents are excluded from this study. 

Additional information would be most welcome. 

In paragraph 2 under ACCIDENTS INVOLVING FIRE on page 26-4 the number 4731 

should be 4737. 

ttlH 
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DISCUSSION - PAPER 26 

Mr Mahood: Have you considered the application of risk analysis simulation techniques? You mentioned the 
difficulties in dividir« the fatalities. This might help you to quantify the confidence of your judgements in the 
initial separation of the data. 

Mr Taylor: 1 feel we must get better data from the analysis of the accidents, the pathologists reports etc., first. 

Mr Dufcek: There is a similar study to Mr.Taylor’s going on in the US. FA A asked the Coordinating Research Council 
to update a 1964 study on aircraft fuel safety. Statistics by now might show the significance cr volatility, was the 
thinking. The paucity of data was surprising. The report is expected at the end of this year. 

Mr Livermore: In your investigations into in-flight accidents due to fire is there any evidence to support the 
suggestion that has been made for several years that misting of kerosine fuel inside the fuel tanks makes this fuel no 
more safe than wide cut gasoline due to k>weri:ig of the weak mixture ignition boundary? 

Mr Taylor: I have found no accident involving kerosine where an in-flight explosion has occurred, except possibly 
the one mentioned at the bottom of page 26-5, and I have conducted tests in which a section of fuel tank was shaken 
at representative frequencies and amplitudes and observed no misting at all, only foaming. My conclusion is that 
misting in civil transport aircraft hardly ever occurs (one cannot completely rule out a pipe leak above the fuel 
surface) and the chance of misting being coincident with the presence of an ignition source is virtually zero. 

Mr Ansart: L’imputation au seul carburam de la diminution de mortalité n’est pas entièrement satisfaisante. 
SimulUnément avec l’apparition des turbines des progrès considérables one été réalisés dans la structure et l’équipe¬ 
ment des avions, dans le domaine de la prévention et de la résistance au feu. 

La corrélation statistique entre le taux de mortalité et le type de carburant serait possible si les types de 
carburants étaient mentionnés dans les Rapports, ce qui n’est pas souvent le cas. Dans l’étude présente l’échantillon 
“JP4” est très faible et par conséquent non significatif. 

Mr Taylor: 1 agree that there have been developments in various parts of the aircraft but as, for all classes of aircraft, 
Figure 1 of my paper shows there to have been no improvement in survival rate over the 20 year period. It would 
appear that these developments have not been very effective since they were certainly not all incorporated in the 
first turbine powered aircraft. However this will be the subject of further study. 

Fortunately, although the type of fuel is often not indicated in the accident report, this and other relevant 
information is usually held by the accident investigation team, the airline and/or the manufacturer. I believe that 
the sample is now laige enough to show the difference between widecut and kerosine to be significant but as the 
Tables give the information on which my belief is based this may be checked: I would be interested to know of 
any conclusions that conflict with my own. 

Mr Pinkel: From r—.w on the cost of aviation fuel will be a major concern of the aviation community. Whereas 
previously the indust>7 could obtain the fuel it specified at reasonable cost, now it faces the prospect of accepting 
the fuels that offer a cost advantage, or are locally available during shortage times. It is up to the research and 
development arm of the aviation community to prepare for this possibility by determining what factors in airplane 
desfcn, servicing, and operation could be modified to reduce the crash-fire risk regardless of the fuel and its volatility. 
Some air lines have operated for many years with wide cut (JP-4) with excellent crash safety records. The difference 
between crash-fire incidence with kerosine and wide cut is close enough that tolerable modifications to the airplane 
could reduce this difference to where it is unimportant. It is imporUnt to realize that the probability of crash-fire 
occurring is in proportion to the rate fuel spills during crash deceleration. If the fuel spill rate is high, a large com¬ 
bustible mist forms which ignites readily regardless of fuel volatility. For the cases in which the fuel spill rate is 
small, and the fire probability is correspondingly low regardless of the fuel involved, fuel volatility can make the 
difference in the occurrence of fire. Much of the ignition hazard can be reduced for these small spill rate cases by 
good engineering. Key to the success of this approach is a detailed review of the mechanism of the start and spread 

of aircraft crash fires. 



PASSENGER AIRCRAFT CABIN FIRES 

Willi Schurter 
General Manager Engineering 

SWISSAIR 
8058 Zurlch-Airport 

Switzerland 

After a briet' review of the established findings on the crash of a Swissair Coronado 
CV-990A in WUrenlingenSwitzerland( on February 21, 1970, an analysis of the cabin fire 
preceding the crash is given, including origin of fire, its propagation and effects on 
the aircraft systems. A method of establishment of elevated local temperatures in cargo 
compartment and cabin by means of uncommon fractures as found in the wreckage will be 
described. The role played by the major aircraft systems is being discussed. Furthermore, 
since the smoke spreading in cabin and cockpit is considered the factor rendering the air¬ 
craft uncontrollable under the prevailing IFR conditions, the results of tests carried 
out simulating the smoke conditions are given. 

The overall level of Flight Safety in Civil Aviation is high, maintaining this and 
further improving it, is - for obvious reasons - one of the prime obligations of 
the world's airlines. It is this fact which leads responsible airlines to making 
appreciable funds available for evaluation of accidents and incidents in their in¬ 
dustry. The knowledge gained through this is being constantly applied when speci¬ 
fying new equipment or major changes to existing airplanes. 

It is an accepted fact that in cases of emergency the condition "fire on board- 
must, for most instances, be considered fatal. One of these tragic accidents shall 
in the following be presented whereby consideration is given to the technical/ope- 
rational facts and findings only, purposely excluding the evaluation of those very 
exclusive and criminological factors which normally form part of any sabotage case. 

02. History of the Flight .... _ . . .. . 
On February 21, 197Õ at 12«14iOO a Swissair CV-990A took off from Zurich-Airport 
for its flight SR 330 to Tel Aviv. Seven minutes later at 12t21iOO the -light re¬ 
quested clearance to return to Zurich on account of suspected cabin pressure trouble. 
SR 330 was iiimediately cleared for its return flight to Zurich for a landing on 
instrument runway 16. The flight was executed under instrument flight rules (IFR). 

Somewhat later, the crew Informed Zurich control that they suspected a bomb ex¬ 
plosion in the aft cargo compartment, however, no emergency was declared yet. At 
12(26(00 (5 minutes after their request for return) fire-on-board was reported, 
followed by a request for immediate landing. One minute later, a radar controlled 
approach was asked for, due to aircraft navigation system troubles. 

At 12(30(50 SR 330 called on Zurich tower frequency giving an altitude of 6000 ft 
and a heading of 329 while on radar an actual heading of 270 was observed. The 
flight was instructed to turn to 330 and descend to 4000 ft. A short while after¬ 
wards radar monitoring revealed that the flight was off track again. It was then 
instructed to turn to .60 and to further descend to 3500 ft, immediately after this 
the crew declared an eme.gency and reported heavy smoke on board with very poor 
visibility. The aircraft started to turn west again and the crew reported they 

were crashing. 

At 12(33(40 that is 11 minutes after his first reporting of problems the pilot-ln- 
command called again. Informing the tower that he was reducing power and stating 
again that he could "not see anything". After this message radio contact was lost, 
shortly thereafter the aircraft crashed at very high speed in a left hand turn 
attitude into a forest, approximatively 13 miles west of Zurlch-Airport. The air¬ 
craft was completely destroyed, 38 passengers and a crew of 9 were Instantly killed. 

03. Analysis of the accident 

03.1 General _ 
Thecrew1l suspicion of a bomb explosion, known through the radio communication 
prior to the crash, in combination with the fact that earlier on the same day an 
Austrian Airlines Caravelle suffered considerable, although uncritical damage from 
a bomb explosion in a cargo compartment during climb-out of Frankfurt, has helped 
the investigators to direct their efforts at an early point of time on securing 
all possible evidence. Eventhough the weather conditions at the crash site were ex¬ 
tremely adverse, snow, sleet and rain, an estimated 95% of the wreckage was re¬ 
covered and brought back to Zurich. Here the debris were screened, positively 
identified parts and bits were placed in their appropriate position within an air¬ 
craft outline, marked on the hangar floor. Since the origin of the fire was sus¬ 
pected in the aft cargo compartment, the layout of this section was marked up 
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separately and the recovered respective parts were placed there. Meticulous scree¬ 

ning of heaps of wreckage together with careful Identification procedures resulted 

in the recovery of an appreciable portion of the cargo compartment lining. Toge¬ 

ther with the leftovers of the mail-bags which were loaded into the aft cargo com¬ 

partment and some items found which were positively identified to be parts of 

a detonating device, the total evidence permitted a reasonable reconstruction of 

the sequence of events chat led to the disaster. 

03.2 Path of fire 
One of the mail-bags which were loaded into the aircraft in Zurich, contained an 

explosive charge with a detonator fused by a barometer all packed in a normal 

postal parcel. When the cargo compartment pressure gradually dropped during climb, 

the barometer circuit closed and the detonator was fired. The explosion must have 

been more thermic than blastlike, inasmuch as no evidence of a thermal type charge 

was found, it can be assumed, the explosive's shelf life was likely to have been 

expired. Prom the heatwave of the explosion the mail-bags caught fire. It could 

not positively be determined whether the bomb had caused any structural damage to 

the fusel¿<ge as the recovered wreckage contained no such evidence, however, the 

first indication of the crew - cabin pressurization troubles - and the following 

intensive fire may be taken as an indication of this. The fire continued to burn, 

though ver> localized, confined to roughly the forward 4 feet of the aft cargo 

compartment only. In this relatively small space the existence of substantial heat 

gradients cculd be demonstrated by means of the heat-damaged fiberglass lining 

panels. In some areas all resin has been consumed by the fire, leaving the glass 

fibers only, where only a few inches away the evidence of fire exposure consisted 

of discoloration of the material only. By reviewing the material properties it 

could be proven that very high temperatures must have existed in this small area 

at an early stage of the fire. 

On the right hand side of the cargo-hold in discussion the cargo door stowage area 

is enclosed by aluminum panels with an opening into the cabin floor on its top. 
The latter is covered with coated cloth, containing a hole of approximatively 7 cm 

diameter serving as a pressure equalization orifice. Unexplainably, the fire found 

its way past the aluminum panel and from there through the ready passage into the 

cabin. This finding was confirmed through the metallurgical examination of some 

very uncommon looking type of metal fractures on structural parts found in the 

wreckage. These debris were parts of the floor structure and the hatrack section 
just above the mentioned venting hole in the cabin floor. The surfaces of these 

fractured extrusions presented themselves in a tooth-brush like appearance. Through 

some additional information obtained, it soon became apparent that this type of 

fracture could only occur under elevated temperatures. Research work and tests 
finally proved that the fracture pattern was generated by compression forces at 

eutectic temperatures of the alloy. This finding, of course, permitted the exact 
determination of the pre-crash metal temperatires, which was found to have been 

in excess of 500°C. Together with micro-hardness tests on these extrusions it was 

furthermore possible to reconstruct temperature profiles which in turr permitted 

the establishing of heat exposure times. The application of the heat flow theory 
indicated that for the parts in discussion a heat exposure of 6 to 8 minutes was 

required to obtain eutectic temperature. This result is in good agreement with the 

history of the flight. With this a safe assumption for the point and time of fire 

break-through into tl.s cabin could be made. 

Evaluation of wreckage debris and tests carried out afterwards indicate that the 

fire then propagated into the cabin. Most of the decorative lining in the pro¬ 

ximity of the fire entrance area was burnt, seat cushions, covers and carpets were 

attacked by the high temperatures. It is established that some fire retarding ma¬ 

terials used in aircraft Interiors can burn violently under certain conditions. 

It has been demonstrated by tests that seat cushions, when torn open could be set 

afire, regardless of their fulfilling the required fireproof tests. It can be 

safely assumed that crew and passengers have actively fought the fire with the 
means on board, this is supported by the presence of empty fire-extinguishers in 

the wreckage. It has not been possible to determine the exact extent of the fire 

in the cabin, however, time and temperatures indicate that an appreciable portion 

of the cabin interiors must have been burnt. 

03.3 Smoke generation 
The question of smoke generation was looked into independently inasmuch as smoke 

must have played a major role in this accident. The wreckage indicated that approx. 

0.5 m2 of the upper lining of the aft cargo compartment was consumed by the pre¬ 

crash fire or at least heavily attacked by the heat. The lining was of a material 

composition that fulfilled the relevant design requirements applicable to the 
CV-990A. Tests in a standard co:«bustlon chamber proved that this material would 

burn only when exposed to an intensive, Independent fire, however, a very heavy 
smoke would then develop. Scale tests proved that alone the burning of the equi¬ 

valent amount of the fire damaged portion of lining material would, under station¬ 

ary conditions, fill the entire aircraft with smoke of such density that visi¬ 

bility would be reduced to less than one meter. 
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B«sid«s this, the cabin fire must obviously have contributed greatly to the gene¬ 

ration of smoke in quantity. When PVC and like materials which were being used ex¬ 

tensively in cabin interior is combusted, a heavy smoke is generated which in ad¬ 

dition is of a very aggressive nature as it contains hydrochloric acids and phos¬ 

phate components. 

Thus the build-up of a dense smoke continued, spreading everywhere Including the 
cockpit. This is the explanation of the crews frantic calls stating *1 can't see 

anything", the heavy smoke made it as tests proved, impossible for the crew to 

read the Instruments. 

After detailed performance analysis of the aircraft's airconditioning system it 

can be safely assumed that even in the selected smoke evacuation mode - which 

minimises recirculation - the system did not have the capability to cope with the 

continuous smoxe generation. With respect to the high smoke density in the rock- 
pit the question of venting by opening a cockpit window has been raised. In fact, 

the ATC man in charge of the airplane, who desperately tried to save the aircraft 

transmitted "please open your window, SR 330, open your window", but received no 

response. During the test flights carried out after the accident cockpit windows 
have been opened. The test results, however, were disappointing as the opening of 

the windows only generated vortices in the close proximity of the window with no 

improvement to the cockpit conditions. On the other hand the opening generated 

noise which made radio communication impossible. By comparison of the radio trans¬ 

missions background noise it could be established that SR 330 had not oponed the 

cockpit window. 

The result of the parts review for pre-crash destruction, the aircraft behaviour 

and the radio communication with the crew allow for some assumptions on the sys¬ 

tems integrity during the fire-on-board. 

Neither the hydraulic, the air-conditioning or the fuel system have contributed to 

the crash and/or the fire. The structural integrity of the aircraft, including the 

control system have not been reduced by the fire to a critical point. It seems, 

however, that the coax-antenna cables, running along the floor have been damaged 
at an early stage by the fire, this based on the crews indication of aircraft navi¬ 

gation problt.«.?. 

Prom the recording of the communication the time at which the crew donned the oxy¬ 

gen masks could be established to have been about 3V2 minutes before the impact. 

From the recovera! 12B oxygen valves connecting the mask hoses to the oxygen supply 

system 40 were found in the open or semi-open position. This suggests that the 

passenger oxygen masks were dropped some time prior to the crash, to enable the 
passengers to breathe in the existing dense and aggressive smoke environment. The 

fact that relatively high temperatures did exist in the hatrack area suggests that 

some oxygen may have leaked out thus contributing to the fire by creating hot tor¬ 

ching flames. 

03.S 
ignited by an explosive charge, was mt contained in 

the cargo compartment but spread approximately 6 minutes after ignition through 
a cabin floor vent hole into the cabin. Very high local temperatures ignited ca¬ 

bin and cargo-hold lining materials, including upholstery, the.-eby generating a 
very heavy smoke. It cannot be ruled out that oxygen system leakage may have con¬ 

tributed to the fire. 

The established emergency procedures, such as smoke evacuation fire fighting, etc. 

were carried out, but could not cope with the situation. There are no findings 

which would indicate that the aircraft was uncontrollable or in any other non- 

flyable condition prior to the impact. It must therefore be assumed that the heavy 

smoke environment in the cockpit, preventing the crew to fly the aircraft by in¬ 

struments, as the weather situation required, was the final cause of the crash. 

Crash - Evaluation - Methods: 
• Very detailed crash analysis, using modern scientific methods is producing very 

accurate results even under adverse conditions, such as high degree of destruc¬ 

tion, etc. 

Aircraft design» 
• Fire containment is of major importance, special attention must be given to the 

design of the pressure equalization system between the cabin and the below floor 

compartments. 

• Reliable, dependable fire and smoke detection systems shall be installed in any 

fireprone area of the aircraft. 

• Materials used in the aircraft industry must undergo proof-testing under realis¬ 

tic conditions. Minimum smoke generation must be a criteria for the approval 

of materials such as interior linings, upholstery, etc. 

• The requirement for oxygen systems and its design criteria must be reviewed to 

.m .il,. 
.... . jljauLkij.i.. 
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«•sure minimized fire hazards. 

• *rire*haaar§*ahal1 be minimized by allowing smoking on board under controlled 
condition only and by carefully selecting, defining and limiting transporta¬ 
tion of all restricted article cargo categories. 

• On-board emergency procedures for fire- and smoke-fighting shall, in coopera¬ 
tion with the aircraft designer, be optimized using most modern technology. 

It is clearly understood that drawing general conclusions from single accidc.its 
muy be very difficult, however, the grave nature of any emergency with fire on 
board warrants some special attention. It is hoped that some of the afore-men¬ 
tioned facta and recommendations will help to Improve tue flight safety by re¬ 
ceiving the attention of the responsible functions in the industry. 

DISCUSSION - PAPER 27 

Mr Taylor: Can you just clarify how the smoke might have got from the cabin to the cockpit? Was it through 
the door or is there any chance that it might have been through the circulation system? 

Mr Schurter: From the examination of the wreckage it became evident that the smoke dki not enter the 
cockpit via the airconditic.iing system, therefore, it can be safely assumed that the smoke entered the cockpit 
via the cockpit door. 

Mr Parker: This seems to be a classic case where the “smoke goggles" would be of no use. I think we need 
some means to clear the smoke from the instrument panel. 

1 also noted the indication of data that there were much higher temperatures at the hatrack indicating 
oxygen involvement. 

I also note that you tend to agree with NASA’s viewpoint that hardening the cargo bay is worthwhile in 

managing fire. 

M, Schurter: The crew had used smoke goggles but they were apparently of no value; 1 also agree on the cargo 
bays. The temperature at the hatrack had to be at least 50(PC as proved by the condition of the material. 

Mr Gkaaman: These ire diffusion flames and the presence of oxygen would only have a limited influence, if any. 
1 think it also critical to remind ourselves that what is meant by NON-flammable material is that the flame will not 
spread. It has nothing to do with the burning rate of the material. They are two separate phenomena. It is un¬ 
fortunate that we have used the label “non-flammable” with regard to a spreading problem rather than a consumption 
problem. You can even make pure carbon burn if you plunge it into an intense enough flame. Non-flammable 
simply means if it is ignited the flame will not spread very fast. 

Mr Vincent: 

(1) For many years we have supplied on military aircraft a ram air scoop which is pilot operable for emergency 
use, for example, to disperse engine oil smoke. Has not such a simple system been provided on civil aircraft cabins 
to disperse smoke or fumes as you experienced? 

(2) From your answer, the second question, has nothing been incorporated on later aircraft designs to improve 

emergency cabin environment? 

Ur Schurter: This aircraft has a plenum chamber in the belly of the airplane; it does not take airconditioning air 
from the engine but it was not sufficient to overcome the smoke in the cockpit. There was no evidence of smoke in 
the plenum chamber. I believe more can and should be done in the ventilation area, howi r, we doubt that the 
ram effect will render enough pressure at the required level for passenger aircraft. There is no such installation on 
any civil aircraft to our knowledge nor has anything been planned for future incorporation. 
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Mr Mftdgwick: CouM Mr.Schurter please clarify the design type of baggage hold. If it had been designed to the 
FAA “D” classificaion we know from test experience that this type of design is capable of conUining and controlling 
a “normal” hangF type fire by oxygen starvation, this assumes that the baggage hold linings have not been 
structurally damaged by a possible explosive device. Perhaps the basic difficulty is controlling the type of items 

carried inside baggage and freight. 

Mr Schurter: This was a “C” type cargo hold but if the tomb opened the shell even slightly you have lost your 
containment. The intensity of the fire seems to indicate there may have been additional ¿ir. Also ne pressurization 

trouble indicates that this might have occurred. 

Mr Bourgeat: Air Inter «our sa part a procédé des essais de dégagement de fumée en col, et, au cours de ceux-ci 
U est apparu au poste de pilotage que la fumée venait masquer entierêment les instruments de bord de la vue des 
pilotes, un matelas d’air de 10 â 15 cms empécliant la fumée de noircir les équipements. En utilisant les tubes de 
désembuage il a été possible de récupérer une certaine visibilité des instruments. Mais l’installation de ceux-ci est 

propre I la Caravelle. 

Mr Schurter: We have not attempted to design a smoke evacuation device that would be able to cope with the 

extreme smoke generation 

On the other hand we have checked the oossibility of smoke evacuation by opening of the window with 

negative results. * 
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L'Accldant du PP-VJ¿ 

P.GUILLEVIC 

Secrétariat Général à l’Aviation Civile 

PARIS 
FRANCE 

Exposé no30 

L'accident du PP-VJZ 

ne origine un incendie dons les toilettes. 

. t hb la Caravelle F-BOHB qui s’est abimée en mer au large du cap d’Antibes 
Le premier cas wt celui de la Caravelle r q ^ pp.VJZ qul s.est écrasé à Saulx-les-Chartreux 
le 11 septembre 1968 et le second celui du g t de ^3 personnes. 

L^auteù^expo^^rièvement1 les'circonsÆance^de^ces^deux^accidents 

1’autre très rapidement, la méchode «nploy p expertises auxauoiles il a été procédé, 

:f!eursaconcîSsfons:Sl!7évoqueBdi:i maures'irmnédiatement applicables sur les avions de transport 

pour éviter la .-épétition de semblables catastrophes. 

L'accident de Be.lc, 707 «■-« «1 
1973 à la suite d’un incendie qui 9,étftous ce x quÎ s’intéressent à la sécurité 
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conséquences. 
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conclusions auxquelles l’enquête avait alors abouti. 
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« 9.30.70., l'équipage »il 30 ..c.nde. plu. t.t “™Pond.» enenç. tri. n"~‘—« ““ “"*™ 
de contrêle régional d’Aix-en-Provence signale pour la première 

•on a des ennuis* 

et demande à faire une approche directe sur Nice. 

„ reçoit l'autorisation d. .. dlrl,.. direct.»..« .ur l'..r.dr««, d. Nice et d. de.c.ndr. d. .on 

niveau de croisière 160 au niveau 50. 

Il entre en contact avec le contrôle d’aérodrome de Nice peu «van Jh32 , en disant : 
■nous avons le feu à bord - nous demandons l’atterrissage d urgence . 

A 9h32, il indique : ........ 
"nous sommes en vue du sol# en bonne visibilité 

A 9h32m30s *...on va crasher si ça continue" 

L. contrOle d'approche d. »le. .0»r». l'écho d. l'u.l.h > 23 .Ule. nautlcu.. pu.. . 22 .111.. 

nautiques de l'antenne radar. 

Cet écho s’évanouit quelques secondes après 9h33. 

L’alerte est inasédiatement déclenchée et des avions, hélicoptères, bâtiments et vedettes se diri¬ 

gent aussitôt vers le Heu de l’accident. 

La distance de la côté, invisible “n •*|r^ IW^qí'un Constellation du 

--iS recherchès^e^sauvetage0découvrit â plus de 20 milles au sud du cap d’Antibes une nappe de 

kérosène, de menus débris et des cadavres flottants. 
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La raconstltutlon de la trajectoire devait ultérieurement montrer qu'à peine plus de 3 minutes 
s'étalent écoulées entre la première annonce d'ennuis à bord par l'équipage et la chute de l’avion 
à la mer » l'équipage lui même n'avait émis aucun signal de détresse et ce n'est que quelques di¬ 
zaines de secondes avant le crash qu'il semble avoir eu conscience de la gravité et dÿ 1 'liriTiinence 
du danger. 

Les corpc recueillis étaient indemnes de trace de brOlures pour la plupart i seuls ruelques uns 
d’entr'eux portaient des traces très superficielles. Oe môme seul un très petit nombre de débris 

flottants portaient des traces de fumée ou de début de combustion. 

Le caractère Insolite de l'accident et sa soudaineté incitèrent la commission d’enquête à mettre 
i/jut en oeuvre pour tenter de repêcher les débris engloutis qui seuls pouvaient lui permettre 

'l'établir les causes de la perte de la Caravelle. 

Au cours de leur repêchage dans la Journée de l'accident, corps et débris Inégalement soumis au 
vent et à un courant faible, mais non négligeable, variable et difficile à estimer comme il est 
fréquent dans cette zone, étaient déjà dlepersés dans une ellipse de plusieurs milles nautiques 
de grand axe. Les positions données par les bStlments sauveteurs différaient entr'elles de plu¬ 

sieurs milles, également. 

L'observation de l'écho de l'avion sur l'écran radar de Nice était elle—.î:ne de peu de secours car 
elle n'avait pas été enregistrée et après la disparition de l'écho, l'jvion avait traversé à 
grande vitesse une couche d'atmosphère d'environ 2000 pieds dans une direction inconnue. 

□es calculs, d'ailleurs approximatifs, aboutirent à la définition d'une zone d» recherches de 
l'ordre de 35 milles carrés. 

à la dimension considérable de cette zone, la profondeur de la mer aux environs du point de chute 
qui était comprise entre 2200 et 2600 mètr’-s ajoutait des problèmes techniques tout aussi importants. 

Les moyens et techniques divers Jusqu’alors employés pour des opérations de récupération en pro¬ 
fondeur paraissaient inadaptés à une opération d’une telle difficulté et il fut nécessaire d'étu¬ 

dier et de mettre en oeuvre un procédé original. 

Le système utilisé ôtait essentiellement constitué par un filet dont la forme avait été choisie en 
fonction de sa vitesse de déplacement, dont l’ouverture latérale était assurée par deux navires 
cSbliers. choisis en raison de la longueur des câbles nécessaires (5 à 6 Kilomètres), et remorquant 

l'engin suivant des caps légèrement divergents. 

L'ouverture vertíanle était obtenue par des flotteurs spéciaux capables de résister à la preña'on 

correspondant aux profondeurs citées. 

Les dimensions d'ensemble du système : environ 1 mille nautique entre les deux bateaux, 5 à 6 Kilo¬ 
mètres de câbles derrière chacun d'eaux, 2 Kilomètres à 2 Kilomètres et demi dans le sens vertical 
posaient un problème particulier de localisation de l'engin de dragage qui fut résolu par l'emploi 
d’un interrogateur et de récepteurs acoustiques associés à un petit calculateur. Ce système permet¬ 
tait de connaître la position de l'engin qui mesurait 100 métrer, de large à quelques dizaines de 

mètres près. 

Les opérations effectives durèrent en tout environ 120 Jours mais les servitudes normales des navires 
câbliers imposèrent de répartir ces 120 Jours en quatre périodes dont la première commença le 
30 novembre 1968, moins de deux mois après l'accident et dont la dernière ne put avoir lieu qu'au 

mois d'avril 1971, soit environ deux ans e' demi après l'accident. 

En raison des conditions propres »'•- grandes profondeurs les 10 ou 12 tonnes de débris récupérés 
ne présentaient heureusement aucune altération physique ou chimique depuis leur Immersion. 

L'enregistreur de bord fut repêché mais le film photographique support de l'enregistrement était 
voilé dans la partie correspondant à la trajectoire finale de l'avion i les paramètres de trajec- 
toirtoire étant seuls enregistrés, le 'ecture de la bande n’aurait d'ailleurs apporté que peu 

d'éléments utiles. 

Les débris repêchés provenaient de toutes les parties de l'avion et leur examen permit d'exclure 
un certain nombre d'hvpothèses notamment celle d'une avarie réa:teur, celle d’un incendie provoqué 
par les accumulateurs*ou les circuits de Kérosène ou d'hydraulique. - du liquida ayant été retrouvé 

dans les bâches -. 

Il apparut que la seule partie de l'avion qui avait subi l'incendie était la partie arrière de la 
cabine. Sa reconstitution partielle sur un gabarit permit de localiser avec certitude le foyer de 
l'incendie dans la toilette droite et de faire apparaître, toutefois, que le feu avait trouvé un 
étroit chemin de propagatici) au plafond de l'avion le long de la garniture des luminaires facilement 
combustible. Cette zone brûlée très localisée ne s'étendait cependant pas au-delà du couple 50. 

□ans la toilette elle-même la partie correspondant au meuble contenant le chauffe-eau et la boite 
à déchets était la plus touchée, bien que la cloison avant de ce meuble ait été simplement chauffée 
sur sa face intérieure et soit demeurée presque intacte. Le bac de Boltaron formant la partie infé¬ 
rieure de ce mnuble n'était que partiellement détruit i la résine du tapis compartiment de la toilette 

n’avait été consumée qu’en un seul endroit, sur une surface de quelques décimètres carrés. 

L'examen des débris fit également apparaître que les extincteurs qui étalent alors disposés à l'ex¬ 
trême arrière des cabines des Caravelles, et donc au-delà de la zone qui avait rubi l'incendie, 

n'avaient pas été utilisés. 
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L'équlpapu avait procédé â une manoeuvre d'évacuation de fumée, la vanne de régulation ^té 

trouvée ouverte et portant des traces de suie. Des traces de fumée sur a paroi •»ternedu fuselage 

indiquaient également que les glaces latérales du poste de pilotage avalent été ouvertes. 

Les examens et analyses permirent d'écarter l'hypothèse d'un acte criminel, par engin explosif ou 

incendiaire et de retenir pannl les causes possibles de l'incendie soit une avarie de régulation du 

chauffe-eau, soit l'imprudence d'un fumeu-. 

Il apparaissait enfin que. le feu ne s'étant pas communiqué au liquide hydraulique, l'étendue limitée 

de l'incendie ne compromettait pas la navigabilité de l'appareil. 

Les expériences de laboratoires révélèrent par contre que certains dee constituents dé I 
intérieur de la cabine touchés par la combustion pouvaient dégager rapidement des gaz suffocants de 

grande acidité IPH de 2 à 3). 

Pour «xpliv.hr la catastrophe, la commission retenait, en définitive, deux hypothèses : 

soit une panicje des passagers, refluant vers l'avant et envahissant le cockpit Jusqu'à rendre tout 

mouvement efficace Impossible pour les pilotes. 

soit la suffocation de l'équipage au cas ou les masques n'auraient pas été employés assez tôt ou 

n'auraient pas assuré une protection suffisante. 

L’unalyse des circonstances de l'accident du PP-VJZ devaient appor 

processus de nature à provoquer l'accident du F-BOHB. 

Le Boeing 707 PP-VJZ avait quitté Rio de Janeiro le 11 Juillet l‘; 

tination d'Orly. 

Entré en contact à 13h40 avec l'ACC Le Paris il était autoris. 

à effectuer sa descente, par paliers intermédiaires. Jusqu'au 

L'avion entrait en contact avec Paris-Contrôle à 13h5# et i< . 

"I have a problem aboard....fire.request immediate des . 

Il était immédiatement autorisé à descendre à 3000 pieds et 
tait une approche di*ecte. 

.-if-re sur les 

■ol direct à rtss- 

.ciu.de croisière et 

!t> ignelt & 13hS5. 

.ï la piete 07 qui lui permet- 

L'avion occusait réception et à 13h59. Paris contrflle lui : : position à 22 milles nautiques 

de la piste, puis lui assurait un guidage radar. 

A 14H01. Paris indiquait au PP-VJ2 qu'il se trouvait à 1? milles de la piste, en bonne pouition pour 

1'ILS* 
L-avión accusait réception à 11h01m20s i ce 'ut son dernier message. 

Le PP-VJZ effectue un atterrissage 1e fortune sur un terrain plat et dégagé à Saulx-les-Chartreux. 

Cet atterrissage train sorti, bien qu'assez dur n'occasionne pas de dommages sérieux mais pendant 

ïa course lu só! de t'avion Talle gauche se brise en heurtant un arbre , une 

tre dans le poste de pilotage blessant grièvement les deux pilotes > 1 un des mécaniciens heurte 

violemment de la téteun des panneaux du cockpit et il ne pourra pas être réanimé après son évacua¬ 

tion par les sauveteurs. L'atterrissage et la décélération de l'avion ne paraissent, par ailleurs. 

pas susceptibles d'avoir causé des blessures aux occupants » ’tamment au* passagers attachés. 

Dix membres d'équipage évacuent l'avion por les fenêtres latérales du poste de pilotage, la porte 

nsBxaonrs de l'avant et la porte du galley avant. .... . 
Les pompiers de la ville la plus proche (Longjumeau) arrivent sur les lieux emvtron huit minutée 

après l’atterrissage forcé mais dès ce moment l'ensemble de la cabine est la proie des 

Pompiers et sauveteurs pourront cepc lent retirer par la porte avant deux membres d équipage et un 

passager qui sera le seul à survivre. 

Les témoignages des survivants ort permis de reconstituer au moins en partie le développement du 

sinistre et les actions tentées peur le combattre. 

Ce furent les 3 stewards en servicu à l'arrière de l'appareil qui furent les premiers alertés par 

une passagère s'enfuyant de la toi ette bâbord arrière. Par la porte ouverte, ils aperçuryt une 

fumée blarche qui envahissait la partie supérieure de la toilntte mais ne virent aucune flamme. 

L'un des stewards, qui n'a pas survécu, utilise un extincteur tpndis qu'un autre se rend au poète 

de Dilotaee pour prévenir l'équipage. Le steward, chef de cabine et 1 un des mécaniciens (1 équipa 

ge était doublé) se dirigent alors vers l'arrière mais la fumée a déjà envahi une partie de a 

cabine et rend impos ible l'accès aux toilettes. Le mécanicien revient alors au poste de pilotage 

p^r !e Ln!r d'un masque, d'une bouteille d'oxygène portative 

l'arrière. Ce mécanicien n'ayant pas survécu, il n'a pas ôté possible de savoir ce qu il a pu airu. 

Dès ce moment une épaisse fumée noire remplit la cabine touriste et maigre le rideau de separat un 

envahit la cabine de 1ère classe, puis le cockpit. Un certain nombre de membres d équipage 

les masques disponibles, le commandant de bord lui-même ne peut y parvenir par suite de la rupture 

d'une courroie. 

La fumée remplit rapidement le poste de pilotage et rend les instruments invisibles , les K»«es 

latérales sont ouvertes sans apporter d'amélioration sensible. L'atterrissage de fortune est décidé. 

ni   ¡i in'i i, ÉklÉMllÉlllHUii illi i 
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L. ■^c.nici.n avait d-randé antra tamp, à l'un dea suarda J’ouvrir U» lasuea de aecoura mala 

da maaquea ae aont peur la plupart protégée i l'aide de aerviettea humidea. 

. . A * i J a. iÂ niiiriArt d’entr'olles avait succombé à l'inhalation de monoxy- 
L'autopsie des victimes révélait que le .... . l'air Í0 2¾) suffit à provoquer 

dea autrea conatituanta de l'habillage de la cabine. 

et un rideau. 

i» rnmaiaaion a fait prélever 17 échantillona de matériaux compoaant l’habillage de la cabine du 
™ cal “ échantillon., un seul, la fibre de verre peut être considéré comme incombusti¬ 

ble et non auaceptible d'émettre des vapeurs toxiques. 

Parmi la. autre., une dizaine peuvent être classés comme facilement combustibles, s'inflammant par¬ 

fois par simple chauffage et entretenant leur propre combustion. 

Sauf quatre d'entr'eux ces matériaux dégagent par pyrolyse ou combustion des vapeurs toxiques : 

ignifuges dont ils sont recouverts ou imprégnés. 

La plupart des échantillons prélevés dégagent en brûlant des fur-es blanches ou noires, ou parfois 

les deux selon le stade de leur combustion. 

bis d’en préciser avec certitude le oyer initial. 

L'expertise des chauffe-eau. en particulier, n'a pas révélé les détériorations qui avaient été cons¬ 

tatées à l’occasion d'incidents survenus à des appareils de même modèle. 

lillfessiisf “■ 
dj» oïïï."u«~>-. —> ,0™* dl— >* B“’ra 00 °"ns 
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ont été déchargés au hasard, dans la fumée. 

^ c noun »t du PP-VJZ ont en commun une même origine, un déroulement extrêmement ’’Pide 
Les accidents du F-B0H6 et du PP VJZ ont en commun u ‘ tlllBB par ie conmission d'enquete 

» il ™ -£-â; » : «.‘â:: 
semblables. 

enseignements pour la sécurité. 

Lea incendies de cabine demeureront pendant longtemps encore un danger sérieux pour la sécurité des 

d’incidents. 

X. r4 ll. ... i >■ ■ montrent Que ai Jes progrès sont souhaitables quant au choix des matériaux 
d^àménaeement des cabines et à la protection des personnes à bord, équipage et passagers, ces 

» coin ... ,~.l«. ~ P~“*~ 



Dana I'lntarvalle las autorltta chargtaa da la navlgabllltt, laa conatructaura at laa axploltanta 
davront ttudlar avac n aoln partlcullar i

- rtllnlnation daa aourcaa d'incandla * bord

- laa noyana da dMactlon daa fuaidaa at daa dldvatlona da taav*ratura, an partlcullar dana laa 
voluaiaa cloa,

- 1‘accaaalblKta da toua laa foyara d'incandla tvantuala.
- I'iqulpamant da I'avlon an noyans da lutta,
■ anfin at paut (tra, prlnclpalamart 1'inatructIon at 1'antralnament daa dqulpagai dans ca domalna.

Wt-: •
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DISCUSSION

Mr Mar: Do you AMi dw fire couU have qiread Ihiougii the overhead plenum and into (lie aircraft from there? 
DM it appear that tha paHaaam arere incapadtaled prior to the fire?

Mr GdMeMc: Oui, tr^ prohaMemeiit. car il n'y a eu aucune panique I bord. Lea pass^ra qui <taient 1 i'arrMie. e'eat 
k dire pr*i du foyer, n’onl paa pu eaeayer de quiller la zone Alsra que tout l'dquipa«e a'eat rdfugi^ 1 I'avant, aucun 
del paaaaaera aauf un n'a cu la poaaibiliK dc dilfaire aa ceinture e( d'aller vera I'avant. Par cona^quent. ai la mort n'a 
par dtd hnaMdiale. je penec que rincapacitalion dea paaaatera a (Uelle-m<me immddiale, peut-<trc mdme a^-elle 
prdoedd la fumde vieiMe.

Mh SaAaa: Sinoe one paeaenter survived out of 120 it aeema quite likely that the pawrapm were incapaciuted at 
tha tune of the craah and were killed by the anniing fire, perhapa if the fire-nghlen couM have been on the scene 
quicker there could have been more survivors.
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Mr Guide vie: Les pompiers qui sont arrives sont ceux de ia ville la plus proche. Iis sont arrivas relativement 
rapidement compte tenu des circonstances: en 8 minutes. Néanmoins, certaines personnes ont vu l’accident et ont 
fait très courageusement ce qu’elles ont pu: elles ont demandé à l’équipage où étaient les issues de secours par où 
elles pourraient essayer de sauver leb passagers et ont vraiment fait leur possible. Elles ont pu tirer trois corps qui 
étaient prés d’une issue, dont celui de ce passager qui. finalement, a été sauvé. Je ne pense pas qu’une intervention 
des pompiers, même rapide, aurait changé les choses. 

Mr Bourgeat D’après Mr.Morsch, Coordinateur Sécurité de la Compagnie VARIG, le passager rescapé provenait de 
la classe touriste et s’était échappé de ce compartiment dès le début de l’incendie et avait pris place soit en première 
classe, soi; dans le poste repos équipage. On ne sait pas s’il se trouvait assis sur un siège ou couché par terre. Il y 
aurait peut-être une explication à rechercher en ce qui le concerne. 

Mr GJDevfc: Je ne suis pas absolument sûr de la réponse; je le vérifierai. Cependant, je pense que, lorsqu on l’a 
sorti, il était effectivement couché par terre près d’une issue à l’air libre. Je précise que c’était un garçon d’une très 
solide résistance physique, jeune et très résistant. 

Mr Bbvy (Aerospatiale): Compte tenu du fait que la première fumée a été détectée dans une toilette arrière, en haut 
d’une cloison, je crois me souvenir, ce qui tend á prouver que le feu n’est pas forcément celui d’une poubelle, et 
que les fumées sont arrivées jusqu’au milieu de la cabine et sorties par le plafond, ce qui confirme l’hypothèse 
de Mr.Parker, je voudrais savoir quelles raisons vous ont poussé á abandonner l'hypothèse d’un feu en soute. De plus, 
pendant la descente, un témoin au sol avait vu une flamme s’échappant de la partie inférieure du fuselage. 

Mr Guilfcvic: L’hypothèse de l’incendie en soute est complètement écartée. La soute avant est absolument intacte. 
La partie inférieure n’est pratiquement pas touchée, sauf en un point particulier où se trouvaient les bouteilles 
d’oxygène. Par contre, la partie au-dessus du plancher et dans les toilettes a sérieusement brûlé. A moa avis, ce 
n’est oeut-étre pas dans la toilette bâbord que le feu a pris, mais plus probablement dans la toilette tribord, les deux 
communiquant très largement par la garniture et le faux plafond. J’imagine mal, en effect, qu’une passagère ait pu 
sortir malgré le volume de fumée qu’il y avait déjà. Je pense donc qu’elle devait se trouver dans la toilette qui n’était 
pas la toilette touchée. Il est très difficile de se faire une idée car l’avion a considérablement brûlé ensuite et que la 
présence des bouteilles d’oxygène qui se sont décapsulées fausse l’étude du cheminement des flammes. 
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION 

The Round Table session was opened by Professor Classman who noted that a group of experts were present 
who rarely have a chance to meet on an international basis. The critical question for the round table sess.on was 
what can actually be done to improve aircraft fire safety and survivabUity m the event of a fire; whrthw UHa flw 
takes place in flight, as a result of a crash, or as a result of sabotage. The key comments of the round Uble ex^rts 
as well as the other meeting participante, are grouped under six major headings. These are: Fwl 
Systems Materials, Emergency Procedures, Protection Systems, and Approach. A Summary of the discussion n each 
of these’areas follows. hTsome cases where individuals provided written versions of the text of their comments, these 

are also included. 

CRASH ANALYSIS 

While a standardized or mil spec aircraft crash or aircraft fire does not exist to be 
are certainly many common characteristics or fundamentei analyses possible for the crash situation. The work of 
tth NASA Uwis group in the 1950’s has shown the value of this type of analysis. It is unfortunately a very ex 
pensive approach, but clearly shows that there are several fundamental methods of crash evaluation which can 
analyzed P*Major considerations are, of course, the fuel spillage patterns, the basic rupturing of the fuei syWh® 
it ties place, and ignition sources which occur. The approach also clearly shows that under no circumstances w 
possible to design a system which is completely guaranteed fireproof, or era* proof. There is always 
means by which a fire starts, but much knowledge can be gained through testing. A key point made m this ar 
was that as aircraft grow larger, the fire hazards do not increase, in fact they tend to decrease. This is true not only 
of the fire hazards but also the deceleration effects on individuals in the event of a crash landing. The reason is that 
larger aheraft^n bet'er survive collisions with obstacle, which are generally of a fixed size; that is, ^cte whW. 
couM ordinarily stop small aircraft are simply overpowered by the larger aircraft. Trees and rocks may n° Pen 
the stronger stnicture of larger aircraft, or if they do, the orenings that may be made in fuel tanks will 
krger thin what they were in a small aircraft. It would appear that with the advent of larger craft, the chances o 
surviving the deceleration effects of a crash landing would be significantly increased and the fire hazard not increared 
oroooitionately In fact if fuel is spilled only on one side of the aircraft, it should be possible for people to exit at 
a reasonable distance from the area of the fire. Thus the optimism for success in life-saving fire suppression efforts is 

greater with the advent of larger aircraft. 

There was general agreement at the meeting that more emphasis should be ptaced on analysis ofincidents. 
Several times throughout the meeting in discussing actual accidents, it was related that incidents on board which a 
first Appeared very* milord eventually” resulted in the loss of the aircraft. It become, critical for the designer to p,n- 
ooint these hazard areas Hazard areas can be determined more effectively in analyzing incidents where injuries vt 

““».ITnot involved .nd .he,. Ihere is no «tildón. The« » .!» the hemendo«, ndvnnt.^ 
of witnesses who can be quite objective. This type of investigatory analysis probably does not receive the full em 
phasis that it is due. In the area of fatal accidente the need lor the use of more modern techniques of physiological 
investigation was also emphasized. Dr.Einhorn made the point that autopsies cannot be performed days after an 
HSnt because of change, in blood chemistry. The presence of hydrogen cyanide can s.mply mdicate the tody s 
processing of burned tissue and not necessarily its presence from inhalation. On the other han¿¿ in ^old 
cause of death, but this must be determined very shortly after death, not days later or aft« ^ co,d 
storaa- He also stated that while carbon monoxide is frequently listed as a major cause, qu te often very m,"ute 
amounts of other substances could cause a condition whereby a person could not act properly to save himself and 
Zldasaresuh mhale too much carbon monoxide resulting in his death. The combined effects of dcohoLorton 
monoxide and smoking on the capabilities of people who are caught in the fire situation were discussed at le « 
it was pointed out that these factors work to strongly decrease survivability. It was also pointed out that it is not 
so much the level of CO present but the rate of acquisition which has drastic effects on the human body. The direct 

quote from Professor Einhom on the subject is included at this point. 

“(1) The LD«« values cited do not relate to the response of humans in a fire. This test was developed for 
( evaluation of single components only. A behavioural test such as one which measures time to incapacitation 

is more realistic for evaluation of fire hazards. 

(2) Carbon monoxide by itself it not the major cause of fire death. CO. CO„ O + temperature in combination 
with other noxious and toxic species result in incapacitation and death due to tire. 

Professo. Einhorn also discussed sections from another paper on toxicity which reported very •'apid effective 
and inexpensive analysis methods for the effects of toxic gases. His technique is basically the use of small animals 
rather than being dependent on very expensive mass spectography techniques. By the use of small animals, simp e 
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techniques, such as canulating the arteries and veins and monitoring the partial pressures of gases in these animals, 
can be of great value. It is quite easy to detect gas levels of carbon monoxide and hydrogen cyanide within their 
body and determine their reactions. He suggests even simpler techniques for the first analysis of the toxic effects 
of various materials by simply performing tests like taking the animal and determining its reactions in a short fall. 
Techniques such as drawing a circle on the ground, putting the animal into it and seeing how quickly it moves out 
can also be of value. While there are differences with different animab and it is not directly related to humans, 
this is a very quick way to get an indication of which gases should be investigated further. The first indications of 
depressed reactions in the animal’s nervous system are a very inexpensive way to get clues as to what materials need 
investigation. 

FUELS AND FUEL SYSTEMS 

In the area of fuels there was considerable discussion on the statistics presented in several papers to show the 
differences in results after many years use of kerosine and wide cut fuels. The advantage of kerosine and wide cut 
fuels over gasoline can not be clearly defined because, as was pointed out by several participants, the piston-engine 
aircraft using gasoline are quite different from jet aircraft and there are much different ignition sources and spillage 
opportunities in a crash. Some of the possible disadvantages of anti-mbting fuels were discussed: inability to be 
absorbed into the ground during a crash, storage, and evaporation problems. Other questions are how these additives 
will react with water and cause clogging. The positive side is well summarized by the quoted statement by Mr.Miller, 
of RAE, which follows: 

“There appears to be some doubt about the pro giess made in the safety fuel area since the 1971 meeting of this 
Panel. At this meeting I showed a film and talked about the fire resistance of anti-mbting fuels which were 
then being studied in the UK only. At that time we anticipated problems in virtually all areas from the refinery 
to the jet pipe, some of which appeared very severe indeed. Since then we have improved our fuels con¬ 
siderably. The latest fuel appears to give either complete or very much enhanced fire resistance in a severe but 
survivable crash occurring at 120 mph with a wide range of ignition sources including a running engine. The 
efficiency of centrifugal pumps at low temperature (—35°C) with our latest fuel approaches that with Avtur 
instead of being down by a factor of 4-10 as in 1971. As I said earlier there are a nunber of aircraft problems 
remaining includir« filtration, heet transfer and compatibility with the engine fuel control system but we have 
a solution to most of thsee problems by degrading the fuel. The search for an efficient mechanical degrader 
suitable for aircraft use b currently absorbing a large part of our effort. The other area which appeared daunting 
in 1971 was that of ground handling Our later fuels are capable of being added at the aircraft fuelling point 
and we have achieved some preliminary success in doing this in the laboratory although much work on full scale 
testing needs to be done. Given success in this area we can bypass the ground handling area. We have only 
recently carried out an engine test on in anti-mbting fuel which proved very successful and certainly indicated 
no insuperable problems in this area with FM9 modified fuel, providing it can be predegraded. 

The other area in which we have made progress is in that of cooperation with workers in the USA who are now 
joining us in work on anti-mbting fuels lather than the thickened fuels which occupied so much of their effort 
before 1971. The US Navy, Army and Air Force have all carried out programmes on anti-mbting fuels, as has 
FAA, and NASA b now entering the field. I was encouraged by a slide shown here, by Dr.Weatherford which 
showed schematically the way in which he thought fliese fueb could be used in an aircraft. The slide was al¬ 
most identical with one of my own and shows that we are all coming to very similar conclusions about the basic 
problems to be solved and ways of solving them. I believe that progress in this area since 1971 has been very 
considerable indeed. Nevertheless it b clear that we should not underestimate the problems of introducing into 
an aircraft fuels with physical properties significantly different from those of kerosine. These problems are 
very great and quick solutions cannot be expected”. 

The fuel and fuel additive problem will become more critical as oil shortages force the use of fuels which are 
not necessarily optimum. Wide cut fuels and the use of various grades of JP which are not necessarily optimum for 
additives are all influencing the additive programme and have in fact resulted in some de-emphasis of these prog¬ 
rammes at this time. The key problem discussed in the use of additives was the degrading necessary to process the 
fuel through the engine. It was also pointed out that with the current high level of fuel and oil temperatures in 
operational aircraft any additional heat from a degrading process could be prohibitive. The early experience in de¬ 
grading of petroleum products, specifically with multiviscosity oils showed that degradation takes place very easily, 
to a point. It was possible to degrade some of the early multi-viscosity oils simply by shaking the can. But after a 
certain percentage of degradation the molecular breakdown becomes much more difficult to achieve and fairly sub¬ 
stantial quantities of energy may be involved. It was mentioned that volatility alone is certainly not the only criterb, 
the spontaneous or auto-ignition considerations as well as the flashpoint and the vaporization characteristics are 
equally important. The vaporization characteristics are in fact critical in the consideration of battle damage or pro- 
jectal impact where low pressures can exist for a short time afu.: the skin if ruptured. The ignition possibility is ex¬ 
tremely high because of the sources present and the vaporization occu..¡r.¿ und?r these conditions. 

In the area of overall fuel systems the discussion opened on the rather bright note that design improvements 
have made this a rather insignificant area as far as current accident statistics are concerned. The chances of fuel 
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■ystenu being responsible for a fin in natural flight an extnmely limited and statistics show mon empliasis on mon 

sources such as aircraft cabin interior fires. 

Although nitrogen inerting systems, or systems which result in oxygen poor inert air over the tanl«, «m be 
very -ffeS«! parlants pointed out that these procedures introduce f0f 
Such inerting systems an only used on a demand bas» such u: for taxe-off, hostUe situatwns, and landing. Another 
workload item for the pilot could have a detrimental effect on safety. The results of tests with these WJJ». ^ 
ever, seem to indicate that they wen very promising and perhaps quite worth the extra !"v° f . 
pilot Many more things could be effected in the area of fuel system safety: automatic shutoff systems for the 

part of the attcrf. »dt a. a .P« ton, off ¡»a c»* 
matic systems which shut off flow through connecting lines at the tune of break away, etc., Therearc, m fact, 
thousands of crash worthy fuel systems flying which an very effective. Most an m helicopters ^ 
away fuel Unes. Of course then can be problems in applying this technology to large aircraft. The technology^is by 
no means dimctly transferable, but then an certain techniques which can be modified and used. Looking at the 
fundamentals of the design involved in the crash worthy systems for helicopters could inspire techniques applicable 
to large aircraft. TheThSicopter system, un JP-4 succesrfully. which» a very high flarii potat f“*». Unthanefoam 
systems for safety, both internal and external to the tank, wen discussed from the aspect of the AfJ««Wt*Aat 
they pnsent in inspection and it was mentioned that some new foaming technique, may overcome tj*«**«*- 
However, then «suspicion of deterioration of these foams in service and during expoauntofueL^epointw« 
made that certainly then must be a very specific distinction made between desirung for hcwUk condi 10 

signing for normal fins, but that this diffennce doe. become smalbr as one look, at possible «botage efforts on 

aircraft. 

MATERIALS 

The discussion on materials was opened with the comment that this ana is certainly an extnmely important 
one, Z many spinoff applications into other fields, and themfon research dollars spent in thU ^ 
tremely high rate of nturn. A materials discussion was alao used to point out the classic probtems ofworicingui 
fin safe tyfield; that is, solving one problem ana bring, out other, that would not have even been noticed befon. 
The bask question in the materials technology discussion was the generation of P®“ib,ytox,^^eS * the 
quantities of smoke from the non-flammable material, which are being widely und in cabin the 
materials which aid in the rapid extinguishment of fires or support combustion to a very limited extent generate 

. £ toxk o^at teast intoxicating and cui result in a decreased capabUity of people to react to a fire ZÎÏÏ AfeauLlv i^wrÏnt ÏÏrt o? this discusrion was the disunion by Dr.Einhorn on quick way. to determine 
toxkity of materials in combinations to be used in typical aircraft interiors. The combination 0™«°***" ^ste^ 
perchlorate candles and urethane foam used in »me aircraft comes clo* to a »M “' J 
Tease where improved safety and design changes combined can bring new problems to the front. Materials was an 
area where all members felt stroigly that considerable research and improved techniques were needed, as we as 
development ornew^on-flanrnMUte materials with very limited or no fume or smoke generation. In the «Jeld of 
extrò^materiaiTtherewas „me discussion relating to fuel spillage. The important criteru was possible ijiition 
sources. The primary sources are the sparks generated by the aircraft .tiding over the vmmA. Tityiium ^ P^blV 
the worst material since it generates very high potential sparks. Comments on the sparks generated from projectiles 
ÍZ^iúnír*ta^d c^tat aircraft confirmed this fact The next worst situation is steel which varies with 

¡frT^wrho^co'ntentand allovT Aluminium is obviously the safest because the sparking which occurs has a very limited 
potential and chances of ignition are therefore al» extremely limited. Possibly, a combination of matcní 0,1 
toe lower half of the aircraft or even a cladding which would cut down possible spark generation would be an ex¬ 
tremely worthwhile investment, although it does of course present design problems. 

In many countries, after initial designs are reviewed, the requirements are then frozen By the time the aircraft 
i «rtífte-ted and in service it is quite possible to be five years behind the existing technology. The question of 

airalqtS and finding ways to fund changes in materials for airemft in service » 
rnimoo^tol tomany case, even though better material, are available, they are not available in quantity or 
not approved for use by the aircraft manufacturers neariy as quickly as they would like to 
ati these change» are cost factors which influence airline operations. Safety, while a very important featare to all 
Icmr«mpTnk, is^t a marketable item, simply because it is not » area which can receive empha,» ,n toe re¬ 

lationships with the publk. 

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
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been known to start. Little weight would be necessary for a sprinkler system in these areas. Suggestions were made 
that the aircraft could even carry its own limited supply of extinguishment agents in the hull for spillage at the time 
of a crash impact. Break away fittings in fuel systems involve some small weight penalties, but other equipment 
which has very limited use could be considered as having a weight penalty, also. 

Specialized training for craws operating in a cabin interior filled with fumes and smoke would seem to be a 
necessary item. Emergency exit operations in this type of environment are extremely difficult. Under these con¬ 
ditions some type of protection system for passengers is needed to reduce the possibility of inhaling incapacitating 
ftimes. It was also mentioned that this is an extremely difficult type of action for which to prepare all passengers. 
Smoking on aircraft received a fair amount of attention ranging from recommendations by Government committees 
for there to be absolutely no smoking on aircraft, to a comment »liât smoking is really an emotional issue, and that 
the inflight fire risk is reasonably small compared to the post impact risk. The attendant hazards that some pointed 
out were that smoking would probably take place in rest rooms wîierc there would be additional hazard of fire threat. 

PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

As was mentioned in several papers, it is impossible to defend against all possible threats to the aircraft. 
Monsieur Guillevk made the anology that the airplane is in effect a small city where people are living for many 
hours and it is certainly not possible to control everything brought on board by these individuals. Therefore, pro¬ 
tection must be designed against the worst situations. Strengthening of cargo holds so that they cannot rupture to 
admit air with small explosions is one answer but the level of structural strengthening required is a serious problem 
for the designer. As was stated, it is impossible to make the aircraft safe against all conditions. It was agreed by 
most present that fire detection systems in these areas capable of dumping halón extinguishant very rapidly would 
be extremely valuable. It was also pointed out that the use of halón extinguishers in the cabin interior was of great 
value despite some possible side effects of the halón. It is a very efficient extinguisher and only a small quantity is 
required if it is used rapidly as the primary attempt device. Automatic detection systems and automatic extinguishing 
techniques should be used only in those areas where people are not normally present. When the cabin crew is present, 
they should be properly trained to react rapidly to emergencies. The idea of pilot warning lights for interior cabin 
fires brings to mind the discussion of explosion supresskm systems in tanks. If the pilot must be aware of the operation 
of all these systems in addition to his noimal workload, the workload can perhaps be increased to the point where he 

cannot safely pilot the aircraft. 
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Most attendees «reed that if the approach to improved fire safety is brought about only by government regu¬ 
lations, it will probably work to the disadvantage of everyone. When regr liions are established by gove nment 
agencies, thev are usually more stringent than what would have been necessary to combat the basic problem. 

In the fire safety area there is a limited amount of funding and it must be used in the best possible way. It 
was hoped that through the discussions taking place at this meeting, it would be possible to realize where there may 
be some duplication and that efforts could be parcelled out to groups so that each works in complementary areas. 

Mr.Lewa commented that powerplant safety regulations are updated quite frequently and generally seem to be 
more severe than those for the rest of the aircraft. However, the result as far as fires in engines has been quite 
favourable. He also commented on some of the techniques mentioned for protecting engines in crashes, specifically 
the water cooling of all engine surfaces to get them below spontaneous ignition temperature. He felt that this 
technique may not be workable in the high temperature turbine engines used today. He stated that the quantities of 
water that would be necessary and the time required to achieve such cooling would make the system impractical. 
It was «reed that a global view and review of accidents is necessary and that the greatest and minutest detail re¬ 
ported so that sources which could result in catastrophe if not properly controlled can be identified through incident 
investiption. It was deemed essential to disseminate accident data as rapidly as possible, but not to put such in¬ 
formation into a central computerized information bank where it is not in a really usable form. Mr. StJohn, of the 
Civil Aviation Authority, (UK) made a recommendation on the groups approach to this problem which is quoted below. 

“There is no single panacea to the serious problem of fire hazards. We are clearly making great progress towards 

the four main objectives: 

(1) To prevent or reduce fire propagation - here there is outstanding work on safety fuel research, ably desr 
cribed by Dr.Miller and others. Work is also needed on ignition sources. 

(2) To improve fire survivability by designing or treating the structure to give longer protection, and by con¬ 
trolling the producta of combustion. Here there is a vast and valuable program described graphically by 

John Parker of NASA. 

(3) To provide better extinguishing agents. 
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